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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Orrioz or EDUCATION,
Washigton, D.C., June 1933.

SIR : The first State normal school m 'America was founded by
the colleagues of Horace Mann at Lexington, Mass. It was legally
established during the panic of 1837. T4e iaw which gave it birth
was passed m 1888, and the school o in 1839. Later it was
moved to West Newton and still later to ramingham, where it still
exists. This, the first State institution 'ally designed for the
preparation of teachers, was a speciali d type of secondary school
to which pupils who passed an examipapon in common-school sub-
jects were admitted. A few

.

States still recognize high schools an
junior colleges as adequate teacher-prep ratory institutions, but it is
believed that such arrangements are fio passing.

In 1894 Massachusetts againsiook the lead, in making graduation
from the high school necessary for ad "on to the normal schools.
This step automatically put these insti utions on' the college level.
The presidents of these schools now und t-rtook to establish the proper
standards for teathing. It was logical t4at theiy should find 'them-
selves prep I teachers for a professioll.--In, the meantime the uni-
versifies and the liberal-arts colleges gave some attention to teaching.
Iowa be in 1878, and Michigan founded a chair of pedagogy in
1879. I general, these schools1)repared the high-school teachers
and the normal schools prepared elementary-schoöl teachers.

Since these early beginnin I.: much progress has been made in the
preparation of teachers. The majority of the normal schools have
increased the length of. their curricula and have become dfigree-
granting teachers colleges, and nearly, all öf the collegis and uni-
versifies have larger numbetrs of their graduates going into teaching
than into any other line of worli. It was only natural that such a
diversity of teacher-educating agencies should raise a great many
'controversial issues isnd that there should be numerous instance; of
óverlapping and unnecessary duplication of 'effort. This was evident
tit the 1915 meeting of 'the National Education Assiciation in Oaks
land, Calif., when the desirability of a survey was discussed i4td, a
committee to investigate its pospibility was appointed. Dr. D. B.
Waldo, preaideit of the Teachers College at Kalamazoo, was a mem-
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X LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

ber of that early committee. At ihe time of the appointment of the
board of consultant's of this Survey only he and Dr. Lord were still
living .and in active service.

The Seventy-first Copgress authorized a survey of the education
of teachers on a Nation-wide scope, which has been conducted during
the last 3 years wider the imme'diate direction of Dr. E. S. Evenden,
professor of education, Teachers College, Columbia University, who
has served as associate director.

The board of consultants and the associate director were appointed°
in July '1930. The Survey was organized and its scope determined
by dctober of that year. The next 2 years were spent in gathering
data and the time since then iii preparing, editing, and publishing
the findings.

The Survey report is contained in six wilumes. The firstlive vol-
umts contain the results of the special investigations with the inter-
pretat1/4ns° and recommendations of the Survey staff members
responsible for each study. This voiume, the sixth in the series, was
prepared by the associate director and combines a summary of the
studies reported in the first five volumes, with4is interpretation of
the teacher-training iituation in this cQuntry. His interpretations
were modified, of course, by the Survey findings, the points, of view
of the members of tbe Survey staff, and the reactions to most of the.
recommendatiOns apd controversial issues of the director and Pe
members of the board of consultants.

recominend that this volume be published as the final volume of
the report ofthe National Survey-of the Education of Teachers.

Wm, JOHN COOPER,
COMMi8si4mgtr.

The SECRETARY OP THE INTERIOR.
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FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

This volume completes the form'al report of the 3-year stPudy of
the education of teachers in the United States, provided for by
authorization of the Seventy-first Congress sifd included in .the,
Survey program ot the United States Office of tducation. Ah ex-
tended foreword to.this volume is tinnecessary since the first chapter
serves that purpose. Cbapter I outlines the conditions *hich led to
the Survey, explains its organization, scope, mid, methods of treat-
ment, and describes the nattire and purposes of this last volume, -

It is otthine that volume should inatr4i3restze th

in
ma-
the

detailed reports presented in the 'first five volumes. Rather, it is
hoped that the data drawn from' disk° studies and the frequent refer-
dices to additional information whicb they contain will tempt the
reader to examine the more extended dosuments.

.This voltime is intended to be of service to two groups of readers:
First, laymen and students of general education, and, secohdir those
who are directly concerned with the education or employment ofs,
teachers. For the first group the volume Presents, in consolidated
form, facti ,anci discussions which *ill indicate the scop, and prin-
cipal probleins in the education of teachers for American public
schools. For the second gkoup the selection of the three laige prob-
lems and the discussions of the cpntroversial issues involved in their
solution are intended to &rid attention to*ard some phases_ of the
pressing problem!. now confronting those interested in the prepara-
tion or employment of better prepared teachers.

The associate director desires at this time to acknowledge his.in-
debtOness to many persons for assistance and suggestions without
which the Survey would have been impossible.

Dr. William John Cooper as Commissioner of Education and ex-
officio Director of the Stirvey gav.e invaluable advice on matters of
organization, enlisted the cooperation of numerous diyisions of the

r- Office of Education, and gave the associate director that degree of
freedom of action which fixes responsibility and encourages the
greatest possible effort

, A paragraph of appreciation is utterly inadequate to express the
valuable contributions made to the Survey by the board of consult-
alkts----W. C. Bagley, W. W. Charters, G. W. Frasier, William S.
Gray, M. E. H Banns, W. W. liemP,.W. P. Morgan,

.;

. terial of the Survey that it will detract from the interest
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. FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLIDQMENT

Shelton Phelps, Payson Smith, G. E. Snavely, and D. B. Waldo.
These men Kaye generously of their time in attendahce at meetings
and in answering inquiries. The diversity of points of view and
philosophies represented on the board of consultants insured the con-
sideration of all sides of the principal issues and helped to correct any
bias which the associate director or niembers of the staff might pos-
sess. Every sugg--tion of each member could not be accepted nor
very point of view represented in the recommendations in this vol-
ume. Nevertheless, their discussions and their differences of op'
served &s a stimplating challenge to the Survey staff and espezi
to the airm'v,iate director. Many of the statements and recommenda-
tions in this volume are more practical or more definite as a result
of suggestions received frOm the board of consultants. Collectively
and individually the contribution to the Survey of these 12 leaders
in the education of teachers is greater than anyone other than the
writer can appreciate.

The professional advisory committee (the names of memberi are
listed on the inside back cover) served to clarify issues and keep the
Survey staff in closer touch with the important groups represented ongie cottee. The service which the members of this committee ren-
dered in carrying the Surviy finding& 'back tk their constituents
resulted in more cooperation in obtaining data and in more interest
in the Suryey report.

Tó the Siirvey staff fs a group and a .9 individimils the associite
'director exprabiles his a¡vreciation for thitir loyalty tA) the work
wbich they uncle -.I I,. sand for their willingnesq, to tarry through
their studies often at considerable sacrifice of tittle, energy, and
reimuneration: Without their de'votion to duty the Survey would
have been far less complete. A list of the staff members and the
fields of their Survey work is given on the inside front cover.

To the special _advisors, K. J. Holzinger, T. L. Kelley, E: L.
Thornilike, IL R. Trabue, and Helen M. Walker, the Survey is
indebted for valuable suggestions and helpful (;riticisms on the
more technical phases of the Survey studies.

-The Survey is ais-o,..indebted to a large number of the regular
staff members of the Office of Education for assistance whenever
Survey studies touched tile fields in which these people specialize.
The list is too long to mention each by name. Some, however,
were called upon so frequently and responded so efficiently thit
it is a pleasure acknowledge their services. This, list includes
Bess 6;odykoonts, Assistant Commissioner of Edncation, W. D.
Boutwell, editor, and Margaret F. .Ryan of the editorial division,
Martha R. McCabe of the library staff, and Andrew H. Gibbs for
the Preparation of charts and graphs.

Lewis Kalbach, Chief Clerk of the Office of Mination, and his
were wider almost emigrant demand for extra bookkeeping I*
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FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLIDGX31167 1111

accounting services, advice on financial routines And other matters oi
governznental procedures. This service is gratefully atimowledged.Benn W. Frazier, senior specialist in teacher training, and
during the period of the Surviy, Assistant to the Director and comb-
dinator, rendered a very important service to thé Survey by his ao.
sistance in administrative matters, Ivy his direct contributions to
volumes I and V, and, by his faithful and efficient services in seeing
the manuscripts through the various stages of printing and distri-
bution.. The Associate Director acknowledges his personal indebte
edness ,to Mr. Frazier for the maty ?administrative details handled
at times when he could not be in Washington.

This statement would be incomplete without acknowledging the
contribution made by the half Million teachers, supervisors; and ad-
ministrative officers whose professional -will, evidenced by inip-
plying data requested, Made the Survey possible.

R S. EnrcroN,
'46

Associate Director. ,
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SUMMARY AND. INTERPRETATION
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTIONSCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE
SURVEY

SECTION 1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SURVEY

A SHORTAGE-OF TEACHERS .

In the years durini and immediately following the World War
every State in the United States was embarrassed by a serious short-
age of teacbers. This statement does not have to be qu ified iis a -

shortage of adequately preparskl teachers. It rile' a shor' ge of any
and 01 kinds ottteachers and of persons willing to accept teaching
positions. a

After the Miited States enterfd the war- teaching was often urged
upon boys and giris only partly through their high-school eQurims
as an opportunity .to render patriotic service., The patriotic service
consisted in tikking the place of an Qlder Arson who co* be released
for some form of military or goTerAniental`seivice and also in keep-
ing schools (ipen in the rural areas. =, At was argued that farmers
whose children were denied schooling become of the tear-1w shortage
were moviiigp the cities 0 a time when it was very essential that
they remain on the farms and maintain tklerproduction of the needii51
farm crops. Justifying their actions by guch rationalizations, o5cers
with the Istirority to issue teachers' certificates granted temporary
teiching certificates to immature, inexperienced, unprepared boys
and girls and sent them o I, to serve their country not realizing that
this would exploit the 4, try. ,

.,

Some conditions which paused the shortage.--In 1913-14,a survey
of the state"; òf teachers in the United States was made by the
;United States Bureau of Education, and the results were published
under the title, " The Tangible Rewards of Teaching."1 The out-
standing conclusion of this study was that teachers were so very
meagerly paid .iat- the rewards for teaching were largely intangible.

_ Little happened between the time of the 1918-14 survgy and Amer-
i&s entry into the war to change to any significant degree the

*Boykin, j. 41, wad King, Rot*rta. TM tangible rewards of Witching. be t Bureau ot
Bunsen (1914) No. 16.
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2 NATIONAL SITIMBY OF TH1 liDTMALTION MCKIM
economic status of teachers. Duzing that time the earnings of other
occupational groups were increased by the industrial activityklue to
the warincreased European markets for American Nod& This
disparity made teaching less desirable than it was in 191844.

After we entered the World War, the rapid increases in the wage
scale for all industrial workers and the relatively small and tfxdy
increases in the salaries paid .to teachers _made teaching even lees
desirable 'than it was in 1917. In addition to time financial factors
*ere vies the very strong factor of " low *edge." An inevitable
'result of the general lowering of stindards in the attempt to keep
schools open was a decrease of public respect for teaching which
made people think of it more than ever before as an ocgupation for
the, less able graduat, of the local high schools who for one*mation
or another could not prepare for the peofessions or 'who could not
get a start in,siome more remunerative occupation.

These conditionseconomic and socialI:lad two signiticant edu-
cational results by 1919-20. The first was the pronounced shortage
of teachers already referred to ande the sec;:knd was a very low level
of educational preparation for public-schciol teachers.

Coodiitut it 1919-W.The teaching personnel of the American
public schools at the'close of the World War was at an extremely
low point of efficiency. There were not enough certificated teachers
to keep all the schools open. There were large numbers of young
teachers (most of them girls) with little general education and no
Professional preparation, who had been encouraged to enter teaching
and whci at the close of the war found it a desirable occupation in
which to continue. There had been a continued withdrawal fromthe teaching personnel of the more vigorous. and capable members
betyeen the ages of 25 and a either into national s.!Irvie cor into
better-paid occupations. This left disproportionate numbers of the
oldei 'and the "very young teacher& Probably two-.:::- of the
teachers haa had less than 2 years of edíication beyond the comple-
bon of a. standard 4-year high school. Teachers' salaries were still
relatively far below those paid in comparai?le fields of work ,and
below the wages paid skilled laborers and. many of the unskilled

. labor groups.
These conditions were- not the result of an indifference towrd

education on the' part of the American poople. On the contrary, the
American public had quit. " school ciinecious " during the
war bbCause (if the .42. any ways in which the who* war. used toproilote or facilitate such national programs as health, thrift, con-
vervation of food, Junior Red Orions work, and similar activities.
Unfortunately, the pressing immediately oonwcted with the war
prevented this interest in the lamas from bacmjng this basil, for aconstrudive privram: of educatiOnal improvement which woad
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SUMMARY AND INTIMPRIBTATION

probably have started with the improvement of the teaching per-
sonnet. Fortunately for the schools and for the teaching personnel
the War ended when it did and the changes which followed affected
almost immediately some of the conditions which had held teaching
at its low status.

EXPANSION IN EDUCATION AND IN TEACHER TRAINIA

increased school enrollments. In 1919-20 there were 2,200,889
pupils enrolled in the public secondary schools of the United States.
Six years later this hid increamd t1 perçpnt to 8,757,466.2

In 1919-90'there were 462,445 students enrolled in the colleges and
universities (exclusive of students in preparatory departments and
independent professional schools). In 1926726 this enrollment had
increased 66 percent to 767 .1

In 1919-20-the enrollment in the normal schools and teichers col-
leges (public and private) was SKX3,768. In 1926-26 the enrollment
had becoine 288,175, an increase of 88 percent.' No single caiise for
the rapid increase in the enrollment in high schools or in higher
educational institutions can be given. It wu the cumulative effect
of several causes. During the war period many individuals learned
the valub and desirability of education, especially of college education.
Many of the men and women engaged in war service found, a its
close, that the positions they formerly held either were filled by
others or bad been diimontinued.. Additional educational prepara-
tion was the most obvious method of readjustment for large num-
bers of those men a4c1 women. The shut-down ór arastic reduction
of 'many war-time industries forced large groups of workers to find
other employment. Many of them used the high schpols anct col-
leges as a means of making that adjustment. In aadition to these
causes shoula be added the.effect of the era of prosperity which fol-
lowed the World War. This brought high-school and college edu-
cation within the reach of hundreds of thousands of families which
before the war could not have afforded to send children to school
beyond the compulsory attendance age.

There was not a correspoiiding increase in enrollment in the ele.
maitary schools' during the period following ihe war. There was,
however, a definite increase in the enrollments in the. upper grades
caused by the desire of niore boys and girls to go on to high school

Poster, L M, Statistics of State school systems, chap. II, Biennial Survey of uses-
tun la the United States, U. I. OfIes of lidueation, Bulletin .1081, ao. 20.

s Statistics pf universities and colleges and professional schools, 10725-20. U.S.
.

Bureau
of Idneation, Bulked* ne. 40, p. 4.

4These serollmenta include some duplicates beiween the regular session_ and mum
session enrollments. Duplicate enrollments were not reported in 1919-20. Biennial Iii
vey lkkattles In Of United States, 1021-22. ch. V. National el %whom osiliseand soma adosolof U.S. Moo m IdRts, &Weft 12$1, ao. 20.
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and college sad abaci by the fact that there were fewer opportunities
to secure 14414tpaid employment at the termination of the compulsory
attendance *Piod. _There was also a definite expansion in the
mentary-school program due to the opening of schools closed dug
the war, the lengthening of the school year, and the adclition of many
new types of teaching and 'educational service such as special teachen
of music, art, health, and physical education, u well as supervisors,
visiting teachers, and school nurses....

Increased *dairies for teschert.Another factor which must be
considered in connection With this period of edtational expansion
is that teachers' salaries were increasing rapidly uring that period.
Lt the years between 1914 and 1918, teachers' salary increases lagged
far behind thé increased wages and salaries of Wier groups and also
far behind the increased cost of living. This condition was called
to the attention of teachers and school patrons through the National
Educttion Association, Tardy but vigorous campaigns, were waged
throughott. the 'country by educational organizations and by lay
groups interested in the public schools to increise teachers' salaries
as 'other salaries had been increased in order to enable tatchers
on a stapdard of expected of profession!Ll and semipTfessional
groups.

Such success attended these campaigns that by 1926-26 the teach-
en in American public schools were actually and nilatively better
paid for their services than ever before in our history. It is always
desirAle remind the reader in oonnecticin with this statement that'
it dies not meaii-that teachers were paid too much or .that they were
paid u much u other groups, or even that they were paid enou¡h
because u a group, teachers previously had beén very inadepaly
paik Teachers' solarise; were, however, sufficiently increased to at-
tracnnote persons to teaching as a care& than at any 'other period.

¡nomad standards for teaolting.-A-A third major change during
this 6-year period of expansion lies the widespniad tendency to in-
crease the aniount sad quality -of the preparation of teachers. The
publicity given to the inadequacy of the educational preparation of
teachers during the. period of the. teacher shortage caused the States.
to raise the minimum levels of presilrvice prvarationt-efor teachers
eithbr b3"Scite laws or by 14gulations of State b9ards of education.
Darint this 6-year period a number of States ;Acidly abandoned
high-sehool r 1 -training classes, although is late as 1926, 47 States
reportid qtuden teacher4raining course. in. ¡nib& high schools.
In the pin,rperiod there was also an increased tfndeitcy to substitute
priservice reparation for State and county -examinations op bases
for oertifidation of teachers, and a marked increase in the Wilber of

-

samba, N. S. Tambora' missies and scam 'Madam bik Os MAW States, 1,18411
coisiTka sari" ea 4, National ildscallos Associations Waii!daitss, Eke., /
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BUIMARY AND INTIRPRISTATION 5

normal schools which extended their curricula ban 2 to 4 Years-
Many of these institutions, too, became degree-granting teachers col-

1leges (46 teachers colleges in 1919-20, 101 í le25-26, Bugletin 1927,
no. 30) . Wye details concerning the raising of standards of prep-
aratioil for teachers will be preeented in chwter H.

THE TEACHER SliORTAGE SEMMES A Sylitl:US

Inerewed demand4 for leacher9.2.1mmediatelf after the clogs of
tie World War there .was a pronounce4 demand for additional and /
better-prepared teachers. Satisfactoriky prepared laws were
needed : For the schools which had been closed; to replace the emer-
gency teachers whose temporary certificates were not renewed or who
continued their education; for the new forms of educational service
introduced into both elementary and secondary pchools; to replace
teachers who left teaching to enter 961ne othei lint of work ; and to
provide teachers for the large increases in secondary school enroll-.

ment. .

Inereas4d supply of teachers.---Ak the same time that the defnande---
for additional teachers were increa,sing the impply was increasing at
an even faster 4rate. Teaching had become more respected socially;
teachers' salaries had been increased until they compared favorably
with those in other lines of work; the opportimities to enter industry
and more highly remunerative occup4tions were decreasing instead of
increasipg as had been true (hiring and immediately ,following the
war; and the greatly increased ,enrco ento in *the colreges, universi-
ties, noirmal schools, and teachers colleges provided hundreds of thou-

. sands of young, men Ind young womén with the educational equip-
thent which permitted them to secure certificates as teachers.

Supply overtakes demand.---Not until about 1926 and 1927 did
those in charge of educational programs for the education of U;Khers
become aware giat " production " was exceeding " consumption ",
that more teachers were being impaled than could be placed. Even
at *bat time the oversupply wai not serious,rough to cause any gen-
eral concern. Placement directors in a few echo* were I;othered.by
their unplacipd registrants, bat they too frequently ittributed the un-
envleyment to some local comtition or to the personalities pf the
Linemployed plduates instead of discovit'ing, at that time, that the
situation wits quite general. Had the true situation been discovered
at that time steps mieit have been taken to reduce the number a
indents admitted to courses fwb teachers. Instead, quitl ths opposite
pigicy was followed. As conpetitipn for ching positionse increaped,
many inititutions engagesi in dui- preparafion of teachers redotbled
their efforts to incest* their enrollments in order to meet thiS
psalm :with the- eipanded programs mult, poTible by the increased
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NATIONAL SURVEY, OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

INITIATING THE, ITATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCeION OF
TEACHERS

By 1928 anck1149 the filet that the teacher shortage was a thing of
the past and that a surplus of teachers was- already embarrassingly
large in many States was recognized b¡ mod of the State suPerin..
tendents and State commissioners of education, deans of schools of
education, and presidents of normal schools and hers colleges.
'The èxtot of the surplus . and its implications for tea er education
were discussed at the annual meetings of the group's just mentioned--
*the three grougts most directly interested in the problems of educating
teachers. Questions invariably aroie in these discussions concerning:
The number of the imemployed teachers who were adequately pre.
pared ; whethei the surplus, was greater, in gome fields of work than
in others ;. w(hether there were sigdificant State aid regional differ-
ences; and whether the standards were so different among States that
some States.iere able to secure most of their new teachers from other
States. Very few data were available with which to answer any of
theseNuestions and in tile instances 'here States had &died any
phase of their teacher unemployment problems the Anti were usually
not comparable even between two State& Realizing the need for a
more thorough study of the whole field of teacher edgcation on a
national scale 'representatives were appointed by the National Asso-
ciatioh of State Superintendeas of Instruction and Commissioners
of Education, the National Association of Deans- of Schools of Edu.
potion, and the American Association of Teadiers Colleges to. present
the desirability of'a national surey of 44ther education to the
authorities at Washington, and if the survey was approved, to cooper-
ate with the United States Office of Educition in Bemiring the author-
ization from Congress for such a study. \

The National Survey program,, of the United States Office of &Puma
tion.--The United States Office of Education, under the direction of)
Dr. William John Coiper, Commissioner of Education, had devel-
oped and inaugurated a plan fbr a 'series of national fact-finding
surveys in which certain phases .of American education were to be
studied more thoroughly than was possible with the data regularly
obtained and distributed by the Mate of Education. The first of
these 'national surve"ys was of the land-grant colleges and wall directed
by Dr. Arthur J. Klein°

The 'second was the study of secondary educition under the direc-
tion.,of Dr. Leonard V. Koos, professor of education, University a
Chicago./ This wali started July 1,1929, and was to eitiiid over a
period of 8 years..........

Klein, Arthur J. Survey of 1and4irtilt colleges and universities. 17.8. Office of Edo- '
Ostion Bollotis 1930, No. 9.

,

eilaftleik,.. t Koos, L. 7. National survey of secondary pi 95 aloft, U.S. 011.
ufreati9n. Pulleitin 1932i No. 11. ,, .,
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION

vproOsed study of Ale education of teachers was approved for
the third in the series and, accordingly, was preiented to the Seventy-
first Congress for authorizati9n. Commissioner Cooper) with the aid
of the representatives of the three educational organizations previ-
ously refeced to aid others interested in improving _conditions in the

( public schools, secured cgjtgressional authorization for a 3-year study
of " the quatifications of teachers in the public schools, the supply of
available teachers, the facilities availible and needed for teacher
training, including courses cif study and methods of teaching." The
cost of the study was not to exceed $200,000, including the printing
of the' report. This was later reduced by a $26,006 deduction from
the third year's appropriation in the attempt to balance the Federal
Budget for that year. This Survey began July 1, 1930.

The Qffice of Education survey plan contemplated starting a
national survey each year so that a series of three such sfudies
would be under way at the same timeone in its final year, one in
its second year, and one in its first ¡ear, The first year was planned
as one of organization, selection of staff, preparation of inquiry
forms, and t4e gathering of initial data. The second year was to
be used for the collection of all necessary dita, visiting, and field'
studies. The third year was to be used for intérpretation of find-
ings and for the preparation of manuscripts for the final report.
It was thought that by having a survey in each of these stages each
year ta staff and equipment of the Office of Education could be
used to the best advantage.

The fourth national survey approved in the series was of school
finance. Dr. Paul R. Mort, director of the School of Education,
Teachers College, Columbia University, was appointed associate
director in charge of survey and work was started July" 1, 1931.
The. work on that survy was discontinued at the close of its first
year,

The discontinuance o the School Finance Survey was unfortunate
from the standpoint ,of the National. Survey of the Education of
Teachers. It was part of the later plan of national surveys to
have them supplement each other whenever possible and also to
avoid unnecessary duplication. In this way. it was possible for the
Secondary Education Survey to omit a study of the preparation of
secondary teachers and have that phase stitched by the National
Survey a the Education of Teachers while the National Survey
of the Education of Teachers in turn did not investigate entrance

°The work oi the first year included the completion of the Bibliography on School
Finançe prepared by Dr. (1..rter Alexander and Timon Covert and published u U.S. Office
of Education Bulletin 1932,, no. 15. By means of a grant from the General Education
Board and undei thi joint auspices of the American Councl! on Education and the U.S.

Education, The studies started during the (tart year were completed and published
as State Support for Public Education and ResonrceProbleino in Sibool Finance. Anierio
can Connell sa Edueatisa, Washington, D.0
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8 NATIONAL SURVEY OF TILE EDUCATION OP TZLOHIBS

requirements to colleges and iniversities because that had been dons
by the Secondary Survey. In a similar way the National Survey
of the Education of Teachers did not undertake certain studio
dealing with salaries, financial support and control, and buildings
and equipment because those topics.were to be studied by the School
Final urvey. The School Finance Survey was able to use some of
the data collected by the National Survey of the Education of
Teachers in its study of county variations in the support of educa-
tion and in the quality of educational opportunities offered.

ORGANIZAtON OF THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION
OF TEACHERS '

Directors of the Survey.--The United States Commissioner of Edu-g cation was ex officio director of all the surveys conducted under the
auspices of the United States Office of Education. The associate
director in active charr of the Survey was selected by the Director
and the board of consultants at their first meeting. Benjamin W.
Frazier, a member of the regular staff of the Office of Education and
specialist in the field of the Survey wig assigned for the period of
the Survey to serve as coordinator between the Office of Education
staff and the special Survey staff.

Board of comultante.--The board of consultantsa group of '12
educatorsserved as the chief advisory group for the Survey. They

o were selected to secure representation of : (a) Different theories of
education ; (b) different theories concerning the education of teach-
ers; (c) different types of institiltions, (d) different sections of the
country ; and (e) State superintendents and State commissioners of
education. The board of consultants met nine times during the
8-year period, of the Survey, the meetings varying from half a day
in length when held at the time of the meetings of the Department
of Superintendence, to 2 and 3 days for other meetings. Besides the
time spent at the meetings of the board the members gave liberally
of their tinie in critical review of Survey material and in presenting
the findings of the Survey to interested groups. in their areas.

Professional advisory committee.A professional advisory com-
mittee of 47 members was appointed during the first year of the
Survey. The members of this committee were selected u representa-
tives of the larger groups of educational workers interested in the
education of teachers. The names of the members of this committee

, and the organizations which they represented are given on the inside
of the back cover. This committee met once a year in connectiod

I.

*The general plan of organisation with the names and *Metal position, of the members
of each group is given on the inside of the front and back covers of this report. Refer-
ence to these lists should be made in connection with the general description of tbs mpg.
¡Nation of the Survey.
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111411Y AND INTIMPRITATION 9

with the meeting of the Department of Superintendence. The services
of the professional advisory committee were primarily of two kinds..
In the first place the II:. expected to represent their groups
and bring the special teachéi-training problems of their fields to the
attention of those in charge of the Survey. It was hoped in this way
to make the Survey of greater value to more groups.

In the second place it was expected that the members of the pro-
fesional advisory committee would report back to their several
groups the plans and findings of the Survey which were discussed
at the meetings or presented to them in mimeographed form. In
this way it was hoped to arouse interest i4 the Survey and its findings
and also to have the Survey findings of interest to each group
interpreted by a member of that group.

Special adviion.When some of the studies undertaken by the
Survey involved highly technical procedures, advice was obtained
from nationally recognized specialists in the field concerned who
donated in some cases several days of their time to the clarification
of Survey problems and to the improvement of its techniques. While
many persons were consulted by one or more members of the Survey
staff, those who contributed most in this advisóry capacity were
Dean M. E. Haggerty, of the College of Education, University of
Minnesota; Prof. Karl J. Holzinger, University of Chicago; Prof.
T. L. Kelley, Harvard University ; Dr. L. J. O'Rourke, Personnel
Division of the United States Civil Service Commission; Prof. E. L.
Thorndike, Teachers College, Columbia University ; Prof. M. R.
Trabue, University of North Carolilia ; and Prof. Helen M. Walker,
Teachers College, Columbia University.

Survey 8taff mentber8.---The Survey staff consisted of several
groups of full-time and part-tiine specialists, and statistical and
clerical workers. Four of the specialists (Benjamin W. Frazier,
Gilbert L. Betts, Frank K. Foster, and Guy C. Gamble) were em-
ployed on a full-time basis during the time they were members of
the staff. Most of the research assistants, statisticians, secretaries,
stenographers, machine operators, and clerical helpers were members
of the Civil Service group in Washington and were employed on a
full-time basis for the duration of special projects demanding their
services. All other members of the Survey staff gave only part of
their time to the work of the Survey.

Associate members were not regularly appointed members of the
Survey staff, but in- each case their studies were approved by the
directors and the board of consultants, and in most cases the Survey
assisted in the collection of data. (The results of these cooperative
studies are summarized inf pt. IX, vol. V, of the Survey report.)

A8i8tance from the Office of Education staff.The National Sur-
vey' of the Education of Teachers waB one 6f the 'large projects of
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the Office of Education. As such it received continuous service from
many officers and divisions of the Office of Education staff. Thoee
so..frequentiy drawn upon for. assistance that they should be listed
as members of the larger staff of the Survey are the assistimt com-
missioner, the chief clerk, staff members of the editorial, library,
higher education, American school systems, special problems, and
statistical divisions, aild the miscellaneous service division of the
Department of the Interior.

SECTION 2. PURPOSES AND SERVICES OF THE SURVEY

As soon as possible after the Seventy-first Congras authorized the
National Survey of the Education of Teachers, the board of On-
sultan'ts met with the Director and Associate Director to decide upon
the general purposes of the Survey and thò special services which it
should render. At that nieeting; held in Columbus, Ohio, July 4,
1930, it was provisionally decided that the separate studies should
be organized in line with five major purposes. These five purposes
will be briefly presented a this point for the light they throw upon
the final report of the Survey:

1. A NATION-WIDE PICTURE OF PRESENT CONDITIONS AND
PRACTICES IN THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

As was shown in the preceding section the " shortage " of teachers
which existed in 1920 had become a troublesome " surplus " in 1930;
students were enrolling in normal schools and teachers colleges and
in the teacher-preparing courses of colleges athd universities in an-
nually increasing numbers ; the total costa of pOlicly controlled
higher' education had increased until securing the necessary support
was becoming yearly more difficult; competition increased among
publicly supported institutions educating teachers and between them
and privately controlled and endowed institutions engaged in the .

fiame work. These conditions were matters of much concern when
they weie further complicated by- a number ot professional contro-
versies over such matters as length of preservice education for
elementAry teachers the place of methods and teaching .techniques
in a teacher's education ; the general or nonprofessional content of
the first 2 years of the collegi course; the emphasis to be placed upon
supervised practice teaching; and similar issues which confronted
those responsible for the preparation or revision of curricula for the
education of teachers.

In order to throw light upon this tangled situation it was obviously
desirable to make the first task *of the Survey that of furnishing an
accurate' picture of existing conditions and practices. Several agen
cif* had bean collecting. and distributing data on some phases of this

.
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SUMMARY AND ATION 11
or

problem but the results were of -limited value because they were
gathered for isolated factors, or for only one State or city, or at
different ,times or in different ways, ar from different groups of
teachers. It was therefore planned to secure directly from the
teachers and other workers in the public schools the information
needed to construct this pidure. By collecting this information- at
the same time and in the same way throughout the country it seemed
possible to secure data which would be entirely comparable among
States, sections of the country, and different teaching groups.

2. THE DACOVERY AND CLARIFICATION OF PROBLEMS AND
CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES

At the time the Survey was proposed many problems involved
in the education of teachers were especially troublesome. -They
were .in most cases of relatively recent origin, and this prevented
those responsible for their solution from securing either guidanci
-from pagt solutions or comfort from the knowledge that many other
-institutions had the same problems.

Frequently these problems were also so entangled with other
problems that it was impossible to locate exactly the elements in
need of correction. 4'For example, whether ,the curriculum for the
e(luca\tion of an elementary teacher should comprise 2 years of
general or nonprofessional work followed by 2 years of profes-
sional training was a question that could not be satisfactorily an-
swered without having answers to such questions as : Is such a
curriculum better than one in which the 4 years are given over to
professionally presented subject-matter courses especially designed
for elementary teachers? Will the certification laws permit the
graduate of such a course to teach in another type of school,- for
example, in a high séhobl I Do the salary schedules in' the area
served by the institution enpburage 4 years of preparation for ele-
mentary teachers oi do they justify only 2- or 8 years? Is the insti-
tution large enough to provide fully differentiated courses for
elementary teadhers I Are the instiucOrs qualified to teach the
professionally motivated courses and are they sympathetically in-
dined toward such courses!

Another problem which confronted all institutions educating
teache was the place and amount of pract4we teaching in the educao-
tion of r hers for different types of teaching positions. Obviously
a satisfactory answer to this queition cguld not be obtained without
knowing the answers to such question's as: What is the minimum de-
gree of teaching skill required by the beginning teacher to protpet
him against initial failure because of preventable classroom aiis.
takes ? Should the minimiim degree of teaching skill required vary
accord:ing amount of supervision which is provided for be-
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12 NATIONAL SURVEr OP TH11 EDUCATION OP TRAM=

ginning teachers i Is the same degree of initial 'teaching skill needed
by high-school teichers 118 is needed by elementary teacbers or eby
rural school t:eachers I What is the .relative value of directed ob.
servation as compared with practice teaching in the developlment ofinitial teaching skill I Should practice teaching be given in one con-
centiated period or distributed at different times throughout th
period of preparation, an4tif4istributed, what are the most effective
tinies to give it?

,A third one of the entangled problemi which faced presidents andfaculty curriculum committee$ especially with regard to the prepa-
ration of high-school teachers was the number of fields in which

, prospective leachers should be prepared to teach. Involved in this
question were such other questions as: What is the minimum amount

'f.:f 'work in each field which is considered satisfactory preparation
for teaching that field in a high school? How many subjects are
high-ichool teachers generally required to teach and how does the
number vary by size of high school and by subjects taught? Whit
percent of beginning high-school teachers have to start their teach-
ing experienCe in small high,schools I Should the allotment of time
to major and minor fields of specialization be made in terms of the
requirements of the first fiw years of teaching experience during
which the teacher :rill probably teach two, three, or more 'than three
subjects or iii terms ,,ot the fact that the majority of high-school
teachers teach only one or two subjects? What differei;ces in major
and min?r' requirements must be made for such specitit iubjecta as
music and art which require in addition to a comniand of the subject
matter of a field, the developnient of skill in the techniques ofothe
field?

A ftiourth illustration of the complicated problems which were at-
tracting the 'attention of those 'responsible for the education of
teachers and also of taxpayers and school patrons was the minimum
of educational preparation which would be accepted for entrance into
teaching at the different school 'levels. For example, was it satis-
factory to allow graduates of high-school training classes to teach
in the rbral schools, require 2 pr 8 years of preparation oh the college
level for elementary rteachers in the villages and cities .aud require
at least graduation from a standard college for all high-sch4o1
teachers.; Inttrwoven with this' problem were such related .ques-,
tions as -what are the existing certification standards for the differ-
ent school levels in the States and are the ,-.14ards set by legal

' enactment or by State board regulations? Can a sufficient number
of persons b§ secured to take the additional training if 'standards are
tidied and rill the quality of recruits be affected adversely? Can
standards for rural a4d elementaq teichers be raised without greatly

.
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INUMALIT AND a snow 13

indicate that elementary ieachers with 4 or, moie years of prepara-
tion above tlie high sChool are more effective teachers than those with
only 2 years of such preparation!

This list of problems ciuld very .easily be eitended bút enough
problems have been given to show the complexity of the issues con-
fronting administrators 'and curriculum committees when this Sur-
vey was undertaken.

In the light of' the conditions it seemed highly desirable to de-
termine whéther the problems and controversial issiies were wide-
spread or local, political and financial or educational, simple and
isolable or complex and fused, quantitative or qualitative,.practical
or thcroretical. Problems submitted to thorough analysis are certain
to be more clearly understood and easier to solve even if the solu-
tion cannot be determined immediately. Such clatification of issues
establishes moye.definite p9ihts for attack in dig" work gf any group
studying curriculum problems. Many problems have not been solved
and many desirable &awes have not been made primarily because
those responsible for solving the problems or making, the changes
have been unaware that something needed to be-done ois did not know
where to begin.

3. INDICATION OF TRENDS IN THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

The compliant is often made that surveys show merely the present
situationthe way things are, and do not show the way to gothe
Niay things should be. As Dr. Bagley and others have frequently
said, the picture of pres t practice in a flexible societyone in which
changes are niade with ative ease:7-is more than a, mere picture of
things as they are. Present practice in such a society is the residu-
um of empirically and experimentallyftested pradtices hich are ap-
proved by that society.

If then, in a survey of the educational procedure in preparing
teachers the accurate picture of present practice can be supplemented
by any clearly indicated trends (obtained from the study of pre-
ceding periods) the accuracy with which predictions and recommen-
dations may be made is greatly increased.

A very detailed historical study of the education of 'teachers in
this country was xnade. with special emphasis upon the discovery of
4ends, With a view to their use as additiOnal guide; to' prediction.

Ve

4. THE SOLUTION DF PROBLEMS OR PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING
PRESENT PRACTICES

This Survey, as equally true of most educational surveys, had
its inception in the consciousness of troublesome problems and the
desire for theft' solution 'or for data in the light of which they could
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14 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

be more clearly understood. The board of consultants, the directors,
and the staff members have at all times been keenly aware of these
desires. They have also become increasingly aware of the mu.
plexity of these problems and the improbability of supplying satis.
factory solutions to many of them within the time and money limits,
of the Survey.

It becitme more and more evident, as the Survey progresited, that
many of the problems were so involved and so sensitive to changes
made in the attempts to solve other problems that it was highly
imProbabfe that any initially satisfactory solution-would remain sat-
isfactory for more than a brief period. Even though this limitation
was fully realized it was also rgalized that some of these complicated
problems are so intimately competed' with the successful dev 1-
opment of programs for the education of teachers that decisions
quently must be made on some phase of the problem eveir though
all data necessary for the -decision are not available.
"Such decisions are often palliative in nature or are dictated by
economic or 'political expediency. More 'certain progress toward

. desirable conditions would result from these decisions if they could
be made in the light of available data and after a careful analysis of
the interrelationship of the probl6m and other problems in the
education of teachers.

It has therefore seemed desirable, even though conclusive proof
is not available and even though the proposáls may have but tempo- f
rary value, to present (a) careful analyses of some of the more (
preming problems in the field .of educ4ing teachers, and (b) care-
fully considered reciimmendations fpr desirable changes.

Such proposals will constitute the principal constructive contribu-
tion,' of this Survey: They have been arrived at in the following
ways:
1. They are, whenever data were available, based upon the findings of

the Survey.
2. A number of the proposals were suggested by persons ictually

engaged in the preparation or certification of teachers.
8. They have been considered and discussed by experienced special-

%,ists in teacher education and related fields.
(a) Ma.ny were submitted, by means 'of inquiry blanks, to the.

groups most immediately concerned with the practice
about which the proposal is made. For .xample, State
departments of education were asked concerning certifi-
cation priactices, summerftschool ...tors concerning
the future lines of development for 'rummer schools, and

re of training schools about tim; adequacy "of
present practice facilities. *
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(b) Statistical techniques and procedures were checked by
specialists in that field.

(c) Prelimina4 findings were presented before such groups
as the" American Association of Teachers Colleges, the As-
sociatioil of Nans of Education, the Association of State
Superintendents and State Commissioners of Education,
the National Society. of College Teacher's of Education, the
American Educational Research Assdtiation, the Squthern
AsZciation of College; and Secondary Schools, and as-

,
sociations of teachers in different fwlsis 'nigh as English,
commercial education, home economics, and mathematics.
These presentations were in most cases followed by periods
of .discussion the results of which were .reported back to
the Survey staff. id

0

41 Many of the subjects upon which recommendations. are pre-
sented were discussed in individual conferences betweeh Si
vey staff members and administrative officers and teachers of
representative courses in the group of 56 institutions selected
as representative of better practices in the education of teachers.

5. Stane of the proposals which were pri,ntd in SCHOOL 'Gm and
other perrodicals were read reviewed, and criticised -by coin-
potent and interested members bf the teaching profession.

6. The principal proposals were the subjects of numerous formal
and informal discussions by the Survey staff. The cumulative
experience and increased perspective of staff members was
brought to bear on the interpretation of data and trends and
upon the form Rf. the pro

7. Finally the pro efosals were submitted tofité members of the
board of consultants and discussed br-them during a 8-day
meetirig of the board at Cleveland, April 28-30, 1938. The plan
of organization of vQ1ume VI was developed at that meeting
and numerous modifications of the recommendations were sug-
gested. Excerpts of this volume showing its organization and
the modified recommeidations were mimeographed and sub-
mitted ta the board of consultants for final critiçism before"
publication.

Obviously; the proposals in this and the other volumes of the flial
report do not represent full agreement of all persons consulted.
Nevertheless the process of refinement just described' should result
in proposals which deserve the attention of all persons iitterested
in the education of teachers. They should serve also,as a direct chal-
len to the faculties of all institutiohs folloWing practices at
variance with the proposals.
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16 NATIONAL SWIM OF Tali EDUCATION Om

L OTHER SERVICES RENDER6 BY Liffi SURVEY
O

In addition to the four niijor types of cqntributions just listed,
there has been a cons:jstent attempt to make available especially sig
nificant data as early u possible. In this way it was hoped that
such findings could be used by those responsible for the forniulatiom
of educational programs at times when the (bait would be of greatest
value. Such material has been made available by the following
means : A series of -ides in SCHOOL Lutz, report& to the board of
consultants and the advisory _board, newspaper. releases, papers-
preabented to v.arious groups at educational meetings, conferences with
individuals, and innumerable letters giving Survey data in answer
to inquiries. Sun'tey ciao were abio frequently made available- to
other divisions of the United States Office of Education. The
Hollerith cards Tared from Stirvey data have in several instanCes
...N.:en duplicated for States and organizations which have wished to
make more intensive use of the data than was possible in the Survey.
These cards were used by the National Survey of School Fipance
under the direction of Dr: Paul R. Mort in an intensive study of

- county variations in teac4ers' salaries and thttraining of teachers.
Duplicates of °the cards of all tetichep of the social studies who
bswered the inquiry wenk used by Dr. W. C. Bagley in the section
on the Preparation of teachers for the Committee of the American
Historical Amociation on Social Studies in the Schools.

It was necessary, in connection with the work of the Survey, to
assemble and analyze the bibliographical material dealing with the
education of teachers. Current references were published during the
first year and a half of the Survey in the quarterly bibliographical
reports of the Office of Education until these reporti; were discon-

.
timed, selected annotated and referenced bibliography
of 1297 titles was issued as the first volume of the final Survey report.

It has siso been donsideied that one of the srvioes s f the .urrey
wás to assist States or areas in any " follow-up p -us in which
staff members might be of .special'help in inte;i) the Survey
findings in terms of local needs.

SECTION 3. STUDIES MADE BY THE SURVEY AND FORM

Selection of
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strinuir IirrizmurrAnol! 17
and the Directors in deciding which of the many problems in 'theeducation of,teachers should be studied, a letter was sent to State
superintendents and State commissioners of edupation, presidentsof universities, colleges, teachirs colleges, normal schoolaeans ofschools of education; and a frielected group of city; and county super-intendents asking them to supply three types of information : (1)the most important problems connected _with the education of tiach-ers in the area or institution they represented; (2) any rettent sys-termitic studies (printed or in manuscript form) on any phase of theeducation of teachers which were in progress or which hiti bees,

the names of the individual or *viduals in their areas most active

completed by any one in or ihstitution4 and (3)

in the stuAy of teacir education or in the promotion programs forraising the standard of teacher preparation. --

The problems submitted from the field were tabulated, and those.most frequently mentioned were incorporated in the different pro-grams of Survey studies pro to the board of oonsaltanta atts second meeting. This cooperation from the field enabled thoseresponsible for the Survey to tided problems for study which weirsTeal.and important at that time.
The information submitted ocincerning recent studies in the educe-tion of teachers and persons active in teacher education in tlié.arras proyed very helpful_ in the preliminary surv4 of the liters-tun of the field and in the preparation of the bibliography used bythe Survey staff.
Controversid issues and ettaltiation.--In the lists of problems pro-posed for study by ,,the Survey, a number of problems appearedwhich were directly or indirectly related to certain controversial is-sues 'of kiong standing among the leaders in the field of teachereducation. Several of these were mentioned earl* in this chapterin connecticki with the discussion of the second major purpose of theSurvey (p. 11). °then which were involved in the problems sub-mitted and which were presented to the board of ognsultants at itssecond policy-determining meeting were:

1. Is there a distinguishable and significant difference, and, if so, inwhat elements, between the work of teachers with variousamounts of pre-servke education?
(a) Between graduates of high-school training clime; or

county normal schools and graduates of 2-year normal
schools!

(b)* Between graduates of teachers colleges or normal schools
and those who have had-4 years of college work?(o) Between uatts of colleges and those with one or mote
years of ; uate workt

v
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18 NATIONAL itritrile ink Iran IIIMICATION OF MCKIM

I. Is there edistinguishOle and significant difference, and, if 56, in
whibt elements, betwoleag&cwork of ,chers with equal amounts
pf education from professional and from nonprofessional
schools!

(a) Between grad'uatet of normal sithoois anttlitior collegas
(b) Between graduates of teachers colleges and those of

liberal arts colleies or the undergraduate divisions of
universities

L Is there a distinguishable and significant difference, arid, if SD, in
what elements, between teacherg with different amounts of prac.
lice teaching during the p.re-aervice. Period of preparation!

(á) Between those with 90 hours and those with 180 or 270
hours of practice teaching?

(b) Betn those with 90 hours of practice teaching and
those with 45 hours of practice teaching and 46 hours'of
supervised observation t

(e) Between any two of a variety of combinations of observa-
tion, particiiiation, and practice teachizie.

4. Is there a distinguishable and 6 cant differencti, and, if so, in
what elements, between secondary-schooP teachers with various
amounteof college work in the fields in which they are teaching,

r (a) Between a teacher of mathematics with 10 semesti;-houn
in mathematics ahd 1 with 80,or,zpore I

(IA) Between a teachei with a 'Tv !nit*" and 1 minor
mil a teacher with a " Ifght 'major " and 2 minor's? .0

L Is there $ distinguishable find significant difference, and, if WI in
what clematis; betWeen experienced and inexperienced teichers,

(a) Between teacheri with equal or -comparable amounts of
preparation frciiii tips same type. of institution!.

(b) Between tea,ch irs. with equal.pr comparable amounts of
preparation from different atypes of institutions, e. g,
teachemeMleges and libeisal ails colygest -

& Is there a distinguishable and significant difference, and, if so, in
what elements, tmong teachiti different prominent per-
sonality traits? .

(a) Between traits which are largely natural and those 'which
- Are 'subject to cultivatii)i) and trainingi

Between those generally considered desirable for teachers
. and those generally °considered undisirablet

(c) Between teachers working ,in two different school levers,
e. g., kindergaKten-primary 'and/high school,

I. Is there s a distinguishable Ind sigliWant difference, and, if so, in
what elements, between teacimis who carry iniervice education
prevazna, and those wl'.to devot4 all their time to teaching!
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- SUMMARY' AND AMON f9
(a) Between teachers of two- different school levels---eleinen-

tary and secaxiary I
, Between tewrs with light in-eervice educational pro.
grams and those with heavy programs of inservice educa;
tián

(c) Between young, and sold toilers with the same amount
of in-servir education

. (d) Between tge best teachers and tbb poofest f-
8: Is there a distinguishabloluK1 significant difference in the dear-

abiliiy of different kinds of school work, 9ther things, such as
4' silary, living conditions, amount of pre-service ereparation,
# 'being equal! ,

(a) Between teachers of two different school levels, e. g., ele-
mentaxy and secondary I'

(b) Baween- teitching and supervision or admirlisCration
(0) _Between teachers of any two different subjects in the lee-

mdary schools?
9. IS there a distinguishable-and significant diffeience,aand, if so,

in 'what *ments, between U. teaching effectiveness. of grad"-
uaies of institutions of the same type but whose faculties or
facilities dikrx noticeably,
, .(a) Between the graduate's of large and small institutions?

(b) Between graduates of institntions witb highly educated
faculties and of those with less well-educated faculties?

(e) Between graduates of institution!' with factilty meinbers
inexperienced in public-school teaching and of those
with 'faculty .members of long experience in public-
school work?

(d) -Between graduates of institutions with large and with
. small libraries?

(e) Between graduates of institutions with and wojthout
dormitory facilities?

k (I) Betvieen graduates of institutions with high- ^and with
low-Galaxy schedules for khe faculty memberst

10. Is there a distinguishable and significant difference, andrif *si):, in'
what elements, between teachers workiim qnder differeht edn-
ditions with' respect to tenure, retirent provisions; salary
schedule's, m'erite-rqing systemi, supervision, and other' such
iwovisionst

11. Is there a distinguiskabli and significant difference in the abil .
ities or in the social and economic background of students, in
differialyies a institutions?

(a) Between studenta br wrinal schools and junior colt I
enr"41
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NATIONAL SIM= OF TICS EDUCATION OF MACHIES

(b) .Between students in normal schools and teachers col.
. . eakleges I

a. (o) Between students in teachers collegeeand liberal arts
colleges I

12. Is there a distinguishable and significant differenoe,And, if so,
in what elements, between the effectiveness for teftchers of col-
lege work done in residence and extension or by corm-
spondence If

(a) Between work on the junior colle6 level and on the
senior collep level I

(b) Between two different subjects or teaching fields?
(c) Betiveen experienced and inexperienced teachers?

Other controversial issiies were sdggested by the problems sub-
mitted and were presented to the Bottid of Congultants. Those
listed, however, Were the ones most frequently involved in the prob.
leins which were confronting those at work in the field. As these
issues were discussed by the members of the BOard of Consultants'at
the meetiiig ofi September 12 and 18, 1980, it becine increasingly 4)

apparent that very few, if any, of the issues could be settled, even
,.temporarily, *ithout resorting to some form of measurement. Dean
Haggerty suggested the desirability of developing au evaluation
prograni for the entire Survey and also that the aid of a group of
specialists in measurement, partidularly personnel measurement, -be
obtained to assist in the developmentof this program. This plan *as
approved and the Associate Director called such a cc:inference in
Washington, Novtmbei 7 and 8. Those present at that meeting
were: Prof. E.. L. Thorndike, Teachers Qillége, Columbia ihiiver-
sity; Dean M. E. Haggerty, College of Education, University of
Minnesota ; Prof. Timm* L. Kelley, Harviird University; Prof.
M. R. Trabue). Director of Research Thon, University of North
Carolina; Prof. Karl J. Holzinger, University of Chicago; and Mr.
Benjamin W. Frazier ad Dr. Guy C. Gamble, of the Suxrity Staff,
and the Airctate Director. .

A a result a ibis meeting, the possibilities, and particularly the limitations,
of available masons were more c 1,y realized by the Suivey stit11 Some of
the studies already itarted, such as Inquiry to all teachers, were approved

¡ and =elided by this group; At ; conclusion of the conteronee it
be the (nion majority of those present that the greatest giiod
be iccomptish.ed if the Survey would' Confine Its. efforts **studying, as Intent
.sively u time and money would permit, a 'EMU poup-mabout 1,000 sixth-grade
teachers. These teachers would be so chosen. that they wOutd repiesent as
many as possible of the controversial :IOW& rot .exampl* iberS would begradnates of normal schools, !swatters co1I egq44:011sps, and titvotOtties ; there
would be those-with little or no practice toOdoir And thoms fti large amounti;
there would be experienced Witcher's lijklbellObstisichers, and other differ-
ces would Also be found. It 'Fax:proposed to pagt the !greet of GIM) .another
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SUMMARY AND 'AMON 21

of theselifterencil In training by equating the groups of teachers on as many
other items as possible and then meagure the result of the teachers' work by
measuring ,the work of the children tasght by them during the year. This
would inveire measurements of intelligence, achieiement, and character and
personality traits of the pupils at the beginning of the years work and at the
end. It would also demand a series of measurelpents of the teachers-in- order
to make the groups as c9mparable as possible. It was estimated that such a
restricted but intensive study would require from $150,060 to $250,000, depending
upon the amount of voluntary work obtained in taking and sCoring the tests.

The recommendations of this conference represented such a radical change
from the general plan discussed at the-September meeting of the board of con-
sultants that another meeting was called for December 10 and 11 in Chicago.
Careful consideration was given the proposed study, and new estimates were
obtained on its cpst, which were more than the original estimates. Because
of the cost (which was greater than the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion), and also because of the small amber of teachers involved and the very
technical nature of the statistical refinements needed, -it was felt that more
good would be done to a much larger group of workers if the originil plans,
for an extensive, instead of an intensive, survey were carried out. There was,
however, such full agreement upon the opmany of the elements in
the other plan that it was voted to. attempt ieveral of them on a smaller scale
and by tbe use of völuntarily 'contributed data. Some of these smaller studies
will, it ii hoped, show the need for and the possibilities of such an intensive
study to be made at some time in the near future.- It was also voted at this
meeting that the Survey slu;uld make or have made for it i critical analysis
of the existing literature and of experimental studies bearing on as many of
the.controversial issues as possible, in order that individuals or organizations
desiring to study them would have a point of departure which would represent
a summary of the work done to date."

All of the problems submitted for study in the Survey were con-
sidered by the board of consultants and the directors in terms of :
Their relationship to the most persistent of the controversial issues
in teacher education, the availability ol data bearing on 'the problem,
the probability of cpmpleting the study in the time allotted and with
the fuhds available, and the number of polygons interested in and
concerned with the problem. The studies for which the Survey as-
sumed responsibility were chosen in the light of these considera-
tions. The cooperative studies, of course, were selected from those
submitted by individuals interested in making them. Even in the
'casé of cooperative studies the attempt was made to. select those
whiqh fitted into the total Survey pattern and which met as many ag
possible of the standards which were applied to the regular Survey
studies. In a few cans studies were started and either curtailed or
discontinued when the funds to I'm inade available were reduced by
p0,000. In general, the studies which were approved at the begin-
olsassiomr.....asorsgaliksikinSINNIIIII816

*from Progress Report of the Associate Director, June. 80, 1981. A more detaileddescription of the work of this special conference on evaluation and the Survey studiesirhich grew out of it was inserted in vol. V, pt. II, sec: 1 under the heading, " The relation.of teacher characteristics to pupil achievement."
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NATIONAL SURVEY o TUE =TWAT ON OF TIIACHIES

ning of the Survey have been carried through as plarm-ed. The mosteffective way to indiCate those studies is to list them in Cormnçcjonwith a brief description of the final report of the Survey.Form, of find report of the Survey.---One result of the cut in theamount of money appropriated for the Survey Vas a large reductionthe amount which could be used for printing the final report ofSurvey. It was thought that if the Survey report were divided
l,'4r p

JelI

latect mlits and published in smaller volumes these volumes. be distriguied to persons especially interested in the contents
b I 0

- , volume and that in this way a much wider distribution of
.,..

the findings vgrodold be obtained than if the report were one large-unit publication. .

Accordingly; the final report was arranged to appear in six vol-

.

umes. While each volume is, in a sense, a complete report, in anothersense it is very definitely an integral part of the total report. Li.braries and those responsible for the education of teachers or forthe development of taicher-education progranis should have the setof six volumes not only becailse they present the total picture butalso Ncause frequent references are made in each volume to materialcontained in other volumes. The entire report appears as Bulletin1933, No. 10, of the United States Office of Education, Departmentof the Interior.
Volume I, Selected Bibliography, contains 1,297 belected andannotated references classified under the principal headings inteacher educations'and indexed by author and subject. It was pre-.pared for the Survey by Gilbert L. Betts, Benjamin W. Frazier, andGuy C. Gamble and published in Decomber 1932.
Volume II, Teacher Personnel in the United States, presents mostof the personnel and supply and demand data collected by theSurvey. It is arranged in three parts :Part I, The Personnel of Public School Teachers in the IlitedStates, contains personnel data from questionnaires returned by 469,-000 public-school teachers, supervisors, and administrative oilicereaabout 50 percent of the total number. It also contains data on thecombinations of subjects taught by high-school teachers and ananalysis of the supply and demand data gathered for the year193041. This part was prvared by E. S. Evendea, and Guy C.

Part II, Student Personnel-mi.-Prospective Teachers, compares thesmia , economic, and occupatipnal btu. grounds of 12,880 uflderraduate students w4o in 1982418 were preparipg to be teaelera in ae1eeted number of State tiachers college-s and private liberal arts colain the Middle West. This study was made by Harold O. Blue.
n D. Gambk- directed the statistical work In the pretaintiOS Of tablet
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SUMMARY AND INTERMITATION 23
Part 1:11, Rae Personnel of Higher Educatinal Institutimis, come

tains personnel data on 21,742 staff members in 687 higher educa-
tional institutions in which teachers are prepared. It was prepared
by E. S. Evenden and Guy C. Gamble.0

This volume was published in 19
Volume ill, Teacher Education rricula, includes the reports

on the studies which bear most:directly upon the curricula for
teachers. It is arranged in seven parts.

Part I, .Introduction to Curriculum Studies, presents the general
problems connected with the expanded program and of teacher..
education and with the admission and selection of pros ve teachers.
It was prepared by Earle U. Rugg and W. E. Peik.

Part H, Curricula of Normal Schools and Teachers Colleges, con-
tains a detailed analysis of the- curricula of the normal schools and
teachers colleges in the United States. The analysis is based. upon
the following kinds of data : Answers to a questionnaire from 184
cooperating institutions; catalogs-of 65 selected normal schools and
teachers colleges; detailed d4ta on the content of the most frequently
offered courses in 17 instructional &Ms in 29 nor4a1 schools and
teachers colleges selected as representative of efith better practices in
the education of teachers; results from interviews with staff mein-
bers in the 29, selected institutions; copies of the permanent record
cards of approximately 2,000 recent graduates who entered teaChing
from the selected institutions; and attitudes of -- members toward
certain aims 6f education and practices in the education of teachers.
Part II was prepared by Earle U. Rugg.

part III, Teacher Education Curricula in Universities, Colleges,
and Junior Colleges, contains an anilysis of the curricula for the
educatiön of teachers in 844 cooperating universities, colleges, andjunior colleges in the United States. The same procedures and the
same types of data were used as in the study of curricula in normil
schools and teachers coligges in part II. (Thirty-one institutions
representative of bettr practices in the4education of teachers wereused for the more intensive studies.) Part III was prepared by
Wesley E. Peik

Part IV, The Training School in the Education of Teachers, de.,scribes the facilities for observation and practice teaching in thedifferent of institutions in which teachers are preepared andthe practices of the different types of institutions with' respect tothis phase of curricula for teachers. It wail prepared by Frank K.Fwster.
Party, Spouner Sessions for Teachers, includes the present statusof suminer oessions in the education of teacherz, their organization
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24 NATIONAL SURVEY OP TILE EDUCATION OP MACH=
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and administration, and the lines of resent development. It wasprepared by Frank K. Foster.
Part VI, Graduate Work in tlie Education of Teachers, gives /aclassification of the groups of institutions that\ offer graduate workin education, the development of such work from 1900 to 1980 in istypical institutions, the opinions of heads of undergraduate and ofgraduate departments of educaticin regarding graduate courses ineducation, and the status of the doctor of education degree. Thispart was prepared under the direction of Walton C. John.Part VII, Educational Philosophies Held by Faculty Members inSchools for the Professional Education of Teachers, presents' an ex-pression of the attitudes of staff members of institutions in whichteachers are educated toward virious philosophies of education andcertain micial and economic isIsuesti Comparisons weri made timongtypes of institutions and instructional groups. The study was madeunder the direction of Robert B. Raup.

These seven parts constitute a volume of 047 pages. It was pub-lished in 1985.
. Volume IV, Eduqation of Negro Teachers, includes special studiesof problems in the education of Negro teachers in those aspects of.the Survey for which satisfactory data were obtained. Thesestudies were made 'under the immediate supervision of AmbroseCaliver. It was publish4d December 1988.

Volume V, Special Survey Studies in the Education of Teachers, -comp the reports of eight special Survey studies in the educa-tion of teachers reported in the first 8 parts and the di of 9cooperative studies repoited in the ninth part.
Part I, History of the Professional Education of Teachers in theUnited States, presents an historical analysis of teacher educationfrom pie beginning of our history to the _present with tmphasisplaced ipon the identification of trends regarding some of the moreimportant of the controveisial issues being studied in the Survey.This study supplied historical background material fo?many of thestudies reported in this and other volumes of the final Survey report.The material of this pirt is an abbreviated summary of a very muchpore detailed report prepared by Benjamin W. Frazier.Part , II, The Education of Teachers Evaluated through Measure-ment of Teaching Ability, includes a classification and summarizationof the available studies in the field of metftellring teaching merit and

6 reports the resulta.of t4e Survirjr studies in thitvield were madevorith the cooperation of groups of teachers in Washington, D. C.,%Minion, and Philadelphia. This report was made- by L.Betts. _

Part W, Student Welfare Otd
and .0%046.n1.4k the
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student personnel staff,, living accommodations, health and physical
education programs, social, religioui, and extracureculir activities,
and orientation and guidance programs in the various types,of insti-
tutions in which teachers *re educated. Part III was prepared by
Benjamin W. Frazier and Walter Greenleaf.

Part IV, Library Facilities of Teachers Colleges, 'compares the
library facilities of a selected group of 50 teachers colleges and 6
normal schools with those of 29 selected liberal arta colleges. The
study wu directed by Douglas Waples.

'Part V, Reading Interegts of Teachers, reports the reading inter-
ests of various groups' of prospective.teachers in *Clifferent types of
institutions and compares them with the in4rests of several groups
of teachers in service and with grogps of professional and nonprofes!
sional citizens. Reading interests are analjrzed with especial refer-
ence to topics of great social, economic, and political importwe.
The study was made by Douglu

Part VI, The In-Service Education df Teachers, consists of a
summary and interpreta 11. n of eight separate studies dealing with
such phases oi the in-gervice ucation of teachers as : The programs
maintained by different typis o 6-1 :I r, I ; the effect of certifica-
tion upon in7service educatkin, and-the evaluatioi of various kinds
of in-service education. The studies were directed and the summary
prepared by Ned R. DeFborn.

Part VII, The Preparation of Teachers for Small. Rural Schools,
presents the problems dealing with the impoiiant task of providing
better teachers for- the rural :schools. The data from the various
Survey ',studies which bear most directly upon these problems ate
combined with data' from other studies and with the results of a
supplenientary study made bi- the author of this part and used as the
basis for proposed changes. The report was prepared by Mabel
Carney.

Part vra, The Training of Teachers in Europe, presents the pres-
ent practices in the education of elementary and secondary teachers
in England, France, Germany, and Sweden. The data are so area
ranged as to make posEdble comparisons of the practices among those
countries and between each of them and the United States. The are--
port was prepared by Thomas Alexander with ell assifitance of John
W. Carr, -Ruth McMurry, and Gretchen Switzer.'

Part isif, Suminary of Cooperative Studies, in the- Education^ of
Teachers, contains sunifilaries of the cooperative studies not reported
upd'n in of,* parts of the Surly. The studies summarized include
the following tppics: The plicement of students in teaching ppsi-

in cities of 50,000 populatio4 and pore;
tion at teachers colleges internal administration

the prepaistion of teachers of tqading+ tiu)
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26 NATIONAL STYMY OP DO IIMINATION OP MACE=
training of. efementary teachers of arithmotiq the status of teachersof matheinatics in secondary schools inithe United Seates; and State

Thd digests wereade by E. S. Evenden.
Mt-nine parts included in volume V make a book of 484 pages. Itwas published in 1985.
Volume VI, The Education of Teachers in the United States, com-prises the general summary And recommendations of the: NationalfiElourvey of the Education of Teachers. Here the Associtite Director ,fpreseuta the most imporiant. of the findin 44: of the -different Survey, studies and i4 a discussion of several, of the niore impo4nt of thelargiu: problems ja the education of teachers gives thi compositejudgment 12 of diose directly connected with the Survey as consult-ants, directors, or specialists in charge of specific phases of work con-, caning the best solutioils to those problems.

SECTION 4. PURPOSE bF THE, SUMMARY VOLUME
Not a rocs 17A1 is not the purpose of this summary vol-ume..to give a faithful, recapitulation of the more significant find-; . ings and recommendations fropi each of the 'studies included in theSurvey. In hearly every case the reports on those studies haveconcluded with a summary and a set of pioposals or recommenda-tions which seemed justified by the finding& These, fiummaries andrecommendations were given in such. &tail that if they weri re-pelted they would use up most of° thé space available for this vol-ume. In the several summaries theft are instances of duplicationand- of disagreement tit the iecomlendations. The repetitions wereleft either

ii,

because they did not occur in the same valumq or forthe sake *of the emphasis which comes from repetition: Most "ofthe mile% ,of disagreement in recommenditions w,ere due either tothe 'that one of the specialists involved did not have access toall the data .available to the other or to si different interpretationof the data. No attempt was made except as might retiult from staffconferinces and discussions to obtain* unitormity of point of view orinterpostation on the part of all Survey staff members. The diversityof points otview in the board of consultants and. staff wasconsidered
.

a proteitiQn against biased hiterpretaticinikAs interpritation.--Readers interested in one or more particularphases otthe Survey report haye those 11:1: suinmarized for thevÉthe other yam*. .They also have 0/ recomniendations. whichU-specialist or ipeciailits in, charge I that section oclet mostit *toned .that for such periois. the sepatate volumes o?
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SUMMAUY AND INTIMPUTAIrN

the separate parts would be sufficient. On the other hand, for those
interested in the whole field of teacher educationpresidents of
teachers colleges and colleges, deans of schools of education, State
superintendents .of public instruction and othersit seemed desk,'
able that an attempt be made, to present' a larger view of teacher
education in the United States and to bring to bear the results of
the several Survey investiga!ions upori a few of the more importiutt
and more troublesonie problems confronting the leaders in the work
of preparing.and certificating teachersleaders who are being forced
constantly to make decisions far-reaching in their effect and wfio
are anxious to m those detisions in the light of all availabli
information.

The three problems helacted for presentation in this volume are:
(1) To raise the level of education of American teachers (quantity or
amount) ; (2) tot make their'preparation more distinctly professional
,(qiiality or approprkiteneis) ; and (3) to bring about a more _desirable
adjustment between detpiand and supply among teachers (professional
security). These were chosen because they are important problem,'
in need of immediate attention and are so inclusive that nearly Avery
Survey study contributes directly or indirictly eo the solution of one
or more of them.

A chapter will be devoted to the cónsideration of each of these
problems. Selected data from studies repoited *receding
volumes will be used and other related material in th studies
referred to in these chapters. The selection of the prob ms, the
material used, the argumenté presented, and i4e recommen ations
made represent an interpretationcolored by the experiences the
Survey and modified in many initances by the judgments and
opinions of the board of consultants and members of the Surtrey
staff.
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CHAPTER II

RAISING THE LEVEL OF EDUCATION OF -
AMERICAN TEACHERS

Are the teachers in the United States deficient in education?Do the teOlers' in the high sdiools have a sdatisfictori amount ofeducatio while the teachers in the elementary schools do not? _Do e teacher§ in some States have sufficient education while thosein othe o hot I
L.

.

Do the teachers in cities hrye sufficient eduimition while thiise in(viral areas do not'? _ .
Do white teachers have sufficient eductition .while Negro teichersdo notf , .

1ias the amount of n of American teachers increased sincethe World War.and is it still incregsingt
Do European teachers have mire education than teachers in theUnititptates I

,, . Wóuld the' cost of -having teachers with more education be pro-hibiti've at this time! .

Should standards for the education 6f teachers bee raised, main-tained, or lowered in ordered to meet the present emergency! 1,These'questions, or criticisms of the public schools implied by thesiquestions, have been 'so eontinuously befote the American public,especially during the two decades just past, that like theaokrepeatedcry of " Wolf " they hill to arouse concern or in niany cases toattract attention: Howevér, the fact that these issues have beenreptedly raised by educators, sociologists, economists, schoolpatroTs, and critics of the social order during this periodis ratherconclusive evidence thai unsatisfactory conditions have been allòwedto go uncorrected or thit the corrective measures applied have beeneither ineffectual or only partly effectual.
Neither proof nor extended exposition is ileeded to establish threeasswilptions basic ..to the study, of the problems raised at the begin,'ning of this .chapter. The first is that the people of the UnitedStates are generally And genuinely interested in thii JÍUbUC schoolsand desire to have them as effkient u possible. The Raul is thatthe teacher is the _most important single factor determining the,

;

offectiveness of the school. The third is that the teacher's educa-.,
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11111MMARY AITD DITIIIRPRETATION 29
tioilal pieparation, Sine by no *fans the only elemeni, is one of
the inost importint of the elements determining his effeetiv-ness.

If, as it is believ,ed, these three assumptions are widely accepted
no further justification is needed for' select" the problem of raising
the educational level of American teachers as one of those deserving
special analysis in the light of the I dings of the Survey. The
problems in this chapter will be disc :4,=. s in terms of the amount of
educational preparation' and without reference to its quality or nature.
The latter will be discussed in chapter III.

SECTION 1. THE SITUATION BEFOitt, 1930
o

Early American condition8.--During th colonial period of
American dexelopment neither teaching nor teachers, especially on
the elementary school level, *ere accorded much respect. Educa-
tion was largely the responsibility of the individual family aid
telichez§,:..w.ere selected on such beses as having spare time to turn
to a siAl profit, religious acceptability, and incapacity for other
forms "i:-f_ work." As the' close -relationship of general schooling to
the 'preservation of religious and- political liberty was more clearly

I realized, laws wqre pissed compelling communities to ptovide whAs
lind later , to compel . children tp attend schools-A-public or private.
.Even under these conditions the preparation of the leacher wall
given Entail coxisideration.

One of the -earliest recorded eirpressions of the need for better
prepared teachers wai contained in the proposal which Benjamin
Franklin made in advocating the establishment of the Academy and
Charitable School of the Province of Pqnnsylvania, charteye in
1758,

alb

8. o a number of the poorer sort will hereby be qualified to act as
schoolmasters in the count& to teach children mading, writing, kritWnetie,
and the grammv; of their mother tongue, and being of ei0Od morals and of
good charm:03r, pay be recommended from the academy, to country schools for
that p1Irpose-4i* country suffering very much at present for want of gml
scboolmasters.1

,Qonditions had improved but little by the end of the first quarter
of the nine.teenth century. Samuel R. liall in his Lectures on School-. ,

Keepirtz,' iie,a-A in isaa, quotes a writer in thi Journal .of Educa-
tion who explains many of the deplorable conditions then existing in.
the schook: as due

_

trk the failure to secure tter educated teacher&
.

Avila stripling *to Ivn,g IY-2---1 4 years within tbe walls of college, every
-tip_7=14 de* who bas sot ability, enOugh to manage the trill. g coileerns of

a retail watt STRAW farmer who obtains in the wint " ihort vacation
from the toils 0 short, every perm who la Conscious of his
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Imbecility in òth besinèsi, esteems hfinself fully esomr*--tftt to Arab th

,

.
ignorance and weakness of infancy, into all the virtue find Kertir and wisdomof maturer year&---to twin a crepture, the frailest 'and feeblest that beamhas made, Into the Intelligent and fearless sovereign of the whole animatedcreation, the interpreter and adorer, and almost the representative of Divinity.'Similar standards prevailed in most of the States and Probably 41some localities in all of the States until well past the middle of the,century.

,
Begin#ings of teAcher etisication.7---Samuel R. Hall's private nor.

f
mal school established at Concord, Vt., in 1823 is usually considered

,

the first institution in this country specificigly designed for thepreparation of teachers. Just 100 years ago 1he New York StateLegiglature appropriated *mollify to certain ictdemies in the State inorder that they might provide teacher-training courses. That is, sofar as is known, the first State-support-6i work for the training of. teachers in the United States. The first Statò-supported nor*school was established at Lexington, Meas., July 3, 1839.It ig fair to say that teacher educition in the United States isapproximately 100 years old and yot the rate of progress, especially,
%.. .

during the first half of that century, was extremely slow. The record
i.
..,,

of this period his been presented in part I of volume V of the Surveyreport and will nct be repeated here. It should, however, be re-membered that the first teacher-training courses were but a year inlength and could be taken b tudents with no more than an elementaryor common-school education.
.

education
%By 1800 progress in the qf. teachers Could be noticed inthe following respects : a 92 State-oupported normal schools hadbeen established which meant that there was one or more in malta the States; the' courtits of- thosti schools had been increased in :.

stili
Lb_ to 2 six' 3 years and in siime -cases 4 years, although it was

rE
possible in moot of the Stites to begin the-courses at the corn.

, pletion 'of the eighth grade; large numbers of private normal schools,
.-- 'and teacher-training claws had been established;. normal depart-ments ii:i colleges and universities in a nuiiiber of instances gaye wayto departments- of pedagogy and educition; summer schools forteachers were begun (187e) and were quigenerally adopted (more

.,._

fr

,

, than 1(X) had befn organized by WO) ; and Chautauqua-meets.. .corresp3n )

,

. courses, elite work, teachers institutes, and other
A

methods of in-vervice ddueation for teachers had been started.,-,
, Iron' .

Iff--3
.Developments 1890- to i.e partal. hats of acemplish-,

t meatla in the field ottAucation for ta---liers presented iii the precedine:iirmirmp;',....10,60,'' . . .
..

.9 RAet iitu= ors Etz.b.rmi-Kft-Ein-v. korlited.
, .

by We4r.1.--ti rttur D., md Swim,Georg.. Efainvert N.R.0 th--e Dart--.,uth Prow 1929, p. eft
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SUMMARY AND TATiON

paragraph gives perhaps WO favorable an impression of the prorrees
which had been adult, accomplished in the'prepantion ot the aver-
age or typical teacher. Teaching was still held in love public_eskiem;
certification for teaching was largely by means of examinations,
teachers were paid extremely low wages (a more appropriate term
than salaries), and the standards in all teacher-training curricula
were so loW; that "the typical 'teacher did not have the equivaie4
of &high-echopl education until after the beginning Qf the twentieth,
century."

The 80 years between. 1890 and IWO witineseed a very noticeable
advance in education in the United States, most of which was.A
continuation or an upgrading of movements started previous to
1890. Compulsory education laws were möre widelY adopted
more striqtly enforced and resulted in greatly incteased enrollments
in elementary schools (more than 50 percent). Publicly supported
high schools in this period increased at an unprecedented rate both
in the number ofAilliools and the number of students (nearly 1A.)0
percent). Kindergirten enrollments increased more than 100 FP.,r-
cent ,10 a total of nearly half a million children. During the lastpart of the period curricula for teachers in the normal schools andteachers colleges were quite gewally Owed upon a collegiate basiswhich required graduation from a standard 4-year high school for en**trance. The typical curriculum -for elementary teachers was stillonly 2 rani in length but with the increased entrance requirementsit represènted 6 yealy of work above the eighth grade--- decidedadvance over the standards prevailing before 1800. The movementto lengthen the curricula of tbss normal school to 4 years and toconvert the institutions into degree-granting teachers colleges waswell *started by VW. The enrollment in all normal schools andteachers colleges intreased by nearly 8® percent and in the imamperiod the enrollment in colleges, universities, and professional

schools increased by 200 percent. Starting early in this SO-yearperiod with the activities of the Herbadian group there was a rapidincrease in the emphasis placed upon methods of teaching, practiceteaching, and related courses" education and psychology..World War, 'còming at the close of this period had a verymarked influence. education and upon the "duration of teacher&The te effect of ,-4e war upon the statqs and profewiona.li.d beei to retard and in sinne caws to
were WOOS% for the improvement .of th
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82 RATIONAL Mink Olt TH3 "MOM= OP TiLailialt
and facilities were reduce4 enrollments in courses for teachers do.creased sharply, and teaching as an occupation lost caste. ,, Developments from 1900 to 19X..-The end of the war and the',clod year 191940, however, marked the beginning of a decade ofprogress in the development of the educational, professional, social,and economic status of the public-school teachers in the' 'United States'Which has piobably not been equalled in any other period pi 2 os 3times its iength. In order to realise mgre clearly the progress Tadsduring this 10-year period and the situation which existed with re.sped to the education of teachers in 1980 (the date. the Survey7 itarted) it is desirable to recall some of the conditions which existedat the beginning a this decade which were not referred tifi in chapterdikussing the situation which led to a requegt for a Nationalflurve3i. No satisfactory data are available on the education of teach. *4ere for the year 19194o. The followinig estimates were made'On-earning the levels to which tbi 600,000 teachm at work dining theearly part of the war period were educated.

. As to age:
200,900 are 17, 3.8, and 19 years old.

. 150,000 are not wore than 21 years old.4. 300,000 are not more than 25 years old.As to length at service:
tv»1.50,000 gem In the schools I years or Ws. gS00.000 serve In the debools not mare than 4 reamAm to education:

*000 'have had no educatioi belies& the eighth grade of tbe eleinen

a.

ql

tary Reba&
4105,000 bays bad tins) 2 years education beyond tit* eighth gratis.100,900 have bad leas than 4 years education beyond the eighth grade.1100,000 have had .no more than 4 years edam*" beyond the eighthgrade.

Ls to profeadonal preparation :
800,000 have had no medal protesaional prepaid° for the work ofteaching"

4...014

that
.

.14#

were based
While it is probable these estimates; because theyupon percentages obtaining in 1910, glow conditions somewhat worsethan they actutaly were, it is also pribable that much of the gainsregistered between 1910 And 1916 win* lost "during the war years.The next data indicating the level of education of teachers are'gontained in the sevetteenth annual report of the Carnegie Founds..tion for the Advancement of Learning, 1922.. The proporlion of,'whelp iii the several States holding certificates 1*T:tiring it leastyeavre of high-40h001 training nried from 6.5,percent in cite /Riteto 100 pfxrce$ several, with' a percent of 74.0 for the .whole

*A Natiossi Palms ai Ilecaties, does.ndesion i 1 p. 4. KILL nit 11,-diPAPN loud au data from Cgiagan. D &Mal casspositics ot the tackles melees.* Bereaq al Ptablicadasa Umbers COW. Colombia imivaniti. lam
Oa.
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country. The"proportics holding certificates requiring at lout 2
yeirs of oollegiate training veried from only 1.8 percent in one State
to 89.8 in another.. The. percent for the United Statm was OA
Even thouVi these °Percentages probably showed "a bettor condi-
tion than actually exist. " the iìfi hing is that at that time
a foartk of the teachers mere teathinr¡ on cates which did not
require the completion of 4/ears of high-échool traiiing while the
certificates of more than half of tile teachers did not require as
much as 9 years of collegiate training, These conditions wemalso
revealed by the data presented in the first issuek,of. the N. E. A.
Research Bulletin, Jantolary 1923 (p. 43). In this study " adequate
training ", was° defined Ate the equivaleat (if 2 years of education
above the completion of a standard:4-year high school 66 per-
cent of the: teachers in theiUnited States were reported as without
adeqüate training." .Dnly 7 of thi States were reported, with 20
percent qr less of the teachers without pdequate training, while 11
*ere .reported with 80 percent or more of their teachers " without
adequate tfaiging " including 4 in which the percent was morethan 90. ,

The differences among States shown in bothgthe Carnegie and the
N. E. A. reports indicate that in 1021 and 1922.the teachers with the "leut educational preparation were in mast cues found in southern%

,and in the !sparsely settled agrOultural States. Some ex-
ceptions existed, probably due io economic -or ediicational conditions

rwhich resulted ij the development ofasysteins 'of county normal
schools or high-school Veining chases.

As indicated i *chalotet I the conditions just ,described were)

changed very rapidly during the petiod of educational expansion
which followed immediately after the war.
--Some of tile changes which most directly ..affected standard's for
the education of teachers and which toók place during the" decade
under discussipn illould be li;ited before the Suriey data for 198041
are pmeented:4,i'

During this period the teachers-college movement made its great-
est progréss. The number of normal schools reported' in 1919-20
wu 138 and in 192940 was 66. In the same geriod the number,.of teaebers wakes increased from 89 to 126. As further evidence
of the upgrading tenxiency in the education of teachers may be citedthe reductiop during that decade of the number of counti normal
schools front OS to 68 and the abanClonment by it least 12 Stateof their high-school training classes for teachers,

its thaw; which tended to increase the amount of education
considered 4esirable for teachers were: The centralization of cad&
cation an the decreue in the number of certificates issued-,à' 4" on; the rapid development of .the ihaterials
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34 NATION' SURVÙ OF TRB MAMMON OP ItiC112118
in the field of education and psychology wbich required a longerperiod of pre-service preparation if they were to be masterid with-out sacrificing time needed for the acquisition of subject matter;the rapid growth of local and natipnal associations of teacherswith their campaigns for increasing thé professional status of pub-lic-school tiaching, itud the increased competition for positionswhich appeared during the last part of this decade and which en-couraged many prospective teachers to continue in college 1 or 2rani longer than the required minimtup périod in order to increasetheir chances of sectirin¡ positions.

I A knowledge of the conditions which prevailed in the educatiohof teachers in .192940 and partictilarly the progress máde dìiring ,the»year period just preceding,that time are necessary to the de-velopment ol a proper mind-set for the ditá to be presented in th,anext section of this chapter. Educationally, the United States had lrgathered a momentum which in a few more years Would have placedit far beyond the/standards obtaining 111.1928-29 when all calcula-tions were upset
.

by ihe financial crisis siirti'ng in 1929.

et

SECTION 2. tHE SIVJATION 114 193041
This wr the time at which the Survey, was organized. *ost ofthe data 'were collected for the year 198041 so that by a fortunatecoincidence the Survey recordS. present a very complete picture ofconditiops for that year--;-. yegi destined to be, an important orië inthe history of Niucation. Tlui- data collected for that year on theeducation of teachers, may serve as' a record of ac4ievement# which'max not be attiinid again for some time and as an inspiiation toaccomplitk altaiii what was onceaccomplished. These data, ob-tained 'and arrafiged in such a way as to make possible comparisonsand diagnosti tÚ1ìes, may help in determining line8 of futüredevelopment. .

. .

catitio* 0e0are.ling inierpretations.--All feade4 should Iv re7minded again before any Survey .data are presented that final con-clusions co4cerniig the large &mussed ñ this volumeCannot safely begdiawn froin any single set of.data any more than aphysiciin niakes.a final diagnosis from a pulse rate. It i8 the desireto avoid that danger-i-present in lome of ,theerparat, studies of. fileearlier vo.lumw--:which'determined the toriifa the piesentations inthis vplume. Ow attempt is made to bring to bear on eachissue the edati from as many Survey studies as- space will pennittndat the same time to call itfenition.tolhe limitations of the aviEghledata ör tò the .!:Irgentibeed tor *gnostic dati not at hafid.During" the -.period of edìnìf expansion Trhkli followed Oticlime of the war the peofde:* this co*itry. were anxious, to luive *on. : 'ts!""cf.44 vt r
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86 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

to encircle in the following scale the code 'number at tht left of theitem which most accurately described the highest level of histraining..
HIGHEST LEVEL OF TIMINING

00 Nqngraduate of elementary school.
01 Graduate of elementary séhool only.
02 One year of high school.
08 Two years of high school.
OA Three years of high school.
05 Four years of high school.
06 Six to twelve weeks of college.
07 Half year of college.4

08 One year of college.

09 Two years 'of college.
10 Three years of college.
11 Four years of college.
12 One year of graduate work.
13 Two years of graduate work.
14 Three years of graduate work.
15' More than' three years of graduate

work.

Because the answers were all reported on the same form, at thesame time, and reported' directly by each individual to t4e Office ofEducation in Withington, die data received are undoubtedly moreaccutate and inore comparable than any previously óbiained data-on this question.'
In presenting the picture of the amount of educational prepaiii-tion of elementary teachers five questions are of interest alike tothe school patron and to khose responsible for State programs forthe education of teachers.
1. How many teachers anynow teaching whose formal educationhas:not gone beyond 4 years of high school?,
2. How many teachers have less education than the generallyaccepted minimum of 2 years of college or normal school work be-yond the completion of a 'standard high-school course?8. How 'limy teachers barely meet the minimum standard 2f2 years of college or normal sal* work 'I
4. How malty haie more' than the minimum education by 1 or 2years?
5. How many elementary teachers have had 1 or more 'Years of

. I

-graduate work?
In order to aiswer these questions and simplify the tabular ma-terial to be ustd in this volume the 10 levels of edocatiott as reportedby the teachers have been combined into six gioups and' these geoupsare reyorted iii tAble I and figure 1 for rural and consolidatedschoia and for urban communities of four different sizes. (Table12, vol. Av. I., gives the. percent! for All VS levels.),

.

areDetailed data on the highest level of traipIng reported by States In the first delitables of the Appendix, vol. II of the Survey Report.
v
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TABLE I.-I-Highest level* of training reported by elementary teachers of theUnited States, distributed according to percent in communities of different
1930441

Highest ivels of training
Rural 1-
and 2-
teacher
schools
oPen

country

Size doommunity

Consol-
idated $-%le=
schools
open

country

*mass City 2,500
leas than to 9,990

21500 Poll- Po=

k 4

11111MEN

4 years of high school or less
year of or less--

2 years of Wisp.
3 years of college-
4 years of college.
1 year or more of graduate 'Magi-

Numbir
of oases involved.....

11 2 4. 5 4. 1 & 2
49. 6 2& 9 16. 9 9. 3267 47.0 54.0 561
& I) 13.4 15. 7 18. 8
& 0 10. 2 34 12. 2

. 5 1. 0 . 9 1. 4
61, 299 11, 550 51, 1125 25, 946

mmglomlIPIINIIMIIIII=Iimlmmlbmo.=o.ri,

.1

Total
City elemen

100,000or tary
more Pulp

3. 6
7. 0

56 1
19. 7
13. 0

1. 7
45, 273

& 0 5. ?
2

47.0 462
21. 8 16 5
l& 9 10. 2
5. 1 1.9

5%394 2111, 514

Approximately 1 out of every 20 elementary teachers in the United
States in 1980-81 had no schooling bey9nd the high school. This is
the surprising answer to the first of the questions just asked. The
rural schools had the largest percentage of their teachers in this
group, but on the other hand, the cities, and even the hirgest elties, had ,

3 or more percent of their ts(aohers with this inexcusably meager
preparation---inexcusable because, even ¡Lough many of thlun were
older teachers who gptered teaching 20 or more years ago when stand-
ards were lower, they should not have been permitted to remain iii
teaching during that time without adding tö their edlcational

Jipreparation.
The answer to the second question is equally dilquieting. One-fifth of the eleitentiiry teachers of the United Statos who Ilad conl-

pleted high school reported 1 year or less in college as ite highest
level of their training. This group -and those with 4 years' of high .
school or less make a tote of more than a fourth of America's 4edi

rytteachers who ini930-31 had not `had the minimum of 24yearsof education beyou i i e completion of a Agyear high-school (*arse,
'One out of four el ;! i tary Oachers had less education than ipre-i ,

sented by the completion 61 the junior college which, accordink to
many. estimates, represents phout the same 'level of intellectual
maturity as porn* of the secondar7 schools of Europe. "From an on of the percentages in table I it is clear that
most -o these uhcfertaucated teachers were teaching in the rural
scháo . .

lncationi
which the work of *chin ismost difficult and where the need for thé
highest tfpe,of teaching service Is pròbably greatest. 'rife selection
of the.

. , ed teachers in e rural and small village ,.,
.1"401'1 o

.., .
i l 1

)4,

sizes,

1 oo

City
10,000 to

99,999
po sula- PO

& 20. 5
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.schools is an unfo ate con uation of one element in the *vicious
circle of inadeq Imp teachers, poor teaching, ineffective
schools, low educational sta ards, resulting in the selection of in-
adequately prepared tea tad the beginning of another circle.
Thus it continues from scho441 "generation to schcol geneiation in
circles of ever-narrowing educational opportunities.

The:situationjutt presented is both unjustifiable apa challengi
Somethifig should be 'utIone to remedy it, and done immediately.
Some Siates in which corrective action is im'perative ma3; wit be
stimulated by the :natípnal situation,just pieturqd. Such States may
not recognize hovi-niúclOof the national sifuation is due to tli4ir low
.st-andards.. A careful study of tables I to VIII, inclusive, in the
appendix of 'volume II of this i:etort.till rather effecti:iely remove
any doubt as to the States in which ihifegroblem neds prompt, vig-
orous, 'and State-widé".attentioia. For example, òfv the _rural school
teachers reporting it-93041, the folloviing 9 States had 20 percent
or morea fifth or mowwith 4"yers of high-school education or
less: Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Iowarliansas, Kentucky Mistiris-

Nebraska, mid New York.° 'In one of these States ¶4e than
half (58:8 jlercent) of the rural teadhers reported no mo than

The answer to the third question cóncerning the number of ach-
ers who barely meet the minimum standa4 of 'educational repa-
ration is that in 1930-81 approximately half of the eleriíentary
teachers belonged in that group. Abóut half (46.2 percent) of the
elementary teachers had had 2 years' woric above high school in a
nortnal school, teachers college junior college, college, or university.
The size of this group aftords a basis for encouragement if one looks
backward a. few yeais, but the encouragement shpuld disappear when
it is realized that nearly thrée-fourths of sour elementary teachers
(72.4 Rercent) lad no more than the miniinum edu6'ationa1 prépara-
tion when that minimum was as low as only 2 years above high
sdhool. The numbér of teachftin the 2 years of college-w ou
may help j414ify the impretOon that minY persons now teaching
took no more preservice education than was required for ad.missio
to teaching. For ',many of those pinsoias the only sure way
hicrease their education would be to raise th9, minimum standa
by regulation; sipce it is unlikely that they will( do it voluntarily.

That such a.critiopil does not ,pply to all tephers in the el
mentary sabot) rfridenced in the percentage...0 elementary. teach-
ers who 44 1* ;Ore. year? of educition 'abort( the niinimpm and
the nrabiii irio hill" had 1. or 'nor, tears, of graduate work. While
thgee.twoiipiaps eøentid. only a tenth of the rival school tpachers,
they,onipiiiigt *Ore thin two4ftini (42.9. pertent) of the elementary,

high-school, edgcatiork.
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ed,

. , elementary group. To be, sure, not all of the education above the2 years of college level represents voluntary improveirpt. SeveralStem extended their noiina.1-school co4rses from 2 to 8 years, andother States p.:nd a -number of cities have required the completionof 4 years of preservice education for admission to teachfrig. Eventhough Oese r-uirements would account for some of tisidividuals
A

being in this group, 'Oere is no doubt thitlflost of the preparation ,obtained abové the " 2 years' minlmum " was óbtained either becauseof a professional desire to tie better prepared for teaching 'or because.additional education was an advantage in, meeting the increased
competition for teacizing positions which !has devido-ped during theor 8 years just past. ". 0 .

. *
. 11..., .

. :The answer to the fifth citieettiob---the number with 1. or more yearsofgra4ate 'work affords little comfort ,tó those who believe 'thatteachliaj shóuld be comparable with the so-icalled " learned profes-sions " in A, eciucationat,equipment of its members or to those whobelieve that teachers in the *elementary 86 viis shourd bb as, well edu-
.

cated as the teiehers "in the high schools. Not 1 in every 200 ruralschool fetchers hied done a'year's graduate work ,whe:n. the data were

,

collected in 193041 and even in the largest cities wheie competitionfor placement is ktgesfand tentiretonge4 only 1 elementary teacher
.

in each 20 rep9rtai a ¡e4r or more of graduate work. To be sure,mall as these percéntages are, they are bdter than nothing especially.
a,

. if thej show.* beginning ofa moveapent toward adequate joduvation
, of elementary teachers They are relatively very small ihen corn-- ,pared with those for highAtiooi teitlaers in this country or for eitherelemintary or high-schwal te4chers in ,sonit Eurppeafi countries.

.
1

The riroblem of raising the level of idtication' of elemen teach-
ers can be- understood° mime cleady in thé ligheofsome hypo eticiiproblems fit connection with Ole Aida .pix4nted in tali, I.. .

. .. 1. Suppose that the &wry plight i5:f thet.,ruial schools should thactattention enough sq thatt, a colteerted-attARI weie made to bfing all the.
rural schbol °teachers up to a minimum of 2 years of coih..i.. : iwork.

t Thig would affect 61.8 percent4 the rural tiichesiViii 1. and 4
...teacher schools and if suc cess would lower. the "pOrcentage of

elenvntary teachers in the Unitt4 States with :tbasi the wininjum
of 2 years of college work from 264 percent iiiatvent d raisé.

,
.the percent with the minknum amo sirPin fte2 perm

cent to 61.4 percent. The othuir
2. If all file element&

.

fluire4 to..rneet the' ars of inizikpuin. &semi irould beno tpadiers: -viritIA le74-3-i thin that MOM sold ...*.e per4ent -no mini;
. ,. . ,1 `-:. 4

f
t.'°

tg3 'the44. .g. i 2047 other gionpii4einitining ,fia.zfzed--. .. ..

rnurn fre.

8. A. a &kilt problem,. suppose, 0'.-thei next 5 'yei:rs all. .
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gm/ILA-AV AND INTIRMITATION 41
6

work could be relnired to meet this standard and thit all other
elementary teacherL4 with less than i. year of gibaduate work &aid 14.:

require4 to increa,w; their educational preparation by at least i year--
.what wQuld be the result in the pereintao-s in the last column of table
1 f The 5.7 percent with 4 years QI high schòol ins less and the 20.5
percent with 1 year of college or less would disappear and there

ould be no elementary teachers with less than 2 years of educatioh
beyond high sehoôl. The group iihich barely met thé u e u um,
w.ould be 26.2 percent instead of 46.2 prcent. The remaihing grotips
would bil: 8 yeais of college work, 46.2 percent; 4 frars of college
work, 15.5 *cent; and i year or more of graduate'. wofk, 12.1 per-
cent. While this distribution .would still not be all that is desirable
it willul4 preseht a very much better picture than the (IF that répre-

nted the education of our elementary leaclers in 1930i-31.
It is readily admitted that these probtenis .are hypòthetical and

the solutións propoied *Wand impractical. . They are inserted for
only two purpdses. In the first Place they show that any improve%
ment in standards, espeçially in bringing all teacherti up to, an ae-
Cepted minimum, has a marked effect upon the total picture,even-if
the inckease.is only in one group:- In the. second place they shoir
that a relatively Small amount. of 'additional preparation, if obtained
by all teacher c!Js a very large difference in t1 n4mber who
meet accptable standards. The problem of raisin? the educationa
level of elemen4ry teachers in the United States is quite cliarly
ti3reefol4 one of puttiig off 'the lower end of the distribution,,Tais-'
ing tile Aedutttional level of the total group, and increa,sing tile
iurtibèr at the upper end of the .distribution. The solution implies
'the elimination oreapgradiiig a the teachers with less than an ap-
próved -minimum amount of education (ceriainly snot less then
years beyond high schoel),. the upgrading Qf all elementatry ie.ach-
ert; with less than 41e,ars of college-level wprk and :sthe encourake-
ment .of greater !mien; of elementary ;. teachers to continue their.
educational preparation into the; graduate level for 1 more yips.

la

T LEVEL OF OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL :

TEA 193041
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42 NATIONAL 81,11Milr OP TEA iDITCIATION or micraikas
which the ichools were located, the junior and senior high school 6groups were not distributed according to size of community.

The highest levtls of training as *reported by junior high schoolteachers in 198041 yare distributed in table 2 according fa the dif.ferent levels. The same table contains also the 'data for all
mentar3r teachers and for senior high school teachers in order tofacilitate comparisons. (See also fig. 2.) From this table It. isclearly apparent that in the matter of the education of its teachersthe junior high school stood between the other two groupsdis-tinctly better than the elementary group and decidedly poorer thanthe senior high school group. The explanation is probably' due'to the fact that the junior high school is a relatively new type ofschool organization. When it was started it was not clear in theminds pf many school people whether it wiis an intermediate school,an upward extension of the elementary schoolor a downward eaten:sion of the high schked. .A.s a risult of that cohhision prosvailingstandirds fslr the traling of teachers for both the elementa*0 andthe secondary schools were ipplied in staffing the 'first highschools; in fact, Lany of those first schools were stiffed by trans-ferring succesdul teaghers from the elementary schools to the juniorkigh schools. At the time this was done it was quite generally

aceepted that higg-schooi teachers should be college graduates. Ifthe junior high school in its beginning could have been clearly dame&as a secondary school and the standards of setondary 'chop's appliedto it, its teachers would probably have been, because of the recency
of its development, a better educated group Oman the teachers of the
senior high' schools.

s

*TABU. 2;---H,ighest Jerks of training reported by elementary, Junior Mgh school,andosenior high school °teachers in the United States distributed according to
. the percent at eack level, 1930-31
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION 43

ComO1ia with elementary teachers.The fact that two-fifths
(39.6 percent) of the junior high sch teachers in 198041had less
than 4 years of 'college work was, with t doubt, the pp. :tilt of accépt-
ing eleweniary school standards for 'or hi it sqlvols. To
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NATION A4., mum or THE ADUCATIQN or TiACEms
teachers did not report 'any education beyond 2 years of work onthe college lank!,

On the other hand, the eiteill to which the education of juniorhigh school teachers exceeded that of aelementary teachers in 1930-31may be en by two, corn Three-fifths of the 'junior highschool teachers haa had 4 oipart years oi college work, comparedto oné-eighth (IM percent) of the elementary teachers. One-sixtb
4( (16.7 percent) of the junior 'high school teachers had had 1 or moreyears of graduate work, compared to may 1.9 percent ixf the ele-
mentary teacher& Thecor comparisons illustrate very will the &airs-
bility' of iszifer'Erackgrounds in diuding with educational compari-
sons. If only this paragtaph were 'read by some one intereAed inthe junior high school he might well exclaim, " Splendid! What a
well-educated group of teachers in the junior high schools! " Lestair& be given such an impression, it is well to remind him at this
poini of two things : First, that the preceding section has shownt. that the eleskentary teachers with whom °the comparison is made

'were very inadequatelY educated, and, seconds that the percentagestell a very different story when the more logical compariinns are
made with high-school teachers of WS' and Wier countries.It is not possible to compare the percentage of junior high school
teachers :who met the minimum standard for junior high school

with the 78.6 permnt, in the elementary group who met themmum stand. of 2 years of college work because there is no.
:-

generally amep. minimum standard for juiiior high school teachers,
if the ;. t minimum is taken as the standard 98.9 percent ofthe jtinic;r high school tiachers met the standard. If 8.,9 has been pro-
posed by some, the standard of 8 years of college-level work were the
accepted minimum for *Ajar high school teachers, then 76.4 percentof the junior high school tvachers would have met that standard. Ifthe same minimum is used for O I 1 the junior high schools and the
senior high school% which is the case in many places, then only 60.4
pércent (8 out of every 5) junior high school teachers met in 193041the minimum stahdard of 4 ye*rs of college work.

"Varfations by Stt-zte M the efluastion of junior high school teach-ers.The pércentages in table 2 and in tiwompariwns whichNhavebeen giieq are for the entire country but, except Ls bases of refer-
ence, they are wty as significant as are the inrcentages within the
Wire States for the remoh that the States determine what stand-
ards shall lie accepted and enforceit The highest Ieirels of #uainingfor junior high school teachers in 1.9804.1iin each State are reportictin table Va, **id* volume II of the Survey report. That
table showii the grist varia** of standards and in&tes tilv3 States

which the great* Arad have to be awls *Met 4ringdor lIiØk echoer telichent the miaimum 4 years
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of college work. The States m 1930-731 in which a majority of the
junior high school teachers up to the minimum standard of 4 yean
of training reportedTh&i than 4 years of college work : Ala-
bania, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa,
Maine, Massachusetts, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North
Dakota. Oregon, Rhode Island, apd Vermont In some of these
States the percentage was distinctly more. than 50, and in Maine
nearly 80 percent of the j-Qor high school teachers had had lew
than 4 years of college work. AiPo

While it is leaf important in terms of immediate action needed,
it is encouraging to present the other extreme. In the following
States 75 percent or more of the junior high Ischool teachers had 4
or more years of college work in 193041: Arizona, California,
Missouri, Nevada, North Carolina, Oklahoma,. and Soath Carolina.

Botly of these lists indicate that the amount of education pospessed
by junior high school teachers is Oetermined by the dards ac-
cepted by the State and is not due to any such factors '1: geographical
location, Wealth, sparsity of population, or industrialization.

In spite of thf fact that these comparisons indicate conditions far
from ideal, they also supply the basis for some justifiable oRtimism
regardini the upgrading of the junior high school teaching staff.
Enough progm3s was made in the period of expansion following
1920-21 so that :the picture can be materially affected by steady
pressure don the two-fifths with less than the minimum of 4 years
of college work accepted for hijp-school teachers. An uPgrading
of that two-fifths by u little as 1 year's college work would reduce
the fraction to less than a fourth, whereas if thip education of the
two-6 could be increased by 2 yea= the fraction failing to meet
the um of 4 years of college work wotild qbe only one-sixteenth.

Such an N:grading of time below the minimum and graduate edu-
cation for wine of the three-fifths who have already meit; the minimum
standf.rd would.yieidiimmedjate and very noticeable results m improv-
ing the educational preparation of America's junior high school
teachers.

1

HIGHEST LEVEL OF TRAINING OF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS ai 1930-ai

Various explanations have 1.)===n Advanced for the different !tan&
ards which exist in the eduilationai preparation considered negessary
for denéntary aid for secondary teachers. Whether it is a hold.,
over of the class systan'of society in which the elementary sc. cxils
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and accrediting igencies, or whether it is the result of other causes
or combinations of causes, the het remains that it has been accepted
quite generally; that' teichers in the academies and the secondary
schools should have at least a Ncollège education or its equivalent
The general acceptance .of this standard ii indicated very dittinctly
by the data in table 2 on the highest level of training of high-school
teachers. In 193041 only 12.9 peicent: of the senior high school
teachers had less thari 4 years of college work: Nearly thiee-fifths
(8.1 percent) of the senior high school teachers reported 4 lean
of college work as thi highest level oktheir triining. In other
words, 3 out of every 5 teachers in this gròup barely met. the gener-
ally accepted minimum amount of educational preparation ,e
of senior high school teachers. Three-tenths ,of the senior high
school teachers in 193041. (-29 percent) reported one or more years of
graduate work.

Comparison witA elementary and .junioi high school teachers:
The.perámtages just given for senior high school teacher's compared
very favorably with similar percentages for elementary teachers and
for junior high school teachers, but again thé reader must be re-
minded that. the favorable margin was not because the senior high
school teachers as a group were so well educated but because the
elementary and junior high school groups with which they were corn-,
par.d were so inadequately educated.

In terms of the Arcent of teachers with less. than 4 years of 'edu-
cation on the college level the re'lative standing of the three ups
can be expressed in three easily r ii y ibered common
7/8, %, and 1/2. Seven-eighths of a.8 elementary teachers, threi-,
eighths of the junior higt school teachers lind onp:-eighth of the
senior high school teachers had less i.han 4 yeani-ofaillege 'work as
,educational preparation for teaching (87.9 perceitt, 894percent, and
12.9 percent).

The differences were' even greater in the perdéntages of each group
vihrch reported 1 or more years of grOtdite. work in 1980-8.14. -:The
percentage of elementary teacherg was only 1.9, of the junio.r "high
school teachers 16.7, and of ta-nior high. school teachers 29.

It can safely be inferred- from these comparisons that in 19304i,
when the data for Ourtátal groups of elementary, junior high schóol,
andlonior higirie.hoolleachers were 'obtained, there wire threi dis-
tinctlydifferent staidards with respect to the amount of educational
preparation ponsidered necessary for teaching in the three school
divisions. . <

Variations by States in the edAsciation of senior high soltool teach-
orcThe data on the highest level 'of training for senior high.school
teachertiOn each State in 1980-81- are Oresented in table VIII, appall*.
diz of volume II. ut the4urvay report. The percentapit.in that
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table confirm the statement that the standard of 4 years of college
work was very generally accepted. Only 4 States (Arkansu, Maine,
Virginia, and Wisconsin) had u much as 20 percent of the senior
high school teachers with less than 4 years of college work, while 19

States and the District of Columbia had less Ulan 10 percent of the
senior high school teachers with less than 4 years of college work
In Idaho, Kansas, yid Nevada the percents were 5 or less:

The dititinctions are equally great, and in the -,case of this group
$more significant, iit the number of senior high school teachers in

the differeni States who reported et or more yearìdf graduate work.
California arid the District of Columbia had!`approximately two-
thirds of the rsenior high school teachers and seveji StatesArQn4,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Washifigton,
and West Virginiahad more thin third ixf their senior high

FOChoo1 teachers reporting 1 or more years of graduate work. A fur-ther.a alysis of the data for aeparate States Shows-the effect of State
()pro and 'State standards. The case of California furnished an
,interes íng example. For approximately 2 years California has
-required tome gradu work and some supervised practice teaching
06 the graduate le as a prerequisite for beginning teachers in its
high schools. M ing these-preservice requirements meant that the
new high-school teachers during that pe'riod have had, in most cases,
1 or more years of graduate work. In 1.9W-81, 45.2 peikcent of the
senior high sOool teachers in Califorilia Ilad 1 year of giaduate wórk,
17.2 percent 2 years, 8.1 percent 8 years, and. percent more than
3 yelirs cif graduate work: Of all tbe minim' high lifehool. group in
California with graduate work, two-thirds reporkid only 1 year of
graduate work. This may be interpreted that two-thirds of those
with graduate work had taken no more than was required by the
State standard. In the District *of Columbia 63.8 percent of the
total senior high school group reported 1 or more years of graduate

, work and of the ¡croup with graduate work 58 p. ercentr--three-fifths
hadlaa.-2 or more years-of work on the graduate level.

In contrast to California's 22.9 percent and the District of Colum-*
bia's 37 percent of the total high-school teaching grouP with 2 or
more years of gractuate work in 1930-31, 2 States had at that time
less than 5 percent of their high-school teachers with this amount 6f
graduate work..

(-

The distaibUticin of the senior high school teachers in terms of the
highest level of .their training (column, 4, table 2) shows 'what a
siefificant difference a year's .upiradini.of all .high teachers
would make. If that --could ,be ,a.ccomplishea for the country as a
whole only 6.8 percent would have less thigi 4 years of college woilt
and 87.1 porcfnt-76even-eighths of thegroupwould hey, 1 or more
jr,rs of jn4 74(*k. This would put the aetioi high pc4001
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I

group iii a favorable p6sition fqy coinparison with other professionsas far as length of preparation is concerned. 14The effect of State stahdards in raising the level of education isvery evident in the data from each State. If the minimum standard'is set so as to require 4 or more years of college work for all " new "teachers it affects fiot only the new e4trants but has a tendency toupgrade the teachers with less than Pie accepted minimum alreadyin service. Two studies conducted by the research division of the, National Education Association show encouraging progress in rais-ing standards fikr public-school teachers, For the. school year 1927-28; 1,532 cities with populations of more than 2,500 reported thenumber of years ot training required beyohd high-school graduationfof neifilly appointed high-school teachers. The percentages were:year 2.5; 2 years 4.2; 3 years 0.6; 4 years 80.4; 5 years 3.1; no speci-fied amount 0.5; and no retort 8.7. Data from 1,489 cities withpopul4tions of more than 2,500 for the year 1930-31 gave the follow-ing percentages :'''Less than 1 year 0.1; 1 year 0; 2 years 0.9; 3years 0.9; 4 years 14.6; 5 yeas 8.4; and 6 yeys 0.1. These per-centages show for the 3 years between 1927-28 and 1980-31 a markeddecrease in the number of cities permitting new high-school teacarsto begin teaeling with. less than 4 years of college work. (Tilischange is even more marked when the percentages for the 1927-28study are converted to percents of the number replying, the methodused for 1980-31.)

DEGREES HELD BY PUALIC-SCHOOL TEACHERS
Another measure of the amount of educational preparation ofpublic-school teachers is the number of degrees held by the teachersin the different groups. This does not show the different amountsbelow ihe lvel of 4 years.of college work:but it se a check forthe upper revels of training because the number the bachelor'sdegree, should approximately correspond to the " 4 years of college-work gib* ", the number with the m4ster'i degtee to the numberreporting I,*year of graduate work, and the number with the doctor'sdegree to those who have 8 or if .1 re than 8 years of graduité work.Obviously the correspondence will not, be an exact one, because noteveryone who spends 4 years in college completes all of the require-

,

ments for a bachelor's degree, nor does ,everyone "who spends.1 year'in ¡graduate work secure a master's degree, or in 8 years a %doctor'sdegree. Sometimei the graduate work will be done in two or moreinstitutions and the courses taken will be 'determined by some imme-

0

*Practises affecting teacher personnel, Research Bulletin of the National !EducationAssociation, vol. VI, no. 4, f4--fp ber 1928, p. 216.Mainland' practices affecting kreonne), Research.Bulletio 4. "atonal Shut
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION .

diate professional need
degree. On the óther
sat:Ailing more than
required for that d

49
her than the requirements for an advanced
d, the possession of the degree indicates

re attendance at an institution for the time
It shows a certain balance of courses and

a standard of scholarship satisfactory to, the institution.
A summary of the percentages of public-school teachers with

bachelor'g, master's, and doctor's degrees for the United States in
1930-31 is given in table 3. The data in this table support the fol-
lowing general statements regarding the d held by public-
school teachers in the Vnited States in 1$30--31 : (1) The number of
elementary teachers izoachelors' degrees increased as the size of
the community increased; (2) the percentage of elementary teacherswi bachelor's degrees was much smaller than the percentage of
junior high school teachers 'with .that degree; (8) the percentage of
junior high shool teaclei:s with a bachelor's degree was much smagèr
than the percentage of senior high school teachers with the bachelor's
degree; (4) ail insignificaut number of elementary teachers had mas-
ter's degrees; (5) about one-fifteenth of the junior high school
teachers and about one-sixth of the senior high school teachershad master's degrees; (6) not eiiough elementary teachers had doc-tor's degrees to warrpnt their tabulatiQn and (7) the percentage of
junior high school and senior high sfhool teachers holding doctor'sd was negligible, being only one-tenth of 1 percent and four-
tenths. of 1 percent, respectively. (One senior high, school t:eacher
in each 250 semi a negligible proportion.)

Muni 8.Tke degree* held by petWo-achool teach.. in the United Statesdistributed according to the site of ocronntenity and the percent- of elementary,junior high school, and abnior Mgk school teachers -hotting each &rest19$0-31

P.
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teather holding a master's degree also has a bachelor's demo), andthat a teacher holding a doctor's degree probably has both a bachelor'sand a master's degree. There are, of course, some teachers holdingdoctor's degrees who did not take a master's degree en route to thedoctor's degree (probably not more than '10 percent) but very fewbolding- either .the doctor's or the master's degree who dó not 'alsohave the bachelor's degree, since it is the usual basis upon whichgraduate standing is established.

Table 2 shows that 12.1 percent of the elementary teachers in1930-81 reported that they had spént 4 or more years in college work,and table 3 that 10 percent reported that they held a bachelor'sdegree. Thus about a sixth of the elementdry teachers who hadspent sufficient time in college-leiel work had for some reason notcompleted the requirements for a bachelor's- 'degree. Similarly, 60.4percent of the junior high school teachers spent 4 or nll'ore years incollege, and 56.7 percent' reported that they held bachelor's degrees;anti 87.1 percent of the senior high school teachers limp' spent 4 ormore years in college, and 85 percent reported bachelor's degrees.It would seem from these comparisons that the junior- and senior-. high-school teachers who spent 4 or more years in college miSre con-
,

sistently completed the requirements for a bachelor's degree thandid the 'elementary teachers. The secondary teachers attic) exceededthe elementary teachers in tie .percentage reporting 1 year of grad-uate work who also reported having a master's degree.The situatiön with respect to the teachers who reported havingear4ed doctprs' degrees prefiente a different aspect of the problem.It is -quite evident from the data in tables 2 and 3 that relativelyfew public-school teachers who spend long enough periods in grad-uati work to sicure doctor's deems do actually obtain them. Con-.sidering only those of the senior high school group who reported 3or more than 8 yeirs spent in graduate work, only one-seventh re-ported having doctors' degrees. The fraction is probably evensmaller than one-seventh because in some institutions it is possibleto obtain a doctors' degree in 2 years of graduate work, although it isnpt usually done in less than 21h or 3 years.
The small percentage of senior high school, teachers who earneddoctor's degrees is not a reflection upon their ability to -do so as muchas it is upon their failure to plan their graduate work with the.doctor's degree as one of the possible results. Oftentimes graduatework is taken during service as .a teacher and the courses taken aredetermined upon such bases as: Immediate help in connection witha teaching probleni; immedikte bearing upon .11, course thbn beingtaught by the graduate student; an in or well-known instractor; a convenieíit bow; and other such
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such work is of professional valut tó most of the teachers.who take
it (as reported in pt. VI, vol. V), it could in many cases haie been
planned afid organized so that it would have had most of thè values
actually obtained from the unrelated courses an s also could have
satisfied the course requirements forma doctor's d

These statement* should not be interpreted to mean that 3 years
speiit in graduate work without earning a doctor's degree are neces-
sarily less valuable than if the degree were earned. There are many
instances in which the reverse is,tfue. For example, a teacher may
change or- want to change the nature of his work and use 1 or more
years of graduate -work in getting .ready to do that Rfw work as
professionally as possMe, or it may be more valuable for a certain
teacher to obtain the points of yiew of two or three faculty groups
than to spur longer in one institution and meet the 'requirements for
a doctor's degree,i4 that institution. On the other hand, there are
mani teachers who are deeply interested in teaching but who do
not care to do the research or investigation which ha§ been required.
This objection is being met in part by the development of new de-
grees for which the emphasis is more strongly professional. (See
pt. VI, vol. Allowance must also be made for that group of
teachers who are giving satisfaction as teachers and whose service
will be improved by periods of graduate work but who do not have
the specific abilities usually required to earn a doctor's degree.

Nevertheless, if more public-school teichers in any of the groups
could 90 plin their gradvate work that it would result in a larger
proportion of seined, doctor's degrees it is highly probable that the
result would be a general upgrading of the teachers on the lower
levels of educational preparation, a more scholarly and systematic
preparation for the teachers with the doctor's degtees, an enriched
teaching s4ervice, and a decided increase in the professional status.

of teaching and in the respect acCorded teichers. It is readily ad-
mitted that the possession of a doctor's digree doés not necessarily
indicate adequate preparation for teaching. It indicateg the amountof preparation but the quality of the preparation depends upontlie
nature of the work done and its professional appropriateriess.

SECTION 3. HIGHEST LEVEL OF TRAINING OF NEGRO
TEAtHERS

% Need for a special study of Negro teachers.--Aceording ti4:; the
1980 United Stites census nearly a tenth (11,891,148) of the to*
population were Neiroes. More than a tenth of the cfiildren of
school age we're *gross. A large majority of ihe Negroes in the
Unfted States live in the- District 'oft Columbia and the 16 States
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Sq.

in which separate school systems are maintained .for white and
Negro children. The 'National Survey of the Education of Teach-
eq gathered its personnel data about the public;school teachers of
the United States by means of a data sheet (Inquiry No. 1previ-
ously described). to be answered by the teachers, supervisors, and
administrative/ officers in the public-school system. Replies were
received from 13,s so! Negro teachers in 44 States. If these repliés
had been incorporated with the 468,141 replies received they would
have had little effect upon the total picture bocause of the very
great disparity in the size of the groups. There were only few,
gro4s in whish the number of Negtoes was large enough to justify
a separate tabulation. In all the tibles where the Negro teachers
were not reported separatoly there were no iripporbinities for discov-
ering the points of greitest need in th9 training of Negro teachers.

It was therefore decided to make a separate !study of the problems
connected with the education of Negro teachers and since the prob-
lems connected with the standards for Negro:teachers.are molt; acute
in the States in which separ* school systems are maintained for
Negroes and since moiti than a percent of the replies from Negroes
were from thoee States it was decided to confine the study of Negro
teachers to the District of Columbia and the States of Alabama;
Arkansas, Florida, Gri3orgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Missis-
sippi, Misieuri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina;Tennes-
see, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. The results of that, sep-
arate study were reported in volume IV ofl the final Survey report.'
Only enough of the data on the higliest level of training ot Negro
teachers will be included 'we to indicate more clearly the peciil
teacher education needs of this large and important group. Because
the number of replies received from Negro' 'teachers was relatively
small (as a resuleof failures in the methods of dikributing the blanks
and failures to, answer rind return them) It was not possible to make
all of the studies for Negro teachers that wen) made for white
te.chers nor was it possible to use in ,all cases the same divisions of
the groups. Furthermore, it is profiable that selectiye elements
entered more strongly among the Neao 'teachers than among the
white teachers sò that the data obtained .from the 11,574 Negro
teachers who returned the blanks proliably present a Facture which
is better than would have been obtained if a larger percentage of
returns had been received. P

rite highest level of training of ,Negro .elementary. teachers,
193041.--The data on the highest level of training of Negro ele-
mentary teachers were obtained on the %same form u the data for

Caliver, Asibr. lidueatioa ad Nam Toulon. National Survey of the Zehattioaot Twines. U. S. Mice fit Rdiestios, Bulletin Mk i., ge Goveramat Printing011114*. Wasbilirtas, iNs
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white teachers. (See p. 86.) Par purposes of comparison with
other studies the levels of training wire tabulated in different groups
from those used for white teachers. A summary of the replies on

the highest level of training 'of Negro elementary and high-school
jaschers for 1980-81 is given in table 4.

TABLa 'hest level of troining reported by Nettie elementary Good aeoondarg
froaters' distributed according to the percentage in communities of different
ites, 193041

NIGRO ELEMENTARY TEACHltRp

Highest level of training

Bin of community

IMMIE mmiyolows,

Oren°
VIDes.
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I Adopted froni table s, vol. National aunty of the Zdtwation of Tambora, p. 11.
Part of labia 11, yd. IV, Natt;nal Servo of the Eduoation of Tosobers, I&

Some of the conditions revealed by the percentages of Negro ele-
mentary teachers ¡Frith various amounts of educational preparation
in communitiegs of different time indicate an urgent need for some
corrective measures. More than a fifth (22.5 percent) of the total
Negro elementary group had only 4 years of high-school education
or less as preparation for feaching. Because the pictúre !resented
by these data is better than that which actually existed, it is prob-

. ably true dud between a fotirth and a third of the Negro elementary
teachers in the 'United States in 1980:11 did not have more than a
high-school education. The open-country schools had the largest
percentagto of the teachers with the least education while the larger
cities had the larger percentages of the teachers with 8 or more
years of college vivo&

Corn with white elenientary teachem--The sharpest difo
fennel, iñt1ie training for Negro elementiry teachers and for white
elementary *where in 118041 was in the much larger percentage dif
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Negro teachers at the low end of .the distribution with 4 years of
high-school education or less. The reported percentages were 224
for Negroes and 5.7 for white elementary teachers. If allowance is
blade for the selective eleménta, it is probably not in overstatement
to sar that the percentage of Negro elementary teachers with no
more than high-school education was five times as great as the peitent.
age of white elementary teachers.

In contrast to this difference are the percentages of .both groups
of elementary teacheri with 8 or more years of college work-27.6
for white elementary teachers and 21.8 for Negro elementary teach-
ers. The percentages of elementary teachers with 1 or more years
of graduate work were -also quite comparable. These comparisons
are also shown in figure 3.

Highest levels of training of Negro high-school teachers.The
highest levels of training for Negro high-khool teachers are shown
in table 4 for four levels. As was true for Negro elementary teach-
ers, the most significant fact shown by these data is that nearly a
fifth (18.9 percent) of the high-schgol teaechers had had 2 years
or less of college work in preparation for teaching. When to these
teachers arf added those in the next group with 8 years of college
work the fraction becomes more than a fourth of the Negro high-
school teachers with less than 4 years of college work. The tendency
to employ more of the teachers with 4 years ór less of higll-school
education to teach in high schools was moat marked in the open-
country high schools where a fifth of the Negro high-school teachers
had had no more educational preparation than the students they
were teaching. There was also a noticeable tendency for the larger
cities to employ more of the higb-school teachers with some graduate
work.

Comparison with white high-school teachers.--The differences be-
tween the educational preparation of Negro and white high-school
tfachers in 1930-31 were smaller than in the 'case of elementary
teachers. Aq was true for elementary teachers, the most significant
differences were at both extremes. The percentage of Negro hiih-
school teachers with 2 years of college work or less was larger (18.9
to 6.9) d the percentage with 1 or more years of graduate work
was is er (101.6 to 29) than for white high-school teachers. The
differences would be slightly less than those indicated if the white
junior high school teachers were included in the perCentages for
white teachers. The data in table 4 show that the educational
preparation of Negro teachers would be greatly improved and would
compare more favorably with that of white teachers if the situation
revealed in 198041 could be changed in two wayq. The.: ould
first be à determined drive to eliminate, either by replacement or

,
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upgrading, most of the teachers at thv, low end of .the distribution-r--
those whose educational preparation is so-obviously inadequate. In
the second place, constant. ehcouragement should be offered to the
more capable of the Negro teachers with bachelor's degrees to add
1 or more years of graduate work to their professional equipment.
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A year's upgrading obtained by these two groups would present
a very different percentage picture. The diagrams in figure 8 will
assist in 'appreciating the diffeienoee between the two grQups.

Degrees hold by Negro' teachers.Data reported on degrees held
by Negro teachen are given in volume IV of the Survey Report,
page 14 and U. Eight and iseven-tekitha percent of the Negro a.-
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mentary teachers reported in 193041 that they held bacheloi's\de-
grees. This compares very favorably with the 10 percent of white
elementary teachers who reported having bachelor's degree& Among
the Negro high-scbool teachers .69.3 percent had rned bachelor's
degrees but only 4.3 percenthad master's degrees. beige figures are
comi;arable to 76.5 percent and 12.9 percent for hite high-school
teachers. Ten and six-tenths percent of the -Negro high-school
teachers reeorted in 1930-31 That they had had 1 or more years of
graduate work and yet only 4.$ percent reported haring master's
degrees. The low percentage who had completed the requiremtnts
for an advanced degree may be -due to the loss of some credit be-
cause of undergraduate deficiencies which had to. be " made up "
during the graduate year and thus delayed due master's degree.

The data op the amount of education of Negro teachers presented
in volume eIV and in this section show that Negro teachers did not
have as much education in preparatioh for teaching u did _corm-
spondin¡ groups of white teacher& They also show that those re-
sponsibre for the development of teacher-education programs for
Negro teachen should give immediate attention to increasing the
amount of educational prepsivation which will be accepted .as the
minimum for admission to teaching ih the t;lementary and in the
secondary schools. ,

SECTION -4. COMPARISONS vain EUROPEAN PRACTICES'

V al of twit comp", %Arn the days,of -..race Mann there
has always beefi a controversy over the value to American educators
of a imowledge of t.he educational practices in other countries.- One
hundred years ago, in 1884, a communication appeared in the Jam.*
ary number of American Annals of Education and Instruction under
the topic " Prussian Schools " which showed that this controversy
na only existed then, but that it provoked both arguments and
emotion.

Mr. ED/1138 : Why siy, almost sakaassd, when ,yOu look *at the Prussian com-
mon schools? For my part, I do not bejieve it any crime for an American to
blush. If not an evidence of virtue, 1 would take that glow of shame as the
precursor of reform, in whatever may be wrong,of completeness, wherever
there may be defect. A ram of tirams is an ill omen, as wen in u Levine as
the individuaL Vanity is as fatal to getting and keeping right, when it is the
"esprit de corps ", as when it is thé spirit of the man. " Seest thou man
wise in his own çonceit?there is more &Jim:4'ot a fool than of him."

. Yes, sir, if you can make the petiplethq sovereign peoplelhe Republic
see and feel that they ale aseedle# in the very matter at their self-glorying,
tits education of the josoplo, by tine of the old Muropein dynastiesby an sbao-
lute ,tossarctiplibu will do something effectual ill the MUSS YOU striveyou
will soma have something worthy to be recorded In tbe " Annals "you will
have triumphed over eettcovaceit the nand hind svb-t- to an oar good designs.

kiwi, not hew 'ma mote mini roc good the republic may have thaajbe
e.
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WU IMAM' AND INTIRPRITATION 57

ostwity; 1.:Pue this I am safe of, self-conceit must palsy that power,. The
proverb may be safely raried, admitting thee monarchy to be the pooresti of all
Institutions. Semi Wm. a republic wise in ita own 'conceit7Tbere la more
bope of a fool than of IT.

One reason why I T41;e the "Annals ". 'fa because it brings us wisdom from
abroad. 11 Is Dot all on otr aide,-the

" T.

The discussion of 1834 was in part proilked because certain edu-
rational leaders in the United. States were proposing plans for the
education of teachers'by the States. That samo syear ew Yoric

appr4riated mopey for the first time for the education of teachers
in the academies and 5 years later the fust State-supportedl normal
schòol was established in Massachusetts. Durihg the century of
educational promss from that day to this,'educational reforms and
a0justments have been introduced in the Vitited States. as a result
of educational practices or theories originating in Eunipe. Volume
v11.)art I, of theffigial Survey report indicates several of these influ-
ences in the field of tile-eaucation af teachers, No student of clim-

parative education believes that the educational practices of one
country can be adopted by another couqry without taking into ac-

count the many differences whirl existNbOween the two countries-T--

the policy should be one of adaptation rather than adoption. There
have been, SIFt, and must continue to be, many elements in the edu-
cational developTent of one country which contain helpful sugges-
tions for- the educators of other countries. Many such suggestioni
have been obtainecb from the United States as well fs received by
us as is evidenced by the influence of our school systems upon China,
Rússia, Turkey, Iracrand other Countries.

In order to make available a brief and rècent description ot pro-
grtms for the education of teachers in Europe. a study was made
of present practices in the:edueatión of teachers in %ngland, France,
Germany, and Sweden." A few of the findings fróm that invfistiga-
tion which bear upon the question undtr discussion, riamelythe
amount of educational preparation of teachers in the elrentary and
secondary *oils will be given for purposes of comparispn.

AMOUNT OF EDUCATION OF TEACHERS IN ENGLAND

T hi amount of eckhation of elttnentary teachers in Engkind..-e--

In England, u in the United States, the elementary teachers have
'11111111/M1

*Manisa, Versos L. The American gp.ruat DeboolIta rime and devilloinient L. Mama-
, dawn& Warwick & York# Ise. 1928. p.

*Waster, Boa W. Illgtory of the professional education of teachers la tis United
Btu*. National Marvel, of tike Mutation of Teacbers vol. V, pt. I. MR. me a us-.
cities. Italians 101111, ao. 10.

"Alszander, !llamas; Carr, John IC, and others. The training of teachers to 1Da-ropC--

National lktSurvey the Mutation ot Towbars, vol. Y. pt. VIII. 0.11 s of Idocatios,
Bulletin 1.811. ao. 10. Quote. 'tat:smuts sot otherwise acksowledged la @adios are
tn. Vine vol. T.
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less educational preparation than do alit secondary teachers, and
those w¡th the least education are pore frequntly found in the rural

/ and village schools. About 75 percent of the elementary teathers in
England are certificated teachers. "Although in the past certificates
have been granted witiout any requirement as to prMous prepara-
tion, the piesent policy, is to require -at least 2 years of training of a
college standard before the examination for the certificate can be
taken. Uncertificated ' teachers usually have at least a secondary 4,
education, although dive still exists a small grouwof ' supplemen-
tary ' teacheri whose only qualitcations are age, physical fitn
and approval by inspectors." This would show a condition quite
comparable to that in the United States so far as the education of
the teachers now in service is conCerned.

In terms of present standards, however, the new elementary tkach-
eris in England probably will begin teaching with more educational es

preparation than 'will the elementary teachers in tee United States.
-.Elementary teachers in England aré now , ixing prepared' either in
the' training calla: i which the courses ire 2 or 3 years hi length
or in the ironing departments of the universities which offer a year
of professiónal edication after the prospective teacher has earned
a university degree. Those elementary teachers who prepare for
teaching in the Etecond type oUnstitution have a preservice Mum*
tion which is about equivalent to a master's degree. _ There is an
increasing tendency for elementary teachers in England to prepare
in the university training departments.

7741..antount of education, of oecolftiary teachers in England.
. The .secondary teachers of England, with the exception of those

who ¡graduate from the honors courses, are not is well educated so
those of the other European countries studied. Nevertheless they

I have a more substantial paration than elementary teaches' and
as a group are as well or better educated than our high-school teach-
ers. Three-fourths of the high-schoeloteachers in England are uni-
versity graduates. Counting diose who took " hofiors courses" and
those who had a graduate year's work in the , univosity train-
ing department, it is probable that a large proportion of the three-
fourths had an eduéational preparatidn which is the equivalent of

' a master's degree .in the United States. So that while s smaller
percent (75 insteaa of 87.1) had a college or university degtee a
much larger percent had the equivalent of 1 or niore years of
graduate work.

The present tendency in England is to put all teicher education
on a university level. Scothilbu already gone far toiiar4 reach-
ing that goal.
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AMOUNT OF EDUÇATION OF TEACHERS IN FRANCES

Theamount of eduoation of 'elementary teachers in Fra-w.--The
elementary teachers in France are prepared in the 176 State-con-
trolled normal schools (88 for men and 88 for women). The courses
in these noismal. schoöls are 3 years in length. Admission to the
normal schools is determined by -the candidate's ability to pass a
selective examination' (written and oral).

The total number of years spent in school by a prospective ele-
mentary teacher varies, since some are- sticcessful with the examina-
tion at the completion of the higher eleméntary schools. The typi-
cal prepars4ion requires 10 or 11 years in the 16wer and hfghei
elementary school, 3 years in the normal school and at least 2 yeitrs
of probationary teaching under inspRdors. In term of yeais spent.,
the elementary teacher in France has about the equivalent of our
junior college graduates, but because of the selettive examinations

or 5 points, the actual edupatiorial preparation 54 French ae-
I Anentary teachers is more nearly equal to that of the " 4-years of col-

lege work " group in this country, a level of educatioñ which in
1930-31 had been attained by only an eighth of our elementary school

. teachers.
The amount of education of secondary teacher. in France.--" The

'secondaty school system of France is not superimppsed upon
elementary scbool but iuni parallel with it. The aim of secondary
education is to train an intellectual élite for cultural, prafessional,
and social leadership." The preparation of teachers for the sec-
ondary schools is thérefore much more thorough and extelisive than
for teachers in the elementary schooli and the emphasis is very.
largely .upon the thorough mastery of one subject-matter field. A
very high degree of selection, is maintained by means of the ex-
tended period of preparation required and also by the series of
difficult competitive examinations.

The typical preparation of a seéondary teacher in France includes
the follovling stages:

1

(a) A 6-year period of general work in the lye& ato the end of which the-student
takes the first half of, thepaccalaureate examination.

(b) A seventh year in the lye& continuing the general education but also start-
ing specialisation and work in psychology, logic, ethics, and metaphysics.
At the end of this year the second part of the baccalaureate examination
is taken. Abent 80 or 40 parent of the students pass this examination.
It is usually attained at the age of 18 or 19. Some prospeetive secondar,

chers remain in the Vole 2 or 3 years for further study before entering
the don of the university Work, 'or before attempting the examina-
tion for entrance to the acole normale anArieure.
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fit

(c) A minimum of 2 years' work in the university studying for licence d'en-
seignment which is the minimum requirement for entering the profession
of secondary teaching. The licence " has been likened to the American
master's degree, but the standards are coditiderably higher. The exam-

, inations áre strongly selective as is shown by the fact that less than halfof those attempting the examinations are able to pass."
(d) A third, year of university work for those who wish to attain the highestrank in secondary teachingthe agrégationin order to get the diplOme

d'Otudes supériepres. To obtain the diplame the candidate continues his
specialisation, must write an acceptabge thesis and, if he has not had
teaching experience, take the stage pedagogiquea short course in educa-
tional theory, observation and practice.

(e) A final competitive examination for the agrégation in which only the more
capable of these candidates succeed and qualify for full professorships in
the lyede'

If the preparation necessary to secure the license in France is con-
sidered the equivalent of that required by the master's degree in this
country, then less than 25 percent of the senior high school teachers
in the United States in 1930-81 had the equivalent of the niinimum
eductional preparation for secondary teachers in France. (Twenty-
nine percent reported 1 or more years of graduate work, but only
15.5 percent reported masters degrees.) If the comparison is made
with the preparation required for the .agrégation, the difference is
even more pronounced.

Fully as much time, effort, and ability are required in prepara-
fion for the agrégation as are required to earn the doctor's degree
in this country, and probably more, though the work for the doctor's
degree emphasizes research more than that for the agrégation. A
comparison of maximum preparation for secondary teachers may be
made by recalling that in 1930-81 only 2.9 percent of the senior'high
school teachers in the United States reported " 8 or more than 3 'years
of graduate work " and that less than half of 1 percent reported the
possession of a doctor's degree.

AMOUNT OF EDUCATION OF TEACHERS IN GERMANV

he amount of education of elementary teachers in Germany.
On of the most important of the many educational changes which

tt hay been made in Germany since the World War has been the
improvement in the educational and professional status of the

tea ers'in the elementary schools (Volkschulen). With variations
among the different States there are two ge&ral patterns followed
by prospective elementary teachers. Beth are based upon a thor-

. ough education in the Gymnasium of 9 years and the succeefful pima.
ing of an " extensive leaving examination or Reifepeifung which
must be passed to enter training at the university level."
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The Orst aid most approved pattern is by way of the universities
for teacher training (Hochschulen far Lehrerbildung) which hive
recently been developed in Prussia under tke Hitler government.
The prospective elementary kacher takes a 2-year couise in one of
these institutions, passes a/first State examination, serv z a pro-
bationaPy teacher for 1 or 2 years with continued training 'under
supervisorf officials and then passes a second State examination
highly professional in nature. >Under most favorable circumstances
the candidate cannot hope to receive permairnt appointment before
the age of 24 or 25."

The second pattern usually calls for a 8-year course at a pedagogi-
cal institute (school of education), either a part of, or affiliated with,
a university. The State examinations and the probationary period
of in-service training are the same as for the graauates of the uni-
versities for teacher training.

If, with the more rigid selection of candidates, the 13 years in the
Dolkschule (4) and in the Gymnasium (9) carry the prospective
eltiThentary teacher to an educational level comparable to the com-
pletion of the junior college in this country, then the 2-yeaVör 3-year
course beyond that and the 2-year period of probation with continued
in-service preparation would carry elementary teachers in Germany
to a point beyond the level of " 4 ybars of college work." In 1930-81
only 1.9 percent of the elementary teachers in the United States
reported more than 4 yeirs of college work.

The amount of education of 'secondary teachers in Germany.
" One of the mein aims of secondary education, in Germany is to
give an intensive academic training to a select group of capable
young people; hence the- preparation given teachers of the secondary
school provides a standard of academic training which is equaled in
few countries and excelled in none."

The elementary and secondary education of prospective secondary
teachers in Germany is the same as just described for elementary
teachers. The period of study and specialization (usually in a ma-
jor and two minors) in -the university extinds over 8 to 12 semesters.
" The work for theodoctor's including the customary uni-
versity examinations and the printed thesisis usually completed
before the State examination is attempted." After passing the first
State examination (Staatsprilfung) dealing with academic materials
the candidate spends 2 years in a seminar located in a secondary
school. During that time he observes and practices under supervi-
sion and continues his study for the second State examjnation deal-
ing with profebaional preparation.

The present standard for the amount of education expected of
secondary teachers in Germany is, therefore, a doctor's degree plus

.
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a period of supervised interneship or practice. The senior high
school teachers in the United States in 193041, u was pieviously
stated, reported 2.9 percent with 8 or npre years of graduate work
and only 0.4 percent with doctor's degroes. The comparison is helped
but little if the faculties ¿She junior colleges are added to the senior
high school groups. Lew than 1 percent of the members of thé
combined groups had doctors' degrees in 19304L

AMOUNT OF EDUCATION OF TEACHERS IN SWEDEN

The amount of education of elementary teachers in Swedes.--
Sweden trains teachers for the elementary schools in two types of
institutions : First, instructors for the primary gradesthe first 2
years of the elementary school and for certain types of small
schoolsare trained in an institution offering * 02-year course, the
primary normal school ; and, second; teachers for the elementary
grades above the second year are prepared in teachers colleges which
offer 4 years of training.

The primary normal schools " constitute the weakest element in tbe
Swedish system of tetcher training." The course is 2 years in length
and is based upon a varied amount of preparatiou extendink from
the coinpletion of the elementary school to graduatiori from the
gyanasium, an, amount of schooling varying from 8 to 12 or more
years. Admission depends upon die results of a state examination.

The teachers colleges admit 'students Irom the upper fourth of
those who pass the state entrance examination. These colleges pro-
vide a 4-year course.

"At the end of the period of training candidates must pass a final
examination which is under the joint supervision of Vie institution
and the central board of education.* Graduates muilt be at least 21
y9ars of age before they can enter the highest classification

.(ordinaire), which entitles them to permanent appointment"
Comparisons between .the amount of education of elementary

teachers in Sweden and in the United Stites are difficult because
entrance to the professional schools is based upon results of an en-
trance examination instgad of the completion of a fixed number of

, years of work in elementary and secondary whim's. It has been
estimated that the graduates of the primary normal schools corn-
spond to the teachers in United States who are prepared in the
training daises of the high schools and in the oounty normal schools
and that the graduates of the teachers colleges in Sweden are com-
parable to the graduates of the normal schools and teachers colleges

. fin' this country. Since there may be a difference of more than 2
years in the amount of education a prospective elementary teacher
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in Sweden may Islay. at entrance to a teachers college that range
in imount would equal the difference between the 2-year normal-
school course' and the 4-year tewlers-coliege court". Because pi
the 4ectiui at entrance and at the close of the course, the graduates
of the Swedish teachers colleges are probably more comparable in
their mastery of subject matter to the graduates of teacbers colleges
in the, United States than to the graduates of normal school&

American elementary teachers compare more favorably in the ex-
tent of their education with the elemeitary teachers of Sweden than
with those of other 'countries.

A movnt ofeducation of secondary WAIF*/ iii Sweden.As is true
in most of the European countries, the secondary teachers in Sweden
are a much more highly educated group of people than are the
elementary teachers. Prospective secondary teachers are educated
in the universities (now coeducational) and in the nigher Teachers
Collegi for Women at Stockholm.

- Candidates must be grtduales of a gymnasium and must pass
the student examen, which is highly selective on the subject-matter
side.

The courses vary in length according to 4tit university degrees
obtained- (Filosofie Kandidat, 3 to 4 years; Filosofie Magistee,
4 to 5 years; Filosofie Licentiat, 7 to 8 years ; and Filosofie Doktor,
8 to 9 years).

"After completing the courses the prospective taw* spends a year
of praaice. teaching (provir) and then ipends 2 additional ioI-
tionai years Were permanent appointment. The master teacher
(lektor) in Sweden usually waits 4 or 5 years after completing his
preparation fore he receives permanent appointment at an age
which varies from 81 to 87 rain."

If, as claimed, the prospective secoOary teachers in Sweden who
have completed the gymnasium and passed the entrance "Lamina-
tion have an education equivalent to the kompletion of the junior an-
lege in the United States thee the lowest level at which a secondary
teacher may enter secondary teaching in Sweden (now& Magister
with the rank of assistant master) would be the equivalent of 2 or 3
years of graduate work in this country. This does not include the
year of practice teaching which is a definite part of the professional
preparation. In 198041 only 8.8 percent of American senior WO
school teachers reported 2 or more .years of graduate work. If the
comparison is made with the preparation of till% master teachers
(lektors), with what would equal 6 or 7 years of grata* work, the
only basis whilx can be used is the 1.4 percent of the senior high
school teachers who in 1980-31 reported more the- 8 years a
graduate work.
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DIFFERENCES IN THE AMOUNT OF EDUCATION OF TEACHERS IN
THE UNITED STATES AND FOUR EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Higher professional status of teaching in Europe.There is little
doubt that teaching and teachirs stand in higher repute in most of
the European countries, and especially in the four studied, than is
true in the United States, even though the people of this country
believe more strongly in the desirability of universal education. One
explanation which has been advanced is that the general attitude
toward teachers and the work of teaching in European countries
his been set by the better-prepared teachers in the secondary schools
and the tráditional association of the secondary schools with the
upper and pore privileged classes, whereas the standards in the
United States have been more fundamentally influenced by the ele-
mentary schools. There are several other explanations for the in-
creased prestige of teachers in European countries which are dis-
cussed in volume V, part VIII, chapter I, and will be merely men-
tic:Plied here. Overpopulation and increased numbers of university
graduates have intensified' competition for desirable positions and
made possible a continued increase in standards. Teaching has also
been made attractive to capable persons by meins of very secure
tenure, eponomie security at a level which permits a standard of liv-

.

ing coin arable to other professional groups, high social prestigé,
and a consciousness of performing a patriotic service.

As a resultof these and other factors teaching is certainly more
entitled to be called a profession in the lour countries studied than
in the United States.

Presew standaras for elementary teachers.--In comparing present
standards for the amount of education required of elementary teach-
ers in the United States and in the countries studied it appears that,
with the exceptiori of Sweden, the elementary teachers in the other
three countries are now expected to have as much preservice educa-
tion tis is required in the States of the United States in which the
standards are highest and more than is generally accepted u neces
siry in the majority of States.

Present standard* far secondary teats/401%Th. standards for the
amount of time spent in pre-service education of secondary teachers
in-England are the only ones in the four countries studjed which can
in any sense be called comparable to those of the United Steles. In
value and quality of work done the English' secondary teachers with
honors degrees have a preparation equivalent to at least a muter's
*Agree in the United States. In the other three (*untried, France,
Germauy, and Smeden, the teachers in the secondary sehoob have
much more educational preparation before beginning to teach than
have secondary teachers in this country. In fact, the secondary teach,.
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SUMMARY AND INTIRPRITATION 65

sr in those countries possess such thorough and extensive educational
preparation that they marwell be compared on that item with the
faculties of our beam staffed colleges and universities.

There has been during the decadp just past a tendency In some
of the European countries to decrease the difference in the amount
of pre-servjce education required of elementary and secondary teach-
ers by increasing the amount for elementary teachers. This educa-
tional change has undoubtedly been influencpd by political changes
which have enhanced the position of tfie common people.

A differeme between standards in the amount of education for
elementary and eec.onda7 A" teachers has developed also in the United
States, even without the cl distinctions of the older countries. In
this country the problem of raising the standards of educational
preparation for public-school teachers to a point where they will
compare favorably with those of Europe has four phases. In the
first place the distinction between standards for elementary and
secondary teachers must be removed. In the second place the level
of education required for all new teachers must be raised. In the
third place all teachers with inadequate preparation must be up-
graded. In the fourth place teaching must be made socially,
economically, and professionally attractive enough to make the first
three phases possible.

SECTION 5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INCREASING THE
AMOUNT OF EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION OF AMER1-
CAN TEACHERS

It is one thing to knoiv that t: certain educational practice is
unsatisfactory and should be changed; it is another thing to know
what should be 'done to imprové it; and still aeother thing to get
the improvement made. An educational reform, like all reforma
affecting a group, must start with the realization on the part of that
group that the practice under consideration is failing to do what is
expected of it. This realization must be sharp enough to arouse a
determination to make some change in the practice. Following these
initial steps it is nicessary to discover the elements of the practice
that should be changed, what the changes should be, in -what order
they should be made, and the best methods by which to effect thank:

The dati: gathered by the' Survey on the amount of educational
preparatiOn tof American teachers and the discussions in this chapter
find in thi other volumes of thp report hive contributed to the first
two steps--4 rmilization. that the situation is unsatisfactory and the
deteriiiination that somAtthing should be done to better it. The data
have also inflicated in many instances the dune* most in need of

y or by implication, some of the changes which
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should be made and the methods by which to make them. In order
to bring some of these reform steps into sharper maid some rècotil-
mendations are being proposed which the Survey staff believes will
improve present standards and facilitate the general improvement
of the American public schools. Unless otherwise specified it is under-
stood that the proposed changes would be initiated, organized, and
controlled by4he regularly constituted educational authorities of the
several °States and that the necessary modifications would be made by
each State to fit existing legal, educational; social, and financial.coi-
(Iitions.

Most of these recommendations are for immediate action (by kw
or by State board regulations).
1. Thé amount of educational preparation required of all new Web-

ers should equal oi exceed the present generally accepted mini-
mum standards of 2 years of college work beyond the completion
of a standard high school for teacherti in the elementary and rural
schools and 4 years- of college work for teachers in tbe secondary
schools. Every State which .luis npt already accepted theie or
higher standards should officially designate them as the minimum
amount of pre-service educational preparation which will be
accepted for certification of teachers and at the same time should
set a date in the near future when the goal of a minimum of 4 or
more years above high schod for elementary teachers will also be
entorced. The nearnesi of that date to the present should be
determined in each State by its general educational and economic
conditions and by the present level of the educational prepara-
tion of its teachers and the amount of upgrading needed.

The American school system is one continuous system rather
than two parallel systems u are found in some of the European
countries. It is arranged in a variety of administrative patterns,
but in each one the work of the elementary grades serves, in a
very real sense, .as the foundation for the work of the secondary
schools. Not only does it serve as a foundation, .but in the Work
presented and in the quality of the presentation it determines
the range and quality of the work which may be done in the
secondary schools. Since the quality of the work in the elemen-
tary sclools depends largely upon the educational and profes-
sional preparation of the teachers it is important that elementary
teachers be u well prepared as possible. There is no
reason to believe that elementary teachers whose educational
prepftration .is equal to that of secondary *idlers (though dif-
ferent in eoitent) cannot render as valuable service to education
and to American 'social proems as that of the secondoxy teacher&
It is, therefor4, rectommended that u rapidly as possible the States
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approach the ideal of having all public-school teachers meet the
same standard for the amount of pm-service education. This
ideal will, of course;have to be realized gradually anti at differ-
'ent rates for the several States. Two steps can be taken
immediately.

(a) All high-school training classes, county normal schools,
and 1-year curricula in other, institutions preparing
teachers should be discontinued.

(b) State certification laws-or regulations should be amended
to specify dates by-which new teachers in the different
groups shall be expectod to meet a standard which is one
step nearer to the goal of equality in preparation for all
groups.. These amendments should -affect rural, elemen-

, tary, junior, and senior high7school teachers. This rec-
ommendation refers to equivalence in the amount and
quality o-f the educational preparation, but does not imply
identity of content.

2. Besides making sure that all new teachers have the desired mini-
mum of educational preparation it is equally necessary to pro-
vide that all teachers now in service shall, by a fixed date, meet
the same minimum' requirement& Exceptions should be made for
those teachers who will reach the 'retirement age within 4 or 5

years of the date fixed. As was proposed for new teachers, the
nearness of the date to the present should be determined by each
State in terms of its needs and abilities.

(a) Temporary or short-term teachers' certificates issued to
individuals 'With less than the minimum amount of edu-
cation should not be renewed. Teachers hol t such cer-
tificates should be required to meet the stan set for
new teachers before being recertificated.

(b) State, county, and city school systems sbould adopt one or
more of the administrative procedures which will make
it possible for teachers in service, whose education is be-
low the approved standard, to upgrade themselves _with-

9
1 out such undue hardshipsphysical, financial, or profes-.

sionalLs will interfere with the éffectiveness of their
work. Devices which can be used to accomplish this pur-

, pose are: Sabbatical leaves of absence; relief from non-
teaching duties while working for an, advanced diploma
or degree ; employing relief &Ad substitute teachers who
carry part or all of tim teacher's work while he is securing
P:dditional preparation; use of cadet teachers to provide
..._--z.ertetti teachers with time for advanoad study ; and salary
increments for additional preparation.
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8. In the States and cities in which separate schools are maineained
for Negroes equal stadaards -should be approved for the educa-
tion of Negro teachers as are acoepted for the education of white
teachers. This means iquivalence in the amount and quality ofthe wink, but not necessarily identity of content for areas in
which present conditions differ for the two races.

(a) Immediate attention should bp given to the replacement
or upgrading of the large group of Negro elementary
teachers (22.5 peroent) with no more than a kigh-school
bdupation.

(b) Immediate provision should also be made, for the in-service
upgrading of Negro elementary and secondarribacheil
whose educational preparation is less than the minim-1m
standards of it least 2 years of oollege work for elementary
and 4 years for secondiFy teachers.

4. State program for the equalization (if educational opportuni!
ties and for the more equitable distribution of the burden of
the support. of public educaiion should include the teacher's
preparation as one of the eleaients in the basic formula upon
which such program's are based.

Such programs should provide for the following ,resu1ts,4so
far u the amount of professional preparation of teachers is
concerned:

(a) A closer approximation to equality of salaries, 9quipment,
and working conditions between rural and urban ppsi-

fttions in order that the rural and village schools may secure
teachers with the same amount 9f educational prepara-
tion as those' in the cities.

(b) The consolidation, wherever feasible, of the small educa-
tional units (especrally the rural schools) into larger
units in order that better prepared teachers may be at-
traded and retained. AB at present organized the rural
schools (1- and 2-teacher schools in the open country)
have by far the largest priTortion of the young
perienced teacher8 with less than the approved minimum

, of educational preparation.
6. Wherever intistactor) provisions for security of tenure, adequate

salaries, and retirement allowances have not been made these
elements should be intioduced into State and city program in
order that their effect upon the permanency of teaching as a
profemion may be utilized in raising standards.

6. Provision for the upgrading of teatime* in service* should not 1r;e
concerned entirely with the removal of the group of teachers at .
the low end of the diotrilmtios of educational preparation.
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Encouragement to secure additional educational equip/ilea
should be given to all teachers in 103rvioe even if they have met
the accepted minimum standards. Upgrading which affects the
entire group makes progress =rich 111(kre rapid than when only
the lowest part of thtt group is affected.

7. States should sponsor programs to inform school-board members
LS to the pòssibilities, during periods of financial *depression, of
increasing standards for the educational preparation of teach-
en without increasing costa and in some instamegi even with de-
creased cost& Many stich opportunities have been lost because
the employing officials were not aware that the few dollars saved
by employing poorly educated teachers were but a transitory
and a pitiably insignificant reward for relinquishing 90 me hard-
earned educational pins and for pushing their schools backward
instead of forward.

& Even though the responsibility for programs for the education
of teachers rests with the individual States, a Nation-wide
effort should be made to reduce the inter-State differences in
standards for the educ4tion of teachers. Greater uniformity
in quantitative standards is desirable because of the increasing
migration of families from one State to another and also be-
cause of the desirability of raising the educational level of the
citizens in the States with tile lowest educational standards.

(a) Soup of the differences may be removed or diminished
if Stat,4 departments of education will maintain more
definitely formulated " approved lists " of States *hose
certificates will be accepted, listing the certificates of each
State that will be accepted and under what conditions.
The development and yearly revision of such lista would
do much to acquaint each State with its relative standing
among the States in its immediate area and the other
States of the Nation.

(b) Variations among States will alio be reduced if those
responsiblor the divelopment of teacher-education pro-
grams and for the certification of teachers in the several
Stites will cooperate with the professióial and regional
accrediting and standardizing agencies in their efforts to
riise standards for teschers. All such agencies serve a
widor area than a single State and are therefore more
sensitive to inter-State differences.

(0) Menem* Federal funds are made available io the sev-
er,* Stabs for purposes of equalizing educationil oppor-
tunities and the burden of supporting thoie opportunities,

portion of the funds should be set aside for equalizing
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the educational preparition of the teachers. The porticoof the fund set aside for this purpose should' be so dis.
tributed that it will serve two purposes: Vir.st, to assistStates to bring the education of all their taw:hers op tothe generally approved minimum standard; and, secondto encourage States to employ teachers with more thanthe minimum amount of educational preparation. The
funds distributed for the second purpose should beenoug4 more per teacher to remove any incentive to coo-tinue receiving funds for the first, purpose any lowthan is absolutely necessary.

9. Those persons in each State who are primarily responsible forthe teacher-education program of that State should initiate andpromote systematic caikpaigns to increase the public's under.standing of the place of the teacher in the public schools and the
desirability of having teachers u well prepared u those render-ing other professional' Such campaigns will almost cer-tainly result in higher standards for teachers and in greatly
increased public confidence in and respect for teachers. Thisincreased prestige of teachers will be an important factor in
encouraging more of the very capable young men and womento take the necessary time to secure a more nearly adequate
educational background before beginning a teaching career.This has been a very potent factor in raising and maintaininghigh standards for teachers in European cotiqtries.

These campaigns to inform the ;mike oonceriiing .the definebility of increasing the amount of educational preparation ofteachers should include Late, upon such phases as:
(a) Amount of education possessed by teacheis in other

countries.
(b) Amount of preservice education required of teachers iz)

the States and cities of the United States in which the
highest standards prevaiL

(c) The 'desirability of having larger percentages of teichers,
. espec.ially high-school teachen, with more education onthe graduate level. Junior colleges in the United States

have accepted the master's degree as the minimum¡mount of preparation for their teachers. The same
standard should soon be acceOed for high-school teachers.(d) The desirability of a higher degree of specialization inthe &Ids of instruction in the secopdary schools and the
realization that 'such specialisation would result in in-
creased numbers of doctor's degrees.
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(e) The profeasional value of increasing the standards' for
4 selection to the teaching profession in otter that the in-

. creased amount cif education may be obtained by teachers
!Pith increased ability to use it profitably for the im-
provement of education.

(f) Thè ultimate gains to be obtained from selecting the
teachers with the mast educational preparation when the
other elements in their qualifications are equal and the
ultimate lasses from encouraging competitive bidding for
positions and from selecting' teachers upon bases other
than professional qualifications.

(g) The desirability of providing for those who have chosen
teaching as a career, working .conditions which will en-

courage them to remain for longer continuous periods in
tbe same position. This would involve the development o$

favorable attitudes toward such practices as: Equal sal-
aries for teachers with equal preparation and experience
in elementary and second, and iñ rural and
urban schools; more nearly equal salaries for persons with
equal amounts of educational preparation and experience
who serve as teachers or supervisors .or administrators;
salary differentials for any positions., :eluiri_tg more ex-
tensive or more difficult preparation than other positions

w in the same school and.similar practice4s which would tend
to encourage capable persons to prepare fully for spe-

cific type of work and to plan to make that work a life
career instead of changing to another type of work when-
'ever a slight salary incregse coed thereby be obtained.

Other proposals could be added to tiiis list which would assist in
raising the level of educational preparation of American teacher&
They appoar to be wore appropriate, however, in spnnection with the
problems presented in subsequent chapters, a fact which gives occa-

sion to repeat the observation that most of the larger prpblems con.-

fleeted with the education of teachers are complex and interrelated.
Therefore the proposals just made should be considered in the light
of the proposals 'made for the solution of the other large problems
presented in this volume.
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CHAPTER III

MAKING THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS*

MORE PROFESSIONAL

INTRODUCTION

v
41,

If a teadier knows a pbject can he teach it?
Can he teach it with equal success to children of different age

groups
Is a public-school teacher expected to be well informed in fields in

which he does not teach I
Does the relative value of methods and teaching techniques vary

with the length of the teacher's preservice education I. .

Should the curriculum for teachers be largely prescribed or should
elective privileges be allowed?

.Is the public-school 'ttacher expected to be a leader in hia corn-
Tunity in activities other than educational?

-Ms,/ can the effectiveness of different methods of educat
etekbers be deterlined

What new methods 4re being used to prepare teachers for the
public schools I

These are but a few of the scores of similar questions which are
constantly arising whenever the problems of educating teachers are
under consideration. This chapter will giVe a description of the
professional elements in the education of teachers and ways in which
those elements may be made more effective. It is probably wise, atthe beginning of the discussion, to bring up the question which is
raised more frequently than any other, namely, "Are there any dis-
tinctive elements in the education of s teacher which are not found
in the education of any well-educated person V' This question in

ovarious -guises is asked frequently by uninformed persons, by tax-
payers intent upon reducing taxes, by enthusiastic teachers who are
anxious to have as much of the student's time as possible, by a
few others not yet 6onvinced that the °science and art 6f tea *ng
have developed to a degree which justifies includineprofessional
elements in the prospective teacher's preservice education.

Even though the oluestion is raised frequently there is little doubt
in the minds of most citizelis and none in the minds of most teachers
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that a teacher does need to know something about the place of the

school in society, the nature of the children being taught, the diffi-

culties in learning the different subjects, the most effective methods

of presenting certain information or of developing certain skills,

the standards of accomplishment which 'should be expected, the

methods of adjusting schoid work to individual needs and similar

information which is distinct from the knowledge of the specific

subject -tau 14 t. Given the chiance to choose between a teacher who

knows th s professional matters and one who does notother things

being equal- .rlere would never be any doubt as to the selection. The

question is, therefore, not whether a teacher shoula have special

preparation for his work but instead, what he should have, how Ruch

he should have, and when he should have it. Too frequentlyithe

question is put in a form which confuses the issue as when some

biased enthusiast states, " If I had to choose between a teacher who

has a scholarlY knowledge of his subject but has had no instruction

in how to teach it elnd one who has a thorough knowledge of how to

teach his subject but doei not know his subject, i'cLchoose the first."

of course, the only answer 'needed on such. an occasion is, " Who

wouldn't? " If the issue is put as a choice betweeii all subject matter

or all method there can be only one answer if for no other° reason

than that it is impossible effectively to study and master methods

of teaching a subject without a Imowledge of the subject matter to
be taught. Fqrtunately the choice does not have to be' bettveen the

extreme points of this issue. If a straight line represents at one of

its extremities " all subjct matter and no methods ", at the other,

no pubject matter and all methods 'I and the pointq between the

extremities proportional blends of subject matter and methods the
solution of this issue can be at' any one of the infinite npmber of

points which make up the line. There is little doubt in the minds of

most students of the problems of educating teachers that the solution

should be at a point distinctly toward the subject-matter end of the

line.
The preceding chapter presented, the importance of having the

amount of education of American public-school feachers increased.
There has !Dien so mùch justified criticism of the lack of scholarship

on the part of our teachers that the need for more educatioñal
preparation for all teachers, cannot be 'questioned by anyone who

studies the data gathered regirding the hi hest level of training of
the teachers in tke different school division Because they were dis
owed in chapter Li the need for and the desirability of a scholarly
mastery of- the 'subjects to be taught by a teacher are talien Pr granted
.in the diectusion. of this chap**, which will b. concerned with the
more distinetty professional phases of "the teary, s work.
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As explained in chapter I, in determining the scope of the Ourvey
it was necessary to select a few of the many impottant and con.
troversial issues for investigation. The selected few have been re.
ported upon in more or less detail in the five preceding volumes ofthe report. A number of the Survey studies included one tor morephases of the question to which this chapter is devoted. At thispoint it is again necessary to select. If reference were made to all
the studies which touched the professional elements in the tacher's
education this chapter would be prohibitively long and confusingin its mass of details. To avoid these two uneesirable results theSurvey findings which bear upon a teacher's pAofenional education
will be reviewed as they assist in the interpretation of -eight major
issues:
1. The relationship of general and professional education in thepreparation of teachers.
2. The nuilber and distribution of the " professional elements " in

the education of teachers.
8. Election versus prescription in the education of teachers..
4. The relation of the p4ofessiona1 preservice education to the in-

service education of teachers.
5. Some other conditioning factors in the professional education of

teachers.
6. The professional education of rural teachers.
7. The professional education of Negro teachers.
8. Comparative practices in the professional education of teachers.Each of these will be discussed in terms of ita more important
professional issues. In this way it if hoped to present most effectively
the Survey findings and proposals related to the major problem of
improving the professional education of American biachers.

SECTION 1. THE RELATIONSHIP OF GENERAL AND PRO-
FESSIONAL EDUCATION IN THE PREPARATION OF
TEACHERS

The principal ileum invoived...--The question of the relative impor-tance of the distinctly professional elements in the preparation of
,

teachers has appeared regularly in our educational literatre duringthe past hundred years. It has been the subject of much discussionand many debites, especially among those resi3onsible in any wayfor the education, employment, or supervision 9f teachers. Probablyno questiop affectssio many phases of a towhees education. Becausethis question involves so many variables no generally satisfactoryanswer has 'been developed. The data issimbled by the Survey on

.

help to ngsome phases of the qiestion mwe clearly into perspedilie laid. lb*
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Three phases of the teacher's educatiomTh question discussed in
this section may be thought of as having three principa1 variables
general cultural education, specialized material to be taught, and the
distinctly professional elements concerned only with the work of the
teacher.

The place of generij education in the preparation of teachers is
relative and cannot be determined without considering the nature
and amount of the other two variables. Everyone admits that the 4k

teacher should be a well-informed, cultured person ; that he should
have a scholarly m:i-i ry of the subject matter he is to teach, and
that he should have an-unde LT .! ding of the educative process and
a mastery of the necessary teaching skills appropriate to his field
of work and to the age of the students taught There would be
much less discussion of Ole relative amount of each of these three
kinds of equipment for the teacher if the period of preparation were
extefided so that the professional education could be added after
the general and cultural education had been obtained. When, how-
ever, as is now the case, all three phases of the teacher's equipment
must be obtained during a period of 2, 8, or 4 years of undergraduate
study (the period frequently associated with the acquisition of gen-
eral cultural education) the competition for time becomes more
intense and the question of how the available time is to be distrib-
uted becomes very important The question is further complicated
in this country by the fact that there is no commonly accepted
amount of education which represents the -.limn for general
education. Some maintain that the completion of a standard high-
school course should represent the end of general education and the
beginning of spwial and professional education. Others insist that
the dividing line should be the close of the junior college, which
would be comparable to the end of secondary education in Europe.
Still others insist that it should be the completion of a 4-year college
education. Law, medicine, and the ministry have raised their stand-
ards until, in the better schools, the professional wcork is largely
in graduate schools. Although the preparation for secondary teach-
ing in most of the European countries is on a graduate level, the up-
grading, process will have to continue for some time in this country
before proposals to raise the professional preparation of ¿where
to the graduate level will be taken s,eriously. Until that time arrives,
the pr?spective teacher's undergraduate years will have to carry the
responsibility of providing for all three phases of his preparation.
Naturally, under such conditions any solution accepted must repre-
sent a oospranise since, in a given period of time, it is tot possible
to do as thorough work in any we of the three phases u could be
clone ii the entire period were devoted to but one of the thre, phases.
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

There is i rather widespread feeling on the part of many leaden
in the field of the education of teachers that there has been a sharp
distinction between the teacher-training practices of the normal
schools and teachers colleges on the one hand and the colleges and
universities on the other. The 'former were supposed to be giving
major emphasis to the distinctly professional phases of a teacher's

,

education to the serious neglect of the general informational and
cultural phases, while the colleges and universities were supposed
to emphuize those phases to the serious neklect of tile professional
element& The findings of the National Survey of the Education
of Teachers provided some valuable data upon the extent and nativeof the differences which exist ¡Often theie two groups of
institutions.

Extent to which colleges and univ,;.' 4 educate teachers.--ID
193041 there were in the United Stites approximately 1,000 insti-
tutions of higher education (exclusive of State and municipal nor-
mal schools and teachers colleges) which, if not definitely preparing
teachey, offered courses enabling their graduates to obtain teacher's
certificates. Of the " new " teachers in 193041 who were in attend-
ance at institutions of higher education the preceding year, one-third
of the elementary, seven-tenths of the junior high school, and four-
fifths of the senior high school teachers were attending junior col-
leges, colleges, and universities. The sum of these fractions repre-
Dents nearly half of the " new " teachers recruited that year from
all higher institutions. Of course, these proportions differ greatly
among the States, but they do show that the education of public-
school teachers is not the unique responsibility of any (me type of
institution. It is also evident that any institution or group' of insti-
tutions, large numbers of the graduates of which entet teaching,
rust give serious consideration to the problems of educating teachers
even though their names- and traditions would seem to remove them
from the responsibilities of professional schools. Survey findings,
as well as those from other studies, indicate that nearly half (46
percent) of the graduates of representative colleges and universities
entered some form of educational work. This means that a large
majoriiy of the institufions in this group had iwe of their grad-
uates enter teaching than any other field of work, and in noarly half
of the institutions more graduates entered teaching than entered all
other fields of work combined. 4'

The number of students involved, without 'any regard to the im-
portance of the work they are to do, makes it -imperative that every
effort be made to prepare these prospecfive teachers as well as pos-
sibie in the time available.
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The number of teachers prepared in colleges and universities makes

it apparent that any propmals for improving the amount or quality

of preparation of American teachers must couxider the cu4icula for
teachers which are offertd in these institutions.

This corfclusion is extremely significant in two of the larger prob-
lems in the education of teachers, namely, the professional nature of

die teacher's preparation and the adjustment of teacher supply and

be presented in chapter IV.
demand. The first of dime is discussed in this chapter and the sec-

ond will
.

PATTERNS FOR THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Similarity among types of institutions.Na only did the Survey
reveal that the colleges and universities vrepared nearly half of the

" new " teachers recruited in 193041 from institutions of higher
education but also-that there was much similarity in their programs
for the education of teachers. There was wider variation among
institutions within any group than existed betw . e any two groups.
The similarity was found in the form or pa i of the entire cur-

.

riculum for teachers as well as in the *content of the courses. A few
lustrations will make this evident In the -4 udy of the curricula of

-teachers colleges and of colleges arid universities as presented in ae
catalogs, the plan of having majors and minors was . used in both
groups. The median amount of work required for the major in the
teachers colleges was 26 semester-hours with a range from t to 89

'semester-hours. ArLiOng the colleges and universities thè median was

25 semester-hours for the academic subjects and the range was from
15 to 80 semester-hours. .

Among the teachers colleges the median amount of work in educe:
tion and psycholo was ld semester-hours, in special methods 4,
and in practice teaching 7a total of 27 semesttr-hours. Among

the colleges a d universities the m s an amount of work in all ed
cation and chology courses for the s cademic majors was 18 sem

ter-hours i in special methods and practice teaching 6=a
of 24 semester-hours. . $

One hundred percent of the teachers colleges revired work in
education and psychology and in practice teaching, while 97 percent
of the colleges and univeisities required work in education and
psychology and 81 permit in practice teaching.

The general impression was obtained that the teachers colleges
had adopted and adapted the major and minor form of organization,
118 well ai many of the courses and sequences of courses of the lib-

eral arts colleges, and that in turn the liberal arts colleges had taken
over the more traditional pattern in education, psychology, and prac-
tice teachilit of the teachers colleges.
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General differmose tvnung types of iratittaieense--Even though, la
just stated, there are marked similaritie among the evveral group
of institutions in their programs for the education of teacheze, that
are, ,

nevertheless, some mpects in which differences were found fw.
quently enough to indicate that they are typical of the groure and
not due to institutions1 on. Reference to three or four of
these differences ,at this t will assist in undentanding the re-
mainder of this chapter.

The first is the difference in homogeneity of the student body. h
the normal schools and teachers colleges a large majority of the stu-
dents expeet to enter teaching as a permanent career, while this is
much less true of . e stuAents of the liberal arts colleges in which
many are exiSectin to become lawyers, doctors, ministers, engineers,
business men, jou ists, housewives, nurses, salesmen, skilled work-
men, or enter other occupations into which collep4rained persons
go. The immediate effect of this difference is that the diversity of
occupational interests among the students causes the instructom to
make the material of instruction more gnineral and prevents the pro-
fessional concentration which is possible in an institution in which%all thelstudents are preparing fot the same field of work.

A second difference is in-' the greater emphasis placed upon the
development of actual teaching skills in the normal schools and
teachers colleges as compared with the (*lieges and universities.
This was shown by the different provisions made for practim teach-
ing and in the amounts of praetice teaching required of prwpective
teachers. In general, the normal cam'Is and teachers colleges
requijed practice teaching of all students, while about a fourth of the
colleges and universities did not require it of pros. *ye teacher&
The normal schools and teachers colleges required one or two more
semester-hours of -practice teiching than did the colleges and
universities.

A third difference is in the attitude toward teachers and teach-
ing on the part of the facility members of the, normal schools and 1

teachers colleges when compared with the attitude of faculty meta-
IsLers of colleges and universities. This wall ascertained in several

I

ways and will lye discussed in greater detail at a later point , It is I
krufficient at this time to say that the faculty members of Ch. normal I

collegesoo an ers considered the preptrati n of teachers I
ai the primary aim of the institution 'while the_ factt Webers of I
the colleges ,and unIversities considered the acquisiti n of knowledge 1.
as the primary aim. . .

-With regard to these aild other differences, however t çonc ion
must ..1 repeated that the differences among inititatiosii
group were greiter than the dilf4 fees betwilen tiii'alips:
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Eyed of beginning point the curriowiwas patkra.:--.-There has
heed much discussion of the value and content of curricula of dif-
ferent lengths, and it is obvious that more can be dope in the prr&-
tion of a teacher in á 2-year curriculum than is possible in 1 year.
It is equally obvious, although lees hequently recognised, that more
can be done in the preparation of a teachir in a 2-year curriculum
which follows completion of the junior coil than can be done in
a 2-year curriculum whieh follows corqpletion of the high. school.
The complexity of the problem may be indicated by listing some of
the curriculum patterns which may be found in this country each
demanding a different treatment
L A 1-year curriculum for teachers giver: (a) In the list year of

a high-school course; (b) as a pmt-high school or fifth year of
a high-school course; (o) in a county normal school; (d) in a
norn- school, teachers college, college, or university; or (e) in
a uate school.

SI. A 2-yeastcurrieulum for teachers given:, (a) In the first 2 years
of h normal school or teachers college; (b) in a junior college;
(e) in the first 2 years of a college or university; (d) in the
last 2 undergraduate years of a teachers college, college, or

. university; (e) in'a graduate school.
8. A 8-year curriculum for teachers given: (a) In a normalsschool,

tisachers college, college, or university; (b) as a 2-year curricu-
.

lum during the first 2 years of college followed by a period of
teaching and then a third year of preparation; (c) as a con-
tinuous 43.-year course following the completion of the junior
college; (d) as a 2-year curriculum during the last 2 undergrad-
uate,years followed by a period of teaching and th;in by a year
of graduate specialization; or (e) entirely on the graduate level.

4. A 4-year curriculum for teachers given: (a) as a continuous cur-
riculun? in a teachers college, or university; or (b)- as a

s 2-year curriculum during the last 2 years of the undergraduate
followed by teaching expitrience ind then by 2 'years of

further work on the E leveL , . I
5. A 5-year mericulum fot teachers giveil: (a) as a 4-year curricu- 1

lum du ri_-__-:! am und -uate years and followed either imme- I
i

distely or a iir teaching exp-erien by 1 year in the graduate .:
1gdwal; (b) &.g a 2-year curriculum during the last 2 Rndergrad- 1
i

mate yams followed by 8 years of graduebe study which may I* .
taken as a continuous period or which may follow some teaching .

experience interrupted times Eor w c may one or more y (
.

teaching experience, . _

These are but a few of the possible combinations of general and ,
i

professional education and experience which must im recognind, at
,

A
haft Ilk. bidividtal cases are concerned., no two of which
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80 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE IDIMATION OF 11111101011111

require the same courses or the same content. A further illustra-tion of the difficult* involved can be shown by the case cif theteacher who hu completed a 2-year course for elementary teachers
and decides after several years of teaching 'exp,rienoe to complete'the work for his bachelor's degree. In order to be prepared forteaching at the clew of the 2-year period he had to take t,41 required
courses in education, psychology, and practice teaching and tc; omit_certain subject-m4ter courses which he would have studied had hetaken the 4-year curriculum. When he returns should he as an
experienced teacher with junior standing register, for freshman sus-

.

ject-maner mines which he missed aád, if so, should he be in the
same classes as the freshmen f What responsibilities should he havefor further work *in the training school and in technical comes
education and psychology! These questions and the many others
which arise in such a case are all made more &implicated if tile
teacher, after his experience in the elementary school, should decide
he wished to prepare to teach some subject in a high school. This
is not an unreal case. Such cases have occurred frequently and it
is certain that, as the upgrading process for -teachers continues, they
will occur in increasing numbers.

Adjustment to 014 junior oollege.--In.adjusting 'curricula to the
needs of teachers, the problems which result from increasing theamount of preservice educational prepkration and from the up-grading of the education öf teachers in service are among the
most important and mist difficult now confronting those in charge
of preparing curricula for teachers. Problems almost as compli-
cated and equally pressing have arisen in connection with the rapid
developmeni of junior colleges in the linited States. The Educa-.
tional Directory of the 'United States Office of Education for 19M
lists 448 separately organized junior colleges. In addition to these
there are the numerous cases in whic* the first 2 yeais of the cur- .
ricula of colleges qnd universities_ are organized as more or less
independent unite on the pattern of the jtinior colleges so that the
students fininhing those' 2 years of work prosent the same problems
educationally as those who mplete the work of the- sepirate junior
college& Theie are no available data to indicate the number` of stu-

.
dents who complete a junior college course or its equivalent is part
of their 'educational preparation. It is without _doubt a large and
increasing number.

The problems isliich this situation presents in the education of
teachers are such as these:

Since the generally accepted level of preservice edticational 'preps-
ration. is still only 2 years above the completion of high itchool, shouldjiiior colleges bi expected or permitted to prepare teacher, and, if
tio, under what conditional
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Should the junior college work be considered u the completion of
the prospective teacher's general education and should professional
work begin with the third ¡eat in college !

houlci any irofessional courses be given during the junior college
period for students expecting to become teachers?

If the professional preparation pf a teacher is to begin at the com-
pletion of the junior °allege, should the professional curriculum be

or 8 years in length! If 8 years, should the 8 years be consecu-
tive or should there I*1 a peiiod of teaching between the second and
third years, i. e., between the completion of the-undergraduate course
anl the beginning of graduate work?

n a prospective teacher knows at the close of high 101601 that he
intends to bec9me a teacher, would it be better for him to go 4 years
to a professional school or 2 years to a junior college and then 2
years to a professional school!

The coniplexity of the problems in the adjustment of ihe teacher's
general an4 professional preparation and in the idjustment of pro-
fessional curricula to the junior college is indicated in figure 4, which
shows some of the possible ways that a prospective teacher may spend
.4 years in preservice education.
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There wu a general impression among. Apse working with the
problems of the place of the junior "Liege in URI education of teach-
ere that its contribution should be to raise the level of the initial

point for the prospective teacher's professional prepare,-
tion and that junior colleges should not. attempt to prepare teachers
even on the 2-year level.

The effect of otorriensitam patterns won subject sequimoss.--Thete
Are a number of prescribed sequences * most curricula for teachers.
In general, thise are of three kind&

The first is within a subject-matter field in which the work of one
course is necessary for the mastery or understanding of another.
Eximples of such sequences are: First-year French and second-year
French algebra and calculus; physiology and health education.

The second is the service or supplementary sequence in which the
content of oi3tv6oktrse aids in the study of another course or saves
time and unnecessary duplication the presentation of the second
course. Eximples of such service sequences are : English composi-
tion and short-story writing; psychology and the techniques of teach-.
ing; measurement and educational statistics; and oourses for teachers
in the several subject-matter fields, classroom management, and
primal:* teaching.

The third kind of sequence is in the method 'of presentation in a
series of courses in any field in order to throw increasing responsi-
bility upon the initiative of the student. Such ',Nuances are de-
signed to offer a constantly increuing challenge to the student's intel-
lectual curiosity and to develop his ability to study independently.
Ah example would be a series of three courses in any field, in the first
of which the student would attend lectures and be examined
assigned readings, in the second have a twit paper or report to pre-
pare, and in the third be allowed to participate in an honors or
reading course in which he would take almost complete control of his
study program.

These sequences all involve the element of time, aithoughsome re-
quire no more time than 2 consecutive terms or semesters. The seo-
ond and third kinds require moie time and must therefore ixt given
more attention in arranging the general patterns for curricula for
the education of teachers. For example, if psychology is to present
material which will be used* the instructors of aft of .the profes-
sional subject-matter courses and it these in turn are to be given in
any sequence--betWeen the tinr at which the.psycholory couise is
tairAti and the *ginning of practice teaching-Pa period of at least 84
yeariis required. Even with 8 years available and if thi psychology
can be taken in the first semester of the first year there are only 3
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semesters between that course *and a practice teaching assignment
in the first semester of the third year. This is one of the strong
arguments for the introduction of some of the professional courses
in the first year of a 4-year curriculum for teachers and lor a 3-year
professional curriculum extending through'l year of graduate work
if the junior college years are devoted entirely to general education.

CONTACTS WITH THE MAJOR FIELDS OF KNOWLEDGE FOR
TEACHERS

A teaciser'e need of general information.A teacher needs to be a
well-informed person for a number of reasons. He must merit recog-
nition among the informed persons in tis community if he is to be
among the leaders of that community. He needs a breadth of in-
formation and interests if he is to work understandingly on &Imam
tional issues with the variety of persons who make up a school com-
munity. He needs a variety of intellectual interests as the basis for
his recreational reading. He also needs a wide scholarly knowledge
of as many fields as possible in order that what he teaches may be
accurate, interesting, and productive of a desire to learn more abóut it.

One measure of a tpacher's general infórmation is the number of
years speni in educational preparationit being generally conceded
that the more years spent in study the better informed the individual.
Another measurt of a teacher's general education is the number of
the larger fiOds of organized knowledge in which he has had sys-
tematic course& Thus while it is agreed that a college graduate will
generally be a better-informed pérson than a high-school graduate,
it is not at all certain that two college graduates will be equally well
informed even if they are equal in ability and intellectual industry.
One may be highly specialized in his prepiration and know very little
outside of his own field, while the other may be less highly specialized
and more widely informed in a number of fields.

High-school teachers require a specialized knowledge of the field
in which they teach and elementary teachers require a less highly
specialized knowledge, but of more fields. Both high-school and ele-
mentary teachers need as much general information as it is possible'
to acquire in the time devoted to their 'professional preparation, if
for no other reason than that it supplements and enriches their teach-
ing. This is especially true for the elementary teachers, for whom
much of the material acquired in obtaining a general 'education is
usable in one or more of the elementary-school subjects.

Contacts with Ow principal fields of knowledge.---In the cur-
riculum studies cofiducted by the National Survey of the Education

6715°-1111-4-4,
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of Teacher e vol. 111, pt& II and Hi) several checks were made
to ascertain the extent of the teacher's general knowledge. The mutt
effective of these was the analysis of the permanent recorsi camsof approximately 4,000 'graduates of teachers colleges, colleges, and
universities who in 193142 prepared for teaching. The cards garsa record of what each student took in high school and the specific
courses taken m college. This is a more accurate picture than catalog
prescriptions or suggested curricula., Every effort was made to se-cure an adequate sampling "of theprospective teachers giajoring inthi principal fields of instruction. These records were from institu-
tions 'elected as representing better practices in the education .ol
teachers; hence, whatever conditions are revealed, it is safe to assume
that conditions throughout the country are certainly not any better.

The extept of the contacts with the major fields by prospective
teachers not majoring in those fields is shown in table 5 for 20teachers colleges and 94 colleges and universities. The Percentages
in table 5 give a court] picture of the informatiánal backgroundof prospective teachers as measured by the courses taken in high
school and college. In the light of present conditioos, wi he in-creased amount of enforced leisure, it is very signincam uitt onlyaboet a third of the teachers from teachers colleges, co and
universities in 193142 had ,had work in fine arts, either in schoolor in- college. The proportions of prospective teachers who had hadwork either in high school or in college in some of the other subjects'were u follows: About a °fourth in commercial education, a fourthin. home 000110Inica, an eighth in industrial arts, abstit, a third %inmusic two-fifths in economithree-fifths in political science, ancione-hall in sociology. These are all fields in which teachers needto be well.. informedfields destined to become increasingly impor-tant in the creative use of, leistire time for increasing ambers ofpersona.

Contacts with related fields of kaotoledle.--The transcript ofstudent redordii were also analyzed to ascertain the extent to whichthe students majoring in certain fields took courses in related fieldsas well as in the larger fields of general knowledge.?
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Forty-eight prosbectivelateachers of fine arts, a sampling froni 20
teachers colleges taken in 1981-82, sllowed that only 27 percent had
had any college'courses in commercial education, 40 percent in home
economics, 40 percent in industrial arts, 25 percent in mathematics,
19 percent in economics, 46 percent in sociology, and 4 percent in
philosophy, These are all fields in which art is used or iu which
material is presented of supplementary value 4b the teacher of fine
arts besides 'being subjects which contain information of value to
all teschers regard1ess,o1 the field of specialization. The extent of
contsc6 made by 80. prosl ve%, lets of fine arts graduating
from colleges and universities in 198142 was even less than that
just &scribe&
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NATIONA46 SURVEY O THE . EDUCATION OF TRACKERS

Ninety-three prospective teachers of commercial education who
graduated ih 1932 had had college 'courses as follows: 2 percent
in agriculture, 37 percenCin art, 36 percent in modern language,
19 percent in home economics, 7 percent in industrial arta, 68
percent in geography, 57 percent in political science, 55 percent in
sociology, and 30 percent in psychology. Theee are also fields
which are closely related to commercial education or with which every
teacher should have some contaa At was true with the teachers ofart, the contacts of commercial teachers with other fields were no
better in the colleges and uniyersities than in the teachers- colleges.

Patterns of contacts with related and general fields for the other
special subjects--agriçulture, home economics, industrial arts, and
musicwere quite similar to those Çor art and commercial educa-
tion. There was also no distinctive difference between the teachers
colleges and the colleges and universities.

The picture is no brighter when the more academic sub;jects such
as mathematics, English, biology, and similar fields are studied.
The transcripts of 96 prospective teachers, majoring in mathematics,
who graduated in 1932 from 24 selected colleges and universities
showed that only 16 percent had had *any college 'work in art, none
in commercial edu.cation, 1 percent in home ecohomics, 3 percent in
industrial arts, 2D percent in music, 49 percent in biology, 35 per-
cent in economics, 36 percent in political science, 26 percent in
sociology, and 43 percent in philosophy.

simiíar for 99 prospective teachers of chemistry from
the same institutions .showed that only 2 pei-cent of them had had,.

any aillege work in agriculture, 12 percent in art, 2 percent in corn-
mercial education, g percent in home economics, 4 percent in in-
dustrial arts, 10 percent in music, 38 percent in economics, 4i. per-
cent political science, 38 percent in sociology, and 28 perceht in
philosophy..

The patterns for prospective teachers in chemistry and mathe-
matics in the teachers colleges were equally irregular, as were also
the patterns for most of the students majoring in the academic sub-
jects in both groups of institutions. The cónclusion may be drawri
that prospective teachers from all types of institutions in 1931-32
had had a very limited contact with the principal fields of knowledge
and also with fiel s closely related to the fields of major specialization.

Survey CÛUr8e in ihe education of tewher8.----Another. measure of
e e o e rospective teacher's. contact with generd fields was

ng the use eof survey and orientalion courses in
teachers colleges aid in colleges ana'universities.

dolleges supplying information on their cur-

obtained by itud
noPmal schools and
Among the tea0
riculum practices, 49 of the 145 claimed to have one or more orienta-
tion courses, defined as courses which cover laige areas of human
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SUM4ARY AND INTERPRETATION 87

knowledge. Educational issues were ilso included among those subs-
mitted to the teachers of representative courses in these institutions
to ascertain the attitude of these teachers toward survey and orienta-
tion courses. In general, these instructors voted for about 10 per-
cent of a 4-year program to be devoted to survey orjentation courses
and 'about 18 percent in addition devoted to the usual introductory
courses, limited in séope to subjects designed for general informa-.,
tional values. The fields in which these instructors believed that
orientation And survey courses could be most profitably given were
Ilistory, English literature, English composition, sociology, health
and hygiene, Englishrpeech, art, economics, general literature,
general psychology.

Returns from the colleges and universities educating teachers indi-
cated that 45 percent of the 301 institutions had introduced at least
one orientation course. The reactions of the presidents of these in-
stitutions and the instructors of representative courses indicated an
attitude favorable to the use pf orioatation courses to the extent of
about 13 percent of the 4-year curriculum. The fields favored for
orientation courses by more than half of this group were histor47,
English literature, composition, sociolciiy, economics, general litera-
ture, speech, philosophy, general psychology, and art. The general
impression gained from the several survey studies was that this type
of course was increasing in popularity for use in curricula for
Vitachers.

LIBRARY' FACILITIES AND THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Anothei measure, although in some ways an i0-itec\t one, of the
general as well as the professional 4ducation f teachers is the
adequacy of the library %facilities provided by the iristituilons in
which teacheri are preRared. The study of the library facilities of
50 teachers 'colleges, 6 normal schools, and 29- liberal arts colleges
made by Dr. Douglas Waples and reported in part IV of volume V
of thp Suivey report indicates that in general the library facilities
of the normal schools and teachers colleges were distinctly inferior

those of the group of colleges with which the comparison was
made. -The statement is no less important when the reservation is
made that the liberal arts colleges were older and better established
,.than were the teachers colleges, because even if the colleges reple-
sented the best a their groups, which they certainly did not in all
cases, the teachers colleges and normal schools, should have that
" best " as a goal.

of 652 selected titles in Hilton's list of important reference books,
the average number in the normal school and teaebers-college libra-
ries wits 388 aniti,41) the liberal arts colleges 450. The wily one of
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88 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

the eight fields included in the list in which the teachers colleges
fiad a larger 'average than the liberal arts colleges wits in educational
psychology and then by a mere 1.6 percent of the books listed inthat subject.

The size of the library was naturally affected by the age of theinstitution. The average age of the liberal arts colleges was 100
years and of the teachers colleges 47 years. While the average age ofthe colleges was twice that of the 50 teachers colleges, the average
number of volumes in the libraries was four times as 1arge-107,096
to 7,719. This significant difference is partially explained by thefact that the average annual library expenditure per studelit in the
liberal arts colleges was $36.30 (range '..40 to $92), while the averageof the normal schools and teachers colleges was $14 (range $1
to $25).

If these conditions are generaland it i believed that the datafor the normal schools and teachers colleges are typicalit is evidentthat many institutions in which teachers are prepared are seriously
handicapped in their attempts to provide prospective teachers with
rich backgroimds of cultural information, or to develop in those
prospective tea02ers habits of reading and independent study which
will continue after college.

Another study conducted by Dr. Waples on the reading interests
of teachers and prospective teachers shows that there is ground for
concern over the reading habits of public-school, teachers. This
study, reported as part V, volume V, of the Survey report, investi-
gated the degree to which teachers were interested in reading about
various topics (60 were submitted) which dealt with " depression "
and other topics of national and international interest as well as
certain other topics fréquently discussed in a group of American
periodicals between July 1931 and January 1932.

When these, 60 topics were arranged in the order of their greatest
interest to women teachers the 6 most interesting were personal
health, p6rsonal development, getting along with other people, in-
teresting places in the United States, interesting places abroad, andtravel and outdoor life. Among the lowest fifth of the .60 topics
occurred the following: Economic and industrial planning, pacifists,
conscientious objectors, ,stabilization of business, corruption in
politimand tariff problems of European countries.

The mext teachers were slightly more interested in the " depression
topics " -Alan were the women teachers, although the difference was
small. -2

The topics submitted to ascertain reading interests were also
evaluated in terms of their social significance, and the extent to
which teachers were interested in reading about socially significant
topics Was compared Ith the Went to which other groupsprow
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION 89

fessional and nonprofessionalwere interested in those topics. The
uoups included were prospective teachers in teachers colleges and
'colleges and universities (men awl women), men teachers (two
groulis), women teachers (four groups) , doctors, lawyers, farmers
(college graduates) , salesmen (college graduates) , housewives, busi-
ness women, office clerks, stenographers, sales clérks, electricians,
steam fitteKs, policemen, structural-iron workers, and domestics.
The results of the çomparisons are indicated in the following para-
graph in the final report: " Taken as a whole, the foregoing evi-
dence is far from encouraging. True, students in teachers colleges
did not differ greatly from-students in general in their attentiori to
importint social issues, but what inspires grave concern is tbe fact
that students in general and important groups of teachers in par-
ticular were not much more intelligent than a cross section of the
population at large. This condition must be changed before the
schools can effectively oppose tge drift of social inertia."

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN THE EDUCATION OF
TEACHERS

Value of eartrwurricular activities in the education of teachers.--
It has- long been recognized that not all of a person's. education at
college is obtained in the classroom, laboratoris, and the library.
The educational value of extracurricular activities is now so gener:
ally conceded that there is more discussion over the questioris of
whether they are extra and how ;.:t to regulate them than whether
they belong in the college period. Many of these so-called " extra-
curricular activities " make no small contribution to the general
information of the college man or woman and in a number of cases
they supply fields of enjo -411 ent and understanding which are so
ieneral as to serve as are of common discourse.,'To be sure, most
students know something about and may have some proficiency in
such activities as baseball, football, tennis, basketball, golf, hockey,
bridge, chess; and dancing before going to college, but they should
have opportunity while there to increase their proficiency and under-
standing of these, under conditions which should raise standairds for
sportsmanship and recreation. This increased proficiency and under-
standing is certainly as important, if not wore só, for prospective
teachers as for other leaders. In order to ascertain the extent to
which prospective teachers had oppertunities for participating in
the more 'Common a the extracurricular activities and the eitent to
which they took advantage of these opportunities, data sheets were
sent to all of the institutions of higher education cooperating with
the Survey. The study by Ben W. Frazier and Walter Greenleaf,
based on these reports, forms part III of i/rolume V of the Survey
report.
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90 NATIONAL SURVEY OF .THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Athletic activities.In 1932, 497 cooperating iristitutions indicatedprovision for intercollegiate sports as follows :` 422 provided forbasketball, 357 for tennis, 322 for football, 285 for track, 215 forbaseball, 121 for golf,'85 for swimming, 66 for wrestling, 55 for rifleteams, 51 for boxing, 37 for hockey, 23 for volley ball, 12 for arch-ery, 10 for crew, and 2 for bowling. Included in the above totalsare the following number of institutions providing the activities onan intercollegiate basis for women : Archery 11, baseball 6, basket-
ball 72, boxing 1, golf 4, hockey 17, rifle teams 7, swimming 8, tennis73, track 15, and volley ball 7.

Basketball, tennis', football, track, and baseball are the only ath-letic events whit') are found on an intercollegike basis in most ofthe his.titutions. For some of the other activities the equipmetit istoo expensive for most institutions, while other activities do notprovide the spectaoular conditions needed for intercollegiate contest&It is far more significant that' these 497 institutions made muchmore nearly adequate'provision for their programs of intramural
sports. The most remarkable thing about the programs reportedfor intramural sports was the extent to which provision was madefor women students to participate in the entire range 9f activities.In six of the activitiesarchery, basketball, hockey, swimming, ten-nis, afid 'volley ballmore institutions made provision for womenthan for men. . In contrast to the figures showing intercollegiatesports for women the following deifinite provision for intramural-sports programs for women indicates -the general attitude on thisquestion : Archery 236, baseball '217, basketball 861, bowling 85, box-ing 2, crew 7, football 5, golf 122, hockey. 227, rifle teams 30, swim-ming 222, tennis 379, track 138, volley ball 268, and wrestling"5.The reports submitted indicated that the whole program,of physi-cal' education and recreation as well as the intercolfegia4 athleticswere quite generally considered as part of the institution's programof instruction. The majority of coaches were regular members ofthe faculties.

There Was also evidence to show that the programs gf athletic
extracurricular activities were similar among the different typts of
izistitutions. This was especially true as between the teachers col-leges and the colleges and universities. The programs. in the normal
schools were neither so varied nor so-generally provided -as in teaçh-
ers colleges or colleges and universities. This was dtie to the smaller
proportion. ofRon iii the normal schools and the smaller number of
students. 'This difference was not so noticeable in the programs for
intramural sports. The conclusion is justified that prospective
teachers in the normal schools and teachers colleges have oppor-
tunities for participation in the more common sports to appioxi-.
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION 91

mately the same extent as do the students in other types _of institu-
tion& Two exceptiOns tó this were foand in the normal schools and
junior colleges, in both of which groups the proyisions for swim-
ming and golf were distinctly less numerous than were.those in the
teachers colleges arid colleges and universities. ,

There was no evidence to show that teachers as a gioup need be
less proficient or less well-informed in matters of athletic sports as
a result of their college experiences than other college-trained groups.

Nonailtletio eogracurricular aotivities in the educatioti of teacb-
er8.Four-fifths of the cooperating institutions held asgemblies or
chapel exercisi5s once a week or oftener and more than half of them
(54 percent) required attendance. A larger percentage of the teach-
ers colleges held assemblies, mid a larger percentage of denomina-

lional colleges required attendance than did other types of institug-
tions. It also appeared very evident that -the teachers colléges were
more consciously using the assembly periods as educative agencies
both to promote a professional school spirit and to give students
demonstrations and practice in the prpgramming and organization
of school assemblies. There was e*idence of a tendency to have
students asswhe charge of a proportion of the assembly-periods.

In the institutional provisions for religious organizitions, for
(lancing, tdramatics, game rooms, and social parlors (for " dates ")
there was little significant difference among the types of institutions,
excePt that a much smaller percentage of denominational colleges
provided floors for dancing and a smaller percentve of normal
schools provided social parlor§.

Three sets of data were obtained for th: institutions cooperating
in this section of the Survey concerning s most frequently found
extracurricular activities. The .provisions made for each itk,tivity,
the extent to which students partiçipate in each acti.iity, and the
estimated value 6f each activity for teachers were reported in vol.
ume V, part III, for the different types of institutions.

The 'facilities provided in the largest proportion of the institu-
tions were naturally for activities 'usually found and those which do
not iequipe costly extra equipnient. The five for which provision
was most frequently made were dramatics, school .paper, religioug
Organizations, debating and glee clubs.

In general, pe 'limber of students who participated in extracur-
ricular activides was- considerably smaller than the number who
should have participated. For example, in 138 normal -schools and
teachers colleges reporting, there were only four activities in which
three-fourths or more of thoie who should participate did so. Those
were gelieral associations, class organizations, men's intramural ath-
letics, and women's intramural athletics.
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92 . NATIONAL SURVEY CIF THE EDUCATION OF TEACH

Those reporting the data on extracurricular activities were asked
to rate 'each type (A activity in terms of its value to prospectivi
teichers. The results of those estimates from. the 138 normal schoolsand teachers colleges may be shown by the following arrangement of
the 2,5 activities in the order of their estimated value: 1, intramural
athletics for women; 2, student council; 3, chorus; 4, orchestra;
5, assemblies; 6, intramural athletics for men; 7, bands; .13.5, dra-
matics; 8.5, glee clubs; 10, paper; 11.5, debate; 11.5, honorary soci-
eties; 13, general associations; 14, class organizations; 15, subject-
matter clubs; 16, religious organizations; 17, litfrary societies; 18,
magazine; 19, dances, parties; 20, intercollegiate athletics (men);21, annual; 22, social and miscellaneous -clubs; 23, intercollegiate
ithletics for women ; 24, sororities; and 25, fraternities.

On most of the items there was unexpectedly close agreement
between those reporting for the normal schools and teachers colleges
and those for the colleges and universities. The activities on which'
there was greatest disagreement were : Religious organizations, which
the college and university grolip ranked first as against. sixteenth; .

orchestra, ranked thirteenth- instead of fourth; claw organizations,
twenty-fourth instead of fourteentli; student council, eighth instead
of sécond; chaus, ninth instead of third;.: and maga#ne, eleventh
instead of eighteenth. The denominational influence among the col-

. leges and universities undoubtedly accounts for the griatest of these
differences and direct usefulness in tesching for most of the otheri.

With these extracurrienlar activities as w#1 athletics there seems
to be no reason why teachers should be lacking in experience so far
as opportunitiei-to participate in them goes. If as a gimp the!

k are lacking in these contacts, it is probably because institutions pre-
paring teachers failed to emphasize the value of such activities.

Conclusion concerning the general education of teachers.

Data collected by the Natiónal Survey of the Education of Teach-
ers showed that teachers in the United States were generally deficient
in the contacts made in high school and college' with the larger fields
of organized lmowledge ; in their contacts with the special fields, such
as art and music which are certain to play an increasingly important
part m their 'Work as teachers as well as in their lives as individuals;
in their reading interests and habits; and in their participation while
in college in the extracurricular activities which as teachers they will
be expected to stimulate, organize, and perhaps direct. In most
respects these lacks arè not the result of the failure of institutions
of higher education tà provide facilities, but are, instead, due" to the
failure of institutions to guide the prospective teachers among their
students into these desirable experiences.
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION 93

The present status of the general education of our teachers is not
so much a failure of higher education as it is a failure to provide
professional and vocational guidance for prospective teachers.

SECTION 2. THE AMOUNT AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE " PROFES-
SIONAL " ELEMENTS IN THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Earlier in this chapter it was pointed out that the teacher's pro-
fesio preparation conisted of three large types of equ¡pment--
gene formation, specialized knowledge of the specific fields to
be ta tnd technical kquipmenta knowledge of eclucation and
psychology ind skill in teaching. It is extremely difficult and per-
haps undesirable to discuss even these large dassir.cations separately
as if they were mutually exclusive when it is rcalily Admitted that
the interrelatións are numerous and intimate. In order to be able to
give the increased emphasis to the component parts of each type of
equipment which if; possible in the separate treatments, the risk is
run of giving a false impression of d separateness." Se4ion 1 of this
chapter has presented the dikussion of the teachei's 'general educa-
tion and certain aspects of his specialized knowledge of the subject
to be taught, so far. "as the subject-matter part is cpncerned. This
section will present the more " distinctly professional elements " pri-
marily involved in the knowledge of the specific subject matter to
be taught and the witys of teaching itthose elements which are
needed by a teacher but not by a member of another profession or
by a " well-educated man or woman."

General pattern for " professional" toork.In any curriculum for
the education of te¡tchers the technical or distinctly prófessional
courses may be expected to furnish at least the following seven ele-
ments of professional equipmelt: ,

1. Professional orientation.---- n should disclose to the prospective
teacher the place ot education in society, its relationship to other
professions and the opportunities for service in the principal
fields of educationil work. This orientation must necessarily
be ¡riven as early as possiblé because of its value in making the
final choice of the professional curriculum to be followed.

2. Essential professional tools.Those professional skills and con-
_

1

cepts which are required by all teachers and which
used in other courses for teachers should be includ:s in 'pram-
sional " service" courses and giv.en as early in the curriculum
as possible.

b. A sympathetic understanding of the physical, mental, and social
characteristics of the children or adults to be taught.

4. The essential teaching methods and techniques appropriate to the
subject or grade which the teacher is preparing to tgach.
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O. A knowledge of *the organization and manageiiraent of ellAs in.
struction in the types of school in which the teacher eipects tibe placed.

6. Oktortunities for acquiring a " safety minimum of teaching skill "
, through observation, ¡articipation, and actual practice under

supervisiim: This shpuld be given late enough in the -curricu-
lum to enable the student to practice with. as much of his entire
equipment as possible..

7. Eqùipment of the individual ieacher wi s an integrated (*ork:
ing) philosophy of education and - A! and the contributions
which he may be:expected to m i e his field of work. This
course should naturally come during the term or semester just

)P- before graduation;
. 'Melee are, of cpurse, other purposes to be served by courses in

education and, psychology, and all of, these sevén principal ones cu-be elaborated and-supplemented, but the seven are presented as rep-
resenting the minimum essentials of a teacher's professional prepara-
tion. It is probable that., a majority of the institutions pr6paring
teachers would claim that they provide for all of these profedsional
elements. Since the sturdy of the curricula for teachers 'showed that
the direct provision for these elements varied from almost nq formal
course work to more than half of the entire curriculum, and sinceit is now gpneralty conceded that for teachrs professional prepara-
tion is not' an unavoi*le byproduct of any collegiate education
any more thim it is for . or physicians,_it is !hoped that the
presentation of survey findings' ón present practices with respect to
these sever; elements will bring out the impoitant issues more clearly'
and assiit. those responsible for the education of teachers in making
desivrable adjustments. Each of the seven types of professiónir
equipment will be discussed separately, although, as will be pointed
out, there, is overlapping of the essential content

PROFESSION4 ORIENTATION OF TEACHERS
-4.

Attitude of faculties toward professional orientation courses.
Nine-tenths of the teachers of the most frequently given courses for
teachers (representative courses) »in the-selected nprmal schotls and
teachers colleges either approved or approved with reservations the
two proposals-that prospective teachers' should be introduced to cur-
rent theories of education (93 percent) silt' that prospective teachers
should be made intelligently critical of new theories of education (90
percent)'. The corresponding votes by the teachers of representative
courses in the selected colleges and universities were 89 percent and

percent. These percentages indicate- a very close agreement
between the teachers in these 'two groups of institutions as to the
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION , 95

desirability of professional orientation. Both groups recommended
that a proportion of thsi time be set aside for orientation coursed for
teachers. The agreement does not appear, however, in practice.

Orientation course* in education.:An analysis of the transcripts
of courses taken by 1,457 prospective teachers in normal schoois apd
teachers colleges in 198142 showed that more than three-fourths of
them took general survey courses in educitioh. The !Binge of credit's
earned v *ed from less than a semester-hour to 16 semester-hours,
but the 'am for the several groups were around 3, 4, and 5 Barnes-
tet-hours, whic)). indicates that most of the students took only one
such course. tp.

Among .the normal schools and teachers colleges the general fiur-
vey courses ranked third in point of the percentage of the students
taking them. The only two taken by more students were general
psychology and obs'ervation and practiCe teaching.

The situation among the colleges and universities °was decidealy
different. In the 10 most frequently prescribed courses for pro-
spective secondary teárlers in 57 selected colleges and universitifis
" introduttion to teaching " was tinth aild was prescribed by oniy 26
percent of the institutions. In ale analysis of a sampling of' the
transcripts courses taken by prospective secondary teachers gradu-
sting from those institutions in 1981-82 " introduction to teaching"
ranked tenth among the students majoring in the academic, subjects,
being taken by 20 percent of them, and thirteenth imong the student,"
majoring* the. special subjects; only 11.5 percent of wfiom °took it4

AccordiAt,to these data fewer than a fifth of the prospective sec-
ondary teiChen; in the colleges and universities took a course de-
signed to provide professionil orientation, whereas such a Coursò was
taken by mpre than four times that propoition of students in the
normal schools and te4chers colleges.

EDUCATIONAL S " COURSES FOR 'TEACHERS

C;trowth of education and paychology.--puring the two decades
just past the fields of education and psfihology experienced very
rapid development. Scientific procedures from other fielda were ap.-
plied to both education and psychology and a number of distinctive
techniques and instruments fort measurement and investigation were
developed and widely used. Graduate schools of education grew
rapidly. Fields were subdivided and specialization narrowed. The
immediate result of this development has been a tremendous increase
in the amoun of technical information which public-school teachersx expected to know. For example, they are now expected, in addi
tion to having more information in more teaching subjects, to know :
Child perhology, the psychology of teaching and learning, the prin;
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ciples of curriculum construction, the psycho10 t character forma-
tion, the use and interpretation of tests and Ekolos, the edudcational
statistics necessary to perform simple experinApte and to read pro-fessional journals, the history and philosophy of oducation, and thepotentialities and responsibilities of the teacber krill the school with
regard to the existing social order. Even to nteet this partial list of
expectations is a large order, the filling of sthio.li would requiretimemore time than has been added to teachAre curricula if there
wère no other claims on that time. The teacher wit4. be expected to
be a specialist in each of tix;se fields, but he tiliAti know something
-about each of his responsibilities:

Devekpment of educational "movie. ootirse$,f4N-"Certain fields of
information, including fundamental principles kol techniques are 90
frequently used by teachers that they may rikry well be given in
" servid5" courses early in the teacher's preparatioti in order to avoid
the necessity of reteaching them in each of mho courses in which
duly are used. This plan makes it possible tA toaster them more
effectively because they can be reinforced by 044 application in
other fields. There are at least two fields in vivich such " service"
courses bare been denloped and used, Those we educational psy-
chology 'and measurement

All of the nonnatrochools and teachers college% selected for special
study in the analysis of curricula for teachers prescribed work in
educatiQn and psychology in amounts ranging fro% 4 to 26 semester-
hours and with a median of about 15 semester-Iv:Am In the pro-
grams of the prospective teachers, graduating Itcle the 20 of these
institutions in which the permanent record carcit were studied, edu-
cational psychology .was taken by a laiger perceAtAgt of the students
majoring in academic subjects than was antato subject in educa-
tion--14 more even than took -observation &IA ptsztice teaching.
The order was reversed for studi.nts majoring i the special-subject
fields: For both groups the percentage taking ecitkoktional psychology
was about 89 and the median amount taken was; obout 64 semester-
hours. In addition to the number taking. WV...4(4a psychology,
ráboa 15 percent had had cpurses in general psychOlogy for a median
amount of 8 seinester-hours.

I e

fromNearly two-fifths of the prospective *chat% the normal
schools and teachers colleges had had, one or too, coursed in tests
and meuurements. Among the colleges and objyttraities included
in the curriculum study educational psychology Noel prescribed more
frequently than any other subject in education i; percent). The
amount of work In echication and pkychologY pAileribed by the col-

, leges and universities was slightly less than wish prescribed by the
winnal Achools and. teachers colleges" and wlien i is considered that-

i
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fewer colleges and universities prescribed it, the difference between

the two groups in this respect is more aignificant.
In the analysis of theoducation courses taken by prospective seo-

ondary teachers graduating from the colleges and universities from

which the 7pts of student records were studied,. educational

psychology was taken by the highest percentage of students among

the majors in the academic subjects (85 percent) and general psy-

chology next (76 percent). For those- who majored in the Bpecial

subjects, eddCational psychology was third (75 percent) and general

psychology* fourth (65 percent). About a third of these prospective

secondary teachers took courses in tests and measurements:-

The college!' and universities gave somewhat more emphasis to

gtnteral psychology and to tests and meisurements than did 'the

normal schools and teacher' colleges.

Servioes rendered by tAese cqurses.1----If these courses are to func-

tion u servibe courses they may be expected to supply some of the

material which will, through its use, give a professional tone to all

subsequent preparation for teachink.
Thus, the initial work in educational psychology for teachers who

do not plan to be specialists in psy0ology may be expected to prom

vide them with a general understanding of man's place in the bio-'

logical world, typical stages in his development., his distinctive men-

tal characteristics, his emotional characteristics, the interrelations of

his physical and mental well-being, the importance and range of in-

dividual differences, and the laws of learning 'and-habit- formation.

Similarly, an initial course in testa and meuurements should acquaint

the prospective teacher with fundamiintal eoncefits and purposes of

measurement in education and provide him with "an understanding
.

'of and ability to use the simpler measurement and statistical tech-

niques *hich are now so generally known and used that one cannot

read intelligently the necessary literature of his ibducational add

unless he knoivs them.
Once these. two " foundations" have been given, all subsequent

couries can useAhem withoat time being taken to develop or rede-

velop the priikiple or technique to be applied.
a

OFKNOWLEDGE THE INDWIDUALS TO Bg TAUGHT

It is essential that a teacher have a synipathetic understanding of
the characteristics of the individuals he is to teach. In many re-
ipects this pb'pasi of his professional equipment might very well be
an integral part of each of the other six phases. It is certainly equal
in importance to the scholarly knowledge of the material to be
taught ant Foiobably more important in determining the teacher's-

sums. or failure. For this reason it is isolated in this discussion
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for the sake of emphasis even though it cannot be provided for in
isolation. Naturally the pini varies for the different school
diriOons but the responsibilitiV knowing the characteristics, limi-
tations, and possibilities of dime being taught is just as great whether
the teiaiez is *working with nursery ,recooi children, sixth-grade
children, or adults in vocational rehabilitaticin classes.

Special courses' have been developed with the primokry' purpose of
supplying some of the essential elements of this understanding of chil-
dren, youths, and adults. Such titles as " child psychology ", " child
dsvtlopment ", " psychology of atypical children ", " psychology of
the preadolescent period ", " psychology of adolescence ", " character
education ", " mental hygiene ",, and many others lave developed in_
recent years. They are found most frequently, however, in tbe
larger graduate schools of education and have not been generally
incorporated in' the undergraduate curricula for prospective teachers.

of the way in 'which the courses of the kind just descrilxkl
were e lated, it is not possible' to give the percentages a normal
tichools and teachers colleges which prescribed courses jn child
psychology or in the psychology of ,do1escence. Such courses were
quite generally offered and were 7:11 eluded under educational -psy-
chology. Less than 10 percent of the institutions 'gave courses in
either character education or educational biológy.

Among the prospective secondary teachers graduating from the
selected oolleges and universities less than 5 percent took comes in the
psychology of adolescence and ibout, 7 percent took cote in the psy-
chology cif childhood... 'More of the prospective teachers in the special
subjects took courses in the psychology of childhood than did thoge
maiming in the academic subject&

It is evident from thOurvey findings that this phase of the teach-
er's equipment must be 3 responsibility of other courses in educatioii
and, for that matter, of other subject. than educátion. At best,
courses of the kind just discussed are able.to prov,ide only a founda-
tion for ihe desired understanding of the child or of the adolescent.
They, like the "service " courses, serve best by supplying background
for the professional interpretation of the work of other courses.
This background should include a more specialized study of a par-
ticular age group than could 'be given in the eddcational psychology
Cem:a;ce courses " and wijuld present for each group the physical,

, and emotional chstracteristiakthe discovery and correction of
abnormal developments, the genex0 .characteristics or the next-
younger find next-older age gtoups, the diagnosis of behavior and
learning problems, ana an understanding of, thee cOntribufions* which
may be exploded from the vatious kinds of specialists ih this general
*field. There musi also be frequent opportunities to observe individ-
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uals of the age to be taught and in situations similar to those which

the prospective teacher will encounter.
Every teacher shofild develop a reasonable degree of expertness in

applying pertinent facts and principles of physiology, sociology, and
social case work, comparative biology, and clinical psychology to the
diagnosis and understanaing of the personality of student&

THE PRESENTATION OF EDUCATIVE MATEWALS

As previously stated a teacher, in addition to being we.11-edu-

cated person with a scholarly mastery of the field to be taught, must
know the most effective methods of presenting his field to the age-
group he is to 'teach. This knowledge of methods involves a re-
organization and a revaluation of the stibject =air in his field in
tbe light of the fundamental purposes bf education, his understanding
of the pupils, and the teaching and learnin'g difficulties for that
age-group with the subject nutter he is presenting.

How may this knowledge of thethod best be acquired? When
shotOrit-tegivent By whom! 'How niuch time skould be devoted
to courses in'methodst Are there gearal methods wIlich apply with
almost equal validity to all subjects! A number of related questions
are familiar to those who have been concerned with the education
or supervision of teachers. Probably no single phase of a tefacher's
education has been the subject of more discussion. It is also probable
that no other phase, unless it be practice teaching, has divided the
leaders in tiiis field into more sharpfy defiped groups' or has °resulted
in a gfeater diversity of practice: In presenting the,Survey .data
andOe recomnlenditions of the, staff tpon. Oe question of the Place
of methods in the "educatfon of teachers it is desirable to show pres-
ent practices as far as they were revealed by the data and also to
present the principal attitudes toward them since sufficient data am
not available to show the superiority in practice of any one plan for
solving the prqblem.

Faculty attitudes towaisd method4.Among the 68 es " sub-
mittid to the teachers of representative courses in the se1eced nor-, mal schools, teachers colleges, colleges, and universities several state:
ments werts included ithich were c14;signed to reveal the attitudes of
the teachers of the courses .i3Tst frequent)* taken by Prospective
teachers as to the place and value of " methods " in a teacher's edu-
cational preparation. They were asked to express their approval or
disapproval with. or without reseivation; and an " iidex 6f ap-
proval " for each groupthe normal schools and teachers), colleges,
ind the colleges and universitieswas developed 'which railged from
+200 for complete approval without reservations through an equally
: , 1"
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divided opinion at zero to 200 for complete and unqualified dis-
approval. )rie

Umn the issue, " the elimination ,Of all special methods courses
and Clie inclusion of special method's in subject-matter 9ourses ", the
two groups were equally divided in their opinions aS shown bY the
index of approval of 25 for the colleges and universities and 28
for the teachors colleges. A small majority in each group disap-
proved the plan ; this may be interpreted as indicating that a small
majority of each group' favored separate special methods courses.

This cdhausion was confirmeti by the votes upon the issue, " the pro-

vision for speCial methods courses in the major subject ", which both
groups approved with indexes of +68 for the colleges and universi-

ties and +96 for the teachers college's. (Another way of expressing
the. extent of this 'approval would be to say that 70 -percent of the
college and university instructors and 80 percent -of the 'teachers

college instructors voted " yes " gr " yes with reservations " on that

A third issue on this topic was " the teaching of gt)ecial methods
by subject-matter professors rather than by professors of education."
A majority of both groups of instructors approved this proposal, +38
for the colleges and universities and ± 108 for thé teachers colleges.

While both inifexqs were positivé the difference of 65 points between
the two groups indicated,( a very much stronger rviction on *this
issue by' the teachers-collége teachers than by those in the colleges
and uhiversilies..

Another hiteresfinediffeiTnce between thése two .groups was ob-
tained in the, iote on the iisue, " growth in teaching skill devel
on the job rather thin during the preservioe period." On this issue
the index for the college and university group was +101 and for the
teachers'. coll6ges +4,33% That vote, combind with the very hrongA

approval given by the two groups ( +141 and +425, iespectively)
'to the proposal that " the mastery of subjept matter is the first essen-

tial in the education of teachers", would indicate that the large
majority of instructors in both groups of instittitions were not
greatly concerned over tb.e problem of method of teaching.

It is difficult in the light of those votes to explain the approval
of the proposal that college instructors of subject-matter courses
shotild frequently teach demonstration lessons in the practice schools
(62 percent of the college.. and university group and 70 percent of
the teachers college group approved this either with' or without
reservation!».

The issue, of all 68 submitted, which caused the greatest difference
AI the vote of the two groups Was " the professionalization of prae-
tically all subjectlnatter courses." The college am} university group

. registered:distinci disapproval as shown by ah index of 60 (68
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percent voted either "km " or "no with reservations"), while the
teachers college group was slightly in favor of it, +37, a difference of
97 points.

The attitudes of teachers of representative courses on these issues
explains some of the existing confusion of practice in the matter
of providing for this phaleof a teacher's professional development.

Present pradwe with regard to metlakis courses.---In the study
of catalog prE,criptions in nbrmal schoolid and teachers. Colleges, 50

percent of prescriptions for academic majors included " special meth-
ods and professional courses in the major " with a range of 1 to 14
sémester-hours and a median of 3.6 semester-hours, while 74 peira,
of the prescriptions for special-subject majors included such courses
with a range of 1 to- 40 semester-hours and a median of 5.9 semester-
hours.

Among the colleges and universities 54 percent prescribed general
methods and 44 percent special methods. These were fourth and
fifth, respectively, among the 10 most frequently prescribed courses

in education.
46 The opposite emphasis was found when the courses taken by pro-

spective Wachers who graduated from! the two groups of inktitutions
were obtained from the transcripts of student records. About ,60
percent of the students in normal schools and teachers colleges took

special methods, about 10 percent general methods?, and less -than 5
percent primary meth* or intermediate methods!. In the colleges
and universities, courses in special methods were taken by 64 percent
of the majors in academic subjects and by 86.7 percent of the majors
in special Subjects and general-methods courses were iaken by 60
percent,and 44 percent, respectively, of the same groups.

This would indicate that smaller percentages of the colleges and
universities prescribed methods courses and that larger percentages
of the prospective teitchers took courses in both special and genetal
methods than Was the case among the normal schools and teachers
colleges.

Organizations for presenting method-D.There a almost as meny
plans for providing prospective teachers with the owledge of the
most effective methods of teaching different subjects to different age

groups (special methods) as there are institutions in which teachers

are prepared. There are four plans which in one form or another
are the ones most frecpiently followed in this country.

PLAN A

This plan calls for the organization of special methods courses

separated from the fiubject-matter Courses but considered as courses

in the subject-matter department laid taught by a member of that
department who is or becomes the departmental spetialist in the
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teaching problems in his subject, and who assuines the, principal
responsibility for preparing prospective teachers for practice teaching
in his field.

PLAN B

This plan cálls for the anization of special-methods courses
separated from the subject-matter courses but considered as courses
in the education department and taught by a member of that de-
partment who is or becomes the specialist in the teaching problems
in that subject and who assunrs the principal responsibility for
preparing prospective teachers for practice teaching in that field.

NamModifications of plans A and B occur when the Separate methods
courses are taught in the subject-matter departments but by a member of the
department of edvation, and when they are taught as courses in the depart-
ment of educationlv members of the subject-matter departments. These mod-
ilications may result in slight changes in emphasis but not in any fundamental
differences.

PLAN C

This plan uses general-methods courses either organized separately
or united with observation, participation, and practice teaching.
These courses are obviously, taught in the education department and
by a member of the education staff.

This plan may consist of a combination of the general-methods
conrses and special pethods in the different subjects or it may de-
pend entirely upon the general-methods coursesseparate from or
united with practice teaching.

PLAN I)

I. The fourth plan provides for no separately organized special-
. methods courses but expects the necessary instruction on the most

effective methods of teaching each -subject to be presented by the
subject-matter teachers a's an integrated part of the subject-matter
courses. This plan is commonly referred to as the " professional
presentation of subject matter " or as " professionalized subject;
matter courses."

Plan A in some of its modifications, involving separate special-
methods cOurses in each teaching field and taught in the subject-
matter department, is the most frequently used plan. It is also the
plan approved by the largest percentage of the instructors of repre-
sentative courses. The Survey presents no comprehensive data on
the actual extent to which these different plans were used but the
impression was gained fro II visits to institutions, conferences with
instnictors and other soui - that plan C. was second in frequency

I.
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION 103

and plan B third. Plan B was found in a number of the larger
university schools of education.

Plan D, the integration of methods _and suWegLmatter, is prob-
ably used much less frequently than the othefs' as tge plan followed
by an institution. It is, at present, more likely to be found in sepa-
rate departments where a teacher or a departmental group has
decided to try this plan of giving the special " methods " for that
department.

Other plans for providing instruction in methods.The many
variations and combinations of these plans in force in the institu:
tions preparing teachers in the United States reflect differences of
opinion concerning the value of this type of work and, also adjust-
ments to such variables as size of the institution, proportion of stu-
dents preparing to be teachers, length of curricula, State certifica-
tion regulations, practice-teaching facilities, adequacy of support,
and other factors. Some of these plans represent rather sharp breaks
from any of the prevailing practices. A few )4 these were' de-
scribed in volume III, part III. The realignment and reorganiza-
tion of subject-matter departments and the absorption or integra-
tion of much of the work of educating teachers with that of the
entire university as at Chicago will call fQr a new attitude towara
teaching on the part of many of the subject-matter teachers. Re-
sponsibility for method elements will be much more widely dis-
tributed among all members of the faculty,

The adoption of " activity units " as the basis for the organiza-
tion of increasing proportions of the teachers-colleg& curriculum at
Milwaukee will probably result in a different relationship between
subject matter and methods in that institution and any others adopt-
ing the " activity " idea on the college level.

It is assumed that those subject-matter and professional elements
which are considered necessary for the understanding and guiding
of approved " units of activity " will be presented at the time needed
and by the persons best prepared to present each element. Under
such conditions all the elements are but " meails " to an activity
" end " and have significance neither as subject matter nor as method.

In New College, at Teachers College, Columbia University, the
curriculum is organized around certain larger areas of human in-
terest which are integrated by means of a system of seminars.
Separate courses in the major fields of knowledge are offered and
special courses are organized to provide information or skills re-
quired of, teachers or needed for intelligent participation in the cen-
tral and in the area seininars. In such an organization there is
no separation of subject matter and methods. The two are inter-
woven in the seminar discussions and in the preparation for the
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many practical contacte which New College studtpts have with
teaching situations at all times during their prepwtion.

Advantages and disadvantages of plan A-8000),We methods
courses in the subject-matter departments.----Among the advantages
claimed for this plan are:
1. The instructor is more likely to have in his field a scholarly mastery

of the subject matter which is more dif4cult to tilaiater and takes
longer to obtain than the method elements.

2. It leaves the subject-matter instructors free to. give undivided
attention to the teaching of their subjects. rt i maintained
that ihis makes for efficiency and economy of tole for both the
subject-matter teacher and the teacher of methods. Material
can be arranged so as to provide a related, efoPtinuous, and
cumulative development more easily than is the ttAe when both
subject matter and methods are presented in the 441e course.8 If leaves the subject-matter courses open and- equAlly valuable to
students who do not expect to teach.

4. It tends to develop specialists in the teaching proVlems of each
subject-matter field who will give attention to thh* phases of
professiónal education because their success and reputation as
teachers depend upon the effectiveness with which. they present
the methods of teaching their subjects.

5. Both the subject-matter teachers and the methods tettchers under
plan A are in the same departmental organizaticA And are more
likely to represent the same point of view than mole plan B.

6. Some methods topics, general in their application vithin the field, I
can be taught in a separate methods course thereby saving time I
over having them presented in several of the olbject-matter
courses. It is also possible to include in sephotte methods
courses some general topics stich as the general objectives for
teaching the subject in different school division, methods of .
testing and marking, the history of the subjct, sweial room or
laboratory equipment, and similar topics which nrAght otherwise.
very easily be neglected because they would not NI the peculiar
responsibility of .any one of the separate eciIíe courses
the departmental offerings.

7. It is easier to obtain ,one teacher who combines t ekowledge of
subject mafter and methods than several such tettelOrs for each
subject.

8. The special-methods courses, if properly conduq,All help to
coórdinate around professional objectives the vt,riets separate
courses given in the department and to coordinate 4M integrate
the iubject matter drawn from other related subjeqa br depart.-
ment&
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Among the principal disadvantages of plan A may be listed the
following:
1. The subject-matter teachers of methods are frequently so much

. better informed in thè subject-matter content of such courses
than they are in the teaching.problems and materials that these
courses become review subject-matter courses and die methods
phases are neglected.

2. The methods instructors in this plan often do not know enough
about education, psychology, and teaching to prepare their stu-
dents adequately for practice teaching. It takes time to master
the field of methods as wain as subject-matter fields.

3. Methods courses presented as part of the subject-matter depart-
mental offerings reduce the time which may be devoted to the
study of the subject matter of that field. In some of the special-

. subject fields thip aplounted to medians of more than 6 semester-
hours.

4. In this plan it is necessary for the teacher of special-methOs
courses in any field to know the entire range of 'the subject-
matter field and also the teaching problems for the entire range

.of positions for which teachers are being prepared. This double
responsibility usually means the neglect of certain areas in one
field or the other.

5. If the responsibility for supervision of students during prac-
tice teaching is borne by the methods teacher the time required
is often so great that only a very small teaching load can be
carried or else the supervision is not done.

6. This plan, by having different persons responsible for a prospec-
tive teacher's subject matter, 'his special methods of teaching
that subject matter, his theories of education and his practice
teaching, makes it extremely difficult to locate the responsibility
for his failure or success as a student teficher. The plan en-
courages a shifting and a shedding of ,professional responsift
bility.

7. The separation of subject matter and methods of teaching that
subject matter involved in this plan places most of the responsi-
bility for integrating these two phases of professional prepara-
tion upon the individual student. As a result he frequently
arrives at his period of practice teaching well prepared in sub-
ject matter and welftequipped with teaching methods but quite
unable it first to use effectively the two sets of /equipment at_the
same time.

8. This plan provides no professional incentive fór ihe teachers of
regular subject-matter courses to follow their students' work
either in the training school or during tfieir first 'teaching ex-

prime id* graduating. Most of the special-methods teachers
. .
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carry too heavy a teaching a`nd supervisory load for the lire-service group. They are then unable to do any in-service super-vision of recent graduates. Both of these rpsults representdirect limitations to the professional vision of the facultyrhembers.
Advantagm and disadvantages of plan B----Separate-methodscourses in the education department.Most: of the 'advantages anddisadvantages claimed for plan A are equally appropriate for plan B.Only those in which a difference in the argument exists will bementioned at this point.
Among the advantages the second, third, fourth, sixth, and seventhapply almost equally as well to plan B as to plan A. (See p. 104.)The first' advitntage also holds, but with the emphasis reversed.Instead of the teacher of special methods being more likely to knowthe subject matteii better than the teaching problems he is morelikely under plan B to shave a thorough knowledge of the teachingand the educational elements, but a less thorough knowledge of the

. subject matter of the field for which the methods courses are offered.(While this may be listed as an advantage so far as the methods sideis concerned, it is, of course, a disadvantage on the subject-matterside.)
, Th.e same type of reversal ocCurs with respect to the fifth ad-vaitage.. In plan B the teachers of special methods, ILS members ofthe education department, are more likely to represent the poifit ofview of that departmpt and ,thé point of view which is in operationin the practice and demonstration schools than are the methodsteachers in plan A. This, it is claimed, makes the induction periodfcir practice teachers shorter and easier.

The .eighth advantage chained for plan Anamely, that theseparate-methods courses help to integrate the several courses of the
- department or the work of the department with other departmentsis rarely true in plan B, unless the education-department teacher ofspecial methods is also a subject-matter specialist and thoroughlyfamiliar with the content of all the courses offered in that subjectin the institution.

Among the disadvantages mentioned in connéction with plan B,in which the separate-methods courses' are taught by members ofthe educatfon department, four correipond to the fourth, fifth,- sixth,and seventh given for plan A. (See pp. 105-6.) .
As was true for the advantages in which a difference ,existed thestatement of the first and second disadvantages of plan A can bei&idfor plan 13 except that the terms " subject matter " and " methods "must be interchange& or

Under plan B the teachers of the special methods for a par-ticular subject-matter field are so much more conversant with the
e
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teaching problems than witb the subject matter of the field -that
the 'courses are likely to become pragmatically deviceful with little
direct association with the appropriate subject-matter background.
Th;3 form of instruction is emphasized and -the conteni neglected.
Such courses do not command the respect of the subject-matter
teachers.

The second disadvantage of plan B is the reverse of the second dis-
advantage presented for plan A. practice teachers are inade-
quately prepared for their work in the practice schools because they
have had their methods fully (often too fully) presented but not
related to the appropriate subject-matter material.

The third disadvantige listed against pLan A may not always be
true of plan B. If the time given to methods in plan B is counted
as part of the offerings in education and not in the subject-matter
departinint it may not reduce the time &naiad to the study of sAb-
ject matter. If counted as part of the subject-matter offerings re-
gardless (if 7hete it is given it is the same' for plans A, B, and C. ,

The lack of professional incentives for the subject-matter teachers
to cooperae in the supervision and follow-up .of their student's is
even greater in plan B than in plan A. It is easier to shift the
entire responsibility for all such professional-elements to the depart-
'ment of education.

Besides the eight dimdvantages just listed for plan B at least
two others should be mentioned.
9. Plan B; by placing-the special-methods courses in thp department

of education, tends to widen the professional gulf which now
toe frequently separates thé field of education from the subject-
matter fields. In some institutions in which plan B is used the
isolation is almc4 complete.

10. Plan B encourages the employment of experienced teachers and
. iupervisors as teachers of special methods courget, especially in

those subj'ects which -are taughtin the elementary aid secondary
schools. These instructors are usually successful, often unus-
ually successful teachers, but are almost certajn ti) have only
a limited *part of the scholarly background in education and

, psychology and especially in the subject matter of the field
which the ,tRachers of such courses should have. Courses in
special methods taught by midi, tearlers dare often composed too
largely of the'classroom devices which proved effective in their
own teaching experience.

Advantage* and ditadvantages of plan e___Gener, hods
courses with oi withotst special-methods oourses.:--Plan- C, as pre-
Tiously explained, may take variety of forms, depending upon
whether or not it is combined ;with special-methods cout or with
the work of the practice and demonstration schools and whether the
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special-methods courses are taught by teachert in the subject-matter
departments or the education departments. The essential difference
between plan C and either plan A or B is that the coùrse in general
methods is made the foundation for the special-methods courses' and
presents all those elements which are appropriate for all courses but
not the peculiar responsibility of any. The advantages and dis-
advantages listed for plan C are similar to those presented for the
two preceding plans, except that there are enough differénces be-
tween plan C and either plap A or plan B so that several of the
arguments for and against it do not hold without-certain addition4
rizservations.

'The advantages claimed for plan C include the second, third,
fourth, sixth, and seventh (see p. 104) listed fot plan À. The
other three advantages listed nifty be similar to those for plan A
or plan B according to whether or not the general methods in planC is connected with special-methods courses given in and by the
subject-mattef depactpients or the education departrikenta.

Besides the eight advantages presented its advocates maiOain that
the course in general methods presents so much of the foundation
material dealing, with teaching problems that the time devoted to
speCial methods may be materially .reduced. Coutsei in special
methods may be con6ned largely to applications and illustrations of
the general principles of teaching in the several subjects.

A tenth advantage claimed for a plan involving a foundation
cOurse-in general methods is that it tends to give more unity to the
methods of teaching advocatectby the different departments through-
out the institutiona more uniform application of the prfnciples
presented in the gelieral-methods course and less confusion among
the students and in the rhbactice 'school.

Plan C is subject to most of the disadvantages or weaknesses-that
were listed for plan A or plan B but, as mentioned in the discussion
of ita advantages, the varieiy of forms in which it occuil makes
¿light rewordings necessary in order that these may apply to any
particular forms In general the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth disadvantages of plai A (see pp. 105-6) and the first,
second, ninth, and tenth disadvantages of plan B (see pp. 106-7)
apply to plan C organizations:

A question should be raised concerning-the claim that the course
in general methods reduces the time necessary for special methods.
This may be true for the institution as a whole but it is rarely true
for the total program of individùal students. In other words, the
special-methods course in a certain subject may be shortened but it
will 'rarely be shortened by as much time as the student spends in
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the general-methods course. The two courses take more time from
the subject-matter 'fields tban the organizations proposeid in 'plans
A or B.

Still another limitation of the genera17methods 'part of plan C is
concerned with the claim that such a course tends to give more unity
to the methods of teaching advocated by the different departments of
the institution. Opponents of this plan believe that a general-mcOods
coume does do just that and tfiereby overemphasizes form of presenta-
tion and often serves as a deterrent to adaptations and the use of
initiative in instruction, especially iri the special-subiect field:.

The' advantages and disadvantages of plan Dthe prof emi,
treatment of subject tnatter,..Plan. D is different enough from Ole
three prèceding plans so.that fewer of the statements of the advan-
tages and disadvahtages can be listed without some modification or
explanatory comment. For that reason, as well as the more impor-
tant reason that plan D has been and still is one of the " controversial
issues " in the educatiop of teachers in this country which has pro-
duced as much discussion as any other issue, the claims for and
against this plan will, be presented in greater detail than was done.,

for the other more commonly used plans.
.7

In the discussion of this Olin it should be bPorne in mind that
the two distinctive featurres are the absence of separately organized
methods rse* and the integration of the necessary professional
elements with the appropriate content in subject-matter courses.
One or two general reservations should alAo be made. Plan D as-
sumes that the teachers of the inte ated courses in this plan will
be primarily interested in the prep ,7'ation of teachers and that tjìeir
loyalties to either subject matter or methqds will be su ate4
to the larger issue. It is also necessary under plan D to have a few
courses in which the emphasis upon the methodology side is greater
than on the subject-matter content. Examples of such cour'ses are
those dealing with the problems of teaching primary readiné or
handwritingsubjects in whicft the principal objectives are the ac-
quisition of initial skills. In those subjects the prospective teacher
must be prepared to guide the establishmeiit of correct Qr efficient
habits in thelormation of those skills.
, The advantages of the professiönal treatment of subject matter
which are usually presented by those who believe in this method may
be listed tis follows:
1. The teacher of professionally presented subject-matter courses is

more certain to know both the subject matter and the prof64.-
sional material of the courses. The probability that he will
kiamit. one side well and the other inadequately is less than for

...tht other plans.
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2. This plan does not prevent peri&ls of concentrated work on sub-
ject-matter content or upon Orofessional elements which- is an
advantage claimed for the other plans. It does make it p6stlib1e
to combine the two phases in such ways as to make one reinforce
die other. This plan does not prevent a united and continuous
development of the course. It merely changes the criterion from
a fokical organization of subject matter to the efficient prepa-
ration of teachers.

3. This plan also tends to develop specialists in the teaching problems
of ev,,Itilubject-matter field and it also develops more of them
because every_subject-matterteacher in a professional school for
teachers becomes such a specialist. As was true for the other
plans, the professional success of the teacher's of These integrated
courses will depend upon the success with which they combine

- the scholarly presentation of the subject matter of their field
with the appropriate information about the teaching of that
material to pupils of the age or school division for which the
students are preparing to teach. ,

4. Because plan D reqùires every teacher in á subject-matter depa
ment to be alsó a teacher of methods for his special field, it is
highly probable that departments will agree upon policies con-
ceping approved teaching procedures. This makes for greater
dePirtmental unity and effectiveness in the preparation of
teachers.

6. By having 'certain professional elements, general in their appli-
cation to all courses in a department, given in connection with
the first course taken in that départment, the prevention of\ duplication of these elements is possible as in the other plans.

6. In plan I) each teacher of professionaliZed subject-matter courses
will know enough about the 'subject matter and professional
content of the other courses in his department to be able to draw
upon the work of the several courses to supplement the worIF
of his course. and will also be able to avoid duplicating the pro-
fessional work which his students have had in other courses in
die department.

T. In plan D the functional integriktion of subject matter and.method
is" made as the related materials are preseiited. Thé responsi-
bilities for establishing the necessary " working relationships "
between units of subject matter and the approved methods of
teaching them are assumed jdintly by the teacher and the stu-
dents: In plans where the methods courses are organized_ sepa-

. rately from the subject-matter courseethe studeits are expected
to carry most of the responsibility for. that integration. One
value of the plan D arrangement is that the piactice tieachers
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aiv able to Uee from the first all their teaching resources in the
subjects they are assigned to teach. It tends to shorten the
transition period between initial participtation and responsible
room teAching.

8. One of the- most important advantages of plan D is that it makes
possiblein fact it makes almost necessarya closer relation-
ship between subject-matter instructors and the demonstration'
and practice schools. Under this plan the various subject-r
matter teachers are required to assumo their share of such re-
sponsibilities as : The making of courses of study for the training
school, the preparation of demonstration z the assignment
of practice teachers, the superviAion of p actice teachers, and
the determination of whether or not students satisfy the practice-
teaching requirepents for graduation.

9. Under plan D the time devoted to separately organized general
and special methods courses .in the other plans is given to .the
subject-matter departments. Thus they have direct control over
more of the itudent's time than in any of the other planii, with
the exception of plan A.

10. The supervision -of practice teaching in this plan is distributed
among all of the subject-inatter teachers. This not only makes
the load lighter on beach one, but makes it possible to have the
practice teacher supervised by the subject-matter specialists'
with whom he prepared for that teaching, as well as by the critic
teacher for the grade or subject in which he is teaching.

11. Plan D decreased by at least one person the number who may
be held responsible for the sucpesses and failures of prartice
teachers in the training school. If the practice teacher shows
'weakness either in mastery of the subject matter .he is teaching
or in ability to present it in acceptable form there is no question
as to the department responsible for his inadequate preparatiön
of for recommending him as ready fbr practice teaching. It
is less easy to shift responsibilities for professional preparation
of prospective teachers in plan D than in the other plans.

12. Not only does plan D encourage a closer relationship of the sub-
ject-matter departmepts with the training school but it en-
cburages all teachers of professional subject-matter courses to
follow more of their graduates into the fiela. Theré are three
beneficial results of such follow-up by the teachers. of profes-.
sionally treated subject-matter courses. It helps the beginning
teacher to. get a better and quicker start and to avoid bad teach-
ing habits and initial failures. It usists the instifution to aevalu-
ate the effectiveness of its work in preparing teachers for the'
kind of work they will be called iipon to do.- Uzi greatest value
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is in ita in-service develOpment of the tearrhen; of the profs- .

sionil *subject-matter courses, who frdin that superrigon are
made aware ofthe professiopal needs of,the work in all the tyof positions to which their students go, Innumerable other
fits are received such as: Learning to know the i'nterests of chil-
dren of different ages in their stibject ; linderstanding the teachingand learning difficulties at different grade levels; and obtaining agreat váriety of concrete illustrations for the professional prin-ciples they introduce into their courses.

13. In plan L all the teachers in the institution are perforce inter-ested in ind informed about the principles And technique ofteaching; tbe application of psychology and philosophy to the
improiement of the effectiveness of teaching, and the resultsof objective investigations in' the realm of teaching. This bodyof con8tant4\gro*ing professional knowledge serves in a very
real wij7 as a medium of discourse in which the instructprs of
all departments, no matter how varied their content, may " speakthe same lankuage "an area of com.mon understanding whichmay readily lead to community of professional goals and yeals.14. Plan p results in a rigid evaluation of the content of each pro-
fessional subject-matter &Purse. The teachers are interested in
presenting as much useful subject matter as possible and yet
realize that this must be done along with its appropriate pr(2-
fessional waterial. Because the effectiveness of_ the tettcl*r is
judged in terms of the success with which he presents both ele-
ments he is forced to weigh the actual and relative value of
each element whkh he includes in his course. Under such con-
ditions, little time will be devoted 4to mere devices with limited
application. t16: 'he gip between the subject-matter teachers and thosé in the
departments of education and psychology which hie been re-' ferred to in connection with the Wier plans is lessened, underPlan D. Members of the departmtnts of oduc4tion and psy-
chology are contributing members' of every suject-Riatter de-
partment. and in turn every teacher of a professional subject-
matter course is a member of the departments of education and

.7 psychology as well as a member of the -supervisory staff of the
prictici school.

16. The employment of experienced teachers from the public schoo4
its teachers,of geheral or special methods, which is possible and
freqiiint4y practiced in plans B and C is as tfinitely.discouraged
under plan D. The teacher of a professional subject-matter
course- twist first of all kno;if, his subject in a thor9ugh and corn-
prehngive waya sciolarly equipment which does not result

from experience as a teacher. Teaching experience Nees
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a valuable eontributibn to the teicher's knowledge of the profes-
Biwa element& It is not sufficient in itself, however. The expo-

ord, s'

pr. ciples of eduettign and psychology which have much wider
elenientsmust be and evaluated in terms óf

validity flan can be ob4ined from tbe experience- of one

17. If the methixis .elements are taught 'by each subject-matter
teacher as requirpd by the plan 15 type of organiutioA it en,-

courages the development of methods adapied to each r,najor field

of instruction and ihomover encourag:es adaptation to each
specialized fieht viithin thelarger field. Regardless of the/ex-
tent to which 'field is developed and subdivided there can be
this adaptation.

18. Be'cause the subject-matter courses in plan D are so definitely
designed for teachers they are by' virtue of that fact less well
adapted for persons intending to prepare for work other than
teaching. Such courses, therefore, tend to attral st. dents who
in.their professional ambitions and purpCises,it least are bomo-.

geneous. This hoOlogenek of purpose ma possible faster
progress than is trúe when the instruction must be adjustea to
a variety of major interests..,-

19. Plan D decreases The temptation to introduce courses or large
units of courses dealing primarily with review material --ma-
trisJ vihich is contained in elementary or secondiry courses
whitli the studeas may have to teach after graduation, but which
they probably took as pupils in the lower schools. The instruc-
tors of pr*essional subj y-te-mjAter courses know so much more
subject matter than tii4 can p9ssibly impart in the dine avail-
able that they will be-unwilling to spare the time for review
work. If such review work is necessary, it must he needed by
some individual stúdents 'and not by others-m-it should there-
fore be put upon an iidividual noncredit remedial basis,

90. The introductio; of the professional elements with the appro.,
priate subjwt matter is.more certain to show th6 value of the
suggestions on methods and thereby command the attention and
respect of the prospective teachers than is,* the case when the
method elements are presented iii separate courses and put of
their proper setting.

21. It is much easier to utilize demonitration 1!Evsons in cjunection
wall-courses in which both fire subject matter of the demonstra*
tion and the method 9f its presentatioR can be prepared and dis-
cussed in the same course by the same instructor. The situation
need never arise in which the 'subject-madtr class is ready but
the methods class has not covered the rpeded eleminta, or vice
vent&
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22. the presentation of both subject matter and methods in the same
course saves much time which is used in " professional ttarz-
setting " whet' the two elements are _offered separately. lór
example, in the.discussion in a methods course of the most effec-
tive method for presenting a certain difficult unit of subject
matter a considerable amount of time- must be taken to review

-the details of the subject-matter unit and show why it is diffi-
cult to teachin other words, set the subject-matter stage before

. the professional discussion will be appreciated. If, on the.
other hand, the teaching difficulties and the ways of meeting
them were given when the unit of subject matter was first pre-
serded the student would have all the details in mind and prob-

. ably would understand the professional comments better and
in addition would save the time of the later revieW.

23'; Another time-s4ving celement in the professional treatment of
subject matter is that it is possible oftentimes to substitute pro-
fessional questions which serve the purpose of questions which.
.would be asked in a regular subject-matter course and at the
s'ame time introduce needed professional elements. For example,
the questions after studying a modern novel: " Would you
recommend this story to junior high school pupils? " " Which
characters (or incidents) would they probably enjoy most? "
" Why V " would produce as much thinking ansl much of the
same thinking about the story as would such questions as :
" What was the author's purpose- in writing this story? "
" Which is his best character? " ." Why? " To the extent that
this is tru9 such professional elements can be introduced without
taking **I6y time from the subject mattkr.

24 There are some topics in almost all subjeit-matter courses which
may '143'e presented on the college level i much the same way
as they vould be presented ón the secondary level. Whenever
this-may be done the instructór may at the beginning or close
of the period call attention to that fact and thereby give a
professional demonstratiow which takes no additional time.

25. Still another wayin which time may be saved by combining the
professional and the subject-matter elements i a the same course
is in the use of tests and'o examinations.. Stan oj: rdized tests and
scales -when the range of accompli'shment is -Wide eilough niay
be u :(1.-for diagnostic purposes in the class 4and the method of
giving, scorizig, and interpreting the results may all be demon-
strated when the test is" ¡iven. Types of examinations .and
examination questions used in.the class may serve,as models for
form and methods of marking. Thus the record áf accomplish-
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ment for the class 'may be used as a memis of professional
ingtruction.

The disadvantages of plan D are somewhat better known than
the advantages since some of them are the disadvantagep not merely
of plan D, but of all plans foPthe 'professional education of teachers
which involve any elements other than a general education and a
knowledge of the specific subject matter to be taught.

The disadvantages and opposing aiguments which are peculiar to
the combination of subject matter and professional elements essential
to plan D are the ones wh¡ch will be most fully presented here.
1. One of the most frequently listed disadvantages of plan D is that

the courses, because they are designed primarily for teachers,
are not equally appropriate for students expecting to enter
other fields of work. This same limitation holds for all pro-
fessional schools when the courses are compared with the more
general courses of the arts spllege type. The issue does 'not
arise, however, to anything like the same degree in those pro-
fessions in which professional preparation starts on the senior
college or graduate level. In the preparation for those profes-
sions the professional wórk follows the completion of the general
education period. In preparing teachers the professional work
accompanies general education and competes for time with it. If
the institution prepares other groups besides teacheis plan. D will
require two or more divisionaiof some of the classes. In smaller
institutions this adds materially to the cost.

2. Another serious difficulty connected with the successful operation
of plan D is the difficulty of finding teachers who are adequately
equipped to teach such professional courses. In comparison
with the teachers in some of the other plans teachers in plan D
require almost double preparation. They must first 9f all know
their subject-matter field in the same scholarly way that is re-

,

quired of the teacheis of separate subjqpt-watter courses ,and
in addition they must know much of the professional material
which is expected of the teacher of a separate course in the meth-

,

ods of teachving that subject. Of the two phases the thorough
knowledge df his subject is the more important because the pro-
fessional elemeids accumulate more rapidly as a result of such

ional activities as obiervations. and demonstrations in
th tide school, supervision of practice teachers, follow-up
of graduates, and other contacts with the actual, teaching prob-
lems which are made in such .courses.

3. If each teacher is expected to present not only the subject matter
of his field but also the most effective method* of presenting ii
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there is a probability that the professional elements will varyfrom subject to subject and from, teacher to titacher within thesame fields because of the differences in the professional prepa-ration whi9h the instructors had. Plan C with ità course; ingeneral methods will produce greater unity of teaching methods
through9ut y.n instituticin than will any other plan.

4. The prof treatment of 'subject-matter courses requires a
more diffictilt i*acl time-consuming although more varied teach-

, ing schedu*Aan óther plans. In plan D instructors are ex-pected to pitsiMe for observations and demonstrations in the
practice school, to' make su oisy visits when their studentsare doing practice teachin in either campus or off-campus
schools, and to do some fo.11ow-up woik with recent graduate&
Ufider other plans these time-consuming but professionally
enlightening responsibilities are concentrated on the methods
teachers and the thajority of the gubject-matter teachers assumefew if any such obligations.

5. Those not in favor of plan D maintain that it does not insure
closer agreement between the subject-matter teachers and thoseof the education-department because the subject-matter teachersand not the teachers in the education department are held re-
sponsible for the methods. The opposite result is claimed by
those fivoring plan D (N.B. item 15) . This 'seems to be oneof the items in plan D which depends upon the spirit of thestaff rather than the form of prganization.

6. The professional treatment of subject matter tends to limit theorderly way in which either the subject matter or the methodsmay be presented. A series of related lessons may have to be
interrupted by a demonstration or observation in the training
school which must come at the time when the training-schoolclass arrives at the topic requested for a demonstration.7. It is usually claimed that to teach methods in connection withpractically every course will take more time than to concentratethe professional elements in a separate course. This is un-
doubtedly true if every instructor repeats material which is gen-eral in its application and if all students take the same courses.This disadvantage should be considered with the ways in whichthe plan saves time and a balance struck between the two sets of
claims.

8. The fact that each course under plan D becomes more or less a
complete unit tends to decrease the need for departmental unityand cooperation. This assumption would be almost as appro-
priate for Ole separately organized courses in either subject mat-ter 9r methods if the course itself instead of the welfare of the
students wiire the criterion of value.
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9. Another disadvantage of plan D is that-the shortage of teachers
in the different fields who believe in professional treatment of
subject matter and who are also equipped to teach such courses
makes it difficult to introduce the plan: It is practically impos-
sible to adopt the plan and put it into immediate operation on
an institution-wide basis. Some teachers will be- a* to start at
once while others will have to be prepared in serviceiallowed to
obtain either their knowledge of the professionar aliments or of
the subject matter as they teach the course.

10. Another disadvantage attributed to plan D is that by leaving
the professional elements to each subject-matter teacher they
will be. taught " incidentally and therefore accidentally."

11. Another weakness associated with the introduction of the pro-
fessional elements in the subject-matter courses is the difficulty
of finding teachers of the professionally treated subject-matter
courses who will be familiar with the professional, elements at
all school levels. This difficulty is as great for any teacher of
special methods also. The fact that many more such persons
are required under plan D is another phase of the difficulty of
securing " plan D teachers."

It is not thought that the lists of advantages and disadvantative
of the professional treatment of subject matterthe essential ele-
ment in plan Dcontain all of the elements on both sides of this
controversial issue. It is believed that the more important and the
most frequently mentioned ones are included.

Report of the C onlinistrion on the Social Studies on thi8 issye.This
issue has added significance since the appearance of the Conclusions
and Recommendations of the Commission on the Social Studies of the
American Historical' Association which places great stress upon the
importance of the teacher in the improvement of instruction in the
'social studies and upon the integration of scholarly subject matter
with apprgpriate methods. A short quotation from that report will
present the issue of the professional treatment of subject matter from
another source and from another angle. Xfter discussing the tend-
ency to separate methods from content the report includes the
following significant paragraphs:

5. In the measure that method is dissociated from appropriate content or
knowledge of pupil growth, education becomes shallow, formal or capricious, or
all three. There is no procedure that can render substance unnecessary ; there
is no technique of classroom legerdemain that can take the place of scholarly
competnce; there is no device of instruction that dn raise the quality of the
.educative process above the purpose, the knowledg the understanding, the
vision of the teacher who employs it.

(1. When the nature of the social sciences, as system nd flow of thought, is
taken into account, it becomés evident at once that methotiolory, however useful
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and indispensable when developed in relation to content and purpose, Is utterlyincompetent in itself to organize, control, and direct the teaching proemEven in the mind and work of the purest methodologist some frame of refer-ence, not method, dominates organization and emphasis. These considerationsare particularly applicable to teacher-training institutions, curriculum makers,and persons ingaged in the supervision of social-science instruction.
7. Since methodology, if considered intrinsically, is inseparable from thecodtent of thought in the field involved, it cannot be organized Buccessfnllyinto a separate discipline and be made the peculiar posseision of a teacher,, asupervisor, or even a teacher-training institution.
8. Methodology, if it revolves around its own center, becomes an intellectual

operation akin to that of the Sophists of ancient Greece or of the minor scholas--tics of the Middle Ages; if it advances to the center of the substance with whichit deals, it becomes a relevant aspect of purposeful activity.
9. In concluding this criticism of the contemporary emphasis on formalisticmethod the commission would point out that this eniphasis, as indicated inchapter VII, represents in some measure a reaction from an equally formplistic

emphasis on knowledge in the colleges and universities aitil a wide-spread dis-regard of the psychological problems involved in the teaching and learning
proctesses. Many a college education has been filed away in a drawer of notesand notebooks, there to gather dust and be forgotten. Knowledge, like method,if ineffectively.related to significant purpose, is sterile.'

Prineipcil characteristics of the professional treatment of subject
matter for teacher8.Like all new procedures, the professional treat-
ment of subject matter has met with its principal opposition from
those who have studied it and do not approve its principle or who
consider it iNpracticable and those *ho do not understand it fully,
but who are quite well satisfied with the methods of teaching and
'with the content of their courses as they are at present. In order
to assist both of these groups, as well as others interested in this
major issue in teacher education, a summary statement of the prin-
cipal characteristics of the professionally treated subject-matter
course is included in essentially the form used in the preliminary
report on the Surveyand its findings made before the American
Association of Teachers Colleges and other organizations meeting
with them at Minneapolis, February 1933.2.

The principal characteristics 9f a professionally treated subject-),
matter course for teachers are as follows:

It is first of all subject limitter---accurate, scholarly, and of a degree of diffi-
culty to challenge 'students at.the level the course is offered, comparable in
most of its contents to the, cofitent at similar courses °tiered to students other
than proipective teachers in-colleges and universities. It is in no sense a re-
view of material included in eleinentarys'or secondary school .bourses.

In the second place, it is taught by an instructor .who has a scholarly com-
mand 41 his field and in 4ddition to scholarship has segued, either by expert-. 4

.s

Conclusion and Recommendations of the American Historical Association Commissionon the Social Studies. pp. 71-78, New York, Chas. Scribner & Sons, 1934.
Twelfth wYearbook, American L o floe of Teachers College, 198& p. 99.
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ence or extended observation of teaching in the public schools and in the prac-
nee and demonstration schsribl a sensitiveness to the problems qf teaching his
object to children of different ages and varied interests. He should also know
enough about the history and vhilosophy of education, educational psychology,
tests and measurements in his subject, and other similar professional material
to be able to apply that information in his questimis, in his illustrative com-
ments, in his special assignments, in his demonstration lessons, in his examina-
tions, In his supervision of practice teachersin other words, in his téaching.
This professional " flavoring" need take but a relatively small proportion of
the total time of the course.

In the third place, it Is subject matter selected, whenever opportunities for
selection ixist, because the unit chosen will have more direct or indirect effect
upon the work of the prospective teachers taking tbe course than other units ,*
which might be selected. This selection cannot be made wept by instructors
whose knowledge of the subject is sufficiently thorough to supply material' from
which to chose and who at the same time know the wórk of ,the public schools
well enough to supply the criteria for those choices.

In the fourth Mice, it is subject matter selected for teachers who should
be leaders in their communities, who should realize the important role the
ichools will be called upon to play in molding citizens for a complex and,
changing civilization, who should be made conscious of the part the; subject
patter of that course can take in 'that molding, 'anl who should develop pert-
sonal interests which will contribute' to their .intell tual, social, and recrea-
tional life as individuals. The subject matter of the coürse should contribute,
whenever possible, to some or all of those ends.

In addition to the characteristics listed, a subject-matter çourse for teachers
will be more certainly and better adapted to the needs of those teachers if it
is given in an educational unit which has: (1) All instructors, working with
the prospective tiachers, whole-heartedly interested in the work of educating
teachers and ictive in attemptini to increase the efficiency of teachers and 'the
esteem in which they are held ; (2) training school facilities affording ample
opportunity for observation, .dvmonstration, practice toiching, and some simple
experimentation ; (3) curricula° organized in terms of the needs of specific
groups of teachers rather than because of any previously set subject-matter re-
quirement*---curricula which will make it possible to become teaching-service
minded rather than subject-matter minded ; (4) students selected in terms of
their interests and probable capabilities as teachers ; and (5) an adequate set-up
providing the prospective teachers with the basic content of education And
psychology in such form and at such times that it can be applied and illustrated
in the subject-matter courses without the need for reteaching it in those courses.

IncomPlete as is this statement of professionally presented subject matter,
it may assist in thinking about the question, " Just what are the distinctive ,

characteristics of courses for the education of teachers?" Those who believe
that there are .norp and should be none will acCept little of what has lust
been presented. Those who believe that ,professional education has distinct
characteristics May be stimulafed to thought, discussion, and perhaps experi-
mentation by this discussion. In that ;vent, it is equally significant to all
institutions preparing teachersnormal schoolk, teachers colleges, colleges, or
universities becausd if the idea has merit, the merit is independent of the name
or organization of the school in which the work is done. n %.
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ORGANIZATION AND MANÁGEMENT OF CLASS INSTRUCTION

There are a number of elements essential tä the profeskonal equip-
-school teachers which should be obtained before
the .period of practice teaching They are not
inP the educational orientation or service courses

ment of all pub
or . parallel W1
usually p
and no subject-matter department or any comes in 010 departments
should be geld especially responsible for them. These predessional

.plements include the understanding of : The piinciples and problems
involved in grofip instiuction at different levels; obtaining a pro-.pitious -stirt; preparition and adjustment; of daily programs of
.work to fit different %types of 'school organizations; handling " &gm
rooms " and " study .periogis ", adjiistment of class work to individual
differences; classification and promotion of pupils; the keeping ofrecords .and the making of reports; school discipline; school house-keeping; the 'teacher's part in extracurricular activities; the, organi-zation of parent-teacher associations and thi classroom teacher's
relationship to the teaching professiob and to other teicherspros
.fessionar ethic;s. Theseánd other topics are obviously not the special
responskbIlity of anrsubject-matter depazi;ment,_and yet they cannotbe ignored or left to chance.

The most approved vethoa of caring for this group of elements
is to include them in a course in classroom management---6.11ed byvarious Odeswhich will include all these professional " orphans ".and which will 15e given .during the semester or term. prèceding the

dbtginning of practice teaching. It need not be an extensive.course
but if required of all students, the items ,inchiged in it may beomitted from all of the professionally treated subject-matter courses.

,
, OBSERVATION, PARTICIPATION, AND PRACTICE TEACHING

Present status of practice ieaphing in the education af teachers.--There is probably no professional phase of a teacher's preparation
upon which there is more agreement in theory and more diversity in

_ practice than' the devehipment of necessary teaching skills during
av period of supervised practice teaching.

Abóut one-sixth of the universities, colleges, and junior colleges
partiCipating in the Survey offered practice teaching but did notrequire it. The remainder required it. *Nearly all of the normal
schools and teacher§ colleges required it (table 11, vol. III pt. IV).CFrom four-fifths to all" of the institutions presen'be obseriationand/or practice teaching in their catalog announce nta, but the
transcriptions of courses takep by the graduates inten g to teach
showed that in .1932 about 30 percent of the graduates of the collegesand universities and about 12 percent of the graduates of teichers.

d
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college* had not hitd practice teachink. (In a few cam; the students
were exempted from practice teaching because of previous teaching
experience.)

Fúrther differences were found in the practibes of these two
.groups of institutions in the amount of practice teaching rpquired
mid in the types of facilities proiided. Among the colleges and uni-
yersities the range in clock-hours of practice teaching reported *as
frôm 18 to 815 and from 38 to 500 among the normal schools and
teachers colleges.. The median number of clock-hours of practice
teaching sh ed that the normal schools and teachers colleges pro-

ded for nearly twice as much for the secondary teachers as did
the colleges and universities and about a third °more for the ele-
mentary teachers. Even though these differences are significant as
group differences the iange within any one group of institutions is
sio wide that it is fully as significipt. For example, the difference
between the median pemester-hours for practice teaching for ele-
mentary teaChers in colleges (4.5) and teachers colleges (6.5) was
2 fiemester-hours while the range between the teachers college with
the smallest number (8) and the largest number (14) of semestet-
hours for practice teaching for elementary teachers was 11, or Aye
and one-half films the difference between the' two groups. ,

The colleges and universities, in addition to requiring less prac-
tice teaching, have somewhat fewer facilities for practice teaching.
Normal schools and teachers colleges are more likely to have prac-

. tice and demonstration schools under their control and located on or
near the campus than other types of institutions in which teachers
are prepared. Thè majority, of colleges and universities depend for
their practice-teaching facilities upon affiliated schoolvontrolled by
agencies outside the college or university.

The"dimulative result of these several differences indicated that
practice teaching occupied a more important place iii the profeq-
sional curricula for teachers in the normal schools and teachers
colleges than in the colleges and univerFitiei4.

Attitude of staff members toward observation and practici teach.-
ing.In the expression of 'opinions on the educational issues suii-
mitted to the teachers of representative courses several. issues in-
volved practice teaching. The instructors of both groupscolle
and univeraties, .ánd normal schools and tktfhers collegesvoted
very s u:itively in favor of the proposal that " provision kits practice
teac i i should be given in situations typical of surrounding regions."
Both groups favored the minimumLstandard of 90 clockalodrs of

i student teaching, although the instructors in the noripal schools and
., .

collegesteachers. wpre decidedly more in favor of this than were
those in the colleges and Universities. Both groups favored very

4
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'strongly the propos0 that theAre sh ld hg." frequent opportunityfor students.in all college courses to observe in the training school ",with the normal schools and teachers colleges' being slightly morefavorably inclined toward it than the other group. The vote uponthe iwue of the " superiority of good demonstration ti practiceteaching in the preparation of teachers " showed an intedivision of opinion among the instructors of both groups of insti-tutions. Each group wa§ ibout equally divided on this issue.Fifty-five percent of the 'college and university instructors. voted-4,3res " with or without reservations and 53 percent, of the normalschool and teachers college instrudors voted ". no " with or .with-..out reservation. The expression of opinion is öf added interest inthe light of the- ills, which showed that only about one:
e

tenth of the instructo in thé colleges and universities and abouttwo=fifthp in the normal_schools and teachers po'lleges arranged forreiular or occasional 'demonstration's taught by training-schooliteachers.
..

_Professional significanoe of the traininf sc1un4.As was' pointedOut in the discussion of the professional treatment of subject-mattercourse's, the training school is one of the maost important of the ele-ments of professionalization Its frequAnt and regular use by staffmembers is one of the s ithdicatiops of the prevalence of profes-sional ideals among p staff members and also one of the iurestmeans of developing the Vrofessiorial equipment of the teachers whouse it.
&sides serving as an index of professional attitude and as a meansof promoting the prtfessional deirelopment of faculty members thetraining school serves in four other very important capacities.1. It is, the means of providing, under competent supervition, forthe development of that degree of teaching skill, essential for thebeginning teachera degree which will protect the pupils from theexploitation resulting from pbor teaching during the teacher's firstyear of teaching andvighich will at the same time protect the teacherfrom initial failures and from the formation of undesirable teachinghabits.

2. Evidence of ability to fulfill successfully the Kactice-teachingrequirements serves as the final and most significant meaiure of astudent's fitness to graduate and to receive a certificate to teach.a. The trng school also serves as the most 'reliable check (whichcan be controlled by the institution) 45f the prof ::.:*onal effectivenessof the curricula for teachers and of .the specific 'course§ within thecurricula. If most students are unable to teach successfully certainfields in the training school, there shonld be a careful study of prob-able reasons and, if possible, a fixing of responsibilities for thefaibirtp ole
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4. The training school also wirves 118 a means of demonstrating dif-
'ferent ,metehods of subject organizátion, of teaching, and of school
organization. These functions serve teachers in service as well ail
students 'in residence. In some cases experiments may also be con-

At'ducted in training schools, although it is not easy to combine prat:-
- tioe features and experimental features .in the same training schoól,

ispe;cially if it is small.
Occupying a position of such professional importInce in the

preparation of teachers the use of the training school is certain to
be thé subject of . much controversy. The very great variety in
practice with respect to its use is evidence of the truth of that state-
nient4' Some institutions make no attempt to offer any practice
teaching, While others do not attempt té meet the American Associa-
tion of Teachers Colleges minimum standard of 90 clock-hous of
prictice teaching. Some institiitions meet the 90 clock-hours stand-
ard:by influding observitions and periods of graded participation in
the 90 hours. At the othe! .extreme, some institutions provide almost
a yokes woik in observaav4; participation, and practice teaching and
consider the 90 clockljAir minimum as " ridiculouitly inadequate."
Observation oi teaching is spread over the entire length of the cur-
riculum by som 'find concentrated in a 2- or 3-point separately

-organized cou : y others. sora institutions provide for a grad*
and " graded " induction piriod by means of so-culled " participation
Ntivities ". which represent partial responsibiliiy for a period of

I teaching, aid others [kart practice-teachepa immediately with teach-
ing responsibilities. Some institutions concentrate the period of
practice teaching, and ighers divide it into shortet periods followed.
by _periods of professional study motivated by the practice-teaching
experiences. Some institutions give all the practice teachirig in the
campus training school, others'use the campus school for demonstra-
tion purposes and for initial participationrand give the practice work
in affiliated schools. One State is experimenting with a plan re
quiring a period of at leist.5 weeks' practice teaching.in some rural
school becauee\such a large percentage of all the graduates of 'the
norinal schools and teachers colleges are c'ompelled to take their
first positions in the rural schools.

There is slight exaggeration in the statement that there are as
many patterns for the ug of the training school in the education' of
teachers ati there are institutions in which teachers are prepared.
The .1cigical conclusions from such diversity are that .present condi-
dons are undesirable ánd contain many unjustifiable makeshifts or
that practice teachin¡ is really of ho yital consequence in programs
for the education of teachers. In the light of the data presented
in voluine III of the Survey report and the agreement of the large
majority of instruCtors the second conclusion is, untenable. %lit

.
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being the Case, ther is evident44 ng need for a Concerted attatkupon such problems as: What is he optimum amount of practiceteaching needed for the several types of teachiqg positions V Whatis the most effective pattern for practice teaching? (Dr. Marshall'sstudy indicated that distributed periods of practice were most effec-tive.)' What are the most efficient metbods for providing the neces-sary supervision of the student teacher's initial teaching? ShoWdtraining school conditions be typical of the schools in the coinmuni-ties in which the students Will teach or should they be typical of thebetter schools in the area served or should they wproach as nearlyideal school Conditions as 'it is possible to make them! How michresponsibility should subject-matter teachers tOre in constructingcurricula fine the training schools and in the supervision of prattiesteachers/ These problèms should be studied by State% by institu-tions, and by individuals; and whenever and wherever it is possibleto do so controlled experimentation in this field should be encouragedand the results widely distributed.

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY AND INTEGRATION COURSES
Even if it can be assumed that the prospective teacher has beenprofessionally oriented, provided with the needed educational andpsychological concepts and techniques, given an understanding ofthe individuals to be taught, equipped with a satisfactory knowledgeof how, professionally, to present his subjet, matter, prepared forthe problems of clam instruction and given th".3 opportunity to de-velop the required degree of teaching skill during a peripd of super-vised practice teaching, there is a seventh professional element neededin his preparation. He must be led to consolidate these experiencesinto a personally accepted " working philoiophy " for the professionhe has selected,' an understanding of the place of 'education in thesocial and political structure and of his place and responsibilitiesin education, which will serve as the basis for his professional deci-sions and be the basis for his professional ideals.

To: be sure, the practice teaching experience in itself is' an inte-grating experience in which the prospective teacher is forced to uti-lize all of his professional equipment, but his immediate attentiotis so focused upon the mastery of certain teaching skills that " hefails to see the woods for the trees." This filial iniegration of allthe elements in a teacher's preparation is' far too important tp beleft to chance. Any institution which considers ,phe paFation of
teachersbas on,e of its principal functions should plan very definitely
to provide this seventh phase of a teacher's preservice professional
preparation.

Marshall, Ulna M. Evaluation et typos et stuftttriaaeliing. New York, Tebarqp04-kg% Columbia University, 111112.
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A course which will perform tills function need not be long or
elaborately orpinizedprobably should not be.. It can combine some
of the content of such courses as " history of education ", " princiPles
of the cpntent of such courses as " history of education ", " educa-
tional philosophy ", " educational sociology ", and " the State school
system " emential,to the development of the " working philosophies "
for which the course is organized.

Conduding statement- of professional elements in th4 preparation
of Wicket's

The discussion of the distinctive professional elements in the edu-
cation of teachers has been presented in greater detail than other
topics ,in this summary volume because they constitiite the area in
which the largesi number of troublesonie controversial issues are
found and because they are the elements, which in the long run will
determihe whether or not teaching is to be a profossion and therefore
whether or not the preparation of, teachers is to be a professional
task or an uncertain and varying, bypitduct of general iducation.

For these reasons apy effort to bring these issues more sharply
into the thinking of ill students interested in the prepatation of
teachers for the school systems of the United States seems justified.

SECTION 3. ELECTION VERSUS PRESCRIPTION IN THE EDUCATION
OF TEACHERS

Present practice with reipect to ekctjon and prescriptiiin.---The ex-
tent to which curricula for teachers should be prescribed is another
of the major issues inyolved in the larger issue of how to improve
the prófesaional preparation of American public-school teachers.
The extreme position Ion this questign is that those responsible for
the preparation of a teacher for a specific kind of position should
know the best possible preparati* for that position and prescribe
that preifaration in its entirety. Such a position assumes a number
of conditions, however, which do not prevail in this country. It
assumes that all students will start the preiscribed curriculum with
approximately the same preprofessional preparation and that all
positions of a given type involve the same work, are organized in the
same way, and present very similar instructional and extraclass
problem The other extreme with no prescription is obviously a
repudiationof all claims for special pre'paration for teaching. Prac-
tice in the United States ranges alwost from one of these extremes
to the other.

An analysis of the catalog prescriptions in 66 representative ,

. normal schools and teachers colleges showed that 89 percent pre-
scribed " restricted electiveti " (a definite amount of work required.t,

.4.
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in a given field but the student to choose the courses in that field)ranging frodi 2 to 101 semester-hours with a median of 81 semester-hours. Ninety-me percent of the same institutions provided forfree electives' ran¡ing in amount from 1 to 79 semester-hours witha, median- ôf 39 semester-houn.
4. An analysis of the prescriptions and electives in selected list,,of57 colleges and uuiversities showed very similar conditions. Thedata for restricted electives among colleges and universities an notquite comparable tA) thos..e amoilg normal schools and teachers col-leges becau'se in the study of Mel colleges and universities the pre-scription ot a certain number of points within a specific field with'the student left free to choose the courses was not considered a re-, stricted elective. Only`isvhen the student was allowed a choice from,two or more different 'fields was it considered a restricted elective.Arming thes inititutions restricted electives were requiied in about60 percent of the cases, ranging from 3 to 70 Aemester-hours with amedian of 15. Free electives were allowed ill practically ait ins0-tutions in amounts extending frog)/ 1 to 66 semester-hours with amedian of 'nearly 30 semester-hours. Thus nearly two-fifths of thework in ctilleges and univPrsities was subject to student selection.Attitude of iristructors oil'electilon and preaceription.the instruc-tors of representative courses in both groups favored very Aronslyand to almost an identical degree the proposal that " electives sh4I14be included in each curricultun designed to educate pros e tive teach-ers in order to provide) for the varied interest; xZ'.ptitudes ofstudents." The attitude toward the proposal for a "high prescrip-tion in 4-year curried With few elective privileges permitted " wasdisapprovett by. 63 percent of the college and university instruc-.tors and by 44 ptirit'ent of i the teacheis college instructors. Bothgroups,» however, approved " practically a total prescription in 2-yearcurricula for teachers", the teachers-college instructors being m'orefavorable "toward it than the instructors in the other. ty ofinstitutions.

4In eipressink their judgments -concerning the proportion of thecurriculuni which should be prescribed and the proportion to be leftfree for election, the tyro groups agreed quite closely tbat nearly afifth of the curriculum fot teachers should be free electives ând thatfrom 60 percent (colleges an4 univez;fities) to 75 percent (teacherscgllege) Would be definit4y prescribed.
The rather close ureement between these votes and the actualprescriptions in the catalo :44 df the 'institutions studied suggest& thatthe instructors are either satisfied with present practice or that pres-ent practice reflects their judgipeònts on these issues.How elective privileges were used by prospective teachers.---Thetwo most generally approved 'arguments for free electtives in the
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education of teachers are that they enable the students to adjust their
courses to their previous preparation and also that they enable stu-
dents to supplement their general cultural education and to devote!)
their special avocational or &Wire inteiests and abilities. The data
obtained from the transcripts of students" records from re resents,-
tive institations ix.; 1032 indicated that neither of thes ta was
Lip i,;gif Drily achieved. gtudents tendee:i to ooncentrate their work
ifi the older academic fields both in high school and,. in college and
to take more than the prescribed amount of wcifrk in the major and
minor subjects, and in education and psychology. It was also evi:_
dent from ate small numbers of students who ,took work in the
special-subject fields, such as art and liusic, and in the 'fields of
sociology, economics, and political economy, that thQse prospective
teachers were little concerne4 with their general education or with
the development of theii special interests and abilities.' The follow-
ing distribution of the genral pattern of work taken in high schoi#1,
and collqte by 1,000 prospective teachers from 24 colleges and uni-
vergitiwwill show the concentrftion in some fields and the neglect
in others. Of:all the worklaken by those prospective teachers in
high school and college, 17.8 percent was in 'English, 16.4 perm* in
foreign languagei, 14.8 in social studies (history 10.9, political
science 1.4 sociolpgy 1.4,- economics 1.1), major subject 12.7 percent,
science 10.7 (physical 5 biological 4, general ecience 1.7), mathe-
matics 9.8 percent, edtication 8 (genrat education and educatiorial
psychology 5.3, special methods 1.4, student teaching 1.8),miscel-
laneous 8.9 percent (miscellairous 1.9, pligion 0.8, geography 0.6,
philosophy 0.6), special subjects at pima (home economics 1,
commercial education C1.9, industrial agriculture 0.8, library
science '0.1) , psychology 1.7 percent, and fine arts 1.5 percent d(art
0.8 and music CO):

English, foreign language, social studies, the major, science,
mátics, and education comprised ¶...' percent of all the work taken
by a representative group of profile 've teachers from a selécted
group of institutions. .

Major and minor eequirèments for teachers.----kjarge proportion
of the prescriptions for teachers consists of the major and minor
requirement and the cotirses in-education, psychology, methods, and
practice teaching.

The plan of organization which requires students to select major
and minor fields of concentration and prescribes specific.courses and
Ininimum amounts o/ work in the majors and minors.is nearly uni-
versal among the institutions educating teachers in this country. It

I 'rheas phases of the education of teachers an presented In greatest detail in we lvof
tbls chapter and in vol. III, pt.11, ells. VI and VII and pt III, cbs. IV. V, and VII, of the
urvey aver. Mc* of ilducatioa Bulletin 1933, no. 10.
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is an unquestioned traditioA among most of the colleges and univer-
sities, and lippitrently was adopted with eqpally unquestioning faithby the teachers colleges when they intreased the length of their cur-
ricula.Ato 4 years and became degree-granting institutiöns. The
agreement in the general pattern is indicated by the fact that in 1932
the 57 selected colleges and universities wilose catalogs were analyzed
demanded for a major in the academIc subjects a median .of
oillester-hounit and in the special and vocational subjects 35 semester-

hours. The corresponding figures for 66 selected normal schools
and teachers colleges were 26 and 32, The special arid vocational
majors varied more widely than the other majors for the two reasons
that most of them have certain skill elements which must be mástered
as well as the informational content and that they tire subjects not
generally ot /extensively studied by students in (the high_ -schools.
/Aside from indicating the similarity of curriculum orgahi;ation

between the teacherscolleges and the colleges and universities thegenrai agreement in major requfrements in these two groups is of
little consequence. The fact that- ihe range in' the major requiie-
ments within any one type of institutions is so great is, ilowever, a
matter for serious concern. Why should one college, for example,
require a major ip mimic of 18 semester-hours ,and another institution
in the same group require 80? When ranges of this magnitude exist,
..whai happens to the ^othili elements in the teacher's professional
preparation I Among the selected college and universities in which
this problem was studied the ianges in the .prescrihed work for some
pf the subjects wére : Biology, 15 to 55; commercial educatipn, 18 to
64; English, 18 to 41 ; history, 18 to 36; and physical educatioq .(men),
21 to CO. The tanges in the ncirmal schools and teachers colleges
yveie equally extreme in most of :the subjects.

About half of the colleges and universities require i first minor
and about a fifth of them require a Second minor. From three-fourths
to nine-teShs of the normal schools and teachers colleges require a

3 first minor and about a fourtb, of them a second minor. First minors,
when required, usually demand somewhat more than half as much
work and gecond minors. about two-fifths as much work as majors in
the same field.

The prevalencee of this type of curriculum organization is' paiticu-
larly significant when it is remembered that most of the elementary

chers will be expected to teach 8 or 10 subject's, each of Zwhich
could be considered a major responsibility, and tht4, m9st of the
high-school teachers will 4o their first teachin in small) high schools,
in which they will be expected to teach three oianore subjects, often
quite uArelated in content. .
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SUMMARY 'AND INTERPRETATION

The concept of teaching competency and prescribed courses.
apparently inéscapable result of tile major and minor type of organi-
zation is the impetus it gives to the development of departments,
with thé resulting tendency to add instructors, multiply"courses, in:
crease specialization, and lose professional perspective. If the pre-

:scription of courses for teachers cgntinues to remaii wiihin. the
control of major departments (incluoriling education and psychology),
there is little hope that the currioulum pitterns for prospective
teacifers will be any better adapted to their professional nbeds than
they are at present.

If, on the other hand, the purricuta for teachers could be based
upon a thorough,acquaintance with the work that the teachers will
be ailed upon to do, and also the things which they should be able
to -do in order to improve existing conditions, thtui the prescriptions
could be made w terrhs of providing the best pKeparation, regardless
of majoiand minors, in the ame available for the specific kind of
position for which the teachers are preparing. This . concept of
" competency " in the field if used as a basis for constructing profes-
sional curricula for prospictive teachers, can do le uch to correct*
the preaent' limiting effect of the vested interests departments
which so often interfere with the larger purp6 se preparing
competent teadlers.

Differentiation of curricula for teachers.--An appfication of the
concept of teaching competency and olie form of prescription is in-
volved in the practice of differentiaied curricula for tea_chers pre-

.paring for different types of positions, as, for example, a curriculum
2 years in length for .rural teachers or a curriculum for special
teachers and supervisors of music. Such specially designed curricula
make possible a more direct application of the content of §ubject-
matter courses and professional. courses to the fipecific needs of the
teachers for whom the curricula are organized. The extreme posi-
tion on this issue provides for differentiation in practically all sub-
jects in the ,curriculum, such, for .example, as arithmetic for rural
teachersourithmetic for primary teachers, arithmetic for intermediate
teachers, and arithmetic for junior high school teachers. In prac-
tice thé number of grouvpiqo be cared fpr and the number of small
classes which4woduld result make it necimary to have some of the
courses coanon to two or more,differentiatod groups. Furthermore,
there are some subjectS in which the differentiated elements are so
few and the common elements are so many that several grouPs can
take .the course at the same time' and the differentiated elpments be
èftfed for by a few special nr. tings in which the class is divided into

4 groups with common in for special disaissions and iplanam
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130 NATIONAL SURVEY OP THE EDUOATION 0111 TEACHERS

tions. Then there are also some courses which all teachers neecl forgeneral background material. Such courses may advantageously betaken witiwther groups of teachers, priPcipal.4, and special teachers.The extent to which differentiation of curricula is followed in thepreparation of teachers in the United States is shown in the reportsby Dr. Rugg and Dr. Peik on the curricula for the preparation ofteachers (vol. III, pts. II and III). In the analysis of catalogs of66 normal schools and teachers colleges 170 different titles of cur-ricula were found, only 42 of which were offered in 5 percent ormore of the institutions. These curricula 'also varied in length fromto 5 years7-the rural curriculum being the only. one offered in 5percent or more of the institutions on a 1-year basis.
*The situation is fully as complicated among the colleges and uni-versities, especially the latter: ainong 41 of which theie were 52different curricula offered in 10 percent or more of the institutions.Mány of these in both groups of in.Istitutions are curricula for thepreparation of teachers in a special subject such as English,mathematics, history, and chemistry.
Among the educational issues subniitted to the several groups ofadministrators and teachers two bore very specifically upon the ques-tion of differentiation. The first of these was " The program ofteacher education should be general r4ther thah specialized ;' teachersshould be

levelsin other
such as primary

d with but slight attention to specific Nsitions or
ords, we should educate teactiers, not specialists,
teachèiis, physical-education teachers, or mathe-matics teachers." Presidents, special-subject instructors, and edu-cation instructors in colleges and uni*ersities afid the entire teachers-college group voted as not favoring this proposal. The instructorsof the academic subjects were about evenly divided on the issue,51 percent favoring and 49 perc i voting against it.

An 'Other issue submitted to o ain opinions on this problem wasthat.," further differentiation of curricula beyond the required teach-
. ipg major and the_special methods, observations, and practice teach-4,pg Tvi:Lich are included in the usual prescriptions iff'psycholdgy andeducatioi is necessary for secondary teachers of academic subjects."On this issue the academic instructors again 'were divided (48 percentfor and -52 percent against) , while all the other groups approved it by1 rable votes ranging from 66 péreént to 93 percent.600 It is evident that the pringiple of differentiation of currivla isgenerally approved by those working directly in the field of educatingteachers. Data to show the extent of differentiation were not rshiclilyavailable; and, because of the large number of curricula offored,and the fact that each type of curriculum had several liatterns causedby differences in their length and the type of institution in) whichthey wde &red, it was decided not to etudy this problem more in,.
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION 131

tensively. Variations in terminology and in the content of courses
bearing the same titles made it impracticable to attempt a study of
even the elements common to different curricula, let alone the courses
and the content ite'ins which were distinctive for each curriculum.

One obvious result of differentiation of curricula, if the differentia-
tion really Affects the content of the courses anti is not merely a pat-
tern of courses, is that institutions with small enrollments must re-
strict the number of curricula offered or else diffuse the instructional
services to a point of ineffectiveness.

Institutional concentration or specialization in the education of
teachers.----The principles of differentiation and .specialization can
be very logically applied to State programs for the \education of
teachers. One or- more institutions (depending upon the number
in the State) can be designated to prpare teachers for specific types

.of positions and especially for those positions for which there is a
( limited demand or foi which special instructional equipment is
required. For example, one institution, in addition to its principil
work of preparing teachers for the regular public-school positions,
could specialize in the preparation of special teachers and super-
visors of fine arts. While all institutions preparing public-school
teachers would have to have some courses in fine arts, this one insti-
tution could develop a larger staff, provide more laboratories and
studios, and offer more highly differentiated courses. The concen-
tration of the prospective special teacifers and #'supervisorso in one
institution would provide a group of students large enough to make
such specialization possible. This prattice has been extensively and
successfully followed for a number of years in Massachusetts, New,
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and'California and to a less degree..
in a number-of other States. It is of value in the control of the
supply of teachers, as will be shown in the following chapter, but
it can be justified also on the basis of increased efficiency in profes-
sional preparation of teachers and in economy of operation.

SECTION 4. REIATAON, OF PRE-SERWCE EDUCATION OF
TEACHERS TO INAiSEEVICE EDU7TION OF TEACHPRS

" Initial perfection" vs. " safety minimum 7 comept8.Somé of
those responsible for the education of teachers have planned curricula
so that prospective teachers may, at graduation, be able to accepi a
teaching position and star4 work .in the fall with no more attention
from administrative and spervisory officers than is given the expe-
rienced teae&r in the siie building. Theresult of this plan of
teacher-edwrztion is to emphasize-the mechanical and formal elements
of teaching with a review of the subject matter to be taught. The
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132 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS .

insuring of initial perfection in those more readily observed charac-teristics of the beginning teacher takes so much time that there islittle left for exposure to new levels of knowledge which will supple-ment and enrich the subjects to be taught\and which furnish the bastfor continued growth in scholarship.
The other extreme is the belid that if a teacheikknows his subjectwell he can teach it or can learn very quickly " on the job " how toteach it.
The first plan denies the children the inspiration which come's fromsound scholarship and the second exploits them during the period inwhich the teacher is learning to teach.
A third positiolis one of the many which may be assumed between'the two extremes. It isthe concept of a " safety minimun'l of teachingskill.", for the beginning teatlitr, which has alread¡r been suggested.It proposes to provide 'the beginning teacher with no m'Ore skill inclass _instruction than is necegsary to prevent exploitation of thechildren and to avoid the danger of initial failure on the part of theteacher and to spend all the iime possible in the acquisition of a

I -thorough, comprehensive. and professional knowledge of as limy'fields as possible. This Plan assumes that the teacher will .còntinueto grow while he teaché pid that he will grow more certainly andmore rapidly in the line perfecting his teaching techniques than hewill in the masterx of his subject Thè " safety minimum" concep,does not suggeit thit any less time be spent m preservice preparation.It suggests that thé time available be spent differentbr with greateremphasis upon securing a scholarly background.144 less upon theperfection of the mechanical elements of leachilig;:1- This proposaldoes not imply that the teacher should have lower standards of what.'may be considered the art of teaching. It is4expected that highstandards will be obtained frómi demonstrations bi milker teacher's,The " safety minimum " concept does not suggest' that any moretime be devoted to the in-service preparation ofteachers. It siigk'estsAd merely that the time devoted to the in-service education of qteaéhersbe differently distributed and that its emphasis be changid.- Ailittle
more ..attention shbuld bie given during the fiist month or two of the'new teacher's work to make sure *that F,e his a safe minihmtim ofteachin¡ skill and' that he does not deVelop, baid .teaching. habits.Aftet this period the in-service emphasis sliould shift to one of stimui%
latioa---encouraitement to grow, to eiperiment, or to divelop hewunits,pf tachiug material.

Present .attitudes towitrd ita-8ervio education of teachers:m-4s ,V11113'explained in". chapter I, the peripd of rapid educational expknsionwhicefolloive4 the World 'War wa's also a period of 'extensive tilagrading for teachqp in service. Duting that time mud% of the so-
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called " in-service " education of reacKers was in the nature of courses
carrying credit toward some advanced Eiploma degree. As teach'-ers become generally better preparea the'need or "credit courses " -

'becomes less and the demand for". rofessional timulation " courses
increases. This change was reflected by e ata ()Willed in
connedion with the study of in-service education.aild of summer ses-
sions. In the spe* cial studies'i of in-service eduçatiop of teachers an
expression of ôpinion of 'the valtie.ofrvariousjcin`ds of in-service -edu-

. cation' was obtained by Arina M. Fpda 6(m more thatn 1,560 repre-
sentatives of city superintendents, high-schodl principals, junior
high school principals, elementaiy principals, high-shool tettchqrs,
junior high school teachers, and elenienigigy teachers. Thiriy-three
different forms of .in-service.eaucation were included, and each'was
studied as to its estimated value and as to the agen.cies ¡test able to

t.
provide the service,

The means of in-serviòe educatioii sitidied were. : Teachers' meeti-

inO, supervision; committee work, N1gitTi4 days, leaves, of absence,
informal sion, experimentation, rending .circies, exchange of
teacher: 'research projects, educational clinics, demonstration teach-
ing, contributionseto educatiOnal liti3rature, membership in profes-
sional groups, teacher self-iatiiig, group exiension.classes, comspond-
ence- study, summer schools, rvgulai academid-y6ar study, lat4

forafter 000n, evemng, and Saturday classes, s ort field trips stu y,
eilJtucati al exhibits; libraries, museums, bibliographies, circuldiv arid
bulletin school surveys, substitute teaching;teachers' examinations,
press oks, magazines and newspapers, radio, cinema, "and partici-
pation in 'Civic aifajra. Each 'of these in turn was divided into its most
frequently used forme, and those were évaluated. tFor example, of the
22- kinds of tachers' meetings, those that discussed " specific ob-
jectives related to separate iinits of thi4;school'program ", " standards
for evaliiiiting elementary achievément (teaèhing efficiency)", and
" local éducational riplickes, for example, homogeneous grouping of
children, directed stlidy; activity programs ", were the Oree rated of
most value by the administfrative 'officers. Thaillassroom téachers
agreed with-the administratoKs,on the first,' but thit " gen-

eral educatioñal objectives ", " methods of teaching rtlated to sepa-
rate units or courses of the school Program ", and " mtderii educa-
tionál movements " were next in order of value. Both groups belieyed,

that teachers' meetings were ritioit effective when condUcted by(the -

local. pchool system, next by professional organizationp, and third by.
Statt? departments of education. -As the most effective agencies for
conducting toachers, meetings, teacheri colleges, norilial schools, Col-

leges, and universities receiyed .altogether less than 10 percent of

IS
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the vote. This is one of the most signifitridinge of the study.Th evaluatión cif the means of promoting in-service development ofers *ill repay careful study by the institutions educatingachers.
Elect of certification on 1'1i-service education of tiachers.Mark E.Siine made the study of the effe4 of existing certification laws uponthe in-service education .of teachers. gany States have regulationsthai cértain certificates can be renewed only after.a certain Imountof advanced study has been done. The slime condition is also imposedfor the exchange from one type of certificate. to another. .Nearlyiwo-fifths' (39.2 percent) of the total number of kinds of renewible-

,.certificates required some in-service edut4ttion for ienewal*d nearlyhalf (47.7 nt) of the total number of .kinds of exch.angeablecertific reqtiired. some in-service education before the exchangecould Life') cert3fi4tel3 were granted in all but fkre Stateswhen the Survey data were-obtained, and more than half (54.6 per-cent) of the.2vtárious kinds,10. life teitificates were issue\onJ basesihyOving sóme form of in-service education.
Another of the in-service education istudies attempted io discoverthe relationship between p4rmaneht certification and continued pro-ie*sfessional development. This study,onade by Waltir... Zaugg, dis-closed a definite tendéncy to make perqunent certiaation dependupon ipprovgd educational training; lioth pre-seivice and in-service.Th re were, howefer, at the time his data were collected (1931) 18Sta which .potentially Permanept, certificates could be securedwholly or in part by examinations. Nine S at that time invali-date& " permanent " citrtificates if ,they we not used kr. statedperiods of çonsecutive 'years. Thirty-one States exercised no controlover the proffssionel life of the teacheri,after ihe perinkient certificatp was granted, while 14 States required that .xtra prOessional .training be ; during the probationary period f§r,some forTs ofpermanent ce---41 .ation, and 6 States attempted Aontrotthe entireservice life of the teacher thrOugh a system of igétfificate reneivalsbased on definite types of p'rcfessional growth. `,$e

Vivo other* studies in this grouP made by Fran brown andLana H. Pickett ascertained the extent0.6f the in-se vifr progfanis 'for...teachers concluded by (colleges and universities an by normal scand teachers colleges.
In general the in-seriice programs of both groups ar4'4

in scopi and Include iribst of (die 33 activities listed a
was evidence that many* a the eleaugite in the progr ere. ORA.sidered of little Value by teiKheYs: Such .eleilents shoula tbé made .moie helpful c;or 15e omitted from the programs.: There` wtrid. alsoevideire that ifistitutional piograms of in-servibe educition shbati beeplanned to cover a period of yo-.k._,- and that the classroom teachets,
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dui administrative and suprvisory officers, and_repreerntiitives the
institutions should cooperate in the formulation of those programs.

One of the most extensive and succissfurof the iii-service educiktion
programs which has been conducted in this country fs the one by
the Uì1te4States Federal Board for Vocational Educttiob (now part
f the United States Office of Education). As new fields, vocational
nd agricultural education were forced to -develop rapidly and to

start with teachers iot all of whom were professionally prepared for
the specialized tasks of vocational education. The plaRned mánner
in which teachers were prepared and encouraged to grow on the job

iis a matter of much interest and va'lue to anyone concerned with the
preparation, of teachers.

PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP SERVICES i'OR TEACHERS

One means, geneially recognized but little used, of imprcwing the
professional preparation ot American teachérs is the proirision of
systei;latic placement and follow-up services ,for 'the students ivho
'coimplete courses for teaohers-. it is important that a ,prospective
teacher be prépared for 11 specific type of position, but it is also very
important that he have the opportunity to teach in th.at type of posi;
tion and under supervised' conditions which will assist him in making
the necessary initial adjustments successfully. If some responsibility
for helping tosget the student pfaced iii the proper position and for
the supérvision of his eárly teaching is -definitely issumed by, the

institutiontin which he was prepared, it will have at least these bene-
ficial results,: It wil; extend. the length of professional preparation;
it will provide the young .teaclier- with supervision from specitilists
with whom he hasovoi.ked; it will add to the.efficiency of the school
s stein in which heleaches, it will ¿fiord an opportunity to follow
th work of outstanding graduates and assist in their professional
ad ncemeht; and it will also have; a direét _value to the institution,
beuse the initial siccesses and fai1urof 'the graduates supply the
most valbable measures of the successes and failures of ,the -curricula
for teactivs and a most reliable basi.4 for curriculum reviisions. To

O

be sure the institutions in which teachers are red are not the
only agencies intef-ested in the satisfactory p of 4achers.
Fully h#1f of the State departments 9f cducatik e gonie form
of placeirlent service for teaclieri. .

Adims found in 1932 that 87 percent of the '4ormal, schools, teach-
*:

collegeN collegts,ers and uniTersities cowetating in hi.t study nude
definia provis,fon for the plaçing of their students in teac.hing posi-

,.

amis. The findiiigs of this,study made in coop6\ration 'vvith. the

Adakia, Walter H. Theililacement of stullents in teaching positions as carried on by
higher educational thstretiona. including normal schools, teachers colleges, collegas. and
Gehondttes. Abilene (Airlifts College, Texas, 1933.
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. 136 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION or TEACHERS

National Survey of the Education of Teachers, supplemeLted bythose of Brogan ' and Conger,* support the criticism that institutions4 which prepare teachers" have been, primarily concerned° with theProblems of securing teaching positions for their graduates and havequite generally neglected the other elementsthe adjustment, evalua-,

tion, and follow-up parts of the total postgraduation program ofservice. If these services' were per:formed more systematically andby more of the staff members of more of the institutions, it is reason-able to expect that many Of the present regulationiand prescriptionsconcerning thep preparation of teachers would be changed. Thechanges would be dictated by a wider and móre recent knowledge ofthe work to be done by the graduates of the institution and not bythe enthusiastic salesmanship of major departments or specialinstructional groups.
The use of the concept dof " teaching competency " as a criterion'for the 'construction of Curricula fore teachers would be relativelyeasy for an institution with a comp' prograin of placement,adjustment, evaluation, and fdilow-up. The staff members of suchan institution would be aware of the demands of the field and sensi-tive to the needed changes in the gurritula. The use of this criterionwould be extremely 'difficult if not invossible for an, instituticin with-.out such a ation program. a

SUMMER SESSIONS IN THE IN-SERVICE GROWTH OF TEACHERS

Summer seissisf)ns since their beginnings in this country a little over

o

yéars ko have played an Increasingly larger ánd more importantpart in the in-iervice educatiofi of teachers,, both in raising the level o'fthe general education of teachers and in improving the professionalnature of their preparation. 45 The Stirvey study of the present roleof summer schools \in °the professidn.al preparation of Americanteachers 9 indicAted that during the years immediately folloyving 'theWòrld War the emphasis in the siimmer.schools was largely upon theupgrading 6f the amount of education of teachers i4 service. In 1931 ."it was estimated that more than a fourth of Jill the teachers in theUnited Siites attended summer schools. Replies from the directorsof summer schools whó cooperated in the study indicated that in 1931the emphasis was shiftingtowaxd the professional growth of teacheNiu vetvice without as much emgtasis upon:credits and degrees exceptfor 'the reginar studentsSvhe, in iitcreasing numbers, were using thegummer s"chools as a means of shortaling Ili period of pre-service
-)cs? firogan, Whit. Tbe irori of placement oilleenIn teacher-training Institutions. teach-eri College, Columbia University, 1930.

, I Conger, N. Profeaslonal adjustment servite rendered by teacher-training institutions.State teachers college, Ducant, Okla., 1930.*Foster, Frank I Summer sessions for tescheri, Voi. III, pi V, of tbe SUOMIRePort OMCO of 1Cducation Bulletin; 19311, DO. 10. "
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preparation: Otpbrtunities to-work for degrees and to meet the
in-service educational requirements for extending the- validity or
faising the grade of teachers' certificaUs, howeer, were still consid-
ered of primary importance by the majority of the s4mer.choo1
directors.

In adalition to the increased demands for oppoaunities for super-
intendents, principals, stwervisors, teachers, and other educational
workers who' desired' further profe*onal work (no credit desired)
and courses for persons who sought intellectual improvement (no
credit desired), there was.a 'pronounced demand for courses -in music,
education, physical education, library training, and and éx-
perimèntatiom--newer fields of work 'for which Withers were pre-
paring while continuing to ieach.

The upgradizig .function of the summer acho changed in a very
important Pespeci between 1920 and 1980. Aft the World Mar the
upgraditg was largely required and was di ted toward meeting
mi um standards. By 1980 the saturatiod point for those mini-
mum standar& was approaching and the emphasis hád shifted t4) a
voluntary upgrading beYond the prescribed minimum and in many
9ases into -the graduate levef of work. Such "super-minimum "
upgrading may be considered as one means for and evide096 of con-
tinued professional preparation of teachers in service. The' develop-
mént of courses and othér *facilities for encouraging this continuing
professional stimulatión should become a major concern of summer'

0 schools, ever') though periodic-increases in the minimum standards
for teachers may for those periods again bring the quantitative de:
ment into prominence. This sequence may easily become a series in
which the period of voljOtary upgrading sets the foundation for the
prescribed increase in minimum standärds which is then folloived by
another period óf voluntary upgading.. It could continue in this
manner until in agreed-upon ór roved pdint of diminishing retums
is reached.

GRADUATE WORK IN THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

The indication from the Flummer-school returns was that by 1931
there was a strong tendena# to jncreage the emphasis on work for
graduate degrees in .summer school.. The increased interest of teach-
ers in securiit masters' and doctors' degrees was also-indicated by
the study of 142 graduate schtiols made for the Survey by Dr. John."

This 'study showed a remarkable developmint in graduatecou
for teachers ind particularly in -some Aelds of education betw:.n
1900-.1901 and 1980-81. The fieldss of .edùcatign which developed

. 4

*Join, Walton C. Graduate work' in the education of teachers. Vol. III, pt. VI.

the *arm Report. Ofilee'of Education Bulletin, 1983, no. 10.
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most on the graduate level during that period wire: Educationalsociolo¡yr, tests and measurements, supervision, methods, and researchcon s seminars. The pericileerf plod rapid 'development dif-fe ;we
. - ifferent subjects. The increase in the number of coursesof th: minar or research type was very marked during the 30 years,particularly between 1920 and 19$0. *The inc the number ofall courses, from 132 in -1900 to 1,636 in 1930, is indicative of theincreasing emphasis on the professional training of the teacher; andthe growth in tbe `number of courses open to graduates only (56 in1900 to, 606 in 1930) is indicative of highv standards of trainingthrough a Aeneral upgriding 91-edureationa1 courses to the graduate"

The opinions of deans of colleges of education and heads of depart-ments of education were obtained concerning the extent to whichgraduate schools hacirted a'n influence upoil the undergraduatework of teachers. It appeared that, in general 'the graduate schoolshad#not restricted the development of undergraduate curricula norprevented experirif6ntation where desired: It apPeared also from thereplies of the' heads of undergiaduate units of education and frdmthe heids of graduate units of education that both groups were sub-stantiallT in agr.eement concerning the ch:irability of that) followingchanges In the work for teachers on the undergraduate level: " Moreresponsibility should be plage4 on the student"; " higher standardsof sc4olarship shouldbe demanded "; "incompetent students shouldbe weeded out before attempting duate study "; " the undergrad-mite prtgrain óf education should built on a deeper and more gen-eral foundation "; "2 full yr:: or mpre of academic work should berequired before the professional courses in education are begun ";" there should be a sufficient bactgrdund qf biology, sociology, andecpnomicsr; "professional courses should /13% limited to the last 2yiars of the undergraduate school or may be,creferred until the grad-uate school 'years"; " professional courses should be reilteed in num-ber "; studenth should ha;e experience in research "; "teachingexperience '(at least 1 year) should- be required before the studenttiakes up graduate work in education "; " method§ courses should beintegrated with they work in observation and prictice teaching";" libra'ry facilities should benimproved ";." selective testsin tQitse ofthe English language should be given to students looking forward tograduate- work in education."
Graduate work as continued .profesaional prepa'ratiom--Giaduatework for teachers may be looked at from two angles. The first con-siders graduate study as a contimiation,of the period cif professional. Preparation during which the)teacher may supplement his previous
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preparation. The second considers graduate work as a distinctly
different element in the teacher's preparation emphasizing research
about education rather than the acquis4ion of additional teaching
skill or teachiawmaterials. It appears obvious from the list of sug
gestions just reported from those in charge of graduate and under
graduate.units in education thai the second of these points of view
the research side of graduáte workpredominated: There is little
doubt concerning the desirability of having-tpublic-salool teacher
able to conduct research studies in his special ffeld of teac1).¡ng if the
time spent in preparing him to conducÌ such studies is'not out of all
proportion to the value received. In other words, the teacher's pri-
mary responsibility is to teach and if training in reseaivh produces a
greiter improvement in his teaching than would the same amount of
time' spent in other phases Of his professional preparation or in
obtaining additional knowledge of the subjects he teaches the research
emphasis in graduate work for teachers is justified. Public-school
teachers should be open-minded about their work and ready to accept
or try out new methods of teaching or new subject-matter content
when such methods or content arrangements have resulted from
resimrches in those fields. It is bot necessary that a teacher be a
trained research worker in order to have this attitude toward educa-
tional experimentation. It is conceivable that too much interest in
educational reseirch may even interfere with thea efficiency of the
teacher's classom work.

The extènt to which graduate work.for teachers should emphasize
research is one of the controversial issues in *hichlraditions play a
more important part than scientific evidence. It is an issue which
should cAmmind the attention of all institutions educating teaçhers.
The -very marked receretendency to develop professiónal dEgrees
such as bachelor of science in education (B. S. in Education), master
of education (Ed. M.), and dbctor of education (Ed. D.) may be con-
strued as evidence that those responsible for the education of teachers
are becoming conscious'that graduate 'work for teachers may mean
an extension of professional preparition and need not stress research
in the traditional manner., At the time the Survey study of graduate
work was made 22 institutions were granting the Ed. D. degree.

If graduate work for teichers is to be pointed largely in the"direc-
tion of researCh, such work may .well be considered an essential and
integral part of preservice preparation ; if, ori the other handieit is to
be considered as a period' of contiiued professional preparation it
nliay very well be taken after a period of Oxperience, long enough to
reveal the teacher's srial interests, aptitudes, and deficienciet in
order that the period if graduate work may be used to deverop the
iiiterests and aptitudes and remove or diminish the deficiencies.
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SECTION 5. SOME OTHER CONDITIONING FACTORS INTHE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF TEACHERS
THE PREPARATION AND ATTITUDES OF fACIA.TY 'MEMBERS

Importance of faculty attitude toward teachi4.Few will question
the statement thauthe attitude of the faculty members of an institu-
tion toward teachers and teaching is one, of the strongest determi;
nants of tip nature of the professional work offere(li in that institu-
tion. If the majority of the staff members in an institution believe
that the only essential equipment for a teacher is a thorough itkisteryof the subject or subjects he is to teach, the currictila for teachers inthat institution. will stress subject-matter courses and give as little
as possible of professional elements. If, on the other hand, the ma-jority of the faculty of an institution' believe that teaching is a wqrk ,

requiring special preparation and special information, as latvic ¡Ind
the ministry require special preparation and special ihformation, ethen the curricula for teachers will stress subject matter but will
select it and' pment it in terms of its professional value.

The difference in the faculty attitudes toward teaching as ..a pro-
, fession..was one of the elements in whicil the colleges and universities

differed most noticeably from the normal schools and leacheni col-
leges. This difference is explained, though it is thereby none,die
less significant, by the:fact that the instutions in the second group
were established' esp'ecially fór the educatión of wachers and so
may be expected to have a more,united attitude toward that work-
than institutions in, which teaching is but one of milky occupa-
tional interests. The attitudes of adminis atyrs and faculty mein-

.bers- of these two groups of institutions we included in several bf
the Survey studies " and have been refei red fo in th4 discussion :of other topics in this volume, etipeciajly in the earlier parts of this
chapter. Reference will be made here to only two sets of data oja
this question-.---the aiml 44 the institutions as expressed by the adii.iin-
istrative officers and the aims of 'the instructors of tepresentative
courses in the two groups.

, .. ,

Aim.; of inetitutianA.Of the 25 aims submitted-to the administra-
tive officers of all cooperating institutions, the five which wer-e re-
Ported as most generallx accepted or inostgenerally pro;irided for

,

in the normal schools and-teachers collpge? were: (1) Education of
teachers (knowledge, skills, etc.); (2) knowledge of subject matter'
(particularly in a special field) ; ,(3) specific or professional and
technical training (occupationil) ; (4) command of fundkmental,
processes (oral and written speech, numbers) ; and (5) (culijural de-

viva III, pt& II, jII, and VII, antiprol. V, pts. I, III, and IV.
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velopment of prospective te.achers. The five reported as. most gen-
erally provided for in the colleges and universities were: (1) knowl-
edge of subjct matter Aparticularly in a special field) ; (2) liberal
educationa general rather than a specialized education; (3) corn-

. mud of fundathental processes .(ora) and written speech, numbers) ;

(4) scholarly and scientific attitudes; and (5) morality and
characte.r.

it is significant that both groups included among the first five
aims the know1dge of subject matter and the command of the
fundamental pro.cesses, and it is equally significant that neither of
the distinctly profiNssional aimst,,,he education of teachers and pro-
viion for specific or profemiónal and technical trainingwere
eluded among the first five aims of colleges and universities. They
ranked -sixth and sixteenth, resp6ctively, in that group.

Attitud4is of imtnAdors of reprezepiative cour8e-8.Another indt-
cation of the attitudes of institptions toward the praessionai
preparation of toache ,was- Obtained by tusking the teachers of
representative courses in different institutions selected for special
study to indicate which aims from a. of 84 aubmitted pertained
to their courses. The six aims wh' were approved by the largest
IX ree ntaro of ittstruetors , tative courses in normal schools
and leaches _colleges. were: Acquisitio* of facts or meanings (83
percent) ; knowledge of the principles of the subject (80 percent) ;

aims and probkins of the subject (71 perc4it); background for
teach g purposes (68 percent); proper appreciation of contempi)'-
ra (62 percent); And correct methods of study (59 percent).
Four of- these six aims, the first., second, third, and Ofth, were
included in the top six by the instnictors of representative cotses
in colleges and universities and in the same relative positions 'with
percentages of acceptance of 82, 77, 67, and 50. The other two aims
in this list were: The subject's place in the social heritage (54
percent), and breadth of view (60 percent), which ranked seventh
and eighth, revectivelL among the normal schools and teachers
colleges. It is noteworthy that the instructors of representative
courses in the two groups were in 'such dose agreement up.on *the

aims for their courses and that the aims which wpre apprpveciF by
the largest percentages were nonprofessional aims which would have
been °just as .appropriate for couri3es in an arts collége; or a pro-
fessional school foi any -other professional group, as for teachers,
The instrixtors of representative courses in the normal schpols and
teachers colleges did include. " background for teaching purposed"
among the first six aims, whereas it rankid sixteeath among the aims
kr the instructors in the colleges ind universities. Aside from
thig; one' difference there was little evidence in the votes of the
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instructors of representative courses to ifidicate ihat the teachers in
the normal schools and teachers colleges held aititudes toward the
aimsprofessional and otherwiseof their courses which were dif-
ferent from those-held by instructors in colleges and universities.
This corroborates similar observations made in section 2 of this
chapter, which deals with the attitudes of staff mem\bers toward the
professional treatment of subject matter.

Relation of faculty preparation and eoperienos.durvey data on
the educational preparation and experienoe of faculty members are
presented in detail in volume II,art III, chapter III. It.is obviotis
that there are many - ways ill which a faculty member's attitude
toward teaching may be affected,' and quite clearly the type of
institution in which he aid his own undergraduate work woUld be
but one of the many elements affecting that attitude. About seven-
eighths of the faeulty members of all types of institutions in whieh
teachers wire prepared in 1913142.obtained their bachelor's degrees
from State/universities or land-grant colleges, denominational col-
leges or universities, or private noudenomiiatibonal colleges or uni-
versities. This would indicate that the faculties of the institutions
preparing teachers in 1981-82 were in a large majority of cases
graduates of liberal arts colleges, either separately organized or as
separately organized units of universities. Furthermore,. the ma-
jority of the faculty members received their bachelor's degrees in
institutions of the same type as those in which they were then
teaching. These two facts provide a further expranation for the
close agreement in attitudes among the faculties' ofdifferent types
of institutions. %The State universities and land-grant colleges and
the private nondenominational universities were the institutions .

which granted four-fifths of the master's degrees and more than
nine-te of the doictor's degrees.

ward the preparation of teachers is whether or not he has had expeir
Anot ler element in determining a faéulty member's attitude

ence as a teacher in di, elementary or secondary schools. Even
though' the normal schools and teachers colleges in:193Q--31 iupplied
two-thirds of the elementiry teachers, nearly half (45.4 percent) of
the instructional staff members of those instiptions had had t o.
experience as elementary teachers. Between two-thirds and &rile-
fourths of the faculty members° of other institutiolis of higher edu-
cation had never taught in elementary schools.

The situation was little different with respect to teaching experi-
eiíce in the secondary schoolt More than two-fifths' (4Z8 percent)
of-the faculty members of all cooperating institutions were without
.teaching experience in the secondiry schools. This, of course, does
pot mean that those ste members were unsympathetic toward teach-
ing ariecondary teachers, but it does meanlhat many of the'm were
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teaching their subjects to prospective high-school teachers of those
subjects with little first-hand knowledge of professional problems
which confront sectndary teachers.

Facultg attitudes toward courses in. --The attitudes of
faculty members toward education as a field of study and toward
courses in education should be clearly distinguished from their atti-
tude toward teaching and teachers as discussed in the preceding
paragraphs. Oftentimes faculty members in institutions educating
teachers will express derogatory opinions of or otherwise evince an-
tagonistic attitudes toward courses in education and yet consisNntly
maintain that they are strongly in favor of special preparation for
teaching. The distinction involved*is t6) difference between pro-
fessional preparatien which consists only of knowledge of subject
matter and professional preparation as it has been presentpd in this
report. The point of view of the faculty members who believe in
preparation for teaching but not in the more definite professional
aspects it; well expressed in ,the Report of the Committee on Re-
quired Courses in Education of the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors." This report is concerned primarily with sepa-
r* lourses in Oucation taught by, professors of education. Its
criticisms do nt4 apply so directly to such professionally treated
subject-matter corurses as were pro in section 8, of this chapter.

%. In the votes of instructors of representative colirses upoii different
educational issues comparisons\ were' ma' d'e of the attitudes of in-
structors of academic subjects,, special subjects, and educatiop and,
psychology. With the exception of the votes on the issue that " The
education of teachers shbuld be ,under'the control of the professors
of education and psychology " the attitudes of the instructors of
academic and special subject were in *general agreement with the

. attitudes of the instructors of education on issues involving profes-
sional preparation of teachers,. The academic instructors opposed
the above issue ai strongly as the education instructars favored it.
The instructorrof speCial aubjetts 4ere.about evenly divided
perceilt favored and 55 percent opposèd. Dr. Peik in summarizing
'Pie votes on 4he issues involving the attitude of staff menibers toward
vekcation niade the .folloiring.observations: 14

(8) That the general criticism that college and university instructors have
an attitude decidedly unfavorable to the development of professional work
and professioaal attitude toward their fUture work on thé part of prospective

tescheis is not revealed in these reactions.
Any Institution in which differences relative to teacher education are unduly

accentuated, eapbcially if they are introduced into the classes, thereby really

84 American Association of University Professors. Report of committee on required
courses la education. , Reported In svmmemy form in Bulletin of the American Associatiop
of tnrratsity Professors. Vol. XIX no. 8, March 1988.

u Pelk, W. E. Teacher educatios curricula in universities and college'. Vol. III, pt
ch. VI. National &troy of the Education of Teachop, Office of Education Bulletin.
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disqualifies itself as a 'suitable place to develop teachers, for teachers shouldgraduate with a balanced respect toward the need of broad and specializedscholvship, breadth of interests, a professionalized attitude tow teachIng,and a belief in the need of and a substantial background for deffr: slag teach-ing into g fine art After all, the superintendents and supervisors will in thelong run almost unconsciously settle the issue because of the increming desireto secure teachers who possess the above characteristics and qualifications andwho are able to begin a Job of teaching without trial-and-irror performanceswhich 0 often characterise the unselected, the untried, the untrained, andunprofessionalised and which so frequently end in complete or partial failureduring the initial year or two of teaching.
A teacher's attitude toward the need for professional preparationfor teaching is very influential in determining the content andmethod of presentation of his courses for teachers. When this ismore fully retlized administrators and instructors will keep someof the larger professional issues constantly in the open encouraging

'inItestigations, free discussion, and an open-minded willingness tocooperate in developing curricula for prospective teachers in termsof the work they should be able to do as teachers.

SELECTION AND GUIDANCE OF PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
Granted an institution with adequately prepared staff memberswho are interested in the task of preparing teachers i6i the publicschools, with satisfactory support, physical plant, practice7sphoolfacilities, and library, there is still one element which can determinethe extent of its success in the preparation of. teachers. That ele-ment is the student body. The ability and interest in teiching ofthe students determines in a very real way the extent and quality ofthe teacher-education progrNm of any institution.

Selection of attadenta for teaoher-training ceoursea.---There has beenpersistent criticism, and not without foundation., that the students whoenter normal schoolif and teach rs colleges and who elect the teacher-preparatory curricula in other t 1:: of institutions are as a group in-ferior in ability and personality to those who select other professionsand lines oftwork. There are, naturally, exceptions to this statementfor institutions and for moy individuals among those who 'chooseteaching as a life work, but they only make the truth of the observertion all the more obvious. This situation has been kenerally truethroughout our history althou6 it seems to be less true now than atany previous time.
A cooperative undertaking óf a representative group of normalschools and teachers colleges and of land-grant colleges and uni-versities has contributed some much-needed datq on this issue since1981. The institutions in these two groups have. given their enteringAtidents the same testssa general intelligence or ability test said cer-.

"&tiin subject-matter Wits. The results of these examinations .h'avehitnished comparable data on the relative abilities of the stwigintsgoing to normal ichools and teachers colleges and those going the
4
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colleges and universities." In 1988, "the mores made by liberal arta
college entrants on the psychological examination were approximately
one quartile deviation higher than those for teachers-college en-
trants." This means that for that year :n -L-EL fourths of the teachers-
college intiants received goons below the media'n of the collew
`entrants. In 198844.th,ese4measarementa were repeatbd for the ente0-
ing classes and it was found that " the median for the liberal arts
colleges exceeds that for the teachers colleges by approximately three-
fourths of the quartile deviation of the distribution of scores for the
teachers colleges. At both Q. and 119, the differences are equally
large." This shows that-there is still opportnnity for a higher de-
gree of selection for students expecting to teach and especially so for
those toward the upper end of the distribution of ability. These
repremat a problem of recruiting rather than selection.

The extended and intensive study of college students in Pennsyl-
vania which wm made under the direction of the Carnegie Founda-
tion showed that the students attending the normal schools and
teachers colleges of Penrzylvanial' were as a group inferior in the.
abilities measumd and in their hiph-school rwords to those who
went to the colleges and universities."

Another study of a cooperative nature was made in New York
State. As a result of a testing program set up by the normal schools
and teachers colle--=a;--ez and the 11?;;;_::11-°- --tion of information to the
high schools that only stucjents who made the beet records in high
school wen disirv-i as prospective teachers the following statement
by Dr. Oscar HerUberg was possible at the beginning of the second
year."

(a) Not only did all the institutions show a decided increase in the quall:v
of the ad-I-L*0Ni over the rejecW amlicants in 1983, and the 1933 admitted
group over ,the 1W---3 admitted group, but, on the basis, of high-school scholtr-
ship averages the whole applying group for 11:43 was of better quality than
the admitted gmnp of :1W3

This statement is the more remarkable because it shows what can
be accomplished by a cooperative attack on a problem by high-school
principals and those in charge of institutions preparing teachers.

Other instances could be given to show that wherever the problem
of raisizig standards of admission has been earnestly attempted the
results have bgen very gratifying both in keeping out the weakest
students and in attracting more capable ones.

13 Studies made for the Teachers College Personnel Association by Dr. J. D. Hellmaa
of the State Teaches College, Greeley, Colo.

"Learned. William S. Study of the relations of secondary and higher education in
Pennsylvania. Twentghth Annual Report of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Adv t of Trading, 1933.

. egòw An mnaly.*-164-of the' effort of the New York State teaeher-tralning
instittitions to insprore.thdr prtviuct thr-ough better selection. Mimeograph resmt.,
Jammer/ WC
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146 NATIONAL SUIVIY OF THE IDUCATION OF TEACHERS

The finandal depression has helped to make teaching relativelymore desirable to relatively more capable .personsAhan at any otherperiod in our history. The reasons for this have already been pre-sented and will lie discussed fiwther i4 the next chapter. However,its general effect upon the selection of prospective teachsrs may besummarized by the statement that it is easy now to inauguratesystems of selective admission toAcurricula for teachers and that ahigher standard can be enforced than has previously been possible.But though it is easy to introduce a system of selective admissionin the sense that those interested in the preparation of teachers areready to accept it, it is not easy to administer such a system once itis inaugurated. The principal difficulty in its administration isthe lack of definite, reliable, iind valid wasures which will risredika high-schtol graduate's success u a ikacher. Numergus studies ofthis problem have been made and it still romains unsolved." Thereis rather general agreement, however, that if as many measures aspossible are applied the selection can be more aurately made thanif only one or two measures are used. The ;lost typical procedureis to admit students on the basis of a diploma from anaccredited high school. If instead of that one measure, the institu-, tion required a record of courses taken and grades made in bothelementary and high schools, certificsition from the high-schoolprincirgil concerning character and personality traits suitable forteachers, a complete health examination (preferably given at theinstitution), .a general ability examination and some achievement.test/An pivotal subjects given at the institution, a personal interview,and a declaration of desire and intention totgach, it has Iran shownthat a student's probable success in the institution and as a teachercan be fciretold with much more accuracy than is possible wlien onlyone or two such measures are used.
Gwidanee and elimittàion of prospeitive teachers.---4, progrimof selective' admission is only the first step in securing more capablerecruits to teaching. After students have been admitte4 anti allowedto begin their professional preparation the institution ihould makeevery effort possible to assist them in selecting the type qf 'work forwhich they are best fitted and in Which there will be the best/ chancefor them to secure employment. This guidance caniiot be givenwithout early and frequent contact with teaching situations. Withioout opportunities to observe the work of master teachers in the'different school fields and at the different levels the. prospegtiveteachers cannot make their choices except on a very academic basis.emikiisommergiI

Many of these studies are listed in the selected bibliography on the education atowbars, ,vol. I and in vol. V, pt. U, of Os Survey Report, Ogee ot gdoestios Ballads,WU, so. 10.
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One phase of guidance which is usually not associated with it is
the elimination of students from professional curricula. It is just
as important to discover that a student lacks certain abilities or
traits needed by teachers in the field he has chosen, and if they cannot
be supplied, to setAat he is directed toward some other line of
work and as 'early as/ possible, as it is to help him seiect the kind
of teaching he is fitted to do. There should be several points in
any curriculum for teachers at which the question should be raised,
Which students *are qualified to continue their preparation to be
teachtrs The close of the junicir college period and the beginning
and the close of the practice-teaching period are three especial&
strategic points for the elimination of the professionally undesirable
or unpromising.

Adequatt prepaiation for teaching -demands more than schsiiirly
mastery of the subject wafter to be taught and the technical knowl-
edie and skills used in teaching. It requires the development of
those traits of personality which are usually found in the leaders
in any communityenthusiasm, sympathy, sense of humor, socia-
bility, public spirit, energy,4and the, other elements which go into
the comNsite known aq. " leadership." Teachers in this country will
be expected to Assume leadership in their communities 4n a much
more positives, walr than in the past. The period of preservice prepa-
ration should afford to a selected group of intellectually capable
studehts a varied and extensive preparation in the activities which
develop personalities and 4nake teachers interesting individùals.

NEED FOR MORE ACURATE MEASUREMENT OF TEACHING MERIT

The reason why so many issues in the education of teachers in this
country remain controversial has been explained in other sections
of 'the report". Definite ideas of what constitutes successful teach-
ing in different types of positions have not been developed and natu-
rally enough tbere are no satisfactory measures of teaching success
in those position& After listening to an educator's " tale of woe "
about not having any accurate measures of teaching success which
would check the relative valike of two curriculum patterns for édu-
cating teacherti riationally known authority in educational mess-.
twment replied, " If the educational leaders would agred upon the
elements which constitute successfurteaching we could develop mess-
'tires for those eleinenta." This statement is probably true fiut fixing
the primary responsibility does riot solve the problem. Those re-
sponsible for Ihe Preparatioil of teachers need the help of the special-

lrt Ot. andIL vol. VI, pt. ib°vol.
7111 11
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ist in measurement in conducting controlled experiments to deter-mine whick traits find abilities produce the largest amount ofapproved progress in the largest number of pupils in a given am6uatof time. In other words, agreement upon the desirable character.istics of teachers cannot be reached without more quantitative evi-dence of the effectiveness of the different major elements whichcomprise the total equipment of a successful teacher.
Institutions primarily inter in the preparation of teachersshould set up long-term experiments to test the value of one ormore of the elements involved in the professional equipment of

4 teachers. These could be conducted in a single institution butr.$

could be much more effectively organized as State projects in thoseStates in which there an several normal scbools or teachers
colleges In 11116 States a number of the factors, such u control,method of support, general curricula, high-school preparation ofstudents, general attitude toward education, and other elementsare more likely to be compartible than when institutions in differ-ent States have to serve as experimental contra's. It is impriZablethat any of these experiments will solve even one, let alone all, ofthe problems in teacher education but two beneficial results arecertain to follow. In the first place, any such experiment carefullyorganized and systematically followed would help to solve theproblem being studied and the accumulation of evidence from severalsuch studied may 'give a satisfactory solution. For example, thestudy over a 4-year period of the value of distributed practice'teaching compared with concentrated practice teaching made byDr. Edna Marshall " in one small institution does give evidencein favor of /distributed practice which must be accepted until otherstudies' under other Conditions in other States result differently..Should they support Dr. Marshall's conclusions it would be possibleto take this problem out of the realm of 'the controversial. Thiswould also settle number of ielated problems concerning the placeof other subjects in the ourificulum.
The seoond certain result from such long-term experim,nts is thatthey would serve most effectively as means for the professional stim-ulation of faculty .1 u ; in the institutions conducting the experi-

ments "and in those '4' as the controls. The organization of the
experiment, ita periodic evaluation, the discussion of the findingsand their effect, upon the work of all related divisions of the insti-tutions cannot help but make all faculty members prohispiceallycritical of the work of the institution and of the placeof their courses

Mina. ',valuation et two ve gads: bodily& Tesdiall 0011/04.Cambia University, New: York. 1932.
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in the total program. This value alone would justify sruch. experi-
ments even if the first values were not equally certain to result.

In this connection any experimental colleges or teachers colleges
established to try out more radical or more comprehensive curric-
ulum changes in the education of teachers such* as those at New
College, Teachers College; Milwaukee State Teachers College; the
State Teachers College at Montclair, N. J., and others should be
encouraged and allowed to contribute in any way they can to Jibe
ec1 uti9n or clarification of any of these issues. Too much must not
be expected from such innovations in the span of a year or two.
Students have to be selected, faculties have to be trained, and adjust-
ments have to be made in the light of the work of the first graduates.
At best, such experiments involve 5 or more years befpre the first
evaluations can be made with any assurance that the new in the
experiment has had a chance to affect the product.

a

SECTION 6. THE PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION OF
RURAL TEACHÈRS

Special importance of the professional preparation of rural
teaeltem.The preceding dikussions concerning the need for general
education and the distinctive professional elements in a teacher's
preparation apply in theory to rural and urbin teachers alike. The
reason for a special section devoted to the professional preparation
of rural teachers is that in practice very few of the standar& which
are approved for urban teachers art applied to the education of
rural teachers. In volume V, part VII of the Survey Report, Prof.
Mabel Carney discusses the importance of the rural teachers to the
social, economic, and educational welfare of the United States and
presents a detailed report and recommendations on the educatio'n of
rural teathers. The size and significance of this problem is realized
when it is recalled that there are still more than 175,000 1- and 2-
teacher schools in the United States, attended by more than.5,000,000
childrei, and taught by nearly 200,000 teachers; that most of the
rural school teachers are inadequately prepared and inexperienced;
that ruril school terms are shortAst and rural school salaries are
lowest; and that rural communities because of their relative isola-
tion (fewer now- than formerly, of course) need more' educational
and social leadership from their teachers than do the urban
cominunities.

The problem of securing better teachers in the rural schools, u
shown in chapter II, is one of upgrading for those in service u well

preparation for those who start. More than ,.! ....-fifths
(6 percent) of the teachers in rural 1- and 24eacher schools in
193041 who supplied data to the National Survey of the tducatics
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of Teachers had had but 1 year or lees of college work as their educa-
tional préparation for leaching and less than a tenth (9.5 percent)
bad had more than 2 years of oollege work. These percen
ahpuld be compared with the corresponding percintages of 9.2 per-
cent and 43.8 percont for the elementary . 'were in cities of 100,000
population and more.

Another phase of the problem of preparing runl ti.5achers which
makes it of general concern is the number of teathers who prepare
to teach in some special field in an urban school system but who arepermitted by certification standards and forced by oversupply eon.
ditionp or city regulations on experience to accept positions in rural
schools until they can secure 4ppointment in a city system. Should
such teachers be prepared to teach in a rural school as well u in the
position which they expect te hive and, if so, when and where should
the rural preparation be obtained andlo what extent? This tempo-
rar7 placement in the rural ichools is so geieral in some of the States
(hit at, least one State hu.decided that the preparation of all elemen-
tary teachers must include some study of rural problems and a
period of practice in a rural school.

Present practices in the professional education of rural tetichers.---
The analysis of differentiated curricula offered in the institutions
booperating in the Survej showed that " rural curricula " cif various
lengths (1 year above the high- school to 7 fears above in some of
the universities) were rep9rted as offered in 17 percent of the univer-
sides, 18 percent of the colleges, tiO percent of the junior colleges; and
in the large majority of normal schools and teachers college& Data
obtained from other sections of the Survey would indicate that many
of Lilo* so-called " rural curricula " were maiely migrated patterns
of courses with 2 or 8 special courses in rurill education.

In the special inquiry conducted* by Professor Carney in 198248
she found that 124 of the 179 institutions replying pve a course in
rural sociology or rural life and that 98 institutions pve a course in
pature sttidy designed for rural 'teachers. These were the oily two
courses given in more than half of the institution& Rutx1 school
teaching, organization, and managemept was giveil in only 73 of the
179 institution& In the same study it vita found that " 97 of the
institutions were operating 894 14- and 2-teacher schools in country
districts and 8 such schools pn the campus." In iddit!ion to these l-
and 24eacher schools tome practice was provided in viliake and con-
solidated schools but ii wu shown that not all of the normal schools
and teachers colleges included m the study °provided rural school
practice nd*not all of algae wholid próvided enough for all of the
students who should have 14d, it. Practice-teaching facilities were
Dot quite ao well provided for in pe universitiesoollegea, andlunior
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colleges as in the normal scho.ols and teshers colleges.' 'This differ-
ence was probably greater for rural-practice facilities than for urboibn.

The distinctive projession'al elemen# M the education of rural
teachercOne of the much discussed fesbues iq the ¡reparation of
rural teachers has been the 'extent to *hich the preparation should
be different from that of the elementary teachers who exPect UT-teach
in a graded school. Everyone adniits that the rural teacher's work
is different but there is no such agreemea as to how much .of it is
differeot and just which/elements are different. For example, it is
readily admitted that the daily Progiam of an ungraded, rural school
is different from that of a school room in which there is only on&
grade, and that the colnmunity responsi6i1ities and the supervision
of the extracurricular activities are differ4nt from those of elide
teacher, but it is also readily admitted that, except for time 1.*
tions) teaching child z..arto read, multiply, or interprei American h
tory present much,the lame educatimai protAlms in the,city as in the
rural area& . It is also generally admitted that there -is much more
that is common to the work.of te rura and .teacher than is
di ffer6nt.

The solution of the problem of differentiation of `.\curricula for
rund4eachers is complicated byAe fact that rural teachers fall into
three distinct groups: (1) Those who are unable, because of inide-
guide 'preparation. or limitpd ability; to secure positions other than
in rural whop's; (2) those who prepare for work in a city school sys-
tem and are compelled to serve a probationary, experience-getting
period in the rural stibiols; and (8) ttf6se who seiect the *field of
rural teaching as the one which they intend to follow for a
professional career.

vs'

The problem so far as the first group is ciancerned can be easily
solved by eliminating that group from the rurid schools andrior that
matter, %4;)m 01 schools although they would probably do leek dam-
age under the closer supeivision of a city school system than if
allowed to teach ip the rural schools..

The problem for the third group is not so troublesomo and will lie
worked out bY the specialists- in fiural educationlf coalitions for
rural school teaching can be made sufficiently attractive to draw
enough capable young teachers to this field to make differentiated
curricula possible.

Theproblein of the second group causes the Mostrdiscustion among
those reavomdbli for the education of teachers. If a teacher.is in-
tending to he a kindergarten and primary teacher in & city system
but may have to.teach I. or 2 years in a rural school the time used
to prepare for the rural work is time taken from preParation for

work and yet failure to make any preparation°
we* means au tinjtudifiabl, imposition ot profeallimal
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61,

incompetence upon the rural commtwity. What constitutes the
minimum program in the rural Ivork for such a teacher becoines a
próblem of professional boncernio the entire faculty groups of all
ifastitutiona preparing teachers because the Survey data reveale-d the
possibility that graduates from any department of Any such school
may secure a rural school position in most of the States.

A minimum program to prepare for rural school work and not
decrease the adtquacy of the teacher's preparation in his chosei field'was proposed by Professor Carney. This program could be taken
during a 6 weeks' summer session or durifig a term preceding gradu-
ation and should include unite for orientation in rural life, rural
school organization and control, some special techniques peculiar to
the rural ichools, some observations of well-taught rural schools and,
if possible, some actual practice in a rural school.

Part, at least, of this " minimum " program need not be considered
peculiatly rural: The unit dealing,with rural life or rural sociology
can be considered today as essential a unit of information for the.c.ity
teacher as for the rukal teaclier since it is extremely desirable that
the city teacher have a sympathetic urfferstaiding. of rural sociology
and rural economics as yvedras that the rural teacher understand
urban life and problems. Professor Carney proposed that these two
ends be seived by an integrated rurai-urban orientation course which
would be required of all students.'

Other factors affectirig the professional preparation of rural
teachers.--Before it will be possible in this country k improve to any
great extent the prof 'onal preparation of rural teachers sevetal
other changes which make rural teae.hilig more attractive to
more capable persons will have to be made. Methods of supporting
rural schools will have to be changed to provide loiger terms, better
salaries, better4 school buildings, better living condition* for the
teachers, and better instructional equiPment---in short, conditions
more nearly equal to those of the cities. Supporti4 twits will haie
to be changed and- molly itnlarged and funds must be so distributed
that rurk districts will not be encouraged or to contract
with the lowest bidder or the local resident Without regard to whether
or not his preparation is adequtte in amount an0 specifically adapted

'difficult work of rural *aching.
other change which would haie far-reaching effects upon the

professional ellipien4 of nu* teac4ers and upon the kind of per-
sons attracted to this field of service would be the dtvelopment of
more extensive supervisory and special-teacher, services. for, rural
school& If rural' teachers ,pould .have the sam -1 t4 grow
Rofessionally and Teceiie the same help from w*, teachers of

A twasic, physical education, indusfrial arts, aKriculture, sad..ottiee
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SUMMARY AND INIIMPRITATION

subjects as are received by the teachers in progressive city school
systeiiis many of tlit better, more conscientious, and professionally
minded of the rural teighers would remain in the rural schools.
The professional isolation in many of these positions is as much of
a deterrent.to continued seririce in the rural schools as are soda,'
isolation, low salaiies, and 16ng hours.

State and institutional officials and instructors inteiested in hav-
ing iteache93 better prepared for the rural schools 'and in having
those sixwdically prepared teachers

l
employed in the rural schools

and in haying them remain in rural schools should first w,. e vig-
orous canipaigns to inerelm mitification standards, imp work-
ing conditions in the rural schools and develop systems of special
educationál services for the rural and village communities. As these
reforms arb accomplished the challenge of rural teaching will attract
more capable recruits who will be willinghto prepare "pi adequately
fil general education and 'special professional elements as will those
going into other types of teaching.*

SÉCTION 7. THE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF NEGRO
TEACHERS

This section will be short for three reasons : (1) Practically all
of the' discussion °áf the preceding sections of this chapter dealing
with principles afid theories applies equally to Negio and white
teachers; (2) many of the present pradicts in the professionale
education of Negro tqachers have been modeled very closely after
tiluisi for white teachers and so are subject to most of theò saws
limitations and criticismg; 'and (8) many essential data were not
available because such a small pero!ntage di data sheets' were re-
turned, especially from faculty members of institutions of higher
eduaation for Negroes. Mention will be made of those elements in
which * Negro group differed noticeably from the white group.

Negro teachers were prepared in public and private normal schools,
teachers colleges, colleges, universities, and land-grant colleges. Most
of the elemntary teachera were prepared in normal schools* and

, most of the high-school teachers in private colleges and uniiersitiem.
Of the Negro high-school teachers with ,a bachelor's degrie 68 pert
cent were from that group and 21 percent trot State upiversities and
land-grant college9-89 ,percent from those two groups of institul
tions. This would indicate that the high-school teachers at least
were prepami very latgely by institutions representing the liberal
arts cave p&oint of view. Even fi0s, the evidence obtained indicated
that the Mneation rw---,s-kred was fay from liberaJ and was confined
very largdy to the traditional &cadet/at, subjects, especially' English,
mathatics, ¡mild science, and science. ;Very limited contacts were
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154 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

indicated, for the special subjects, art, music, health and physicaleducation, sociology, political economy, Old similar subjects. Formany of the elementary teachers, as was shown in chipter II, anycontacts with the subjects just mentioned could have beersonly in high school or in the brief periods of preparation beyondhigh school. Very little wóik in those subjects was offered in highschools for Negroes.
The professional elements in the echwation of Negro teachers...Data from14,896 Negro teachers who answered the question indicatedthat in 1930-31 the median number of semester-hours in educationwas 28.62. Since more than three-fburths of the Negro elementaryteachers that year had had only 2 years of college training or less,this median represents for many of the elementary teachers half ormore than halftf the work above tile secondary schools, and whileit may not lave been too much it restricted very sharply the possi-bilities of securing additional material on the college level in sub-jeCt-matte; fields. The median number of f?emester-hours credit in0, education for Negro high-sehool teachers was 26.8, which was aboutthe same as for a subject-matter inajor.

From an analysis of the catalogs of 20 institutions educating Negroteachers there appears to have been an unjustifiable expansion of sep-arate courses in education-70 distinct course titles mentioned 601times. The fields of education most frequently represented are. ele-mentary education, general education, general survey, educational
psychology, general psychology, rural education, secondary ectuca-# tion, professionalized education, methods in special'subjects, and ob-servation and practice teaching. It is evident from the list of coursesreported from catalogs of the selected institutions that all of theseven types of work in the distinctly professional preparation of ateacher are provided in some at least of the institutions. The onlyfields represented in all of the institutions were general education,
professionalized education, and observation and practite teachOg.A study of the course descriptions indicates that in a majority ofthese institutions ,the courses in education were organized as sepa-rate courses, and gvére not very closely connected or integrated withthe work of the subj matter departmepts. In this respect, how-ever, they are not .di erent from most of the institutions for thepreparation of white t4achers.

viecial study of raCtice-teaching facilities of institutions ofhigher Iducation for Negroes submitted by E. C. Russell as emits-ter's thesis at the University of Michigan, 1932, showed thit a num-ber ot the institutions made little or no provision for practice teach-ing. The range -for those in which it was provided extended froinlo to 360 clock-hours. In many instances the college exercised no
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'control ow-5-r thtk, practice-teacking facilities. The limitations of
practice facilities are shown by The fact that twö-thirds of the Negro
elementary teachers reporting to this Survey and approximately half
of the high-school teachers had no credit in practice teaching.. A
few institutions were found in which excellent facilities were pro-
vided and good cooperation was obtained beilween the college facul-
ties and the practice school. In too many of the institutions, how-
ever, the practice teaching Vore little relation to the work of the
college departments.

Educational aime of institutions for higher education of Ne-
groes.The same 25 aims as were reported in an earlier part of
this chapter were submitted to the administrative officers of 1.8 insti-
tutions for the education of Negro teachers. In the order in which
these aims were provided for in the institutions, it is interesting that
"knowledge of subject matter (particularly in a special field) "
ranked first ; followed in order by " command of the fundamental
process (knowledge and skill involved in'the tools of oral and written
speech and number) " ; " education of teachers (knowledge, skills, and
traits involved in difftrentiated curricula for prospective teachers)" ;
" morality and character training (to insure judgment in terms of
individual and social ideals) " ; " training for life needt (the more
practical subjects)"; " scholarly and scientific attitudes (develop-
ment of scholarly attitudes, interests, and ambitions, saentific inquiry
into truth)." Considering the fact that these institutions include
universities, land-grant colleges, liberal arts colleges, as well as
teachers colleges, it is significant that the education 'of teachers
ranked third in the list of aims. The other ranking aims agree
more closely with those of the white liberal arts colleges than with
the teachers colleges.

Election and prescription in the education of Negro teachers.--
From the data obtained concerning course requirements in 22 rep-
resentative institutions for the education of Negro teachers the
major field and the first and second minors accounted for 52
semester-hours and the courses in education and psychology for 22
semester-hours. These with the restrictiid electives and required
courses in special education left about, 15 semester-hours for free
elective& The curriculum patterns for 15 fields in which prom
spective teachers majored were reported from the catalog analyses
of 22 re,presentative institutions." An analysis of the data pre-
sented showed the same range in couises as was found among in-
stitutions for the preparation of white teachers. The special-sub-
ject fields, commerce, business administration, and home economics,,
industrial arts, music, required the largest amount of time for the

a National Burro of the lion of Teachers, vol. IV, table 411.
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major and hid a correspondingly restricted silt of contacts with other
fields.

The following statements from Dr. Ca liver's summary and thestudy of curricula for the education of teachers show some of the
distinctive problems .for this group."

it may safely be inferred that the cause orpitich of the variation andoverexansion in curricula discussed in this chapter was due to extremedepartmentalism.
Evidence hi also seen in the data here presented of a tendency to acceptthe regular litral arts college curriculum as an adffluate program for thepreparation of teachers.
Another need that may be Inferred from the data presented in this chapterand in chapter III is that of eoordination and integration within secondary

education. This refers not only to teaching combinatIons found in high schoolsLut also to the secondary ichool work taken by the prospective teacher.
Preparation of faculty members of Negro institutions for th4

education of Mac1ie7.8.-11e faculties of the Negro ins.fitutions pre!
paring teachers in 198142 were not as well prepared as were those
for the institutions preparing white teacher& There were more
instructors with leas than 4 years of college work (7.5 ixrcent, com-
pared to 2.2 percent) and fewer witk more than .1 year of gradu.
ate work (26.9 percent compared to 44). Six-tenths of the staff
members of the Negro institutions had 1 or more years of graduate'
work compared to nine-tenths of the staff members of higher insti-
tutioris preparing white teachers! These comparisons indicate a need
for a general upgrading of the Negro faculties.

The analysis of the sources from which the faculty niembers of
Negro colleges secured their bachelor's degrees showed that nineteen-
twentieths of them secured their first degrees from liberal arts col-
leges or from colleges msociated with universities and only I of each
20 from a State or private teachers college. This fact undoubtedly
helps to explain the closeness with which the Negro colleges follow
the pattern of the liberal arts colleges in: the education of teachers.

The faculty members of. Negro colleges carried a somewhat heavier
teaching load than was found for other colleges. They alao took
much less part in the various educational organizations and activities
which are'open to college professors, and fewer of them wrote books
or magazine articles in the 5-year peridd between 19426 find 19314

Selection of siudents for Negro teaeher-training
problem of securing capable recruits for (the work of teaching is
more difficult in the Negrç colleges than in the institutions prepara
ing white teachei&

In States maintaining separate school systems for Negrcm recent
surveys have discloged the fact that there are. many areas in which

"Caliver, Ambrose. EAucztim of Negro teachers. Vol. IV, National Survey of rw&duration of Teacherj. Oill of Edumtibp Bullet* 1938, 10.
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there are no high-school facilities- fdr Negro boys and girls within
usable distance& Many of the Negro high schools are small and
&re taught by teachers with inadtquate preparation who are forced
to teach more hours and more subjects than could be well taught
eveli if the teachers had excellent preparation and the schools were
well supplied with books and instructional equipment Under thise
conditions teaching with, its relatively low salaries among the Ne-
groes must compete with the professions and with business and
industry for the limited number of capable young men wild women
who are able to secure a high-school education. This competition
should not entourage a lowering' of standards for admission ito the
curricula for teachers, otherwise -a vicious circle of poorer students,
poorer teachers, poorer schools, poorer students will be inaugurated.

SECTION & COMPARATIVE PRACTICES REGARDING THE
PROFESSIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE PREPARATION OF
TEACHERS

It is difficult to make comparisons of practices with mpect to the,
distinctly professional elements in the preparation of teachers in -*
United States and European countries. Certain fundamental polar-
cal, economic, and educational differences exist which would make
it unlikely that some of the practices followed abroad could be
adopted in this country even if they were recognized to be superior
to those followed here because their successful operation would
depend upon othwi. changes which would not be approved. Some
of these differences should be noted. Teaching in most of the Euro.
pean countries is considered as a stable, highly respected, satisfac-
torily rewarded permanent professional occupation. It is assumed
that teachers will be well-educated leaders in the communities in
which they teach and that they will have the amount and kind of
educational preparation necessary to perform their several,
sibilities satisfactorily. A high degree of selection for admission
to teacher-prepazing curricula and rigid selection and elimination
throughout the period of preservice preparation is taken for granted.
Final admission to teaching is b.9..wd upLon competitive State-con-
trolled comprehensive examinations. The school systems are also
so much more uniform in organization and content of instruction
material that it is possible to prepare very definitely for
types of work,

Another element which is affecting the preparation of teachers in
European countries is the changed attitude toward the "common,'
vvople " and the elcmeittary schools in which they are educated.
As the rnmon people " of these countries gained prestige and
amid ì=pJïtflmcß 1e ar..ementary scheuoli were changed from inatitu-
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tions in which approved materials were learned memorizedto
schools in which children were taught to think about modem social,political, and economic conditions. This required more and betterand different education of the teachers and resulted in the generalupgrading of the elementary teachers referred to in chapter II.

; "Another very striking problem is the tendency in Europe in thetraining of elementary teachers to divorce absolutely the professional
training of a teacher from his academic preparation. In the old nor-mal school the attempt was made to carry forward the general edu-cation of a tacher,along with his theoretical and practical training.This point oi view is being rejected in many countries. The feelingis gaining ground rapidly that a teacher shouldhave a rich academic
background before ever attempting any sort of professional workand that the professional school should be 100 percent professional
and not half academic and half technical, the notion being that tocombine in a professional school straight academic courses with
professional courses ts fatal to good work in either field.

" Thus, we find the newer teacher-training institutions, especiallyin middle Europe, with curricula which are strictly professional.In this respect they are following the analogy to be found in thotraining of physicians. The attempt is made to assure the teachercontrol of gerieral cultur before permitting him to enter upon his
professional studies, demahding in most cases the equivalent of whatin America would be 2 years of college training. This is followed bya period of 2, or 3, or 4 years of professional preparation.

"Another characteristic of the situation in Europe is the emphasisupon training in service. It is tied up with the customary periodóf probationary teaching." 23

In the light of these and other conditions practices can be enforcedand results'obtained which would not be possible here except in a fewof the more educationally advanced States and local communities.

THE PROFESSIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE EDUCATION OF
TEACHERS IN ENGLAND

The professional preparation of elementary teachers in England.--
Elementary teachers in England are prepared ill the training col-
leges and in the university training departments. The basic coursein the training college is 2 years in length and is composed of 8
types of subjects : Professional, such as principles of teaching; gen-
ral, such as English and mathematics; and practical, such as musica practical arts. If a third year is added to the course it is largely
se Alexander, Thomas, and either& The training of teachers in Europe. NationalSurvey of the Education of 'nacho', vol. V, pt. VIII. United States Oaks of MuddlesBulletin, 1938, no. 10.
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given to specializati9n in tame subject-Matter field related to the
elementary school work.

" The amount of subject-matter specialization is controlled by the
regulations for the final examination. In addition to i test in gen-
eral subjects, all teachers are mquired at the end of their training to
take the examination in professional subjecti and to demonstrate
ability in the practical work: Music, gardening, handwork, and
drawing.

" The course in observation and peactice teaching asProvided in
the training colleges leaves much to be desired. The mgulations
require at least 12 weeks' of teaching unle. the candidate has had
previous experience. Practice is usually a in public schools
which ire only partially under the control of the training colleges.
Subject-matter teachers are responsible for the work in observation,
and education lectures for the practice teaching. Since the board
of education requires that candidates show satisfactory teaching
ability before. they can receive a certificate, the year of probation
following graduation may be used as a period for practice teaching
under the guidance of the school head and of the inspector. /134

The elementary teachers'. prepared in the university training
departments take the 3-year university training followed by a fourth
year of professional preparation which includes both educational
theory and practice.; " The wprk includes both a theoretical and a
practical phase. The educational theory courses include those usu-
ally stressed in the training of teachers: Principles of teaching,
special methods, educational psychology, history of education, and
hygiene. The observation and practice teaching are conducted as
in the training colleges. This work is rather loosely organized and
not sufficiently controlled by the d6partnaents. Since professional
training is superimposed on academic work, there is little integration
between the subject matter learned during the firqt 3 years and the
professional còurses taken later. The work in observation and
practice fails to integrate the subject matter and educational theory
to the extent that this would be possible under a better organized
system."

The finial examinations for admission to teaching in the elemen-
tary schools of England are set by the institutions in a specified
region. This makes for some uniformity within each of the 12
regions.

The faculty members of the university training departments are
as well prepared as are those of other departments. This is not

as In this discussion and for those of France, Germany, and Sweden the quotations usedunless otherwise specified are from the report prepared by Dr. Thomas Alexander andothers for the National Survey of the ncation of Teachers and printed as pt. VIIIof vol. V.

f,
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true for the factilty members of the training colleges. " Thit relation-ship of the subject specialists to the obs6rvation and practice teach-ing is closer in the traiiiing colleges than in the univertsity depart,-ments. In the former (training colleges) the distinction between thesubject staff' and the methods staff ' is disappearing, because ofthe fact that subject-matter teachers often demonstrate methods oftA?s,ching their subjects in tha training school. In the universitydepartments there is usually a complete separatioh between the workin academic subjects which takes place during the first 8 ¡ears ofthe con'rse an4 the professional training which is given during thefourth year." Students entering curricula for the preparation ofelementary teachers in either type of school must have passed the-,--school as o ation which eliminates from a fourth to a thirdof those who a :(11 pt it. Further seleiction is resorted to by theseveral institutions from among the successful candidates, In thisway the prospective elementary teachers are capable students with agood general education to the extent of the completion of an Englishsecondary schooL
The professional preparation of secondary teachers in England.." There is very little distinction between the training taken by thoseelementary teachers who complete g university degree and then gothrough the professional year in a university training department(the 4-year course) and the preparation of a secondary teacher.In fact, many university graduates who have taken the 4-year coursefor elementary teaching accept work in the secondary school." This lack of differentiation between the training of elementaryand secondary teachers is explained by the characteristic Englishemphasis on experience, personality, and scholarship. If a teacherhas these, to the English mind, it makes little difference whether hehas been trained for elementary or secondary teaching."As a result of these attitudes the selective admission is the same,the practice teaching, probations.4 yeir, and the final examinationsfollow the same pattern as for elementary teachers. Two significantdifferences are that secondary teachers are not required to takecourses in drawing, music, handwork, and physical training, and areencouraged to specialize in one or two subjects in the secondary field,especially those who have the honors degree before starting the yearof professional work which follows graduation from the university.From these accounts it is quite evident that those responsible forthe preparation of teachers in England believe in professionalpreparation but consider it desirable to concentrate that preparation 4in s period following the completion of a satisfactory amount ofgeneral preparation and special StUdy of the subject-matter fields tobe taught
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THE PROFESSIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE EDUCATION OF
TEACHRRS IN FRANCE

The professional preparation of eletneitary teachers it Franc's.--
Elementary teachers in France are pripared in normal schools en-
tirely controlled by the State. Bach of the 88 departments is re:
quired to maintain 2 normal schools-1 for men and 1 for women.

The course is 3 years in length and emphasizes subject matier very
strongly.. "About 50 percent of the student's time is devoted to the
study of such subject-matter branches as French language and
literature, modern foreign language, mathematicek, history, xeogra-
phy, physical and natural sciences *. Since there is an at-
tempt to professionalize the whole curriculum, educational theory
allotted only a small share of the required hours, about 5 percent

"All students are fequired to spend a minimum of 50 half-days
each year in observation and practice. Contact with the practice
school is continuous throughout the &year course. The induction
into teaching is graded u follows: First year, observation of teach-
ing and reports; second year, observation and directed teaching;
third year, independent teaching and conferences.

" The curriculum does not neglect the skills needed in teaching fine
and practical arts. About 40 percent of the required hours is devoted
to this type of training. The subjects included are drawing, music,
manual work, and agriculture."

The professional emphasis is continued during a probationary
period of 2 years with occasional conferences on teaching problems
and a final examination which &audits of teaching a depionstration
class before a commission of State examiners as well es answering
professional questions on. school organization and teaching tech-
atria*

The 'faculty members of the normal schools are highly trained
specialists in subject matter, all of whom have had some teaching
experience, most of them having tsught In the elementary schools.

" The professors of the general academic subjects in the normal
schools are required fo participate in the induction of cadet-teachers
into the practice work. Sudi contact with the training school should
tend to influence subif;ct professors to introduce professional material

. into their cows* The fact that a course in special methods is
still given as part 'of the work of Pedagogie indicates that the
iubject-matter courses are not thoroughly professionalized. TI4
attempt to have the subjects of general instruction treated from the
standpoint of their use in the elementary schools is grobably handi-
capped by the &sire of some:normal-school graduates to continue
their study in the university. The .1 all professors wish
to have their work aomdited by the university; hence the courses
sivf mid* academic in content."
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Thq stuilents in the French normal schooli are highly selected bythe *ritten and oral examinations for the brevet 616mentairethelowest rank of certificate and " arranged qn a list according toexcellence. Highest ranking students are then accepted for entranceto the normal school until the number of vacancies have been filled.Since the Government makes an appropriation for maintenance,instruction, and books for each student admitted, the number ofplaces is -definitely limited and competition for admission is verykeen.7'
Professeional preparation óf seoondary teachers in Franoe.Theextensive and highly selective education of prospective secondaryteachers in France was outlined in chapter II. The professionalelements in the preparation of these teachers are rather insignificantAn extended ppriod of increasingly intensive specialization in aspecial field of subject matter is depended upon to produce thetypes of teachers needed by the secondary school&For those students who elect the classe de philoscwhie instead ofthe clam de mathématiques in the seventh year of their secondaryschooling an empliasis is put upon the stvdy of psychology, logic,ethics, and I :tap ysics and they must-pass a highly se octave exam-natiorrgliu I r 40 percent pass) upon the work in these fields.Du ib third year of university study the " candidates whohave , n teaching experience are required to take the stagepédagogiques. This is a short course in'educational theorya totalof 20 lectures and 5 weeks of observation and practice. In additionto taking the short course iii educational theory, the candidate forthe agr6gation spends 8 consecutive iveeks, in observing the teaching .of his subject and then participates for 2 additional weeks in actualteaching procedures, such is, class management, preparation of was,terials, and correction of written, work. The teachers under whosesupervision this work is done are selected and designated by thehigher educational authórities.

Professional treatment of subject-matter courses and constant con-. tact with the demonstration and practice school pkaracterize thepreparation of elementary teacher& In contra'st to this emphasis inthe normal jschools there is little seripus Ittention given to the pro-fessional phases of teaching in the preparation of secondary teachers.The kook Normale Supérieure gives möre attention to the pro-fessiorial phase of a secondary teacher's preparation than do theuniversities.

THE PRÒFESSIÒNAL ELEMENTS IN THE PREPARATION OF
TEACHERS IN GERMANY

Professional preparation of elementary teacher* in Germany.--The preparation of -iplementiory teachers in Germany is a distinctly
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professional process whether it is done in the new universities for
teacher training----the flochchu1e fiir Lehrerbildurig (2-year course
including vacation period) or in tbe universities (8-year course).
Students admitted to these institutions are highly selected by means
of examinatioRs and such additional qualifications as health, race,
public servici, musical ability, and other requirements. The pro-
fessional elements are very prominent in the universities for teacher
training. " Since the student teacher hu had a thoroutih training
in general subjects during the secondary scbool period, the university
curriculum is mainly professional (theory, prikctice teaching, methods
and materials of school subjects). The most recent information on

curriCulum of the Prussian university for teacher training indi-
cates that the curriculum will fall into six large groups as follows:
I. General theory .of education, including plychology; II. Theory of
the orga9ization and teaching in the special fields and subjects;
III. Practical training, including observation, practice, and partici-
pation; IV. Volk study; V. Physical training; VI. Fine and indus-
trial arts.

" The course in observation and prattice teaching seems entirely
adequate. Universities for teacher training take over nearby public
schoolsJor observatioin and practice work. Through these the stu-
dent teacher is kept in constant touch with actual school situations.
ObservItion both of school classes and other kinds of educational

?activitho -gins in the first semester and is nontinuous throughoút
the 2 years. The wide range of activities included in the observa-
tion and practice work.,is worthy of note. Practice is not limited
to classroom teahing but extends to all phases of the teacher's job.
Observation tours are used u one means of advancing the educa-
tional experience of students. Often the amount and kind of prac-
tice teaching is adapted to the needs of the individual."

The professional elements are continued to the 2-year probationary
period following the completion of the course. .Training in service
is continued during thosé 2 years -under 'the instruction of school
inspectors and the final qualifying exikinationl`is largely profes-
sional in nature consisting of a practical demonstration of teaching
ability in three subjects in the' elementary field and a conference
based on the lessons taught.

The faculty members of tleibie institutions are very highly trained
in their special &Ads of work apd in addition have had, in the large
majority of cans, teaching experience in the elementary school.

" The thotoughly professional spirit of the staff is shown by the
functional relationship of theory and subject teachers th the practi-
cal phases of .the training program. Professors of educational
theory and professionalized subject-matter courses spend considerable

T15*--115---11
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time in the actual teaching of children. The practioe school is tiltheart of tile institutio, and is used by the piofessors as a place fordemonstrating the tge6ries presented in theif; Doer"The 3-year courses in the lair-, are not essentially cliferatfrom those of the universities for teacher training. About 40 perecent of the student's time is devoted to philosophy, psychology, hi&tory of education, and the sciences allied to education. Much ofthe course is devoted to subject matte-T taught by profeamors who u48intfreated in teaching and who do nhxzl, of the teaching of childrenin
th

the demonstration school. In the universities practice tc----hingoften done during university vacation periods which *nowt closersupervision by the faculty members and longer periods of consecutiveteaching by 'the practice teachers.
Prvire-mione preparalion of sec--ostsda-77,1 tea Aw-rts M 0-itany.----Thesemndary teachers of Germany are a very highly wieeted and weil-eliucated group of men and women. The, distinctly professionalphases of their education are mom &finite than in the preparationof secondary teachem in Francy While studying in the universi-ties for the first State examinations, provective secondary teachers'must also prepare (or an examination in philosophy which usuallyincludes psychology and podagckgy. After these examinations arepassed there is a 2-year period of practical and professiontl work ina seminar located at .wrie 9P1ecteA 900011dary schoot "During thisperiod the student. tetcher hu abundant opportunity for observation,participation, and practim under the supervision of capable teach-en." After thus practice period the eaadidat still has to preparefor arid paas a waeond or examination before he can't*placed On the list for permftnent appointment.

It is evident from these brief accounts that
eating the eiementiry tcere and ed
teachers in Geranv believe in the prataion
teachers and that it should be added to alucation.
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tr.hool must. maintain an elementary school for oltAarvation and4
practice. ,

'Teachers for the elementary Retools proper are prepared in 4-year
teachers colleges. studebts, admitteA to these colleges are selected
but have limited background in general education. For that reason
the emphasis is placed upon a thorough mastery of 'subject matter.
"About 11.5 percent of the student teacher's time is devoted to
professional subject,& This includm observation, practice te4hthg,
and educitional theory. The course in observation begins in the
second ye4r, when 6 full days are given to concentrated work of this
kind. During the second yeat about 1 hour per wfvk is devoted to
teaching, and the same amount of time is as&igned for conferenms
on method. During the third year of training the same program
is continued except that the amount of tf.aelling is increased to 2
hours per week. In the fourth year the observation work is ex-
panded to include visits to schools at a distance from the institution.
The amount of time given to group teaching and conferelc during
this last year is increase4 hours per week."

Even though the perciintage of time spent in education counies
is not large the professional elements are distributed throughout the
last 8 years of the course and much, of the work in the subject-
matter. fields is taught by experienced teacher8 of children. " Dir
ing 1927 the full professors (lektors) spent 17.4 percent of their
service time in the teaching of children in the elerpentary grades."

Prof prepqratiofrof woondary Wolters in Streden.The
high ae-gree of selection of secondary teachers in Sweden and the
very extended period of preparation (8 or 9 years beyond the,
gymnasium were outlined in the preceding chapter. 'As uf France'
then la less emphasis upon the distinctly professional elements in
the education of sebondary teaC,hers than in the education of de-
mentary teachers.

s Very little work of a prof e,r3-----ional nature is included in the
university courw. The student may elect pedagogik as a study.
If this is not done, t.he candidate satisfies the requirement in edu-
cational theory' by taking a course which lasts 1 semester.

. " The year of practical training which follows the academic prep-
oration gives adequate oppGrtunity for obwrvation, participation,
and practici.I. Usually about 10 candidates are wigneli to a
ondary school where they work under the superviiiion of master
teachers. A candidate's actual teaching' load if very

,

1ightalary--7t
6 hours per wck--but he is exiwtiwd to make careful preparation
for this work. The minimum requirement in.observatiop is from
10 to 12 houn per week. The candidate does teaching in not less
than two nor mmve than four su ei.--;-t4----ticrse in which he has had
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166 NATI NAL spris\ OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

academic preparation. In. addition to following the °schedule ofobservation and practice, the student teacher* are expected to attendweekly .confezenc'es in which the faculty and gtadnta togetherdiscuss-the work which has been done."
After this year of concentrated professiona1 preparation (provir)is completed there is also the requirement of 2 additional probation-ary Aars which linut be served under observation before the sec-ondary teacher may expect permanent appointment..

.
PRACTIgIS wrhi RESPECT TO PROFESSIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE

PREPARATION OF TEACHERS IN FOUR EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

In England the standards for the preparatioii of teachers for theelementary schools vary. In the universitifs they are much the sameas for the preparation of teachers for the secondary schooLs. Themajority of the teaohers for the elementary schools, however, haveonly a 2-year- course above the secondary schools. The presenttendency in Germany is to increase the standards for the preparation-of elementary teachers so that they approach more nearly those forsecondary teachers than has been true in the past even though thereis Sill a difference of 3 or 4 years., In Frarke and Sweden the stand-ards for elementary teachers are very dpfirtitely lower (so far asamount of preparatfon is concerned) than Those for the preparationof seCondary teachers,
There is generally a greater empliasis upon the distiuctly.profes-sional and practice Dhases of a teacher's preparation in institutionstraining elementary teachers than in those preparing secondaryteitchers. . .

There is also a noticeable tendency to separate the professionalelements from the subject-matter courses and to concentrate the prac-
teal professional preparation in a relatively short period after thegeneral and specialized subject-matter courses have been completed.There is d "te dependence upon in-service education as themeans fpr p ding the teacher with his professional equipment.This is often closely supervised during a probatiónvy period .follow-ing the completion of professional preparation.

SECTION 9. RVCOMMENDATIONIS FOR %MAKING THEPREPARATION OF AMERICAN TEACHERS MOR
PROFESSIONAL

The elements dealt pith in this chapter seem to be-more intangibletban the elements involved in raising the level of the 'education orteachers discussed in chapter IL Perhaps the fact that so much_of the thinking about the amount of ihe edikation of teachers is
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION

eipressed in terms of years gives rise' to the impression that ques-
tions of the amount of a teacher's education are quantitative and
definiie, whereas those dealing with its professional aspects are
qualitative and indefinite. The thoughtful student of teacher-educa-
tion realizes aConce that no such sharp distinction 'can bei drawn.

The number of ¡ears spent in school without regard to the courses
taken, the content of tlie courses, the way in which they are presented,
and the quality and amount of work done by the studerk tells very
little about the adequacy .of Os preparation. Neither do the courses
taken or hours spent in education and psychology or in practice
teaching WI very much about the professional nature of the teacher's
preparation unless it is also known how those courses were presented
and how they were connected with the courses in subject matter,
the extraclass activities and the student's previous social, educa-
tional, and economic background. Even though these interrelations
and interdependencies are admitted it still seems more troublesome
to resolve the difficulties which have been presented and discussed in
this chapter than was true for those 'presented in chapter II. The
controversies seem to be more intense, the proposed solutions fewer
and less generally tried, and there is less experimental And compara-
five evidence available than was found true for the issues involving
the amount of preparation.

In spite of thise differencesreal and imaginedsome recom-
mendations are made with the expevtation that they will clarify
issues, or provoke further study ind discussion or suggest desirable
solutions and methods of procedure to those responsible in the sev-
eral States for the development of the professional curricula for
teachers.

Numerous proposals and recommendations have been stated or
clearly implied in the discussion in this chapter. Many more have

keen made in connection with the detailed reports of Survey studies
of separate phases of the professional preparation of tAeachers which
appear in volumes II to V, inclusive, of the Survey report. For
these reasons the recommendations given here will be in the form
of a selected instead of a comprehensive list and will follow the
general outline of the chapter.

The proposals -and recommendations presented for this chapter,
because of their professional nature, require consideration and action

by professional groups more often than by layken. They should
'receive the consideration of facultiek of institutions tAuCating leach-
ers, of educational -accrediting organizations, of State and-National
educational associations, and of State departments of educationin
fact of all professional agencies directly gr indirectly connected
with the education of teachers. Whenever, as a result of these con-
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168 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

siderations, action can be taken which will increase the effectivenessand.at the same time the professional status of teachers and teaching,iuch action should be taken as soon as practicable.One general reservation should be made for the recommendationson increasing the professional preparation of teachers. The prepa-ratiop of teachers can be made more professional in three ways: (1)By decreasing the amount of time used for genetal education andsubstituting professional -elements; (2) by integrating general andprofessional education and doing as much as possible of both inthe allotted time; or (3) by increasipg the total time so that theprofessional elements may be added without decreasing the amouittof the,teacher's general education. In the light of the data presentedin chapter II showing the urgent need for increased amounts ofeducation for American teachers-the recommendations in this chap-s ter are restricted to the second and third metirods of increasing pro-fessional preparation.

(1), RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE RELATIONSHIPS OFGENERAL AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
L State departmeas of education and all oiganizations responsiblefor standards of teacher-education should make it clear throughtheir regulations that tatting demands special professionalpieparation. They should also make it clear that the profes-sional elements should be an addition to or an integration with,!blither than a substitute for an adequate general education andan extensive and scholarly command of the specific subject-matter fields to be taught. This proposition h been acceptedin principle by most of the States, but regulatiais which stateor imply it have, been expressed in such general terms thatthe*y have had little.pffect upon curricula in the institutionspreparing teachers. )

Standards and State regulations for the certification of teachersshould be expressed in terms of total patterns which would in-sure the possession of the desired professional elements. Regu-lations expressed in such terms as " 2 years of college work ",or " 15 semester-credits in education ", or " a major of 24semester-credits and a minor of 18 semester-credits " -have beengenerally ineffective. Regulations can secure the desired resultby either of two methods:
(i) By specifying that students completing -certain approvedcurricula in institutions apProved 13)1/4. the State for thepreparation of specifiq groups of teachers may be certifi-cated; or

.
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SUMMARY AND IN ° -ATION 169

(b) By specifying in the regulations the factors which will
be consideied in granting teachers certificates. This wo ld
amount to a statement in the regulations of ihe standards
which were used in approving the curricula and the insti-
tutions in the first plan. Such statenients should indicate
that certification would be base0 upon the consideration of :

The total educational pattern of work (high school and
college) in the fields to be taught; the lumber of advanced
co.urses in the teaching field; the contacts with fields related
to the teaching fields; the nvber and nature of contacts
with major fields of knowledge'md culture; variety, amount,
and success in practice teaching; participation in extraclass
activitiesrecreational, social, and educational; and other
items indicative of professional interest and ability as a
teacher. These factors would naturally vary for each type
of position anti each subject in the secondary field. Mini-
mum amounts of work can be expressed for most of the
items. These should be developed as indicated in the next
recommendation, but certification should not be reduced to
a clerical checking of requirements met, because the value
of any one item depends upon the remainder of the pat-
tern. For example, 18 semester-credits in college mathe-
matics may be quite sufficient for a high-school teacher of
mathematics if he had had 8 years of mathematics in high
school and several courses in the physical sciences, whereas
80 semester-credits of college mathematics would not be
sufficient if he had not had mathematics in high school.

This recommendation is tantamount to proposing that
certification should be on an individual basis, that it should
set minimum standards for the professional preparation of
teachers for various kinds of positions, that it should be a
selective process, and that it should serve as a check upon
the extent to which institutions meet the approved stand-
ards of preparation for any type of position.

2. Minimum standards for the professional preparation of teachers
for various kinds of positions should be set by the regularly

4I6
constituted State educational authorities. This should be done,
however, with the cooperation of the institutions in the State
(public and private) whose graduates may apply for certifica-
tions as teachers. This recommendation assumes professionally
competent leadership in the State departments of education.

8. As rapidly as practicable State departments of education and
educational organizations interested in the education of teachers
should secure wider agreement, inter-State and iational if pos-

s
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sible, on the minimum length of a professional curriculum forteachers, especially elementary and rural, and whether it should
- start at the completion of high school or at the completion ofjunior college. The present diversity of opinions and prac-tices on this issue as shown in figure 4, page 81, result in aconfusion which permits a lowering of standards. It is recpm.mended that the minimum professional curriculum for elemen-tary and rural teachers be made, for the present., 2 years 'andthat it be based upon the completion of a junior college educa-tion. This should not be so interpreted that it would preventthe integration, over a 4-year period, of the junior college andthe professional curricula or that the professional curriculashould be composed entirely or even largely of courses in educa:Lion. The minimum professional curriculum fwviocondaryteachers should be 3 years above junior college. (The samereservations are made for this recommendation as were madefor the one dealing with elementary and rural teac'hers.)The two desired results of such arrangement or Itandardiza.tion are (a) to raise the general standard of the educational prep-aration of teachers, d (b) to insure a period of preparationlong enough to provide the essential sciquences of courses insubject-matter fields and to permit educational " service "courses to precede the courses in which the " service " elementsare to be utilized.

4. The adequacy of the library in terms of the number, recency,lection, and accessibility of books and periodicals in relationto the curricula offered should be one of the most importantelements in determining the approval of an institution for theeducation of teachers, because teachers must rely largely upontheir ability to use such sources for their materials of instruc-tion and because the library facilities available limit in a veryreal way the methods of college instruction and the develop-ment of professional and cultural reading habits among prospec-tive teachers..
Standards for libraries which should serve as guides and asstarting points have bpen prepared by the American Library As-sociation, Rosenlof, Waples, and others. From the standpointof insuring improvement in the professional preparation ofPublic-school teachers the fqllowing matters shonld be consid-ered by those responsible for the approval of the libraries ininstalptions. educating tRachers :
(a) Because of the differences between the library facilitiesof the normal schools and teachers colleges and those 'ofthe liberal arts colleges shown in the Waples study (vol.V, pt. V) , normal schools and teachers colleges as a group
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION 171

should increase-their library facilities, especially in fields
other than education and psychology, until they compare
more favorably with the better-equipped liberal arts colleges
in their areas. This recomme4dation should apply also
to many of the smaller arts colleges in which the library
facilities are very inadequate. This recommendation
involves the expenditure, over a period of several years,
of more money for old and new bOoks than will be required
for upkeep purposes once the collection has been brought up
to standard.

(b)Libraries in institutions in which prospective teachers are
educated should be in charge of trained librarians who also
Ire familiar with the teaching fields for which the institu-
tion prepares teachers and who will be interested primarily
in the contribution which the library can make to the pro-
fessional equipment of the prospective teachers. They
should be able to teach students how best to use the weal
of little-used material in any library, to develop read'
interests, to stimulate interest in and provide the n ry
instruction in the development and use eft. public hool
libraries and to cooperate with th6 staff members of the
institution in the selection of recent books and in making
the library an integral part of the instruction in the college
courses.

a

(c) The number of books and periodicals heeded by a collegek
depends niore upon the currAla offered and the length of
the curricula than upon the number of students. This fac-

. tor should be considered.in the approval of library facili-
, 4 ties. If thé curricula offered in a large and a small college

are the same the large college needs only to provide a fewo
more copies of the duplicated much-used r\efrenct; books.
For this reason the nditures should not be \iut upon an
equal per student basis.

J
The small institution should spend

more per student and a arger proportiori of its total budget
for books and equipment in order to have équal 'facilities.

(d) Because teachers were found to have limited reading in-
terests about topics of national and international concern,
efforts should be made by librarians and by instructors in
the social-studies fields to develop -reading interests in such
topics and to atord opportunities in classes and extraclass'
activities for discussion and exchange of ideas on problems
in these fields.

5. The institutional program of extraclass or student activities and
student-welfare services sh ell d be an important factor in the ap-..4proval of any institution o i *gher etiucation for the preparation
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of teachers: Even though these activi may be thought of bysome as ouiaide the curriculum they are very essential elementein the professional equipment of prospective teacher& Teach-ers are frequently expected to organize, lead, or participate insome of these activities in their schools and among the adults intheir communities. Furthermore, many of these activities addgreatly to the teacher's information, ifiteresta, enthusiasms,health, recreational enjoyment, and poise--all of which are ele-ments in a teacher's personality and important factors in hissuccess and happiness as a teacher and his life as a citizen and

11.

es

community leader.
(a) Whenever possible, extracl

sored ind guided by aiSprop
instruction, for example, a
artments and plays by En

actjvities should be spon-
ate depArtments of regular

tics by physical education de:
and speech de artments.(b) The primary responsibility for student activities mustrest upon the college administration and faculty, but, when-

ever possible, the management of such activities should bedelegated to students in order that the students may derivethe value from such expehence and also in order that theymay know how to direct such activitiès in their work asteachers.
(e) Because the majority of high-school teachers are expectedto sponsor some of these student activities in high schools,institutions preparing teachers should equip prospectivesecpndary teachers for this sponsorship. They d alsoattempt to discoter for each student the type or typei ofextraclass activity with which he *ill neea to be , mostfamiliar in the position for which he is preparing and toassist him within the limits of -his abilities *and interests to
-secure experience and proficiency in those activities.(d) All institutions educating teachers should 'see that provi-
sions are made for developing in both class and extraclassactivities the social personalities of prospective teachersand a sensitiveness to the approved amenities of educated
'people.

(e) Programik of extradas; activities in institutions prepar-ing teachers should be judged:in terms of the range of ac-tivities open to students and of the extent to which students
participate in each activity. 'Intramural programs with
general participation are more desirable in the professional
preparation of teachers than highly intensified and selective
activities which limit the possibilities of participation to afew students.
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRET4TION 173
(f) Institutions preparing teachers I. :old maintain comp's-

hensive progr'ams of student-welfare rvices. These should
include the fields of physical and mental health, educational,
social,and religious guidance, protection from unwholesome
or dangirous living conditions, and self-help and financial
assistance.
(1) Health services should start with the entranoe Nysi-

cal examination and should continue with follow-up and
corrective measures for -all remedial defects. They should
also provide for instruction in personal hygiene and, if
necessary, for psychiatric services, inedical treatment,
infirmary and hosiiital care.

(2) College residence halls and dining rooms shonid serve
as educative models of attractiveness, cleanliness, safety,
and convenience. All other houses in which students are
permitted to reside should be systematically inspected for
these same items lend riled standards should be imposed
especially' for-ganitation and-safety from fire hazards.

(8) With tuition char heavier and periods of prepara-
(ion longer, the financial burden on prospective teachers
has greatly increased. In order not to eliminate the capa-
ble but poor student who is a désirable reeruit to teaching,
all instituti6ns educating teachers should incream) their
funds fpr scholarships and for loans to students and
should provide, if possible, opportunities for self-help.
Even the ifistitutions which already provide student aid
(two-thirds) and student-loan funds (three-fifths) prob-
ably should add, to what they are now doing. (In 1931
82, 40 percent of the students in men's colleges earned
part of their expenses while in college, ahd the number is
increasing.)

Studen*welfare programsshould be educative and con-
structive as well as protective.

(2) RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE AMOUNT AND' DISTRI-
BUTION OF THE DISTINCTLY PROFESSIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE
EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

6. Curricula for the preparation of teachers should make provision
%for the following seven phases of -professional education

(a) Profetnional orientationthe relationship of education to
society and the possibilities open in educational service.

topic was discussed more fully In the body of the' chapter than the other
(Al it is concern ed largely with isms upon which then is mucb diversitytr. pmetlet ahem dilemma of opinion, and little scientific evideac., the recommendations

, will evrer bray tlw larger p1ft of the problem.
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174 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

(b) Educational " service " cours!?s--the essential conceptsand techniques used frequently in ,other courses and ineducational literature.
(C) An understanding of the children to be taught.,(d) A knowledge of the esseptial methods of teaching for thegiade ar subject to be taught.
(e) A Imowledge '-of the organization and management ofclass instruction in various types of schools.(f) Acquisition of a " safety minimum " of teaching skillthrough observation, participatiori, and practice teaéhing.(g) A summarized and integrated " working philosophy " ofeducation and aLunderstanding of the individual's relation-ship to education and society.

These seven phases, as explained in the chapter, need not behandled in the same way, nor by the same departments, norfor the same amount of time, but they represent elements ina teacher's equipment which must be obtained sometime andva soniehow and if not obtained during the pre-service periodwill prokably cause some hiss to the children and some pro-fessional risks to the teacher during the time they are ac-acquiied in service. Elements (a), (b), (4, and (f) of thislist are usually cared for in one or inore separatg course's,e. g., " introduction to education ", " educational tests andmeasurements."
7. Because of the increased emphasis upon the individual child inmodern school organizations all curricula for teachers shouldinclude at least a foundition coprse in the special characteristicsof children or adolescents or adults according to the age groupwith which the teacher expects to work. Thio foundation courseshould include sufficient child psychology, for instance, so that thestudent who expects to teach in the intermediate grades may in-terpret the content of his subject-matter courses in terms of theirvalue to him as a teacher of the intermediate grades and so that, he will have a sympathetic understanding of his totipils-theirinterests and learning difficulties. The tiossession of this ele-ment 9f professional equipment has much to do with a teacher'ssuccess and , happineis.

8. The problem of the *most effective way of providing the prospec--.tive teacher with the essential methods of teaching his grade,
* subject, or field tiliòuld be systematically studied by every insti-tutioil which prepares teachers. Until more scientific evidenceis available to indicate that one way of presenting this profes-sional element is better than. another, there is no basis for recom.
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mending. that any one method be used or even that all the in-
structors in a single institution should neteasarily follow the
same plan. Thre is justificition, however, for recommending
that steps be taken to make every college instructor whose
courses are taken by prospective teachers -conscious that the
problem éxitts, that it affects his work and his students, andthat any evidence he can gather on it, however little, is a
contribution to education.

9. All institutions preparing teachers should be mquittdd to supply
*enough practice-teaching facilities to insure initial competencyfor all prospectih teachers. -The institutions should have con-
trol enough over the practice-teaching centers to approve the
teachers with whom student-teachers are to bé placed, to assign
and supervise the work of student-teachers,' and to modify the
curricula for demonstration or experimental purposes.

(d) All prospective toachers should be required to have super-
vised practice-teaching before certification. As fat as pos-
Bible this teaching should be done in a situation typical of
conditions in the better schools to which the students are
likely to' go.upon graduation. This student-teaching should
be flexible in itmouitt so th'gt those students who reach a
satisfactory proficiency% may be excued before the .óom-
pletion of the usual period, Ixhile others may be.required to
spend longer than the regular-time. .

(b) Practi6e4eaching facilities should be piovided-which willmake it easy for Subject-matter instructors to participate
in demonstrations of teaching, cooperative supervisio of
piactice teaching, group experiments, and other pro

contaqs with the training schools. Instructors, the
majority of Ohose students are prospective 'teachers, should
be èxpected to make these potitacts.

. ,(0) In order to facilitate the observation and demonstration
of model teaching situations and the pr6fessional use of
the training school by larger numbers of subject-matter
teachers, one or more of the practice schools should be on
pr immediately adjaqent to the campus.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING PRESCRIPTION AND ELEC-
TION IN PKIFESSIONAL CURRICULA FOR TEACHERS

10. Curricula for teachers should
ieriptiona differing in terms of
pective teaishers, are preparing. ,

. ricula for teachers should be

fr. ta

"be largely prescribedthe pre-
the positions for which the pros-
Prescriptions in preservice cur-

designed to produce a " safety-
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176 N ATION AL SURVEY OF THB EDUCATION OF TEACHM
minimum competency " for each type of position. This miensthat curriculum patterns should be determined by the totalrange of services toÌ be reiidered by teachers and not by depart-mental regulations concerning major and minor requirementsbased upon subject-matter relationships instead of the teacher'sneeds. To the extent that these services are known it should bepossible to prescribe the content and arrangement of theteacher's preservice preparation.

(a) Prescriptions should provide for the following elements
I in a teacher's professional equipment:

(1) Contacts with the major fields of knowledge and appre-ciation which contribute not only to his work as a teacherbut also to the enrichment of his life as an individual;(2) Command of the Ilub)c,t matte'r of his teaching field orfieldsmajor and minor requirements for secondaryteachers;
(6) Supplementary subject matter from fields related to histeaching fields;
(4) .The seven distinctly professional elements from thefièld of education and psychology (recommendation .no.6) ;
(5) Desirable and necessary sequences in subject-matter andeducation courses;
(6) Gradations in difficulty and " intellectual challenge " incourses.

(b) PrescriptiQns should be administered so that adjustmentsto. individual needs and abilities can be made readily,Every college preparing teachers should determine in' somereliable way what the student's intellectual equipment is atthe time he begins his college course and should then pro-vide the necessary remedial work or allow exemptions fromprescribed work which he has already mastered. Worksatisfactorily *completed in high school by prospectiveteachers should be considered in a Wiry real sense a pirt ofthe teacher's gèneral and cultural education.
(o) Whenever adequate achievement tests are available tomeasure the mastery of an area ,of kn ledge needed byteachers f9r any type of position, evide i ce of such masteryshould be substituted for the accumulatibn of gown creditsto fulfill requments for graduation.
(d) Because of the large-number of high-school teachers whowill have to do their first teaching in small high schools,curricula for high-school teachers should prescribe the ini-tial competency in two or three teaching fields.
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11. Teachers and administrative office!' of institutions preparing

teachers were in gene, agreement that curricula for teachers
should Allow the siudent some free electives. the median
judgment of the group was that 20 percent of the total time
should be used for free electives.: The recommendations of in-
dividual instructors differed widely, u would be expected. In-
structors in the special-subject fields as' a group recommended
less time for electives than the teachers of academic subjects.

(a) Elective privileges should be used under guidance to give
the student opportunities to explore new fields, develop his
special talents, widen his interests and contacts, and supple-
ment his work in any phase of his teaching field in which he
needs additional preparition or skill.

(b) Elective privileges should not be allowed to increase un-
duly the number of courses offered by the institution or
cause a prohibitive expense because of small classes.

j2. In institutions preparing teachers for more than one kind of
teaching position the need for differentiation in some of the
courses which appear in more than one curriculum should be
considered. For example, a course in educational tests and meas.
urements might bti required of all prospective teachers and yet
its content and points of emphasis could be made more directly
valuable if one section were composed only of kindergarten-
primary teachers, another of elementary teachers, and a third of
secondary teachers, than would be possible in the same amount
of time if all three groups were in the same clan. The princi-ple of, differentiation- was generally approved by teachers ofrepresentative courses who voted on it as one of the educational
issues in the education of teacherá. Its practical application to
many courses depends very definitely upon the size of the insti-tution and the number of prospective teachers in the different
teaching fields.

18. °In States in which there are a number of institutions approvedfor the preparation of teachers it is recommended that thepieparation of teachers for certain types of iositions be con-centrated in designated institutions and that only a restrictednwber of " service " cdurses be given in those fields in the rel.maining institutions. This recommendation sh Id apply es-pecially to institutions preparing teachers in those fields inwhich there, is a limited demand for new teachers or whichrequire an elaborate aild costly 'equipment. Examples would
be special teachers or supervisors of art, music, commercial
education, physical education, ilidustrial arts, or home econdnica.

,
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() RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE RFLATIONSIIIP OFPRE-SERVICE EDUCATION TO IN-SERVICE EDUCATION OFTEACHERS
as,

14. Securing a " tiafety miriidmum competency " in teaching rather
Allan " initial perfection " should be used u the goal for thepreservice preparation of teachers, leaving to the in-eervice
period the tasks of perfecting er- :Ding technique% and contitu-
ing profe&sional growth. .

(a) Institutional programs for the ed,ucation of teachers inservice should serve the needs of three groups of teachers).
(1) those whose professional preparation is below the pm-

..
. ent accepted standard and Iho wish to " upgrade " them-selves; (2) those who wish to prepare for another type ofposition; and (3) those who, even though their preparation

meets present standards, wish to increase their knowledgeje or skill in some phase of their wotk or to add to their gen-'. era! outlook and cultural background. The first two ofthese groups can be tared for largely by the regular offer-ings of the institution. The third group will in many in-
,

stances need new courses a different maturity levels and4 with slightly different professional purposes.
(b) Programs for the in-service education of teachers shouldbe planned by the teachers to be served, in terms of thepeculiar needs òf the school system in which theN are work-ing, the plan to cover a period of several years and to makeextensive usé of teachers, supervisors, tind administrative

officers in the local system.
(o) Institutions priparing teachers should assume some re-sponsibility for the' satisfactory placeme.nt of their gradu-ate& If, in addition to this service, ther"can provide somefollow-up or " adjustment servioe " during the initial teach-ing period it will benefit the gradilates, the communities inwhich they are teaching and assist thetinstitutions in eval-uating the effectiveness of their policies.

15. Summer amnions in ,institutions preparing teachers should beorganized to render two principal servioesz---the continuation,during a summer term, of the work of the regular yearand thedevelopment of the new kind of courses required by .the thfrdtype of teachers mentioned in recommendation .14 (a).
* (a) Summer sessions should be made an integral part of theyear's work in order that the courses offered may serve theteachers in service who wish to meet minimum requirepentsof educational preparation or who, wish to meet the require-menta for improved certifwation and aethe same time may
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serve . resident students who wish to shorten the time re-
#.0(wired for a given degrite;

(b) Summer sessions serving experienced teachers should
emphasize training-achool facilities for demonstration pur-
poses rather than for practice teaching.

(c) Summer sessions shoidd take advantage of their unique
opportunities to develop special courses for teachers in
service who attend summer school for professional or cul-
tural 'advancement and not to meet any imposed require-
,ments. These could range 'in length from 2- or 3-day eon-
ierences to units covering more than 1 summer term, and
they could range in content from informational entertain-
ment to the most highly rialised and technical instruc-
tion.

le. Institutions offering graduate work for teachers should adapt
the courses offered and the requirements for degrees to the Nile-
tional needs of teachers in the various types of positions.

(a) Unless it is a part of a post-junior college 8-year curricu-
lum, graduate work for the waster's degree on the part
6f. public-school teachers should be concerned either with
a continuation of general and professional education (in-
creasing their teaching efficiency) or with intensive special-
ization arkd research in the field of special interest In
either cases the gradu, Work should fill a recognized gap
in the teacher's p t; ion, or assist him in changing
work, or increase his ;ral efficiency or develop an intel-
lectual interest or meet some other personal need, rather
than make's, research contribution txr education.

(b) Mien a 8-year curriculum for teachers is organized to
follow the completión of the junior college, the third or
master's-degree year should be considered an integral part
of the curriCulum and not ik separate year's work.

(c) Graduate work for the doctor'Negree for teachers and
those working in the. field of education should represent
intensive specialization, during tile latter part of the work,
in a relatively narrow field. The intensive work for the
doctor's degree for educational workers should be based
upon a broad and çultural education, a thorough mastery

. of the general field in which the teacher is specializilig, a
knrledge of fields closely relay:1 to his special &Id, an
und of the place of education in society and of
the lace of his special field-in educittio0 a command of
the and principles of research, and a satisfactory
knowiedge of the foundation concepts of education and
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4hk

psychology, sociology, economics, and other subjeits
affectiag his work as s teapher.

(d) An institution should offer gradtate work for teachers
only if there is a demand from the area served by the in-
stitution and then only in those fields in which the faculty
members are hdequately prepared and in which the neces-
sary library, laboratory, and other facilities are available.It goes without saying that responsibilities %for teaching
graduate work should not be added to a staff already carry-
ing a full undergraduate lsiad =less an increase in financial
resources permits some of the instruciors to be released for
at lead part-time attention to graduate courses. An ex-

, ception to this recommendatión should be made in case
O where the first year of graduate work is added ks an intégral

part of a post-junior college 3-year curriculum.
(e) Graduate work for teachers with its main emphasis upon

research, which is primarily work for the, doctor's degree,
should, be concentrated- in a few of the larger, better-sup-
ported, and better-equipped institutions. This . recommen-
dation does not imply that graduate 'work in other insti-
tutions orr, for that matter,s.undergraduate work should not
use. the results of .research,1 require limited amounts of re-
search from ktudenis, and develop an inquiring attitude
toward present practices and an understanding of the
simpler methods (41- finding riutioils to professional
problems.

(f) The presenCviriety in patterns of work -Id graduate
degrees and in the actual degrees awarded to persons in
educational work should be subjectkd to further investi-
gation with the' possibility of Exturing in these matters at
least greater uniformity.

(5) RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING OTHER CONDITIONING
FACTORS IN THE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

ATTITUDES OF FACULITY MEMBERS TOWARD TEACHING AND EDUCATION

17. The faculty of any institution the graduates of which are recog-
nized for certificition shoiild possess a high degree of contagious
enthusiasm for teaching and sincere interest in the students
as kprospectiie teachers in tie public stho4518. Survey data
would indicate that a majoriì of the staff diembers of many
such institutions are not prima ly or evens seriously interested
in the P.rofessicinal problems of4ducating teachers for different
types of positions. Such erence, if at all general in an
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institution, should be justification for omitting it from a State's
list of institutions approved for tea,cher education.

18. In institutions preparing teachers more attention should be
given by staff members, administrative ayd instructional, . to
the clarification of the theories or philosophiee of -education
which control the institution's eAucational policies. The Survey
study of educitional theories was not made in order to prove
that any one theory in this field, is bette.:r than any other, but its
results give evidence that there is such diversity of philosophies .

among the staff members-of individual *institutions as to prevent
any common *understanding of objectives and any concerted
program for teacher education.

19. In the present state of social, economic, and political affairs there
is a peculiarly pressing demand that teachers and teachers of "

tachers be liberal and informed in these fields. The liberality
should be the result of extensive information on all phases of
the more important controversial issues in these fields. Solu-
tions to these issues are now being demanded ; but before solu-
tions can be obtained, there must be frank discussion and con-
structive proposals based upon fundaniantal principles.

20. A " working " philosophy of education which wotlid clarify
thinking about the important controversial issues in education,
economics, and sociology is much too pervasive to be considered
as the responsibility solely of the departments a educatioA, eco-
nomics, *Id sociologt, Issu4.: in these fields should be under-
stood by the Inetzugtb,rs in all -departments and each instructor
should' be aware of the pittiCular contribution which his courses
can make .toward clearer thinking on each of these controversies

21. The discussion of controversial issues should be based upon accui-
xaft43 ánd complete data and resented in a spirit of investigation,
so that 'students, when the ome teachers, will be able to prel

.p sent them in balanced perspective fAms from the traditional_ re-
straints which have so frequently prevented constructive discus-
sion of many of these questions in public-school classroom. The
issues. disci azid the extent of the presentation should be
deterrilined ty the maturity and informational background of
the students. The çonvictions resulting from such study and
discussion with the more mature students should, whenever pos-
sible, motiva4 positive action on the part of teacher and students
to influence firactices in the )direction of social, political, and
'economic stability and betterment.

PREPARATION AND EXPERIENCE OF FM:MIMIC gnaw!:
22. The faculty members in any institutitm responsible for the edu-

cation of teachers should be as well prepared academically ai
are those in 'the better-staffecillostitutions offering curricula of
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the sane len and on the same level. In addition to this
preparation Ory should have the professional preparation which
is required for the presentation of their subjects to prospective
teachers. The master's degree or ita equivalent should be con-
sidered the minim= requirement for the preparation of staff
memben of all institutions in which _ teachers are prepare&
This standard should be enforced for all new appointments, but
should not be accepted as a substitute for teaching ability,
particularly for those oollege teachers who are to teach prospec-.

tive teachers. i creased emphasis should be placed upon the
possession of the d i r's degree or its equivalent for new perma-
nent appointme

In enforcing such a recommendation as this one on the amount
of education it is only reasonable that provision be made, for a
few exceptions to provide for those experiencid teachirs or
specialists who are eminently qualified and skilled as teachers
but who do not have the required degrees..

23. Instructors of prospective teachers should Ix expected to main-
tain a sensitiveness to,the professional problems which will con-
front their students. This may be obtained by.visits to teaching
situations of the kinds for which their studients are preparing, by
observations, and cooperative supervision of student teachers in
their subjects, and by other contacts with the training schools.

'2,4. The improvement of instruction in institutions preparing teach-
ers should come as a result of encouragement to conduct studies,
org:= °`-e'' syllabi, visit other teachers and other schools, and try
different types of class organization and methods of presents-
tion. Staff members should be provided with the necessary
clerical help for such occasional 'studies and experiment&
Studies of this kind and Itther rearch activities of the teaching
staff members 'should be recognized as part of the total service
load, especially when the iivestigations are concerned with the
improvement of the teaching proms& In graduate divisions, re-
search by faculty members which is directly related to research
activities of students should be scheduled an a regular part of
the teaching load.

25. BeCause of the significant increase in the educational preparation
of staff members as the size of the institution increases, compre-
hensive programs of t4cher-viucation should not be encouraged
or accredited in very-small inAitutions (ezpecially those with
fewer than 250 tdentsYunless such schools are unusually well
supported. Exceptions to this recommendation should be made
for those smdi ins1itut4ons which concentrate trim the education
of teachers f(ir one or two related types of positions for which the
faculty members are adwpatAly equi ped to phpa teachers.
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26. Institutions of higher education preparing teachers in the United
States should re continued professional development of staff
members during mice by more extensive provisions for sab-
batical absences, ex-penses to professional meetings, subsidies in
time or money for research projects, and other similar means.

27. (a) Salary ranges for staff members in institutions educating
teachers should be adopted in place of detailed salary sched-
ules and the payment of salaries within the approved ranges
should be upon an individual basis in terms of preparation,
experience, and value to the professional program of the
institution.

(b) Salaries should be so arranged that the following large ob-
jectives may be realized : (1) The attraction of capable and
desirable: college teachers, (2) the retention of desirable mem-
bers of the staff, and (3) the stimulation of staff members to
maximum *ce and development..

(o) Thining ool teachers should hare the same salary range
as college instrueton.

(d) The salaries of outstanding teachers should approximate
those paid to administrative officers.

(e) Provision should be made for the retirement of staff mem-
bers. Such provision should be financed jointly by the init.
tution and the individual, the individual having fall equity
in the cpmbined payments after the manner of the contracts
provided by tha Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
of America.

8RIZCTION AND OtrIDANCRI OF PEWPIIICTIVIC TEACHERS

28. Institutions p4paring teachers should taintain a program or
student personnel and guidance services starting with selective
admission and continuing through " freshman week ", the period
of choosing the line of fitecial work, the choice of electives,
social adjustments, and a follow-up of graduates. Such services
should be in the hands of trained workers and should be based
upon complete% records. It is as professionally significiint to
find the correct field of specialization for teachers as it is to4

select the right persons for teaching.
(a) Admission requirements to curricula for teachers should

aim at the selection of caPable students as shown by all
prognostic measures, including aptitude tests and high-school
scholastic records, excellent health mords, and evidence of
the possession of those personality traits and interests which
are coipmonly associatA with successful teachers and com-
muunity leaders.
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(b) Institutions educating teachers should develop plans fordiscovering the most promising recruits for teaching andfor interesting them in the possibilities for service in teach-ing. " Selective recruiting " should be used in addition toselective admission from among those wh4 apply.
(c)f-kdfnission to a curriculum for teachers should be inter-preted only as admission with its implied opportunity todemonstrate the ability to carry on the work successfullyand to develop an approved degree of skill in teaching.(d) The guidance program for, prospective teachers shoulddirect into other fields of work those students who do notshow promise of developing the mastery of subject matterand skills or the personality triits required of teachers.Elimination of misfits is an important part of the selectionand guidance program.

(e) The guidincë and student-wetfare services for prospec-tive teachers should assist them in acquiring or furtherdeveloping the standards of behavior, good taste, and in-terests characteristic of cultured American mep.and women.This side of a teacher's personality is a very important partof his professional equipment and much can be done to de-velop it in the extraclass activities, in the social life pro-vided, and in the standards maintained iii the places of resi-dence.

NEED FOR _MORE ACCURATE MEASURES or TEACHING MERIT

29. Many of the important and controversial issues in the educationof teachers in the Miited States depend upon knowing in anaccurate and detailed way just what constitutes " successfulteaching " in the various kinds of positions and which character-istics of teachers make them successful. Because of this, allgraduate schools and the research divisions of educationalorganizations and founditions should be encouraged to developa miasure or measures of teaching merit and then, after themost successful 'teachers are known, to make the analysis ofteaching traits which make for ieaching success. A 'detailedlist of studies attempting some phases of this large Problem anda description of an attempt to develop such a measure aredescribed by Dr. Gilbert L. Betts in volume V, part II, of theSurvey Report. The tisk of. measuring teaching success iscomplicated by so many variables for which there are no sat-isfactory ineasures that the problem should become a. niajorresearch problem, adequately subsidized for a long enoughperiod of years to ,test 'the results of various types of teacher-,
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curricula. A hoped-for result from these investigations would
be the discovery of one or two teotssiinple, short, ifiexpensive,
easily administered, quickly and accurately scored, reliable, and
obviously related to teachingwhich will measure a teacher's
success. With such a measure rilany troublesome issues could
be removed from the controversial group.

(6) RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION QF RURAL TEACHERS

BO. Because of the social, political, and econoniic significance of the
rural population, the greater educational noeds of the rural
aims, the greater difficulties and special technique's needed in
teaChing an ungraded rural school, and the 'fact that ñearly a
fourth of the 'country's school children are involved, the prep-
aration of rural school teachers should be made a major profes-
sional problem for many of the institutions educaiing teachers in
the Uhited States. Some of the more important phases of this
problem which are of concern .to those responsible_ for the cur-
rioula for rural teachers are:

(a) Amount of eduaztiorliftl preparation.Teachers in rural
schooli should be as well prepared (in point of timé required
for pre-service educatjon) as4 teachers in urban schools.

, There are goo0 reasons why they should have more prep-
aration than many other teachers.

(b) Special in8truction for rural teophera.----All rural -school
teachers, whether they expect. to 'teach permanently in the
rural schools or 'no longer than is 'necessary to selpre a
position in a city, should have direct instruction w the
educational and sociological problems peculiar to rural
school teaching.
(1) A minimum program of these distinctly rural features

similar to the, oni proposed by. Profes:sor Carney in vol-
ume V, part VII0hould be- prepared and required of all
prospective teachks whose certificates upon graduation
will entitle themeto teach in the rural, schools.

(2) The unit of this minimum program which deals with
an understanding of rural, life or rural sociology should
be required of all terhers. It is valuable as informa-
tional background for teachers whether they teach in
urbin or rural schools.

- (8) The curriculum in 'rural educatipn should include op-
portunities for observation and practice teaching in ru-.

ral schools. Tile minimum program for all potential
rural teachers should includé observation of ".model '? rural
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teaching and, if possible, some practice teaching in a
rural school.

(o) Rural 8taff.---:The minimum rural education program Iliad
the courses for students majoring in rural education should
be taught by specialists in rural-school education.

(d) Iti-8ervioe alvcation.The rural staff members should
assist in the placement and follow-up of rural teachers and
cooperate in programs of rural supervision and profes-
sional stimulation.

BL State certification laws or regulations should provide the follow-
ing protections to the rural schools :

(a) The minimum amount of educational preparation which
will be accepted for certification of new teachers in thé rural
schools should immediately be made 2 years above comple-
tion of high school. lxi States in which the standard for
other teachers is higher than 2 years above high school the
sazne standard should be set for rural certificates. .

(b) No certificate should be valid for, teaching in a rural
school unless the holder has had at least a prescribed mini-

. mum of special work in rural education. Con#ersely, if a
teacher holds a certificate valid for tiaching in rural :Khools
it should not be valid for work in urban schools unless the
teacher meets or has also met all the requirements for certi-,
fication in the urban position.

82. State departments and institutions preparing rural teachers
shóuld cooperate in active campaigns to bring about the eco-
nomic, political, and educational 'reforms needed in niftily States

. before rural school teaching can be made attractive to capable
men and women u a.professionaf career. Such reforms include:
Larger units of support and control; increased State support for
the equalizatiòn of educitional opportunities; better rural school
buildings, better living conditions fót teachers,- longer terms;
higher salaries; and a more complete supervisory and special

tier service.

(7) RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION OF NEGRO TEACHERS

Volume IV of the Survey Report gives a detailed account of the
education of Negro teachers in the United States prepared for the
National Survey of the Education of Teachers by Dr. Ambrose
Caliver, senior specialist in Negro education in the United States:
Office of Education. It contains many specific conclusions- and
recommendations which should be consulted by everyone interested
in the.education of Negro teichers.
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Many of the recommendations which have already been made in
connection with the problems of improving the professional pre
tion of white teachers apply with equal force to the education of

Negro teachers. There is, of course, no point in repeating all of
them for any special group. Only those recommendations which

seem to be of central importance or specifically concerned with Negro

teachers are given here.
One general comment should be made concerning the recommenda-

tions here and in volume I 4, the Survey Report. Considering the

low point from .which ed1::, con among Negroes started a compara-
te

tively few years agb and I-. various digadvantages under which it(

has deTeloped, the present status of Negro education should be a

source of gratification to the leaders, white and Negro, who hive
brought it to its present position. , The fact that the recomnienda-

ions indicate that there is still much to be done should not be con-

sidered in any way a ,reflection upon the mmarkable progress which

has been made. These-recommendations concern .only those States

and cities in which siparate schools are maintained for Negroes.

83. Separate institutions for the education of gegro teachers and
separate departments of education in colleges, land-grant col-

, leges, and universities should concentrate their Itiforts ai present

upon the minimum program for the education of elementary
and secondary teachers. The miniinum program of offerings
will mike it possible, with any given amtnint of poney, to

educate larger numbers of teachers.
(a) Costly expansion should be delayed or confined to one or

tw4 institutions.
(b) Unnecessary duplication of. work among institutions

should be eliminated.
(o) Small institutions should be consolidatéd or else should

restrict their offetings to a court's which is largely pre-

scribed and designed to equip teachers for only one or two

tipes of schools.
84. Curricula for the education of Negro- teachers should put more

_ emphasis upon the social and biological sciences, upon music

and art, upon industrial arts, and upon health and physical

education---suMects which will be of more iiiimediate value to
the teachers than some of the more traditional and formal sub-

jecta which now occupy a disproportionate part of the prospec-

tive teacher's time.
85. The distinctly profeeisional elements in the education of Negro

teachers should be related more closely to the work to be per-

formed by the teachers in service. Negro teachers have had
enough, perhaps too many, hemester-hourú of work in eduostioi

and lisycholou, but the analysis of representative oourses
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showed that most of that wotk was too academically presentedto have much effect.iipon the schoolroom practices of the teach-ers. Practice hing facilities should be greatly, increased findmóre intimately related to the professional work of all coursesfor prospective teachers. Courses in educition should show thevery great need for better teachers in the elementary schools andthe opportunities for significant serviçe in that field.86. The idea of a safe initial competency in the various types ofteachingPositions Ric;uld replace the dominant major and 11' s orform of, organization of curricula for teachers. Untildation 4: of the Negro elementar ana ecopdarj schools
-cfmn b& s' strengthned the curriculá for piospective teachersfor _the publie-schools shou.ld ediphasize the actual rilaterialswhich will bé needed by the teachers in the field. However,'courses which are merely reviews of elementary or setondaryichool subjects should be given as noùc -edit reniedial work.

Curriculum patterns for preparing Negro teachers for specifictypes of work should be largely prescribed in order to insurethe adaptation of the' teacher's preparation to the needs of thelocal areu served and in order to make certain that essentialsubject-matter contacts are made which are often omitted whenmuch of the curriculum is composed of free electives.37. Institutions for the education of Negro teachers have the doubleresponsibility of producing more adequately preparedand also providing for the upgrading of the large fiumberrnow in service with inadequate preparation. Extension
courses, ;summer-session. courses, short intersession courses, andspecial district conlere`nces on teaching problems should beutilized in this upgrading prograrh.

88. Programs of certification for Negro teachers !irhich will providelestricted certification (instead of blaiiket certification)should be adopted. A series pf fixed dates should be set, atwhich times the certification standards will be successivelyraised. Those should not be pliced so far above the presentstandaids at any one period as to discourage promising recruitsfrom preparing to be teachers, but the ultimate goal should bestated and a date set for its achieveinezit.
89. Institutions for the education- of Negro teachers should egtab-lish the type of personnel services recommended in no. 284 In-creased standards for adrni:,:ion to curricula for teachers andthe rbcruiting of ciTable youpg men and women for teachingare extremely important at this time if progress in the prepara-tion of Negro teachers is to continue.
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401..Becau, such a large Proportion of the .Negroes in the United
States are now in rural areas and because many of the leaders
among the Negroes feel rthat the immediate development of the
race will depend very largely upon its relationship to the vari-
ous agricultuibal and industrial occupations, all Negro elementary
teachers who may teach in a rura) .school should be taught
enoiligh about rural sociology, rural economics, and thé manage-
ment of a 'Aral sch s el to enable them to teach acceptably
in a rural or village _to ool. Courses in these subjects might
well be studied by all Negro teachers. IA this connection, the
reader should refer to recommendation no. 82, which for this
group applies not alone-to equality of opportunity between rural
ana urban communities, but also to equality of educational
opportunity between Negro and .white teachers in the facilities'
provided to secure a professional preparation adecjuate to tip)
important ind significant tasks confronting them.

(8) SUGGEStIONS FROM COMPARATIVE PRACTICES IN THE
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

For the reasons giien in the earlier discussions of comparative
edticational practices it is undesirable to recommerid definite changés
on the b:sis, of those practices.' Social, political,.economic, and edu-
cational conditions in the four countries studied diffet from those ob:
tAining in this country to such ,an extent that recommendations to

I adopt any of the prey ,practices could not be justified, except
as goals' towar0 which we niight strive.

Teaching, especially in the secondary schqols of those.countries,
has 1)&4 made so desirable that very capable-young men and women
compete for the privilege of entering an extengive period of prepa-
ration for teaching and compete during that period of preparation
to secure permanent appointment to the Bch.

Anoiher differenca whiCh may have sugg .tions of value for those
constructing curricula for teachers in this country is the ve9T much
higher level of general education which the European tekher has
before he does much with the distinctly professional elements in
hi; preparation. In the United States we have followed the same
plan in medicine and to a lesser degree in law and theology. It is
possible that with more accurate instruments for measuring teaching
success it may be found that some one pattern of distribution of the
professional elements, even though the total time remains the same,
would prepare more effective teachers.

Another significailt-difference is the greater extent to which pros-
pective teachers in France, Germany, and Sweden are given their

4
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professional training and their probationary period of teaching in
schools related to the institutions of higher education. This planputs a much heavier responsibility upon the in-servioe period for the
development of the professional phases of a teacher's preparation.

(9) SUMMARY STATEMENT CONCERNING THE RECOMMENDATIONSFOR THE PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION OF TEACHERS

By this time it has oertainly beqome apparent that it was, as
fats stated at the beginning- of dui chapter, impossible to separate
the professiófial phases of a teacher's preparation from the quanti-
tative. The attempt to do so, however, has shown that the problems
of providing the right kind and amount of professioñal preparation
for the different types of teaching positions ire fully u importantas are the problems of increasing the amount of work done in
college and that they are probably more- difficult to accomplish.

The recommendations just presented cover but a small proportionof the items involved in the professional preparation of teachers
which are discussed in the preceding volumes of the Survey Report.
Thóse which have been presented are also discussed in more detail
in one or more of the E;iparate studies. Persons interested in
particular phases of the large problAm of making the preparationof American teachers more professional should consult th%appro.priate sections in the other volumes of the report. (For outline of
the special studies see ch. I; pp. 22-6.)

Many social and economic changes, some of them of a véry funda-
mental nature, will have to be made before teaching in this countrycan be called a profession " in the same iense as medicine, law, or
theology. Nevertheless, there is no reason why significant progressin that direction cannot be made by introducing into curricula forteachers more. of the special knowledge and skins required ofteachersthe professional elements.
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- CHAPTER W

CONTROLLING THE DEMAND FOR AND SUPPLY
OF PUBLIC7SCHOOL TENCHERS

What caused the oversupply of teachers at the time this study was
made I

Would there bbe an oversupPly of teachers if only those with 2
years or moire of training above high school were employed t

Would there have been a surplus of teachers without the retrench-
ments caused by, the financial depression!
,Would there hart) been an oversupply of teachers if those who

Antered teaching from other lines of work had not: been permitted
to do sot

Would there have been a surplus of teachers if married women had
not been allowed to teach',

Can the supply of teachers be regulated or must there be recurring
sequelices of shortages and surplus!

Can the demand for new teachers be predicted?
What agencies should control the supply of teachers and how

can they do it t
Sinoe 1929 these questions and many similar ones hail% bawl asked

by State superintendents and State commissioners of education, by
school superintendents and others who employ teachers and other
educational workers, -by presidents and faculties of higher educaw
tional institutións in which teachers an prepared, and by hundreds
of thousands of young men and'women who have prepared to teach
and have been unable to secure positions or who are now preparing
to teach or who are considering teaching as a possible career. They
are/ questiots which have been isked before in this country, bilt never
brso many rare& who are vitally interested.

SECTION L THE OVERSUPPLY OF TEACHERS IN. THE
UNITED STATES

The problem of adjusting suPplY and demand among teachers is
more than a problem of procuring positions for teachers who are
prepared or of helping prospective teachers to decide for or against
teaching u a career. Its solution affects the professional morale
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of the million teachers, supervisors, and administrative officer' in
the public schools. The presence of large anpidly ificreasing
numbers of unemploSred teachers cannot help but be disquieting
to those who have poskens and, to those who employ teachers.
Furthermore, almost every step which can be taken to control, either
Ole domand for or the supply of teachers tends also to affect the
security, or desirability of the positions already held by teachers.
An example which hAs usually been given little or no consideration
will make this result clear. If, in order to decrease the supply of
new teachers, a State should raise the minimum amount of pre-
service education for all new teachers from 2 years above high school*to 3 years above high school a,ncl state very specifically that the
gtandard was to apply to new teachers only and was not to be retro-
active, the change, neve thellass,.woulii be ir.ofessionally embarrass-
ing to . all teachers in service with less than 3 years of education
beyond hiih school. #any of them would feel called upon to securv
the adaitional pteparation while Gthers would be anxiously con-

_ sciouks of the fact that the school system could secure better prepared
younger teachers at _lower initial salaries than they were being paid.

Rapid change; sinne the TVorld TVar.-2Another element which
cannot be ignored in considering the problem 6f adjusting aupply
and 'clemdnn among teachers is the rapidity as well as the extent of
the recent changes in this mitten To pass in a decade from the
extreme of having schools closed because there were no teachers--
not everii inexperienced, high-school studi.nta with temporary certifi-
datesto the other extreme of large surpluses of certificated teachers
unable to secure any kind of eddcational employment has been a
very disturbing experiince for teachers and prospective teachers. It
has added an emotiimal elem.ent of unceitainty and instability which
has forced some very capable persons out of teaching and deterred
others from entering: This factor has been particularly iloticeable
within the period since 1930. Altogether too many young people,
during the 'years between 1926 and 1929, were advised and even en-
Couraged to prepare for teaching only to find upon gra.duation that
there were no positions open.

If a profession requires an extended period of pre-: -- -*es prepaVa-
tion and if _can be no assurance that employment conditions

remain relatively the same between the.time of choosing the pro-
'fession and the time--of entering it, the effect is natiPally to lower
standards of preparation or of the quality of lake student's, or to re-
cruit teachers largely from the professimially 'adventurcius,

The extent, and rapidity of the change in, supply and demand
among teachers between the -World. War period And 198041 (the
date for which the National. Survey of the Education of Teaclers

*data were gathered) have been describe& in the first wo chapters
e
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of this volume, u were also the conditions which produced the
oversupply and which led to tire proposals for a study, on a nitional
scale, of the conditions concerning the education of teachers.

The oversupply of teticherv in the United States in 193041.Even
though the oversupply of teachers and the inability tol) place recent
graduates of institutions preparing teachers were two conditions

w which brought about risqu boil* for the national survey, it was found
impossible with the time and fundp available to make a dptailed
study of the uneinployed techers in the United States.

A. number of factors entered into this decision which should be
mentioned for the value they may have in any studies, State or
national,-of the oversupply of teaChers.

In the first place, inost of the statements of the oversupply of
teachers were exaggerationsoverestimates because the persons make
ing them failed to consider all the factors involved. These estimates
were sometimeò made from.'." waiting lists " t1 teachers in a city
superintendent's aloe or from the number of applrcations received

'for a particular vacar9,--4;:°'
Before an accurate estimate 'of the oversupply of teachers could be

ma& there would' need to be a sharp distinction drawn between " an
oversupply of teachers with satisfactory preparation " -and " the
number of unemployed teachers holding valid certificates." Many
of the teachers on waiting lista or applying for vacancies were inade-
4uately prepared and should not have been included in the estimates.
On this same point the numbr of teachers in service 'who have di»-
tinctly less than the apprdved amount of educational preparation and
who al% teaching on Wilted certifipateAhould be sr.rbtractbd from the
number of employed teachers as thelr certificates özpire unless they
have obtained the required additional preparation before that time.

Other factors which should be included in all estimates of over-
supply .of teachers are:
1. The number of teachers whó are teaching but who remain or)

waiting lists or äpply .for appoiratmerit to more desired posi-
tions in more desiied locations. The number of such lista or of
such applications for each individual teacher should be known
in circler to estimate the peri;entagg of duplication.

2. The number of teachers who are unemployed,o?employed ii some
'occupation other than teaching because they are waiting for
apPointment in a specific schopl system or because they were
unwilling to accept the school positions which were offered
them.

8. The number o ../.1 hers who hare the special preparSion re-
quired fOr each type of position. All estimates of the total
number of unemployed timelier,' may be misleading if this factor
is' not' considered. For ,example, there may be several hundred'
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teachers availible to a school system and yet only two or threemay be adequately prepa :o to teach chemistry and physics inalsenior high school and n o 1: may be equipped to teach a spe-
6a1 class for the ard-of-hearing. In other Twat, the niimber
of thiemployed teachers has significance only as it is stated interms of the,positions for which the teachers have satisfactory
preparation.

4. The number of teachers whbse professional preparation has been
obtained recently enough to assure its " up-to-dateness." This
applies particularly, to those who rettirn to teaching during
" hard times " but whose preparation was obtained a number
of years before.

6. The number of unemployed teachers in urban areas compared
with the number in rural areas when estimates for an entire
State are made.. The number of availabie teachers with satis-
factory ,preparation in the city school systeins is always much
greater than in the rural areas.

6. Thenornal rate?), at which the number of unemployed teachers
will be reduced by such factors as imarriage, retirement, ill-

41i*, and death, and by the growth of the school popiilation
and the expansion of educational services.

It is evident to alirne who attempted to obtain teliable data
on the number of unemployed teachers that it is practically impos-
sible to :secure the data ,,necessary for dependable estimates with\
such factorsfas thos-e just listed unaccounted for in the estimates.
There are tew places where tgese datEyare recorded and kept up to
date (excepl in some of the larger cities where special examinations
must be passed by all who qu'alify for appointment.) 'Mitily

:-,!..: preparing teachers do not know the present addresses Cof
some of'th graduates of their:teachers' curricula, let alone whether
or not they are teaching. The lists ofttA;achers' employment agencies
contain many duplicate names. Most of the State certificate depart:

,

ments do not know what percentage of the teachers with valid cer-
tificates issued by the State are teaching in die State, are teaching in
other States, are in We State but unemployed as teachers or are in the

. State but do not desire Kluçational positions. Neither is there any
way to know the number of States in which individual teachers have
had their teaching qùalifications accepted for certiAcation.

One. other important factor sthould be considered in this question
and that is the effect of any change of standards upon oversupply.
An increase in the required amount of pre :service preparation for all4.

new appointmerIts should decrease the supply by the number with
less than that .ainwmt. Some argue that teachers who qualified to
teach when one standard is in force should not be affected by latvi.
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changes in standards. If this were niot, done it would tend to sacri-
fice the interests4.4 the schools and the ciiildren in them to the in-
terests of a few individual teachers.

These facts exp why mom bdetailed study of the oversupply of
teachers was not made but they should not convey the impression
that there has not been and is not now i.,,,werious oversupply of
teachers. Even though the extea of the surplus would "vary for
different St and for different areas within Stateis there is reason
to believe,that 'lost States now (1934) have an oversupply of qual-
ified teftcheirs for the most common public-school positions. " Quali-
fied " is interpreted here to mean the minimum qualifications as
set by the several States. Instead of denying the existence of an
oversupply because its exact extent could not be determined its
existence has been accepted, and each State which attempts to deal
with this problem will have to secure some of the data not now
available before any intelligent measures can be decided upon.

It has also been admitted that States owed something of a prior
obligation to recently and adequately prepaied teachers amoilg
the unemployed sakIong as it can be shown that they are as desirable
recruits to teaching as the more recent graduates.

SECTION 2. EDUCATIONAL FACTORS WHICH AFFECT
SUPPLY AND DEMAND AMONG TEACHERS

Before giving the supply and demandata collected by the Na-
tional Survey of the Educatiot of Teachers the principal factors
which affect the demand for new teachers and the supply of new

should be reviewed in order to show more clearly the scope
and complexity of the problem 'and the limitations of the data
presented.

4gducatiònd factors affecting the demand for teachers .Factors
are included in this list if they determine or indicate the number
of teachers needed for any specific type of position in a State
or educational unit. Obviously variations in any of these factors
may result in decreased demands as well as in increased demands1
depending upon the direction of the variation. The more important
of the factors which indicate the numbers employed and determine'
whether more or fewer teachers are needed are included in the
following list:
1. The number of -teacher% supervisors, and administiative officers actually

emi)loyW during any year in the school systems of a State. These records
should show the nfirol, by:

(a) School division or level, e.g., kinderprten-primary, intermediate,
senior high school.

(b) Grades or subjects taught, e.g., fifth grade, or Rathematics, or
history,

6715e--85-14
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196 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

(o) Special types of supervisory and administrative positions.(4) Men and women.
2. Increases and decreases in the school population:(a) By ages and grades.

(b) By coulmunities.
8. Extension of the educational system to include new groups:(a) Kindergarten, nursery, and preschool groups.(b) Various forms of adult education.
4. Expansion of special educational services:

(a) Teachers of special subjects, e.g., art, music, physical education.(b) Supervisorsprimary, music, geography, health, home economics.(o) Visiting teachers and special case-workers.(4) School nurses, pediatricians, dentists, psychOogists.
IS. Increases and decreases in the size a claw* per teacher.6. Increases and decreases in the teaching load, especially in high school.7. Increases and decreases in the average length of teaching service.8. Age of retirement

A9. Whether or not leaves of absence are allowed and the proportion of teacherswho are eligible and the proportion of those who take advantage of theprivilege.
(a) Leaves of absence for study or travel.
(b) Maternity leaves.

10. Regulations governing the employment of married women and whether ornot teachers who marry may retain their positions.11. yhe extent to which teachers leave a State for employment in neighboringStates.
12. The extent to which teachers leave teaching to enter other occupations orprofessions.
18. Mortality and Mows among the teachers of any State.14. Length of sdhool termwhether one teacher may complete two contractswithin a year.
15. RegulatIons concerning employment of full-time teacheis for eveningschools, playground supervision, and other part-time work.

Eduodional factor., affecting the suppty of teaehers.---Factors areincluded in this list if they operate to indicate or determine the num-ber of teacheis for any specific type of position who are or will beavailable in a State or educational unit. These factors tend to maketeaching more or less attractive to the capable persons desired as re-cruit& The list includes some factors which 'affect demand butwhich also make teaching a more desirable field in which to work.The more important of the factors which affect the relative attrac-tiveness of teaching and the qualifications considered necessary forteachers and which therefore affect the supply of teachers are in-cluded in the following list:
1. StAndards of the amount and nature of the preparation required for eachtype of position. Minimum certification requirements for each State foreach type of position for which certificates are issued.

Admission requirements for each type of position:(a) Scholarship record and intellectual ability.(b) Age, health, personality, character, and interwt in teaching.

,
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(o) Any special abilities, e. g., music for a special teacher or supervisor
of music.

3. Special restrictions upon certain positions:
(a) Sexkindergarten, nursing, coaching.
(b) Additional training, e. g., cardiac class or class for hard-of-hearing.

4. Number of unemployed teachers in a State, meeting existing standards for
each type of position and holding a valid certificate to teach:

(a) Unemployed.
(b) Otherwise employed but desiring a teaching position.

Number of unemployed teachers in neighboring States meeting existing
standards for each type of position, whose certificates have' been or would
be approved by the State:

(a) Unemployed.
(b) Otherwise employed but desiring a teaching position.

6. Number of students in higher educational institutions preparing to be
teachers or whose programs of subjects would qualify them for teaching
certificates:

(a) By tyPes of position for which they are qualifying.
(b) By length of curricula being followed.
(o) By types of institutions in which students are preparing.

T. Relative desirability of teaching compared with other fields of work
open to the same students in such matters as:

(a) Salariesranges, increments, stability, and opportunities for sup-
plementing income.

(b) Vacations.
(o) Retirement provisions.
(d) Leaves of absence.
(e) Working conditions, such as size of classes, kinds of special help,

nature of supervision, other means of professional growth and
development.

(r) Social and recreational opportunities and restrictions.
a Professional prestige accorded teacherspossibilities for positions of lead-

ership. -

9. Distribution of the school population:
(a) Rural and urban.
(b) Elementary and secondary.

10. Regulations regarding marriage, especially for teachers who marry while
teaching.

11. Extent to which qualified teachers from other States are employed:
(a) Prom what States.
(b) In what types of positions.

12. Extent to which those fiom other fields of work qualify for teaching
positions.

l& Extent to which former teachers return to teaching after periods of em-
ployment in other fields.

14. Security of tenure.

The two lists just given do not take into account the many other
factors, economic, social, airgl political, which very definitely in-
fluence the demand for and supply of teachers. It has already been
shown how the demands increased during a period of wide-spread
prosperity and how the financial depression which started in 1929

,
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198 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS
brought almost immediate curtailment of educational services andreductions of staff. Even during periods of such retrenchmentsother occupations may be so much more upset that teaching giinsin desirability by contrast, as was shown during the period 1930 to1934.

Complexity of the problem of supply and demand in teaching.-.When it is realized that a period of prosperity or a war or á financialdepression or a period of wide-spread industrial unrest can so quicklyand extensively influence many of the factors controlling supplyand demand in teaching, it becomes apparent that the problem ofadjusting supply and demand is one in which all the terms arevariables. A solution is, therefore, not to be expected. Insteadthere inevitably must be continuing attimpts to balance the demandfactors and the supply factors in such a way that the one may ap-proximate the other, with enough of a surplus on the side of sup-ply to care fQr unforeseen emergencies without loss to the essentialeducational services.
The complexity of the problem is evident when one considers thenumber of facts which it would I.43 necessary' to have about each ofthe variables before any estimate could be made of its effect on thetotal equation over a period of years. Anyone familiar with thevariations in American public-school systems, even within a singleState, knows how difficult ifwould be to get a complete, accuratelyclassified list ofthe teachers actually emplbyed in different types ofpositions. Even in the elementary schools there would be, manycombinations of grades, and in some departmentalized elementaryschools the teachers would be doing much the same work as teacherswho would be classified as junior high school teachers. The taskof assembling the needed data would appear hopelessly discouragingwere it not known that such recordsonce the forms are establishedand the first set of records obtainedcan be maintained as a contin-uing record system with but a small part of the first cost in time ormoney.

SECTION 3. TEACHER SUPPLY AND DEMAND CONDI-
.

TIONS IN 1930-31
Value of a national study of supply and demand.The difficultieswhich made it necessary to abahdon any attempt to study unemploy-ment among teachers in the United States'. have been explained.Nevertheless, it was deemed desirable to gather some data on supplyand demand conditions which existed at that time, both for the lightthey would throw on the total teacher-training situation and forany trends they might show for the guidance of prospective teaChers.Therefore the inquiry blank which was sent to all teachers in the
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public schools contained a number of questions designed to oupply
data on this larger problem.1

From the answers remised the relative proportion of te6dik3rs and
other workers in the different school divisions was shown fen% the year
193041--the year for which the data were obtained. *towers to
other questions gave a detailed classification of the types of positions
held in each of the school divisions and data on age, KA, kaarital

'status, experience, salary, educational preparation, and %that
directly and indirectly involved in the supply and demand ibattle.

In addition to these data two seta of questionl were Warted to
give a more detailed picture of the action of eomf of the &-Apay and
demand factors as of that year. These two sets of questions are
reproduced to aid in the understanding of the material of taliAiectioll.

87. ANSWER THIS Dr You WERE: NOT EMPLOTID IN THE PZESEirr Scaologi SYSTEM

LAST Tail (1929-801)

= 11

The one reason that explained the demand for your services t& school
year 1480-81:

O. Predecessor died.
1. Predecessor retired.
2. Predecessor entered &liege*
8. Predecessor married.
4. Predecessor left to teach somewhere else in \the State.
5. Predecessor left to teach in another State.
6. Prellecessor entered another profession or occupation.
7. Predecwwsor left on leave of absence, illness, etc.
& Hold newly created position.
9. Other 6.0 Sc., N., dinft aga"..11.

38. ANSWER Um IF You WIWI NOT EMPLOYED IN PRESENT tMIME, T OTEM

LAST YEAS (1929-30)

Where were you last year?
O. College or university in same State.
1. Teacher-tiainting class normal school, or teachers college in Attie State.
2. Another school system in same State.
8. College or university in another State.
4. Teacher-training class normal school, or teachers college'in anotlOr State.
5. Another school system in another State.
6. A position other than in educational work.
7. Leave of absence.
8. Return to teaching, having some occupation other than .ediirotion the

past year.
9. Other / 0,"'

I Vol. II, lit. I, of the National Survey of the Education of Teachers report 4ptaina
description of this national inquiry directed to the teachers and other educatlanAk vorkers
in the public-sctool systems. It contains a copy of the inquiry blank alit 1D6 detailed
tabulations of the answers received from nearly half a million teachers, supervittors..and
administrative officers. Many of the tables in that part of the report colktain the
distribution of the replies by bites, so that anyone interested in conditions it k Pirtle*
Ur State or section of the country should consult the tables in vol. H.
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200 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE BDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Answers to these questions made at about the same time by indi.vidual teachers and mailed directly to the Survey- office in Wash-ington, D. C., gave in highly comparable form information on threephases of this problemextent of mobility, causes for demand, andsources of supply. These three phases will be presenied separatelyand in sufficient detail to show the Picture for the country as awhole. Only occasional comment by way of illustration will bemacle concerning conditions in the 'several States. A number ofvery well organized and complete studies of the problems of supplyand demand in teaching have been made for separate States, particu-larly for California, Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Ohio, and Pennsyl-vania. These State studiesf while they contained many interestingand valuable suggestions for other States, were all different enough'in the material presented or in the way and time at which it wascollected to make comparisons very difficult or impossible. The dataobtained by the National Survey of thè Education of Teachers aremore comparable, especially for the States in which the number ofreplies indicatkd an adequate sampling of the teaching population.On the other hand, the Naiional Survey dita lack the completenessof the State returns and are not so accurate for individual States,but they do show the.total situation in a way not possible from theseparate studies.

TEACHER MOBILITY AND ITS EFFECT ON SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Two terms used in the discussion of this topic should be definedbecause of the special way in which they are used in this section. .A". new " teacher, as defined by the two sets of question items 87 and38reproduced above, is " a teacher who was not employed in thepresent school system last year (1929-30)." The data were gatheredin 1930-31. The " mobility ratio " is.the ratio of " new " teachersto the total number of teachers in the same type of position in theState or school' unit for which the " mobility ratio " is computed:If, for example, a State had 2,000 senior high school teachers and500 reported themselves as " new 'to their positions for that year,the " mobility ratio " would be 500 : 2,000, or 1: 4, which can be ieadas " 1 of every 4 senior high school teachers in that State was' new .e., was teaching in his present position lor the first time."Neither term is literally descriptive, since some " new " teacherswere experienced teachers who had just moved; and some òf the." new " teachers did nót, represent any " mobility ", because they wereteaching fot the first time and therefore had not " moved." Since,however, other terms would also have to be defiled and used accord-ing to definitioii, and because earlier tabulatións were made withthese terms, they will be used .as defined.
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SUMMARY AND INTIIRPRZTATION 201

National "mobility ratios."The first three items in table 6 slow
the " mobility ratios " for the United States for elementary teachers
distributed according ito sizes of communities and for junior high
school and senior high- school teachers.

Comparisons -among the three total groups, elementary, junior'
high fichool, and senior high school, are shown in columns 8,. 9, and
10 of table 6. In 1930-81, 51,131 of the 244,618 elementAry teachèrs
who answered questions 87 and 88 of the inquiry form were .".new "
to their positions, which 'made a " mobility ratio " for all elementary
teachers of 1 : 4.8. This means that approximately one of every five
elementary teachers in 193041 was a " new " teacher. Similarly the
"mobility ratios " for junior high school teachers was 1: 6.7 and for
senior high sehool teachers% 1 : 4.9. The similarity between the ratios
for the elementary and the senior high school teachers is interesting
because while it might seem that one group was abbut as " mobile"
u the other an analysis of reasons for the changes in positions and
the sources from which the " new " teachers were drawn showed dif-
ferences in a number of important respects. a

Elea of aim of community on " mobility ratios."The effect di
community size upon the tendency of teachers to move to new posi-
tions is very clearly shown by the- regular and rapid way in which
the " mobility- ratib " decreases as the size of the community in-
creaseq. The " mobility ratio " for" teachers in the open country 1:
and 24eacher sclíools (the rural schools) was 1: 2.5, indicating that
in those schools 1930-81 two of every five rural teachers were
"new " in the positions they then held. In sharp contrast to this
ratio is the " mobility ratio " of 1:20.2 in the'cities with popthations
of 100,000 and more, which means that in the larger cities only 1 ele-
military teacher in every 20 was .a " new"-" teacher.

This tendency for teachers to accept positions in larger cities was
partly caused by the higher salaries in the larger places but also by
the fact that the larger cities affoided bettei living conditions, more
soCial and recreational opportunities, and more professional stimula-
tion. Theo final effect of this tendency is to enable the cities in each
size group to seleCt the most capable teachers from the smallei or less
wealthy commuziities, with the rural schools providing for most of
the initial expeiience and ;etaining more than their share .of those
teachers unable to secure appointments in 'iWage 'or city school
systems.

Variatiinis in "mobility ratios" by &atm.When the " mobility
ratios " were coniputed for individuál Stake nearly the same range
wis found among the States as wail found among cities of different
sizes.. For example, the " mobility ratios" for elementary teachers
in some of the States and the District of Columbiik in 1980781 were

.
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as follows Washington, D. C., 1: 16; Rhode Island, 1:15.6; Massa-
chusetts, 1 : 18.8; Maryland, 1 : 10.8; 'New Jersey, 1 : 10. The five
States t the other extreme of the distribution were: North Dakota,
1:2.15; South Dakota, 1 : 2,2; Montana, 1: 2.41 Còlorada, 1 : 2.42;
and Wyoming, 1: 2.43. The differences between these- two groups
are largely the result of differences in urbanization, density of popu-
lation, and industrial development, 'but the resulting differenceti in
the " turn-over " among the teachers are very ¡treat and make very
different problems in adjusting supply and demand in the several
States. The " mobility ratios " for the ihdividuil States' also showed
that the problem of mobility was a State problem and not a national
or even in " area " problem. For exampki, the " mobility ratio " in
Massachusetts was 1 : 13.8 and in the adjoining State of New Hamp-
shire it was 1.: 4.6. Significant diffetences were also found between
adjacent States in other sectionsCalifornia (1: 6.5) and Nevada
(1:2.5), Indiana (1: 7.2) and Illinois (1 : 4.1), Louisiana (1 : 6.9)
and Mississippi (1 : 8.6), and Maryland, (1: 10.8) mall Delaware
(4: 5.9). Such differences indicate that other factors or the com-
binations of other factors are more important in determining the
prvortioá of " new " teachers in a State than is its geographical

.11

location.
Relation of gi mobility ratio" to supply and de' 1-_,- .Before pre-

tween the number of " new " ers and supply and demand should
senting the Survey data on and demand ,the relationship be-

be pr,sented. The number or proportion of " new " teachers. in a
State does not represent the number of new or additional teachers
needed by that State to replace teachers not teaching aid to provide
for the newly created positions. The number of " new " teachers
includes- the large number of teachers in the State who moved °from
one pc;sition to another in the same State. Such moves do not affect
th number of additional teachers needed. They do have an effect
u I CI the position for which a " new " teacher is needed. For exam-
ple, a fifth-grade teacher in a large city may retire, thereby creating
a " demand " for one " new " ttacher. The immediate position will
probably be filled by a teacher in service in anotier city and his posi-
tion in.turn.will be filled by a teacher from another and smaller city,
so that several teachers may change positions as a result of the resig-
nationeach recfsiving a promotion slid the vacancy will probably
appear finally as a vacancy in a rural school. Thus, 1 vacancy would
have resulted in moves which made 4 or 5 teachers " new " teachers
the following year, but would have been a " demand " for but 1
teacher 4nd would have been met by a " supply " of 1 new rural
school teacher.
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Failure to keep, this distinction always in mind° has resulted, insome of the overestimates on the number of additional teachersneeded at any time, which will be discussed at a later paint in thischapter.
s.

DEMAND FOR TEACliptS IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1930-31

Data on demand for teachers collected by the National Survey ofthe Education of Teaehers.Replies were received from 13,879" new " teacherselement4erjunior high school, and senior highschoolto the question concerning the one reason., of the ten sub-mitted, that explained the demand for their services for the yeu1930-31. This number was slightly more than one-fifth of all theteachers who returned the inquiry forms. The distributions of theprincipal reasons causing the demand for the " new " teachers ofthat year are presented in table 6, page 202, for elementary, juniorhigh sc,hool and senior high school teáchers and by community sizesfor elementary teachers.
Factors the demand\ for elementary tedchers in 1 9so4percentages given in column 8 for the causes of demand for the totalgroup of " new " elementary teachers show very clearly theit by farthe most important cautr_was that the predecessor left to teach some-where else in the same Siate. This factor accounted for more thantwo-fifths (42.2 percent) of the vacancies that year and yet did notincrease the .demand for additiónal new teachers since the teacherswho moved within the groups filled as many vacancies as they left.The factor which created the largest demand for additional newteachers wag; that the predecessors married and left teaching. Thiswas the reason for 16.4 perceht of the casesapproximately a sixthof the vacancies among elementary teachers. The Percentage doesnot, of course, show the number of elementary teachers who mar-ried---merely those w4o, because of marriage, gave up teaching eithervoluntarily or because of . school-board regulations against theemployment of married women.

The other causes for the demand for elementary teachers werereported as follows: Predecessor died, 0.7 percent;. predecessor re-tired, 6.0 percent; predecessor entered college, 6..4 percent; predeces-sor left to t4ach in another State, 3.2 percent; predecessor _entered
. another profession or occupation, 6.5 percent; predecessoi left onleave of absence, illness, etc., 8.6 percent; hold a newly created posi-tion, 8.8 percent; and otherreasons creating demand 6.2 percent.So far as the OW group of elementary teachers is concerited, thedemands for new additional teachers amounted to 54.6 percent of the" new " teacliers in the rural and eleinentary schools of the UnitedStates in 1930-81. (Teachers wh§) left to teach elsewhere excluded.)
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In terms of the total group the demand for additibnal teachers was
for a little more than half of the " new "-teacher group and since the
"new "-teacher group was approximately a fifth of the total group
the demand for additional teachers was about a tenth of the total
group (a half of a fifth). The teachers comprising that tenth were
obtained from a variety of sources, as will be shown in the discussion
of that toPic.

Effect of vise of community on demand for elementary teachers.
The data on the effect of the several causes of demand for teachers
in communities of various sizes showed a number of interesting ditfr
ferences. thIn e first place they showed the marked iendency
move toward larger cities. Not only did the' percentages of those
who left to teach elsewhere in the same State decrease from 51.1
percent among the, rural teachers to 20.3 percent in the largest cities
but when these were multiplied by the " mobility ratios " to show the
effect non the total group the tendency was even more marked.
Nearly a third of all ruril-school teachers left to teach elsewhere in
the same.tate compared to only 1 percent in the larger cities. This
shows the heavy burden of " transien4 " which the rural schools
aie compelled to carry.

Four other general conditions concerning the causes of demand
as shown in table 6 are significant. The fir* was the very Much
larger proportion of teachers from the rural, consolidated, and vil-
lage groups who entered colleges than did so from the larger cities.
(This condition was probably caused by the lower standards of
preparation for the teachers in the rural and village schools and
the desire to reach the ápproved minimum for work in the cities.)
The second was the much larger percentages of teachers in 'the
smaller communities who left teaching to enter some other occu--

pation. (Probably .caused by lower salaries and less desirable work-
ing conditions In this connection it, is also significant that the
number ottei ez:s who left teaching in order to enter other lines
of work was, for the country as a whole, so small. Only 6.5 percent
of the vacancies in 193041 were caused by such changes of occupa-
tion. In terms of the total group of elementary teachers it meant
only 1 in each 77 changed occupations. The third was that the per-
centage of newly created positions was roughly the same for the
several groups except for the largest cities. This would indicate
that the school pcipulatiQn in the rural and village areas was grow-
ing, if anything, slightly more rapidly than in the lárger cities.
The ,fourth was the comparatively small number of elementary
teaphers who left one State to teach in another State---t4ily 3.2 per-
celit for the total group of " new " elementary teachers, of less than
I percent of 01 elementary teachers.

-
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State variations is demanda for elementary teacher..--In tte martdetailed report of the suppty and jaemand data in. volume II theanswers to the quesons. which indicated the causes of demand weredistributed by individual States.' Those percentages will tile itervice.able for State studies and will serve as the bales for comparisonsneighboring States, with Stets in the same area, with Scates,of thesame industrial kievelopment,-with States of the same size, wealth,oi density of *population... Such comparisons are interesting andmay be helpful iii selecting the factors which have the greatesteffect upön supply and demand in teaching. On the other hand,interstate .comparisons have islerious limitations. There fir" manyother elements which, enter into*the adjustments of supply and de-marid among teachers, such as e4ucatiena1 traditions, wealth, cropfailures, and a variety of °Ours wIlixth make comparisons inaccurate .and sometimes unfair unless they are understood when the compari-sons are made. Furthermore, the returns from some of the Stateswere more representative than fro'm others in which a smaller pro-portion of answers were. received.
The "principal value of interstate comp ris.2ns of the causes of4emand for new teachers isthat they may bring unnoticed issuesinto tle open. -For example, if the percentages for two similaradjacent States differ, very noticeably on one or two items the of5-.cials in bah States might well ask themselves " What has caused thedifference " "Is the diffekence in the direction of progress I ". or" If the difference is to the disadvantage of either State, what canbe donfi to correct it?"

Two illustrations will shovi the rariations in the causes for..ihe46demand óf " new " teachirs among the States. Four States reirported that 10 percent or more of the " predecessors " of elem'eniaryteachers " left to teach in another:State "Delaware, 11.8 percent;Idaho, 12 percent; Nevada, 10.8 percent; and New HamPshire, 15.2percentwhile six States reported less than 1.5 percerg resultingfrom that causezCalifornia; 1.2 percent; Kentucky, 1.4 percent;Mississippi, 1.2 percent; Nesw York, 1.À percent; Ohio, 1.4 perceilt;and Texas 1.4 percent As preriously explained, these perceptagesare not comparable *ithout being adjusted by the "'mobility ratios"for the *wend States but there is enough difference between theextremes to* xiai.ae mime interesting coniettures.0 to ilia element inthe demand for new Ikachers---an eletnent accounting for 10 percentor more of the' iz some, States and but little more that) 1percent in others.

National Survey of the ,Ilktimploil of Teachers, Tel: II, pt. I, tables 25, 24, 21.Sonia& 1988, so. 10. OSee of Education, U. S. Depeztobeat of the Interior, WashingtosD. C. These tables wars."( presented the Isms of School We for January, roebrusty.Mardi 19112.
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-1ree of the States reported that 10 percent or more of the vacan-
cies for eirentary teacher* `were caused by predecessors who
" entered antothai occupati4 cir profession "Maine, 11.2 percent;
Miisissippi, 10.9 percent; and South Carolina, 1,1 percentwhile
four States reported P3wer than 4 peiveilt resulting from this caupe--
Califorfiii, 8.7 percent; District of Columbia, 8 percent; kassachu-
9gts, 3 percelit; and Rhode Island, 1.7' percent. When tEese were,
adjusted to percentages of the total elementary, teaching force which
left teaching for some other occupation the extreme percentages
would be Mississippi percent and Ith.ode Island 0.1 percent..
Three of every hundred teachers in Mississippi in 1'929-80 left .

teaching for some other occiipation or profession while the ratio.
in, Rhode hland was at' tile rate of one in each thintsand. Thii
shows that the loss to other fields of .work swim an important prktblem
in On& State and an entirely negligible ope in anotiker.

Reference to tiles° Stite variations will later 'be made in the
proposils for cOntrolling the factors which influence the demand fór

.new teszhers. kl

Factors in the (lemma for junior lag1ì school fear/ten in /W-
M.The anstvers to are questions on the causes of tlip demand for
junior,high schoQ1 teachers are 'shown int table 6; page 202 for the

.5,38f." new " junior high school teichers who returned the inquiry
bleaki.. The following generld statments scan be made concerning
the demand for junior high tichool teachirs in 193041:
'1. The " mobility ratio " was -low*e&ri than for either the elementary

or senior high school teachers./ This meant that *mailer pro-
portion of thee total group -of junior high' sChool teachers were

_ . " new " that year than was true for the other two group and
.4 that the junior high school group was therefore more stable in

; its personnel,.
2. Illatively fewer of ihe junior high schpol teacbers retired, entered

college, or married and left teaching than of this elementary or
senior high school teachers. ,t

8. A much smaller proportion of the " predecessors ". of the junior
high school " new " teichers left to teach somewhere else in the
same State,bout half as large at for the other two groups
wken coirectaa for the differences in the " mobility' ratios."

4. The percentage of " nevi r teachers holding a newly ereskted pòsî

tign was decidedly greater fòr the junior high 'school group
than -for the elementary teacher& It was, not quite so high u
for the senior high school teachers.

State veriistiosi i, the demand for junior high achooi teacheri.---
The same wide variations existed avong the States on practicidly All
'of tp4 causes of denutpd for 'junior high %hail teichers. , One or.
twO austratione will auSw the extent of these differenete., Tennessee
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and Indiana wiiirnearly the same " mobility ratios " had in 193041
34.1 percent and 18.5 percent, respectively, of the vacancies for
junior high school teachers caused by the creation of new positions.
Thirteen of the States that year had 25 percent or more of their

new junior high school teachers holding newly created positions
find at the other extreme, 6 States had percentages of 10 ör less.
In eneral, the States- in which thè largest percentages of " new
junior high school teachers held newly created pbsitions were more
densely populated and had more large cities than those with the

*smaller
percentages of " demand." from this cause.

In comparing the number of junior high school teachers who " left
to Attach elsewhere in the 'mime State " the range extgAded from 48.8
percent of the " new " junior high school teachers in Alabama to
only 8.4 peicept in Connecticut. When these are expressed as per-
csentages of the total 'junioi- high schoql groups in those States they
indicate that 15 in every 100 junior high school teachers in Alabama
moiled to. other positions in Alabama and only 1 in every 100 in
Connecticut. On this same point 10 States had a third or more of
their demand for " new " junior high school teachets caused by
teachers moving-within the State while 6 States had less than a fifth
from the same cause..

Factors i,t the demand for senior high school teachers in 1930-31..
use the " mobility ratios " for the elementary and the senior

high school teachers dre so nearly the same, the percentages given
in columns 8 Lind '10 of table 6 are comparable. They' indicate
somewhat fewer vacancies among high-school teachers because

et". predecessors " married and left teaching, a smaller percentage
fiving to teach elsewhere in#tle same State and a considerably

arder percentage leaving to teach in other States. The most Bignifi .
cant- difference beiween the tsenior high school and the eleme&ary
teachers was the larger percAtage of " new " tedchers who held

newly created positions ", showing that the number of pupils in
the high sttools was increasing more than in -,the elementary
schoolstwice as rapidly. None of the other ellynents showed sig.
nificant differences.

State variations in the demand for senior high sohool teachers.
In the light of the fact that the senior high school teachers were
better prepared so far as -amount of education was concerned,
than either the elementar Or junior high school teachers, it is
interesting that the same de vatiations were found among the
States in the number of " predecessors who entbred college." In

-8' States 10 percent or more of, the senior high school vacancies were
caus.ed by senior high school teachers leaving to ehter college
Delaware, 10.7 percent; Kentucky, 11.7 percent; and Utah, 10.6 per-
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centwhile in 7 States the percentages wereless than 2California,
1.9 percent; Connecticut, 1.4 percent; District of Columbia, 0 per-
cent; Maw4t. chusetts, 1.2 percent; New Jersey, 1.2 percent; New
York, 1.5 percent; and South Carolina, 0.8 percent. Some of the
States in which the smallest percentages of senionhigh school teach-
ers entered college were those hi which the preparation of the teach-
ers was the highest. These were shown in volume II.

Another illustration of the reason why studies of the demand for
new teachers must be made in terms of conditions in each State is
shown in ,the number of " new " senior high school teachers who
held newly created positionsnecessitated by increases in enroll-
ments, additional services, smaller classes, or reorganizations which
called for more teachers. The general statement for the country
ut large indicated that a fifth of the " new " senioi high school
teachers in 1930-31 held new positions. In 13 States less than 10
percent of the " new " senior high school teachers were in newly
created positions and in.
positions'.

6 States 25 percent or more were in such

SUPPLY OF TEACHERS IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1930-31

Data collected by the Nati~,1 Survey of the Education of Teach-
ers Oil the supply of teachers.This discussion could more apprdpri-
ately 'be called an analysis of the sources of supply from which the
"new " teachers in 1930-31 were obtained. The dita collected by
the National Survey of the Education of Teachersin answer to the
questions in item 38 of the inquiry blank (see p. 199) showed where
the "new " teachers were the preceding year but did not show how
many other teachers were available from the same sources who were
not placed. In other .words, the Survey inquiry did not obtain the
total number available and so was unable to show the difference
between that total and the number used i.. e., the oveFsupply of
teachers for that year. In spite of that limitation the data obtained
did show how many." new " teachers were employed from the sev-
eral sources and therelV furnished viduable data for the use of those
responsible for progranis of educating or certificating teachers in
any State. The dist¡ibutions of the answers by the " new " teachers
to the question, " Where were you last year? " are given in table 6,
page 202, for elementary a rs (by communities of different sizes)
and for junios high school% senior high school teachers.

Factors in the suppty of elementary teachers in 1930-31.Since
it was indicated in the-study of " demand " for elementary teachers
that the largest group of predecessors " left to teach elsewhere ", it
was to be expected that almost an equal proportion of the " new,"
teachers would report that during the preceding year they were
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teaching. in some other school system. Nearly half (44.9 percent)
of the " new " elementary teachers in 1930-81 were teaching during
the preceding year, and -two-fifths (40.5 percent) were teaching in
school systems in the same State. f This fwo-fifths of the " new "
teachers employed in the elementary schools that year represented

teacher turn-over " but did not, represent the iddition of any new
teachers to the total group. Thig ttgrEo,ip which movid within the
same, States represented slightly nio*of the " new " elementary
'teachers than were obtained from alOnstitutions of higher educa-
tion (39.1 percent) . These two " tioirces " for " new " teachers
accounted for 84 percent of the group. .

Three other important facts concerning the souAs from which
" new " teachers were obtained were: (1) Only 5 percent 'were
recruits from positions Wiser than in educational work; (2) only 5.1
percent were former teachers who " returned to teaching, having
some occupation other than teaching the Preceding year "; and (3)
a fourth (26.4 percent) of the " new " elementary teachers were
obtained from teacher-training classes in normal schools and teachers
colleges, compared with 12.7 percent from all other higher institu-
tions.

The insignificant proportion (1.1 percent) of the " new " elemen-
tary teachers who were " on leave of absence " the precéding year is
not a complete picture, because some of the teachers who reported
that they were in an institution of higher education the preceding
year were also on leave of absence. Other studies indicate that the
practice of granting leaves of absence to public-school teachers was
followed in about half of the cities in the United States but that
only about one-tenth made any salary allowance for the time absent.

Effect of community size on auppLy of teachers in 193041 .---Sev-

eral' generalizations about the supply of elementary teachers were
supported by the data presented in table 6, page 202. In the first
place, it was clearly evident that the rural schools and villages were
taking a larger proportion of students from educational institutions
as new teachers than were the cities, especially the larger cities.
When the percentages in table 6 are adjusted to the mobility ratios
it is seen that 15.4 percent of all rural teachers were in educational
institutions the preceding year, commtred to only 2.1 percent of the
elementary teachers in cities of 100,000 population and more. Pro-
pounced as is this difference, it still does not tell the whole story, be-
cause a proportion of the teachers included in the 2.1 percent for the
'larger cities were experienced teachers who had been in colleges ob-
taining additional work, while most of the .15A percent in the rural
schools were the inexperienced teachers just through some teachers

probably but 1 or 2 years in length above the high school.

1,7
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In the second place, the fact that about the same percentage of
the " new " elementary teachers was obtained Emil other school
systems in the same State for each of the size-groupi of the com-
munities, with the exceptión of the largest cities, showed very clearly
the tendency to move from smaller to larger places until the largest
cities are reached. In terms of. the percentages of the total groups
obtained from this source, the rural schools got Vt. percent of all
their teachers in 1930-31 from other schoolsusually less desiiable
rural schoolswhile in the largest cities only 1 percent of the ele-
mentary teachers were teaching in other cities in the same State the
preceding year. Lest this seem unreasonably gmall, it should be
recalled that in the larger cities-the total " new " group of elementary
teachers was only 5 percent (mobility ratio of 1: 20.2).

In the ihird place, when Wachers were recruited from " a posi-
tion other than in educational work " or ;when teachers " returned to
teaching, having some occupation other than education the past
year," it was clearly shown that the rural and village schools re-
ceived much more than their proportional share of " new " teachers
from those sources. The proportion of " new " elementary teachers
received in 1930-31 from these two sources (10.1 percent) may be
considered the proportion repruited from other fields of woik. The
total exceeds the percentage of " predecessors " who left teaching for
some other form of work (6.5 percent) , indicating that the " supply "
exceeded the " demand " or that teaching attracted more individuals
from other fields of work than it lost to them. A disturbing ques-
tion has been asked in this connection on which the Survey had no
data, " Did educatipn lose some of its best teachers and administra-
tive officers to other fields and receive in return mostly those unable
to succeed in other fields/ "

State variations in the supply of elementary teachers/ in 1930-31.
The percentages of new " elementary teachers obtained in 1930=31
from the several sources of supply are distributed by States in table
25, volume II, part I of the Suivey Report. They showed the same
wide variations by States as by size of communities. This corrobo-
rates the conclusion previously drawn that the problems of supply
and demand among teachers must be solved on a State basis. For
instance, eight States (Kentucky, Mississippi, Ohio, Okla o
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Utah) received 2 percent or n
more of their " new " teachers in 1930-31 from colleges or universi-
ties in the same State, and six (Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, find Oregon) received less than 2.5 percent
from such sources. In comparison, the dominance of the normal
schools and teachers colleges as sources of supply for elementary
teachers was shown by the fact that 27 of the States in 1930-31 ob-

6715*-85-15
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tained 20 percent or more of their " new " elementary teachers from
the normal schools and teachers .colleges. (The District of Colum-
bia, Maryland, and Rhode Island each received more than half of
their " new " elementary teachers that year from normal schools and
teachers colleges in the same State.)

In 1930-31 the States also varied widely in the percentage of
" new " elementary teachers obtained from school systems in other
States. Arizona, Delaware, Massachusetts, Nevada, and Wyoming
each received 15 percent or more of their " new " teachers from
school systems in other States, while .Alabama, Iowa, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Nebraska, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas each received less than -3 percent
from that source.

Factors in the supply s(ri junior high schoolteachers in 1950-,51.7--
The 'sources of the " new " junior high school teachers of 1930-31
are shown in table 6, page 202. They differed in at least two impor-
tant respects from the sources of the " new " elementary teachers in
the'same year. In the first place the proportion &awn from the col-..

leges and universities was more than double that from the normal
schools and teachers colleges-30.5 percent from the former and 12.9
percent from the latter group of institutions. In the second place a
smaller percentage of the " new " junior high school teachers was
drawn from other teaching positions in the same State (31.8 percent)
and a lax.. :r percentage from sehool systems in other States (10.4
percent) a was true for the elementary teachers (40.5 percent and
4.4 percent).

The percentage of " new " junior high school teachers who held
positicins other than educational the preceding year and the percent-
age who " returned to teaching having some occupition other than
education, the preceding year " were significant because of their
smallness, being less from both sources thIn was true for either the
elementary or the senior high school groups..

State variations in the suppty of junior high school teachers in
1930-31.Variations>smong States in the sources from which they
secured their " new " junior high school teachers in 193041 were
greater than for elementary or senior higil school teachers. These
wider variations may have been catised by the small number of re- -

turns which were received from some of thq &alp and also by the
fact that the junior high school as a form of school orkanization has
been much more widely adopted ins some States thAn in others. For
these two reasons, particularly thOirst, detailed comment on State.
differences will not be made. Anyone desiring the data by States for
this group of teachers may find them in volume II, yart I, table 26
of the Survey Report.
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Factors in the supply of senior high school teachers in 1930-41.---
The only significant differences in the source's from which the " new "
senior high school teachers were drawn in 1930-31 and those for the
junior high school teachers were the larger percentages of " new "
teachers drawn from the colleges and universities rather than from
the teachers colleges (86.7 percent compared with 8.4 percent) and
a somewhat stronger tendency to draw new high school teachers
from teaching positions in other States.

About a third of the " new " teachers for the junior and the
senior high schools in 1930-31 were drawn from other teaching
positions in the same States and so did not rePresent an additiOnal
supply of secondaiey teichers.

State variationa in thi supply of senior high school teachers in
1930-I1. From ,the fact that more than four-fifths of the " new "
senior high.school teachers who were in institutions of higher edu-
cation the preceding year were in colleges, universities, and teach-
ers colleges in the se'ine States it seems that the States were quite
self-sufficient in preparing their senior high school teachers. ,There
were 6 States, however, in which more " new " senior high school'
teachers were obtained from institutions outside of the State itha'h,,
were obtained from institutions within the State and 10 others in
whicii the percentages from institutions outside the State were 50
percent or more of the percentages from institutions within the
States.

The relative number of " new," senior high- school teachers ob-
tained from teachers colleges varied from 20 percent'of all " new "
teachers in Michigan to less than 1 percent in Connecticut, Idahl;,
Maryland, and Washington. At the time th6se data were collected
the 4 last namod States had normal schools with less thsp 4-year
curricula or restricted qiein to preparing teachers for the elementary
and junior high, schòol fields. The relative number received from
teachers colleges is also affected by the number of the colleges and
universities in a ,State in comparison with the number of the teach-
ers colleges. example, Ohio and Michigan are comparable States
in many respects. They have nearly the, same " mobility ratios "
for " new " senior high school teachers. Ohio has but 2 teachers
colleges and more than 40 colleges,,and universities compared with
Michigan's 4 teachers colleges and 17 colleges and universities. Only
8.0 percent of the " new " high school teachers in Ohio in 1980-
81 were obtained from teachers colleges within the State in contrast
to the 20 percent in Michigan.

Incother element in which there was wide variation was the number n
of " new " senior high school teachers obtained from other States.
For the total grouj 10.7 percent of the." new " teachers were teach-
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ing in another State the preceding year. Five States received 80
percent or more from other States and 6 others more than 20 percent.
In 8 of the 11 States in which the e--iscentages of " new " senior
high school teachers obtained frò is other. States were 20 or more
the percentage received from other States was greater than the
percentage of " predecessors " who ieft to teach in other States. It
is interesting to note that a higia percentage of teachers leaving the
State was u-stially acpompanied by a high percentage of new teachers
obtained from other States. :Since ,the States 'in this group-are so
scattered, it would be difficult tb frnd a cause for this. (The 11: States
were 'Arizona, -Connecticut, Delaware, District ot Columbia, Mon-

. tana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New ;Mexico, Rhode
Island, Wyoming.)

o

OTHE ACTORS AFFECTING SUPPLY AND DEMAND AMONG
TEACHERS

alb

The de ents affecting the supply and .tdé.man'd _among teachers
r whicIJthe Suriey collected data in_items 37 and 38, page 199,

atte those whicit havê inosi eftect upon the demands for and the-
supply of teachers for any year. There are other elements in the
*e%vmtal situation which very directly affect tht number of new teachers
needed and-the number available. These were included in the lists
at the 'beginning of ihis séction and must be considered in any
attempt to adjust the supply of and demand for teachers in any
State. Data were collecied by ,the Survey, primarily for other pur-
poses, which, however,- assist in presenting Oat; supply and deniand
situation among teachers 'as it was in 1930-8i.

Number of educational workers in different fields.--The inquiry
blank sent to all teachers, supervisors, and administrative officers in
public schools secured the proportion working in each of 53 classi-
fications. The numbers in each of these classifications for 1930-81
were distributed for the princip0 school divisions (nursery school,
kindergarten, elementaiy school, junior high school, senior high'
school, junior collegi;, evening school, city, county, and State) . These
are given in volume II, part I, table 2 of the 'Survey Report. The
number reporting in each classification sand the percentages of the

. total group for those groups in which a thousand or more replies
were received are given for convInience in table 7. These data, and
especially the more detaileci data in volume II, make possible more
accurate estimates of the probable needs for new teachers in specific
fields of educational wbrk than have heretoforebeen made. They
should be ccirrected for each State before programs fòr the educa-
tion 6f teachers are completed. 411
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T ABuriv47-D1st tibtaion of white personnel in selected fields of work, 193041s

Main work Number re-
porting

4

Percentage of
total num-

ber answering r

Teacher of grades 4.

Continuation school
Teacher:

Agriculture
Art and drawing
Commercial A AHealth
Home economics
Industrial arts .
Music
Trades and industries
Vocational

Tertoof:
Mentally defective
Other special classes

Supervisor:
General a
Magic.

Principal
t principal

4
nntendent

.06

others 2

Total

I

a.

844, 725 77. 0
3, 334 . 7

; 006 . 4
6, 488 1. 2

10, 536 2. 4
isn L

9, 271 2 1
6, 810 1. 4
6, 823 1. 4
1, 117 . 2
1, 987 .

1, 123 . 3
3, 513 . 7
1, 586 . 4

1; 354 .
1, 260 . 3

17, 205 & 8
2, 452 . 5
5, 348 1. 2
1, 766 . 4

12, 641 2. 9

447, 917 100. 0

I Detailed distributions for 32 other classifications by school divisions are reported in vol. II, pt. L. teak
3 of the durvey Report.

9 Incjudes: 401 visiting teachers, 410 teachers of naturalization, 480 vocational teachers, 420 teachers of
crippleti children, 551 teachers of cardiac classes, 338 teachers of speech defectives, 113 thachers of mentally
gifted, 387 teachers of disciplinary classes, 561 supervisors of art and drawing, 57 supervisors of aloe tional
children, 237 supervisors of home economics, 226 supervisors of commercial subjects, 288 su ofindustrial arts, 802 au of health, 84 supervisors of trades and industries, 118 wind of schoolsfor the mentally handkapped, 66 principals of sobs for the physically handicappe 178 eans of boys,
535 deans of girls, 280 astaut superintendents, 53 business 19 building and grounds superin-
tendents, 422 attendance officers, 182 cafeteria 64 died 265 school ysicians, 96 school
dentists, 863 school nurses, 836 athletic coaches, 108 pay ta, 846 vocational danoe specialists, 140
research or survey specialists, 700 teacher clerks, and 1,878 others not included in 53 OW.

The most striking fact revealed by the distribution in table 7 is
that nearly four-fifths of the total group were classroom teachets,
and that when the teacfiers of gpecial subjects were added, the

.

total percentage whose main work was teaching was *1.3. In addi-
Lion to these, many supervisors did some regular teaching as did
also many pri4cipals and assistant principals, some superintendehts
and other workers, such as librarians, school nurses, coaches, and
psychologists so that the actual work of instruction was the direct
or indirect concern of about 95 percent of the public-school personnel.

Detailed data of this kind should be available to all institutions
preparing teaChers and to all *State .9fficials responsible for the-
suance of teachers' certiAcales. .t.Me" effect of teachers' l salaries. on 38uppty mil demand among
teaehent.The salarie;- paid. teachers, actually and relievely, have
without doubt much influence uPon the supply of adequately pre-!
pared teaohers for any spe4ific type of position. This does not mean
that. teachers as a group are meicenary. It mérely means that the
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salary determines the types of individtials who will thke Crere-
quired amount% of preparation and be satisfied to render continued
service for the salaries offered. Salary levell for teachers also coop
trol or greatly influenm other factors in the siipply of teachers.

As teachers' salaries are inaleased (either in actual amounts or
. relatively by the decrease of salaries in other occupations. open to
teachers' or prospective teachers) there is a double effect upon the
adjustment of demand and supply. The deniand is decreased be-
cause some of the teachers already in service remain in teaching
or remain longer in teaching. At the mime time the increased sal--

, aries attract more *recruits to teaching. The immediate restilt is -
more than the usual number of new te rs 'for fewer than the
usual number of vacancies. This doubl acceleioaticin of the over
supply of teachers happened. in the Um States during the year s'
iminediately following the World War.

Teachen' salaries during the Wotld War period lagged far be-
hind the salaries of %Ober groups. In the gears following 1919-20,
howeier, teachers réceived a successiQn' of delayed increases which
brought. their salaries in 1928-29 to levels which were, tictuaily and
relatively, higher than they had ever been before. in this ecountry.
At that time the same thing was true about the salaries paid workers
in other fields, since die preSding . had been one:of general
expansion. A caution should accompany the.above statement about
teachers' salaries in 1928-29. } Before the World War teachers were
so poorly paid that to stitthat they were better paid in 1928-29, both
in dollars and purchasing power, is notsaying that they were paid
too much or eyen enough, because the increases were computed upon
such a low base. Teachers pere (relatively better paid than ..at pre-
vious times, because their itIttries had by. that time been increased
by the incretpents which many others got during the wai period
but which they we're beginning to lose by 1928-29.

For some of the same reasons whickvade teachers' salaries lag
behind those of other groups, in obtaining the increases, ,they also
lagged behind those of other groups in receiving reductions. Those
who received the inquiry blank were asked to report their salaries for-
1930-31.

No special salary study was planned by the Survey for the reason
that the National Education Association, through its_Research Diyi-
sion has, rendered a significant service to Ainerican teachers by its
biennial surveys of tilt, salaries paid different groups of teachers in-Y
Cities of various sizes. These surveys informed teacher's and school
administrators*of salary conditions in other cities Qf ,comparable
size in the same and -other sections of the country and played an
impoitant .role in helpi to obtain the delayed 'salary ipereases
during the decade afte the World War. The survey data on
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salaries for the year 1930-31 served two purposesa check upon the

salary data from otherirstudies and a record of salaries 'paid to pub-

lie-school workers before serious salary retrenchments were started

for -the school yeas 1931-32. Some public-school authorities ex-

pected t e sala reductions imposed on teachers to correct the over-
supply by aki?ig teaching less attractive, thereby reducing the

supply and, by forcing some out of teaching, thereby increasing the

demand. Thése results werei however, not realized. Sálaries in

other fitlds oi work were reduced before teachers' salaries (because

of the lag previously mentioned), wiiich left teaching relatively

more attractive than many other occ4ations and continued to
increase the supply, but the lower salaries did tend to dissuade the

most promising recruits froin selecting teaching as a career. The
lowered salaries also forced some teachers into other fields of 'work

but unfórtunately, many of tihose who left were the younger, more

capable leachers 'who, because of preparAtion,, personality, and gen-

eral 'ability, could most.successfully meet et*competition of other

field. Both of these results tended to détsiease t4e general eK-

ciency of the feaching personnel,ffibile i1,16ne cOunteracted the other

sti. far as affecting the oversupply of teachers was concerned.

Instead of the general salary rieductijins a wiser solution would have,

been .to hold teachers' salaries to the 1930-31 levels (they were' then

not high enough -when compared with other professions), select

the most capable and the best prepired from among the present

'oversupply, and limit the number and improve the quality *of the

persons to be prepared for teaching.

Little is gained in presentivng in detail the salary data in connec-

tion, with this discussion. Median and quartile salaries for men
and women, for school years of different lengths, are distributed

by States for teachers in rural schools, cities with 10,000 to ;00,000

population, junior high schools, and senior high sohools, in volume

II appendix, tables XX, XXI, XXII, and XXIII of the Survey

Report. These tables yield such facts as thé following:

Twenty-seven of the forty State) in which rural teachers reported

salaries for 9-month terms had median silaries of more than $100

a month for women teachers. Only 2 of the 40 States had median

saliries for that group of less than $75 per ToRth.

Twenty-one of the thirty-one States in which teachers in cities

from 10,000 to 100,000 .population reported salaries for 10-month
terms had median salaries of $125 or more per month for women
teachers. The range of, the median 'saliries was from $1,059 to

$1,868

Seventeen of the twenty:nine Stateá in which junior high school

teachers reported salaries for 10-month-terms had imedian salaries of

)4w.
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$175 or more per month for women teachers. '61e]-ange of tfie
I.

median salirieg was from $1,375 to
Fourteen of the twenty-six States in which senior high schOZIteachers reported salaries for-10-month terms had median salaries of$200 or more per month. The range was from $1,407 to $2,808.
Some of the generalizations previously shown in studies ofteachers' salaries were supported by the Survey data. These were-.

1. That teachers' salaries increased as the size of the community increased.2. That teachers in 1- and 2teacher rural schools received less than teachersin consolidated schools.
& That men teachers received on the average $100 to $200 per year more thanwomen teachers in the elementary schools, and from $200 to $300 per yearmore .in ,secondary schools.
4. That senior high school teachers received higher salaries than 'juniorhigh school teachers and that junior high school teachers received highersalaries than elementary-school teachers.
5. About half of the village and city schools vsirere operated for 9 months andthe remainder' for 10 months. A few small schools were open only 7 monthsand a negligible number for only 6. Eight months was tbe typical termfor rural schools.
& In median salaries paid there was wide variability among the States,the highest being more than fwice the lowest.

The effect of tenure and retirement provisions on supply and de-mand.These two elements in the supply and demand situation werenot included in the Survey studies because of recent complete studiesunder the auspices of the National Education Association.°These elements have both operated to increase the supply of-teachers by making teaching more attractive. The retirement pro-visions which have.been introduced by about half of the States andby a number of separate cities should have operated to increase thedemand for new teachers by making it easier -his teachers to retire.Data reported in table ff, page 202, for 193041 showed that only 6percent of the predecessors of the " new " elementary teachers re-tired, abd the proportion for the junior and senior high schoolgroups was only 8.6 percept. When these were adjusted to representpimcentages of the total groups they were 1.3 percent, 0.5 percent,and 0.8 percent of each group. This means that at the rate teachersretired in 192940 only 1.1 percent of the teachers in the elementaly,junior and senior high schools retired. In other words, relativelyfew -teachers remained in teaching long enOugh to reach the- retire-ment age. Present indications are that, this number will increaserather' than dimiiiish.
tata oil the age of teacheis in different school' divisions, years ofexperience, transiency (number of different positions hefd), teaching
N.s E. A. Research Division. Current homes in teacher retireme9t. Research bulletin,vol. VII, no. 5, November 1930. N. E. A. Department of Elesseutary Teachers. Thelicoa0mIc Welfare of Teachers sixth yearbook, 1931.
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loftsd, and other items involved in whether or not teachink will
4:

attract
sufficient peisons-of desirable ability were obtained from the ansv4s
to the inquiry sent to all teachers and reported in volane II, part
I of th'e Survey Report. Many of these elements should be known
by those responsible for programs for the education of teachers, but
they do not enter so directly into the problem of determining each
year's demand and supply as some of the other factors. Some of the
data will be used in the later proposals for adjusting supply and
demand but otherwise will not be reported in this summary. Five
facts should be méntioned because of their general application to
the probkm of supply and demand.

Seven-eighths of all rural school teachers in 193G--31 were women.
Nineteen-twentieths of all other elementary teachers, three-fourths

-of the junior high school teachers, and nearly two-thirds pf the
senior high school teachers were women.

There is a very heavy loss to the teaching personnel during .the
early years of teaching experience, which makes the replacement
problem heavier than would be the case if a larger proportion pre-
pared for teaching as a profession and expected to make it a life
career.

In 1930-81 approximately 1 in every 6 elementary school teachers,
1 in every 10 junior high school teachers, and Fin every 14 senior
high school teachers was a married woman.

The length of teaching experience increased as the size of the com-
munity increased from the rural districts to 4.he larger cities, -with
very clear evidence that many cities are not aAguming their share
of responsibility for initiating inexperienced teachers.

About nine-tenths of the secondary-school teachers were teaching
one or two subjects, although' &any of them were required to teach
three or more during the first years of their experiencr, and the
median titaching loads of over 25 clock-hours pei week and of more
than 30 clock-hours for a thipd of the teachers indicated that many
of .the 'high-tichool teachers were carrying loads usually considered
inc4imistent with effective instruction.

SECTION 4. ESTIMATES OF MACHER SUPPLY AND
DEMAND

Estimating the oversupply of teachers.The difficulties of obtain-
ing a iecord of the oversupply 9f teachers on a national basis were
eiPlained at the beginning.of this chapter. The time and expense
involved in getting even s good estimate seemed out of abportion to
the use which could be made of th6 data; therefore, as previously
stated, no attempt was made to obtain a record of , unemployed
teachenk Even a mere count of the unemployed teachers such u

.
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would be.obtained by a census enumeration would have been diffi.
cult and experisive and would have brn of practically no value for
the reasons 'aTready given. ,Any -Staté, city or county desiring in
enumeration and a personnel record of unemployed teachers could
sectire the necessary data much more readily than it could be obtained
from a larger area with its different terms, school organizations, and
gtaridards of preparation. Even fpr axial a unit the task would not
be a small one and would be of but passing value unless it were
remade at frequent intervals, in yrder.to keep it up to date.,

If a city has its. own " approved list " or " waitiftg list" of unem-
ployed and available teachers and, by official or sewiofficial pro-

' nauncemenis, My obligated itself to employ-those on tile 11 It in order
as vacancies occur, the city will have the necessary rem on each,slimsecdls
applicant Such applicants usually belong to a oversup-
ply," since they 'probably will not accept teaching positions eLse-
where for fear of losing their turn. A large number of the better
qualified unemployed teachers were probably in that class.

It has been assumed that most of the city school sYstems have
satisfactory records of available teacher's, even though the lists con-
tain some duplications 7here teachtni have aPplied fpr 'positions in
several cities. It has further been alumed that in making and
maintaining these eligibility lists the superintendents %have been
frequently and forcibly reminded of the oversupply of teachers and
of the greater opportunity to select teachers with exactly the prepa-
ration, personality, and experience desired.. These superintendents
undoubtedly have seltkicted teachers from kithA lists whom they will
wipt to employ whenever thetoppropriate positions become vacant
or. can be established.

A third assumption has been made with respect to the oversupply
of teachers, namely, that State, 'county and city superintendents of
schools will; whenever possible, reduce the size of classes, add new
educational services 'Ind restore suspended services, and make other
changes to increase the general efficiency of the schools, which will re.-

quire more trachers Ind specialists. Such changes,5 'quid be used to
reduce the itumber of adequately prepared unemployed teachers.

A fourth assumption is a necessary. accompaniment of the,third,
liamely, that institutions pieparing teachers 'will not continu6 to do
so at Ihe same rate or that they will not use the increa.4ed demands
resulting from the changes suggested in the .third assumption as ,an
excuse for increasing the 'number of teachers prepared. In either
case th4 reduction of unemploymeht among teaChers would be very%

temporary and the oversupply would quickly becopts as demoralizini
as at pPesent.

Allowing an oversupply of teachers to correct itself by. increasing
the oversupply until the chances of satisfactory placement are so

. .
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few that people are no longer willing to, make the necessary educa-
tional preparation has been proposed as a normal solution. Even il
this were economically sound (find it is no low considere4 so), it
would be very undesirable educationally. It wastes or misdirects
the educational ,pieparation of thousands, if not hundreds of thou-
sands of yoking men and women, prevents' them from making ade-
quate or timely preparationflor.some other field of work, and breaks
down the profecOonal morile of the entire group, employed as well*
as unemployed.' All this is very ? difficult to justify when the teachers
only are considered. How much more difficult it is to justify when
the effect upOn the millions of ,chool children whose educational
*opportunities are thereby reduced is considered!

Eatinwies of Oacher supply.7-State officers of education primarily
responsible for the formulation of programs of teacher educaYion
and teacher certification should have the responsibility of estimating
the rat at *hich qualified uneniploye4 teachers for diffeient types
of wofk can be employed by Ihe.scilool systems in the State and also
the number of teachers fof each ,school division and ior each subject
and for each thie of sp:ec.ial work that will be 'needed each year
ver a period, extending at all times at. least 10 years into the future.

Susll estimates require not oply acCurate and detailed records but

tablishid ndicating the rate of change and the directioni f the .to
thtm threquire for a period of years in order at trends may be es-

Ahange. The data collected by the Natioial Survey of the E1uca0on
of Teachers will help to establish th6 1930-81 points in any indica-

tion of trends in supply and demand in teaciiihg. Ntaolion
by

the
items described in section 2 of this chapter are presented Stites
in. a number of instances in, volume II .of the. Survejr Report:.
' The use to which these data may buut can be illustrated by the
data for the wbole country as presented in -table 6, viage 202. (Same
as t4b1t28, vol.. II, pt. I). Using the 'data for all elem'e ry teachers

,

following..as presented in columt 8 the calculatiqns .,.: be made
for conditions; which existed in 193041. df the 244,618 elementary

o teachers who answered the questicsms on supply dezitand 51,131
were " new " to their positions that yeaP-20.9 percent of the elemen-
etary teachers were "new ". Of these " new " teache,rs 44.9 percent
were teaching in another school system the pie;eding year, 89.1
percent were in institutions of higher education, 5 percent held posi-
tions other than in educational work, 1.1 percent were on leave of
absence, 5.1 percentreturned to teachingp having had some Qccupa-
tion other than education the past year, and 4.8 percent were obtained
from all otiier sources. The sum of theypercentages drairn. 'from all
these sources (except those teaching the preceding year) Wu 55.1.

1 This represents the maximum percentage of " new " teachers
mployed thiit year fraim- alli sources other than transfers fro& other

o
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1 " new additional " teachers employed in 1930-31 did not exceed
i

1

5 85,000.
due other calculation must be made before these data can be used

is &ides in the development of pro'grams for the education of teach-
ers. The three' prorcentages-11.5 for elemeatary teachers, 8.7 for
junior high school teachers, and 11.8 for senior high school teachers
repreat the proportiofis of the total number of teachers employed
in each group in 193041 who were not teaching the precedirig year
and so may be themght of as " new additional " teachers for that
year. By using the percentages in table 6, page 202, it is possible to
obtain the proportions of these " additional," teachers supplied by
institutions of higher education. For example, 11,, percent of the
" new " elementary teachers in 1930-31 were in colleges or univer-
sities in the same State the preceding year, 25 percent were in teacher-
training classes, normalschools, and teachers colleges, 1.7 percent were
in colleges ana universities. in Another State, ana 1.4 percent were in
normal school§ and teachers colleges in another State.-a total of 39.1
Percent in hi¡her institutions the preceding year. .Thirty-nine and
one-tenth percent 'of 51,131 " new v teachers is 19,992, which 'is 8.2t teacherspercent bf the to 1 number \I elementary who answered
the inquiry,. and dicates that about 1 in 12 of the elementary

., ers in 1930-31 had been in some institution of high& education
the .re:ceding year. i

Similar calculations for the 'junior high school teachers silo, that
64 flercent of all junior high school teachers who answered the inquity
were in institutiops of higher education in 1929-30 (43.4 percent of
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school systems. Accordingly 55.1 percent of420.9 percent, or 11.5
percent of all elementary teachers;tit 1930-31, were additional teachers
in that tliey were not teaching the year before.

If conditions had remOned relatively the ;same for 1931-32 the
United States would haVe needed " new " elementary teachers from
the institutions of higher education and other sources (except other
school systems) to the extent of approximately 11.5 percent of the
total number of elemtaary teachers. Because the afiswers 'received
were only 50 'percenit of all inquiries sent out it would be necessary
to double the number of answers to represent the total timber for the
country. Therefore 11.5 percent of 244,618 x 2 = 56,262, the`number
of " new additional " elementary teachers employed for 1930-31.

Wr the same method the number of " new additional " teachers
einployed in 1930-31 in the junior high school was 8.7 percent of tpe
entire group or, 6,286, and in the senior high school 11.8 percent of
the entire group or /CI,032. If allowance is made for the fact that

*es the percentages of " new " teachers might have been .slightly higher
had all returns been received it is probable that the number of
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5,381=2,335) and 9.2 percent of senior high school teachers (45.1
percent of 17,367=7,833).

From"' these data can be drawn two additionkl conclusions on con-
ditions as they were ,in 1930-31. The first is that all higher educa-
tional institutions supplied less than three-fourths of the " additional
new " teachers employed that 'year and the second isthat seven-
eighths of those from all institutions (88 percent, were supplied by
institution,s in the same States in which the new teachers were
employed.

Another set of simple calculations yields simile interesting esti-
mates of the number of " new " teachers, supervisors, and itdministra-
tors -drawn tiom institutions -of higher eduCation in 1930-31.
Because answers were received from 'approximately half of the total
¡roup the numbers reported as" in higher institutions the preceding
yea'r should be doubled to represent the total number of teachers
obtained from that source. Ilpound numbers, 40,00 new elementary
teachers, 5,000 new junior high school feachers, and 15,000 Rew
senior high school teachers, or a total of 60,000 teachers, were obtained.
iñ 1930-31 from institutioni of higher education. Because teachers
represented more than four-fifths of the total group answering-the
inquiry on supply and demand it is a conservative estimate that the
total' number of additional pub1ite4scbool workersteachers, super-
viso'rs, administrative officers, and others--7drawn from educational
institutions in 1930-31 was not more than, 75,000. (Five-fourths of
60.000 teachers.) This represents about one-twelfth of the total
groupthe proportion supplied that year from all institutions of
higher education.

In 193041 normal schools and teachers colleges " grkduated "
about 50,000 students from courses entitling them to some form of
teaching or administration certificate, and colleges'and universities;
more than 60,000 who expected to teach (46 percent 'of the graduates
plus those who entered teaching after completing only 1, 2, or 3 years
in college work) . During the same year another 10,000 or more
prospective teachers were prepared in city normal schools and teach-
ers colleges, county normal ichools, and high-school teacher-training
classes. This total of 120,000 teachers does; not represent an addi-
fional supply of that many new teachers. SOIlle of those listed as
graduates were teichers in servite whó completed work fpr a diploma
or alegree that year. Such teachers wo'uld not rePresent additions
to the supply because they were already employed. Their number
iihoula therefore be subtracted from the total 120,000. There are no
adequate data for estimating the number of those employed grad-
uates. Some estimates obtained ranged frtim 5 Arcent to 40 percent'
with very evident4variations among States and t of institutions.
If, therefore, the total number of " graduates " e reduced by its
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many as 15,000 to make allowance for this group the supply would
still be 30,000 in excess of the demand. (120,000 " graduates " re.
duced by 15,000 employed " graduates " left 105,000 new additional
teachers to meet a demand for 75,000, which left 30,000 graduates
unable toqiecure positioni.)

Overestimates of the number of new teachers needed.Without
question some part of the oversupply of teachers in the United
States in 1930-31 ,was the result of overestimates of the number of
additional teachers needed each year. During and after the. World
War statements were made that the average "teaching life " of
American teachers- was between 4 and 5 yearg: Such statements
may have been justified for the period between 1914 and 1919 or
1920 and especially tor the teachers in rural schoOs and the smaller
cities and villages. On the basis of such statement's, those respon-
sible for the preparation and for the certification of teacherg esti-
tiated that additional teachers were needed each Year to the extent'
of a fourth or a fifth of the entire teaching group 'and established
programs intended to furn'ish new teachers in sufficient numbers to
meet that demand.

Conditions affecting the supply of teachers changed so rapidly
from '1921-22 to 1927-28 that the use of any such ratio as one-fourth
or one-fifth for new additional teachers needed became an annuilly
increasing overestimate, even th gh the schools were expandini
rapidly in services and in personne The rate at which the ratio of

P new teachers to the total group ch4nged is obvious when the one-
fourth or one-fifth of 1920 became one4enth or one-twelfth by
1930-31. The " supply " probably overtook the " demand " in 1927--
28 and since then the oversupply has been mounting at the rate of
20,000 to 30,000 a year. To be sure not all of those added each year
were satisfactorily pre se many bf them had thin 2 years
of educational preparation beyond a 4-year high school but if they
were granted any kind Qf a teaching certificate they added to the
supply as cettainly as jfthey were adequately prepared. Unfortu-
nately those teachers with the least preparation were`often the ones
selected for positions by °Ichool boards with limited professional
vision.

Supply and emand ehtimates for £tates. Fr reasons which
should be appitreirizom the precéding clikussions 0f State varia-

%ions, these natiral figures cannot be used as bites for constructing
-a teacher4ducation program 'for any State without making the ad-
justments necessitated by the items upon which the State varies from
the national figires. They do show, hówever, that the teacher-educa-
tie load upon institutions preparing teachers was much less than
had been generally considpred and that the number of " new addi-
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tional " teachers employed each year from the various sources was
decidedly less than usually estimated. .

The data on the supply and demand factors collected by the Sur-
vey and reported for each 'State in volume II, part I, tables 25, 26,
27, can be usedin the way just i11ustr4ted for the country as a whole.
It must be remembered that the conditions reported were for the
school years 1929-30 and 1930-31 and cannot be used as representa-
tive of conditions in 1935-36 unless the various items have been
checked, to ascertain what, if any, changes hav.e occurre-d and the
direction and amount of the chAnges.

In computing the percentages and numbers for any particular
State a few points should be considered which did not enter the cal-
culations for the United States as a whole. i

In the first 'place the number of tachers who are accéPted from
teaching positions in other States becomes a factor which must be
considered by a Stite, but can be disregarded when conditions for
the country as a wfiole ire concerned. Obviously a teacher's move
from.one State to another has the same effect on supply and demand
nationally as when a teacher moves from one city to another within
a State. In most of the Sates this factor has affected " turnover "
but not 'su.pply and demand because the number of teachers who
"'were teaching the preceding year in another school system in
_another State " vias about balanced by the number of " pi-edeces-
sors who left to teach in another State." The proportion of," new " f,

teachers obtained from this source, however, is a matter which can
be controlled by any State and so must be cons`idered in all estimates.
If a State has been receiving about 10 percent of its " new " teachers
from teaching positions -in other States and can continue to attract
an equal number of desirable g=ruits and wishes to continue the
practice, the difference between the number so attrtrted and the
pumber who leave the State to teach elsewhre becomes a " supply."
of that many teacher, and reduces by that number the demand upon
institutions of higher edtiçation and other sources.

.

In the second place a State nifty also waify its supply and dewind
problem by regulating the number ana kids bf teachers who will
b9 certificated from institutions of higher education in otgor States.
Even though the number of teachers obtained from institutions 9,i
higher education in other States is relatively small, especially. for

, eletnentary teachers, there were about a fourth of the States in which
15 percent ok niore of the secondary teache were obtained from
coll*ges and universities in other States. In se &sites any change
of pólicy on this element would'affect the mber'rof Lim_ teaehers
to be supplied froni other sourps within the State.
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226 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

In the third place a State can, by means of legislation, regulation,or certification, control any of the sources of supply for " new addi-tional ".teachers. Thefefore, standards should be set for each of thesources of supply before any program of teacher-educatiqi is de:.veloped and put into operation. For example, if high-schal train-ing clasges are to be abolished by a fixed date or if all normal schoolsire to become teachers colleges and all curricula 4-year curriculaby a given date these plans should be known as far in advance aspossible in order to see that the required number of teachers will beavailable as needed.. A State regulation to the effect that a teacher's
certificate shall become invalid if not used during a period of ¡ears,e.g., 5 co.nsecutive years is a means oi regulating the supply of newteachers who retu-rn to teaching from other occupations.

The totgl effect of these differences is t,o.makelear the fact thata State program for the education of teachers cannot be formulatedwithout considering eixisting standards for the Sfaie at the time andalso any changes in standards which havC been, decidèd upon or
%which will probably be made during the period covered by the

,o

kprogram,.
Ten-year planning periods desirable.Tbe reason why a programfor the'education of teachers shôuld extenc1.9yei.a period,of years isobvious when it is remembered that teachers in increasing. number-are taking 4 and 5 years of preserTice Iklueational preparation. Thatperiod. may also be followed by a year.or more of cadet teaching oreven by unemployment before the graduatf can-start to demonsfrate

.the effectiveness of the preparátion, and this should be studied ovèt ;'.a period of at least 3 years. Thus it would require a period of 7or 8 years before students, selected for teaching this year, could
secure their p'reparation and,demonstrate their effectiveness, and g'or 10 years before the entering classes of 8 consecutive years cofiulddo so.

A. further argument for a 10-year program is the4 availabilityevery 10 years of census data.
It is of course understood that any sudi program would need tebe revivd, probably every 2 years in the light of as many data asare a

evident from the precedihg material that anir such
must consfder the effect cif each of the principal ele-
ing demanti and supply since many of them are so
lated that a--change in pne affects several Qthers.- In a

lemerits the relationOip is so close that a change in one .
egate another.,
ula for estimating denitind for 'teozhers.The inter-

10-year pla
ments invol

r
number of
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relationships of the principal variables in the problem df adj 'sting.t
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the supply oenew teachers to the demands may be understood more
clearly if they are arranged in the form of an equation even though/
th equation,assumes rather forbidding length.

There iswilittle purpose in attempting to ascertain -the number ,o

teachers needed from institutions of higher education at any pe
except as it is dòne 'for teachers of a particular type of position
which is recognized by sp&ific certification. For example, it is of
little help in guiding students to .know that' 500 new tAichers will-
be needed by the public schools of a State next year without knowing
how many of diem will be neéded in the rural schoOlg, elementary.
schools, secondary schools, and in what subject-matter field's in the
secondary schools. The same is true for supervissx priilcipa%, and
other educational workers.

It is therefore recommended that estimates of the number of re-
'omits to education be computed for,those gr6ups in which there are
specific currictila and specific certification.

The problem of estimating the number ,of elementacfteachers
needed for the ensuing year from institutions which prepare them
can iv illuArated by the foll ing formula: \.

a+b+ c+d-10e+ f±g±h±r±j±-1lm o+ p=X

a. The number of teachers who have been lind will ILe mretire'd dying
the 'y,h4r.

b. The number of teuhers who died or stopped teaching because of
illness.

C. The number of teachers wlio stopped teadling (not on leave of
absence) to continue their' professiónal preparation.'

d. The number who m4rxied and stoppedteaching.
e. The number of teachers needed for new educational nrvices ,in

the elementary field.
f. Th. number .of teachers who resigned or were 'dismissed for in-

o efficiency or other causes.
g. .The increase or decrease in the number of teaching ppsitions be-

%use of in increase or deCrease in the sehool pòpulatiow oF;-
because of increases in the ae,rage daily attendance.

Tiìe increase or decrease in the number of teaching positions
caused by decreAses or increases in the size of classes pr teacher
or in-the teaching load.

i. The difference betliveep the number taking leave oi absence (4- )
and the number returning .from leave of absence ( ) .

i. Tfre difference between the number of teachers who left to teach
in another State ( ) and ,those employed from otler States

6715°--85-8-111
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228 r NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

7'4ftk. The difference bitween the number of teachers who enteredanothet-occupation òr prfofession ( ) and the number emplòyedfrom another ation or profession ( ) .
1. The number of chers recruited through examinations, cadetteaching, and other sources.
m. The number of teachers eliminated because of the withdrawal or,, curtailment of elementary school services..

n. The number of teachers who reburned to teaching hating some,occupation other than teaching in the meantime:o. 'the number of un'emp1oye0 elementary teachers whose prepara-tion is ácceptable in quality, quintity, professional nature, andN. recency and Who can be absorbed each year without disruptingtir continuity of prograrn the education .of teachers.p4 A margin of sAfety' co . ing of enough flementary teachers inexcess of the numbe.:-;': etually. needed. t care for emergenciesa nforeseen dovelopménts and Ilso tc ivplace inçompetentswhen ary. ("` p " would be zero in the equktion so longas the nu i ber of unemplóyOl qualified teachers exceeds thenumbér 'nee ed for " o" 'by the number needed for the marginof safety "p.")
X. The numier of elementary teachers with acceptableTreparationneeded froni institutions of higher education to supplt the needs. afor the ensuing year.

This formula shows Nry clepsly the,compleáity of
,

the problem ofestimating the needed sOplfs" of teichers for anyetype oi .position.The preceding discussion has' shown that all of these elements Irethemselves variables and yet many of them can bé estimated for a.eiRecific yew' orbperiod with a relatively high degree of accurary hoof')'Jae educational records which should b4 inaintained in State 'depart-ments of education. Most of the elements in the.equation are" ratheiorderly variables, that, is, they tend to vary in a regular manner soy. far as a St4te is concerned and are not subject to marked and sudden'fluctuations. For example, the number of teaciherti whom reOre, die,get married, go to' college, or leave to enter some other océupation&mains much the sazhe from on*e yeaf tA, arlotbr. Other elementssuch as the whumber of teachers recruited from examinations, thenumber leaving for further educátion, the number granted leavesof absencé and the-sir of classes are subject to control by the school.administrators. The increase in the number of boys and- girls allpchoól ago fluctuates someWhat, b'ut the fliiCtuátiods Can be knownseveral ytari,before the schools will pe afflicted. Thuf# it ippearpthat mostt'of.. the elemepts in the guPppr and demand 6equation canbe eSimattd from simple rec6rdia, vfhich shows the changes fromyear -to year over a period of years, and that the predictions will
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become more accurate as the period for which the trends are kept
inereases.

Tbe number of teachers who die or retire each year because' of illness
are t le on varia es i the tia ion which are mere y matters o

4factua1 record find over whi he school authorities have no control.
The majority ofçe variables are,matters of record once the State

has%Ttablished a s ndard for the Aim. For example, once- the
retirement age is set it can be vitscertairied how many teacher§ of a
group will reach that age each year. Regulations concerning addi-
tional 'preparation or salli\ry schedule provisions which depend
upon prparation will influence the number of teachers who will

190p teaching ',and enter college. Regulati9ns concerning employ-
ment of married teachers and regarding maternity leave will deter:
mine the °number Of new teachers needed because teachers marry.
Variables f, g, h, i, j, k,l, and n are also examples of variables which
are largely determined by records once State stáudards have been set.

N'ariables e, im, o, and p, however, are somewhat different since
t4Éy involve setting stándards more in'terms of educational theories
than factually established trends:

The number of new additional " teachers needed for " new "
educational services o"n the elementary school level, (item e) is deter-
mined not so much by statistical trends as it is by the attitudes of
the State toward the .expansion" o'f school services. %II the 'general
attitude of educational, poliiical, and economic leaders is favorable
to expansion of editcational opportunities there is ho reason why

. the rate of expansion and the ';fies alow which the expansion will
proceed cannot be determined. There, is also n4() reison why the

, number bf new teachers for each type Alf service that will be needed
each year cannot or,a peribd of years and the expansion made
It'a programed mann

Theunumberof teach rs eliitiinatkci because of the viithdra Nial or
elimination of elemeptary school services (item m) is còurse
always negative in- the equation and should seldom appear except
where certain seivices are fopnd tq be unnecessary or undesirable..9

or where they have been assumed by other agencies. In 'other cases---_,
it repreagtntsia loss of faith in the value of thd. services, or a lowere

.4pprt thô eduçational vrogram or both. Whether or n,
:441;014.,ri3 in an equition depends very laigely upon the

leiders toward the services in question. School servic'es
allowed tolbe '*ondenined by such claseifications as "lads

hod, " are often ambng tho::. included in, item in, whereas
if theiripal,vajue weise' known to parents and school patrons they
wop be atone& last

,
tó be withdrawif, curtailed.
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The number of unemployed elementary tektchers that can beabsorbed any year (item o) is affected by two considerations. The.first is the number of elementary teachers,- unemployed and desiringpositions, whose preparation is acceptable in all respects. Whenthe number of, acceptable unemployed elementary teachers exceedsthe ' margin of 'safety " tbe number in excess of that margin thatcan be employed must be determined by the second' consideration,which is the continuity of the programs of those institutions withinthe State which have been approved for the preparation of elemen-tary teachers. Such programs cannot be- stopped and started atwill. They require specially prepared staff members, a contifiuoussupply of selected students, up-to-date libraries, physical plants, andotilei factors, tangible and intangible, which take time to develop.Such institutions can be maintained during periods if not too ex-tended, in which the number of students is tess than the normil loadwhile the oversupply of aeceptable teachers gis being reduced. SuchreduCed loads increase slightly the per-student 'costs, builitle loss isuncloubtedly mùch less thazi wolild result from tomporary clostng.ofthe schools.
There is nó known gatifactory basis for determining how muchbelow normal cApacity in institution 'can maintairi its program in-tact an& also maintain the quality of, its work. An estimatesbasedupon the elxperiences of institutions during periods when enroll-ments were decreasing instead of increasing indicates that enrelhments may fali below the no;ma17or optimum point by from 20 to831/2 percent ana still not cause radical changes in the institutiòn'sprográm nor greatly iiicrese the pei-student costs. This would be,particularlyr true of institiitioni with 500 or more students. It is,therefore, suggested that acceptai)1(1 unemployed teacher% could be' einployed- in numbers ranging from 20 to 1131/2 p.rcent of the numberof new teachere otherwise needed frop the approve& institutionspreparing teachers !.-Nr that type of ppsition. The ieraentage desig-nated by tho State eiducation authorities should vary in. terms of,

the oversupply of satisfactorilY prepared teazhers which has accumu-lated and for which the State considers itself in.any way respon4e.If the surplus of unemployixt teachers with acteptable preparationexceeds the number of new teachers neéded each year from insti-. taions approved fór the preparation of tetchem, then Unemployedteachers, to the "ex4ntz qf about -a third'of tie niimber need6d fromthose institutions, shmild be pttced, If, ort the otherhand, the sur-plus is smaller than the mmiber needed from the apprefed ihstita-tions, th i the i ntages mity be' re5luced links& the State autilori-ties fare d rous (4 absorbing the surplus more rapidly. The aboverecommen ations should not be confused with recominendations toemPloy f om 20 to 331/2 percent of the unemployed teachers éacli
t
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'

pa. The number of unemp1oyd4 teachers with acceptable recent
preparation may be smaller than the number of new teachers needed
each year from the approved institutions, and, on the other hand, it
may 1.)e several time; greater, so that even with the larger percentages
it would take severkl years to absorb the unemployed teachers.

An illustrktion may hele, to clarify this problem. If a State needs
3,000 elementary teachers each year from the institutions approved
for the preparation of-elOmentdry teachers and hits a surplus of 1,800
elementary teachers whose preparatioii is recént andivadequate and
who are unemployed, the surplus could be absorbed in a period of
3 years by reducing the 'Umber of elernentarj teachers prepared and
certificated by 20 percera for 3 years. The golution is not as simple
a.'s this statement might indicate because of the period of 2 to 4 years
required to kepare elementary teachers. More than the 2,400 wo ld
be partly .through 'their period .áf preparation. This would eit
add to the surplus and lerlgthen the adjustment period beyon1 3
years or the State 'certificittion authorities would be forced t élect
the best from amonfrktlie graduates up to the number needed, viz,
2.400, and refuse certification to the surplus. The second is the solu-
tion which all States will probably come to sooner ior later if this
problem is t:o be solved.

If, instead of having a surpliis of 1,800 satisfactorily prepared un-
employed elementary teachers, the State has a surplus of .6,000 the
procedure is the sanie but the time will li-ave to be lengthened. If
the number of new reicruits from the institutions is cut by 600 per
year (20 per:cent) the surplus would not be abgoFbed for 101years;.
whereas if it is cut by 1,000 (33% percent) the period would be 6
years. In either case the -period would extend over so !flank years
that some of the unemployed teachers vtóuld have to obtain addi-
tional preparation before they were placed in order that their prepa-
ration might be up to date.

Another problem in administration during the period in %ilia the
'oversupply of tiachers is absorbed is that of regulati`ng the emploY-
ment of thp teaphers. The questidn may be asked, How can school
boaras be.made to employ .2,000 graduates of institutions of higher
education and 1,000 unemployed teachers3" The answer is that it is
immatèrial whethei they do or do not so longe as not more than the
reducetnumber of graduates are given certrficateg.. Schoò1 boards
will haiNto employ unémploygi teachers to the extent of the differ-
(mice betweOn the number of new teachers normally needed Laid the
number newlir certificated, and if in addition to that numbers they
shquld employ nome unemployed_ teachers in preference to some of4
the less capable of the recent graduates the total surRlus *ill have
been reduced by the esame number and some of the recent.graduatis
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232 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

will have one or !pore Aars of unemployment or partial unepploy.
'ment until the entire surplus has been absorbed.

# Variable " p " the recommended margin of safdv.f elementary
rather arbitrarily at rst" but can be

number as the records of subsequent years
This number should naturally be kas small as possible. For the present, of course, with a surwhich is much too large, this item in the equation would be zerofor most groups of teachers. 4

This margin under ideal cohditioris need not and in fact should
ntSt be laige because it ineans a temporary los!.....0.4cose wa com-prise* it. This loss should te partially prevented by using these
excess teachers u substitute teachers and for any special educational
services for which the school systems would employ other workers.This period of interneship would also be valuable as an additidhal
check on the desirability of teachers\--14 perman'ept appointmèmtin the schools, and aft an effective period of orientation within theschool system. As a satisfactory baliknce is being established betweiènthe supply and demand for teachers it is probable that this " marginof safety " need not be more than 2 to 3 perceni of the new teachers
needed for any year. Eventually when accumulated records makepossible mere accurate estimates it should approach zero.' Unex-pected emergencies shciuld call for sniall numbers of additional work-ers and tiler* emergency tasks should_ be cared for by regularly
employed workers wh4;se dutics can be 'changed ör nlarged until
*additional workers:can .)se prepared. If a careful rd is kept of
the number of teachers employed each year what might be

44 emergency " conditions (variable " p ") the dumber neededfor this purpose can bp known by the time that the present suiplus,
of teachers is exhauSed and, before it will be necessary to assign any
'positive value to itdm " p " in the equation.

'One other suggestion should be made concerning the admihistra-
tion of this margin of safety, /Az, that its diembers should be em-
ployed on a full-time basis in some capacity in the Fhools. They
could serve as substitute teachers, as teachers of small groups or indi-
vidualt needing remedial work, as assistants in educational eiperi-
ments, and in other vays which would leavie them relatively free
foi..use lilt emergency. conditions. The recency and adequacy of
their preparation cómbin with their familiariby with the schools
should make them more desirable recruits than those just prepaied.'

Relatioit of estimates to trends.The first reaciion to the proposed
mkhod for estimating the number of new teachers'needed for any
type ,of position is that it is far too complicated and tint the human
elements in 'the equation make it almost impossible to control. These

teachersmutit be de
refined and reduced
show the ntimber nee
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BII MARY AND INTERPRETATION

of course are restatements of the two principal problems, namely:
" Can more accurst; estimates be made of the number of teichers
needed and itthey can be made, can the supply of teachers be regu-

lated in terms of those needs?" The proposed method of-isstimating

the number of teachers for any specific type of position is the answer

to the first questio.n. The objection to its complexity is unwarranted
because if all the factors mentioned affect the number of teachers
Leeded then all of those factors niust be used in.making the estimates.

(Any others which apply to particular situations or to some groups
of teachers and not to others will also have to be included.) In
this same connedion it may be remarked again that the Complexity

of the method of estimating is largely an initial problem. Once

the educational records are organized to supply the needed data and
charts are prepared to indicate the direction and rate of the changes

the values to be assignéd to each item in the equation can be quite
accurately predicted for the next year or the next biennium as

needed. The " trend curves " could be corrected each year when

educational statisfics are assembled so that any significant deviations
from tbe predicted Deeds could be discovered is soon as they devel-
oped. Once these trepds have been established and records revised
so as to keep them constaritly up to date, estimating the needs for
new teachers becomes very largely a process of easy clerical com-

putations.
The second question ofb whethei: or not the supply of teachers

can be regulated even if accurary estimates kf the riumber of new

teachers needed are availabre will be discussed in the next section.

283

SECTION 5. SUGGESTIONS` FOR CONTROLLING
TEACHER SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Numerous suggestions for adjusting Epply and demand among
9

teacheis have been given or implied in the preceding discussions of
this chapter. It is the purpose of this section to arrange those
suggestions in the form of a program or a series of steps which. will
assist any State in its attack upon the problem of adjusting the
supply of and demand for teachers.

Four basic assumptiona.--Befm; this cap be outlined with any
-litipe that it will be considered practicable,- four basic assumptions

will be made and must be accepted 17,T the State which attempts any
such program.

The first basic assumption is that the citizens of a State must be-
lieve in the fundaniental, value of the public schools and provide a
¡reasonably continuous ana adequate supporf for the educational
program. This will undoubtedly necessitate a larger pvticipation
by the Staie in the support (of schools and probably an iihmased
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234 NATIONAL SURVEY OF THE EDUCAfION OF TEACHERS

participation of the Federal Government in equalizing educationalopportunities. This assumption does not mean that there shouldnot be salary readjustments during periods of financial, chinge butit does imply that public-school services will be considered ambngthose essential forms of public service which must be maintaintklas eertainly during periods of financial depression as during period')of prosperity.
The .econd basic assumption is that each individual State is respon-,Bible for insuring an adequatl% supply of teachers meeting the certifi-cation standards which it has adopted for the several types ofteaching positions. This responsibility may be met by : (a) Main-taining institutions or divisions of ,institutions having as their specificpurpose the education of teachers; (b) certification of graduates ofapproved curricula for the education of teachers in non-State-supported institutions; or(c) by various combinations of these twomethods.
Each State should have the right to control the number of teacherscertificated at any time or during any period for each type of teach-ing position within tEat State.
The third assumption is that the State desires to have teachersupply and deminA adjusted so as to prevent the recurrence ofdisturbing oversupplies or shortages of adequately preparvidteaclwA.
More people will questicin this. than either of thepreceding ones. Many people believe that the law of supply anddemand, if allowed to operate unhampered, will correct shortagesand reducè surpluses just as it has in the past. They believe thatindividual teachers may be inconvenienced but that the schools noednot stiffer. On the contrary it seems dear that the service of thepublic schools is harmfully affected by both teacher shortages andteacher surpluses.

.Tht3 fact that a very serious shortage of teachers which éxistedduring and at the'close of the World War could change to an equallyserious oversupply in less than a decadeless than two collegegenerationshas convinced many capable persons, prospectiveteachers, that steaching has little promise as a desirable career. Thishas diverted some pf the more able prospective teachers to otherprofessional fields.
'ttA shortage of teachers tends to lower the standards of ability andpreparation of teaciAing recruits. At such times persons with inferiorpreparation are employed in order to prevent the, pchools fromremaining closed for lack of teachers. This was repeatedly shownduring t4e shortage of teachers between 1917 and 1920. Not onlydd the scho6it suffer at the time from the pou teaching of inade-quately prepared teachers, but those same teacars, once in teaci ing,

*
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often retain their positions long after the conditions which allowed
them to enter have been removed. *The presence of these inferior
teachers, furthermore, sets low standards of scholarship and
wpecially of personality which are çften awribed to the entire group
sf teachers. of ,

An oversupply of teachers has also been shown to lower standards
of public-school service by lowerink the professional morale of both
employed* and unempl6yed teachers. large surpluA of.certificated

i4teacheN also tends to increase great. the competition for positions.
T* competition .gives rise to the use of V &riot's pre.%ures in_ the

seleCtion of teachers which make local residence ,or avillingness to

accept lower salaries 'and other nonprofessibnal matters the bases
for the appointment of teachers insteattof 13rofessi'onal preparation.
Competition of this kind frequently 4-esults in the employment .of
teacihezi with the least professional Preparation because they _have
made the smallest investment in time, effit, and money and also.

have less basis for development of a cbde of ofmional ethics. The
net result is that the schools often db not, reeeive the best eachers
available. Periods in which oversupplies of teachers d elop are
often periods in which standards for professional. pr aration of
teachers are raised. These raised standards cannot be credited to
the surplus as has sometimes beerrdone. , ts

A símplus could be used to accelerate the raising.of standards if
all teacher-employinii agencies toot advantage of the opportunity
to employ the best teat. 4. available. Since. however, this has not

64 always been done, the rot le gains which might result from the
surplus have been wholly boit or only pariially realized.

Anclther result of a continue'd surplus' of adequatély prepared
teachers is that many of the more capable young men and women,
wit° might" choose teaching as a career, make other choices, and
education loses some vtiluable potential leadership.

In. connection with the third- as.slimption some aiithorities hold
that it is tindesirable for the State or any gfoup of workers yithin
the State to control the supply and demand for workers in any.field
unless similar planned control, is resorted to by pritcticallST all
groups and guided by smile .cerkral planning body or organization.

, This objection seems to have less' force when applied to attempts to
control the supply and demand of teachers than would have for
many óther groups because of th6 public-service nature of teaching.
The public schools are maintained because of the 3ervices rendered
to the childrenthe citizens of tomorrow and not for the_sake of
the teachers.

sitt. fourth assumptión. is that teachers, in addition to being well-
educated men and women, should have special preparation fdr thé
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vaious types of teachbag positions. (This assumption was die-
cussed at length in ch. III.)

In the light of these four assumptions any State which is inter.
ested in adjusting supply and demand amoyg its teachois must
consider four phases of the problem. The first is the inventoty of
professional equipment, the sec?nd is the development of a program
of teacher education, the thill is the estimating and controlling of
demand, and the fourth is the estimating and controlling of supply.

AN 1NVkNTORY OF THE -PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION OF ALL
EDUCATIONAL WORKERS

Unless a State has an accurate, detailed, complete, and up-to-date
inventory of the professional preparation of its teaching personnel
employed and unemptoyedin terms of the standards in force in the
State at the time, no effective plans can be made for adjusting either
the supply of or.demand for teachers. This inventory should indi-
cate the ntimber of terhers and other educational workers in the
State and in the vitrious units of the State whose educational and
professional preparation is entirely satisfactory according to' Pres-
'ent standards and also the number whose preparatilm .4 below or,
above standard *and the extent to which it is below or above. Those
among the unemployed whose prtiparation is bel2w the accepted
amount or quality can be eliminated from further consideration,
because if they bring their preparation up to the approved standard
they will be accounted for avtudents in some institution of higher
education.

The inventory should be made in such a Way that the records may
be maintainedin other words it should fie a continuing record

O which will indicate each year the kind and extent of the changes
mvie. A few States have such"an invenry and others have the
needed data for the teactiers in service, bu the majority would need

increase their present records and 41cfude 'all the unemployed.-
tertificated teachers for which. they mayor be considered in any way
retponsible before theinve.ntoiy could be used as the basis for liny
planned attempts to regulate supply ,and Alemand..

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PROGRAM OF TEACHER EDUCATION

This phase of the pioblem has to do.4 largely with the'estaVish-
ment of standards for the education of teachers who are satisfactory
to the State. Three *distinct stAzip's are necessary in this phase
1. The State teducational authorities in consultation- with represent&

ative-educational leaders of the State should fprmillaté for the
different types of teaching positions the minimum standards

I
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of preparatior which will be accepted at the present time.
These hou1d/be made as high as is practical under prisent
conditions.

2. If the prese t standards are lower for any group than are gen-
.

erally considered desirable, dates should be set by which time
teachers in service and all new teachers will be .expected to
meet thé higher standards. These dates should be so set that
the teachers in service will have time to secure the necessary

additional preparation and that tile institutions which prepare
teachers may provide the additiona preparation without being
forced ti expánd fheir proems and organizations beyond the
point needed after the new standards have been reached. In
this way the additional demand may be spread evenly over a
period of yetirs and will not encourage an undesirable tempo-
rary " speeditig-up " of the program of teacher-education, with
its later additions to the oversupply and its losses and disap-
pointments to individuals when the new standards have been
achieved and 'no vacancies exist.

3. In addition to the first two steps, which may be considered largely
" upgrading " in nature, a State should outline an enlarged pro-
gram of educational services which it would inaugurate as con-
ditions 'Cake it possible Such a program might include :, Nevi

kinds of1 visiting and helping teachers; a greater variety of
teachers of special subjects, espetially those Which contribute
to*ard ari enjoyhble or profitable use -of leisure time; an in-

.
creased st4ff of specialists Ole diagnostic and remedial fields

of mental, educational, and physical adjustments; larger mini-"

bers of specially trained teachers and directors of recreations of
all kinds; new %ducational services for all grows of adults
,
which would provide for 'education, recreation, and occupy-
tional rehabilitation; ex*nsions of the amount and kinds of
services for younger childrenthe present preschool group; and
a large *raise in the educational use of the radio and visual
instruction. The more such services are considered and planned
for, the more likely it is that, a State will fiqd ways and means
of getting them started and thereby give them In opportunity to
prove their worth.

ESTIMATING AlTD C[14 ROLLING 'THE DEMAND FOR TEACHERS

The third phase of the problem of adjusting siipply 'and demand
has already been discussed in this chapter insofar as till) items to be
considered and some of the difficulties in eitimtting the demand are
concerned. At this point it ig desirable to call attention to the
problems of controllinEr demand. It is obvious that no satisfactory
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adjustment between supply and demand can be made pnless the ckt
mand can be estimated with reasonable accuracy and far enough
ahead so° that the required number of teachers may be prepared. It
is equally obvious but usually overlooked that the demand for teach.
ers, especially those for new types of positions, cannot be accurately

. estimated unless the order in which the new services will be intr(4)-
duced is known and also the rate at which the new teachers will be
certified. In most cases teachers for new types of positions require
2 or more years of special preparation. The number needed each
year should therefore be known several years in advance as well as
the probable total number of tachers for each type of position so
that the number of recruits may be reduced as the saturation point
is approached. aft

ESTIMATING AND CONTROLLING THE SUPPLY OF TEACHERS

The fourth phase of adjusting supply and demand among teach-
ers is estimating and controlling the supply. This phase is very
clearly the most difficult to administer because it involves regulat-
ing and restricting the actions of individuals and institutions and
yet obviously there can be no adjustment of supply and demand
unless the supply can be regulated.

Controlling the supply of teachers is further complicated at this
time by the oversupply of teachers holding valid certificates. For
reasons already presented those teachers among the unemplqed
whqse preparatiofi is entirely satisfactory according to present stand-
ards should be employed as rapidly aspossible by each State in
which surpluses exist. This should be done, however, without jeop-
ardizing the effectiveness and continuity of the programs of insti-
tutions in which teachers are prepared. A method by which this
might be done was proposed in the preceding section. Controlling
the supply of teachers jn any State involves four steps.
1.. In the light of the standards set by the State for the preparation

of teachers for the several types of positions the State educi-
tional authorities, in cooperation with representatives of .the
public schools and of institutions of higher education in wych
teachers are prepared, should develop acceptable standar& of
curricula, of faculty preparation and facilities for the prepara-
tion of teachers for each type of teaching position. These
standards should then be iij plied by the approPriate Staté au-
thorities to ail institutions which are " approved " as qualified
to pr6pare teachers for each tyPe of positiork for which special
certificates are issued.

2. This Wit should be checked and ¡wised each year if necessary
either by inspection or from a detOled system of institutional

. r.
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reports which will /*cord -the maintenance of approved condi-
tions in the several institutions and which will also serve as the
source of enrollment data and tiny other data needc;c1 by. the
State departments of education in connection with estimates of
supply.

8. When the number of teachers needed froln institutions of higher
education for each .type of teaching position has been deter-
mined (in the way previously indicated) the number should be
allocated to the institutions approved for the preparaiion of
teachers for that type of position. These allocations should be
made effective by restricting the number of graduates who will
receive certification from each institution oil the approved ist
Such a qubta system would increase the care with which pros-
pective teacheis were selected and would definitely increase the
quality of recruits to the teaching profession since certificates
could* bé issued to the most 'capable individuals in each group.
nirthermore, as soon as satisfactory means of evaluating the
effectiveness of the graduates of tiw approved institutions are
available the quotas allocated to institutions should be changed
in terms of the relative merits of the graduates of the several
institutions. These quotas could also be increased or decreai3ed

in terms of changes in the total situation.
4. The State should adopt a system of restricted certification which

:would enable teachers to teach only in those positions for which
they had had the approved preparation. This will not work thi
h4rdship up:in individuals which some now think would result,
because as soon as the records for a °State have been maintained
a few years, more accurate estimates cotild be Made of the num-
ber of teachers needed in each tipe of position for each year.
As long as it is possible for a teacher who has prepared to teach
history and mathematics in a, high schdol to accept a position
in a rural or elementary school it will, be impossible effectively
to control the supply of teachers.

The success of this program for controlling die supply of teachers
depends upon the cooperation of the State department ei)f certifica-
tion and all institutions approved for the education of teachers. It
should not be applied to State-supported institutions while private
colleges and universitiéi; are allowed to increase their enrollments
of prospective teachers without restraint The initiation of the pro-
gram would require a realization on the part of those résponsible for
the preparation and employment of teachers that an adjustment of
supply and demand is desirablenot so much betause, of its advan-
tages to teachers as for its effect upon theimprovement of the quality
of the services iendered by the public schools.
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Cooperation or lieewinmeaminationa.The opinion has been ex.
pr6ssed by some competent students of the problems, that the amount
of cooperation required to control the supply of teacheibs cannot
be secuied without a fundamental change in our State educational
systems.namely a system of State competitive licensing examine.
tions s'uchikas are used in many of the lárger cities and similar toihose
of France and other European countries.

Such a plan may be the final solution but is not recommended
until cooperative measures have been tried. Reference to volume
V, part VIII, will ,show very clearly that the generarstatus of the
'teacher in this country is lower than in most European countries
and that the period of preparation is shorter and the tenure less
secure. The lieeesing examination does not control the number who
prepare for teaching. It determines merely the number included
in the eligible lisi. Whenever or wherever teaching becomes more
than usually attragtive, large numbers of persons will prepare for
teaching and under licensing èxaminations system would not
be given certificates teach but would .be uneniployed teachers as
certainly as they are now where there has been no attempt to control
the supply. The argument is offered that the best would be chosen
and those not licensed would be less desirable. Even if it were
admitted that the examinations would select the best (and there is,
swe doubt at present) the difference between those selected add the
best of those eliminated from the competitive exáminations would
be an insignificant difference if thae is a large exCess of candidates.
At best the ustemzeans a large amount óf wasted time and effort
upon

,
the part of th'capable inditiduals who are unsudcessful in the

examinations and. it would change the emphasis in all institutions
educating teachers from preparation for teaching to preparation
for. the licensing examinations. r ,

While the plan of cooperative' control which hu been proposed
has not been operated in its entirety by; any State, certain stepti hltve,
been taken.in some of the States which lead to the belief that may
if not 01 of tie States can effect an adjustment between supply and
demand among teachers if they 'so desire.

SECTION 6. SUMMARY .

In this chapter 'the conditions which caused the Present oversupply
of teachers were discussed; the factors which mild be considered
in studying the demand for and the supply of teachers were 14ted;
the findings of the National SurireY of the Education of Teacheis on
the tendency of teachers to move from one posiiion to another in the
same State, arid the demand and supply conditions in the United
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States in 198041 were summarized; reasons for past overestimates
of the number of teachers needed were indicated; the desirability a
preventing either a shortage or a large surplus of teachers was ex-
plained; a formula for determining the number of new teachers
needed from institutions of higher education was presented; a plan
for reducing the number of adequately prepared teachers who are
now unemployed was suggested; and a plan for acljusting the de-
mand for and the supply of teachers -for a State was proposed.
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CHAPTER V

THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS IN THE UNITED
STATES-PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS

INTRODUCTION

This volume is expected to serve as an interpretative summary
of the work of the Survey. For rea§ons advanctid in the first chapter
no attempt has been made to present a point-by-point or study-by-study.recapitulation of principal findings and recommendations.
Three large problems in the education of teachers in the United
States have been presented and discussed. The discussions of these
problems have drawn upon most of tire- Survey studies but not upon
all nor upon all phases of those which were utilized. A complete
outline of the studies undertaken by the Survey will be found in
part I of this volume (pp. 242-6), and will suggest io reade-rs inter-
ested in special studies whre the detailed findings of the Survey
may be found.

Instead of attempting in these concluding pages a restatement or
a reduced statement of the recommendations of this and the precede
ing yolumes an attempt will be made to formulate in the light of the
Survey experiences some of the principles which should control the
education of teachers in this country and to suggest some of the more
pressing and important problems or things to be done. Since these
statements could not have been made until all the Survey studies had
been pompleted it was not possible to submit them in their present
form either to the Survey staff or to the board of consultants before
they were sent to the printer. For that reason credit is acknowl-
edged to thé several studies and, to numerous individuals for many
of the statements but whenever they are changed or at variance

ewith the findings of separate studieso the assoctate director must be
\-lheld responsible even though he has attempted to present the con-

sensus of opinion of those assdciated with the Survey whenever such
opinions are known. BeCause these points have all been discussed
in greater detail in other parts of .the Survey no supporting data'
or arguments will be presented with thése statement&

242
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1. It is the rftwonsibility of the State to establish standards for
the preparation of its public-school teachers, to insure an ade-,

quate supply of teachers meeting those standards, and to pra-
tect its staAdards and the servioes rendered by the teachers by
.maintaining a balance between the supply of teachers And the
demand for teachers (vol. VI, ch. IWp. 234, also p. 236). This
control should be exercised °primarily by means of certification
and the enforcement of adequate regulations of State depart-
ments of education (vol. III pt. 1, ch. II, vol. V pt. 1).

2. The importance of the work\of the teacher, particularly in a
democracy, justifies securing the strongest recruits -possible for
the teachers' curricula. This end will be assisted by:

(a) Admission reqvirements aimed to select the most capable
of the applicants as shown by all known prognostic measures
inchicling health and personality (ch. III p. 144).

(b) Programs of "selective recruiting" to interest exception-
allY capable high-school graduates in teaching.

(C) Systems of student personnel and guidance service which
will start at admission to a teacher's curriculum and con-
tinue through a peri0 of adjustment following graduation.

(d) b A rigid system of elimination of students who, during
their preparation, show themselves to be unsuited or unfit
for teaching.

3. The preparation of teachers and other educational workers should
be determined by the demands which will be made upon them
in the different types of positions 'and not by arbitrarily or
traditionally set requirements for majors or minors. This
implies that:

(a) Competence in the total work of the teacher should be
the criterion for deternining curriculum content and
arrangement

(b) Graduates should be aware of the desirable elements in
present educational practices and also sensitive to needed
changes in educational procedures.

(0) Graduation from curricula for teachers should depend
upon inastery of the content and skills demanded by the
work to be performed and not by time spent nor courses
passed.

4. In order to assume tlieir appropriate positions of leadership in
the communities in which they work, teachers should have suf-
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ficient general education to compare favorably with that of
members of tuns
better educated citizens of represe tative communities. Ths
education should indude:

(a) :4urvey 'contacts, preferably o the eo11eg level. with
the majoi established fields of- k )wledgeEnglish, socuti
Firien(w% natural sciénces, mathematics, music, fine arts, and
philosophy.

(b) A s(-bolarly mastery of the subject or suNect6 to be
taught and of the subjects most closely related to them.

(e) A familiarity with the social. political. industrial, and
aesthetic developments in this and'other countries.

(d) The developnwnt of one or more fields of intellectual
avocation.

(e) The development of a growing it.nd integrated philosophy
of livin.

.5. Teachers should have the distinctly profegsional knowledge and
skills required in the type of position for which they are prt.
paring. These distinctly professiaml elements include:

(a) Profe&qicinal orientatidii with respect to'education and
teaching (ch. III. p. 94).

(h) Mastery of ets.-sential educational toolspsychology, mess_
o. urements, And statistics (ch. III, p. 95).

(r) Knowledge of the individuals Nibe taughtin most. cues,
children (ch. III. p. 97). '

(d) Essential teaching methods and techniques fbr the sub-
jects taught and the groups taught. These may he pre-
sented in föur or more different ways (ch. III, p. 99).

(e) Know/edge of class organitation and class instruction
¡ch. III, p. 120).

(f) Observation of and participation and pra,ctire in teaching
4 (ch. III, p. 120).

(g)-Professional integration and the development of a work-
, ibg philosophy of educAtion (ch. p. 124).

6. In, order ,to protect the learners from the effects of inexperiehced
teaohing alk initial practice teaching shoulti be -closely super-

. vised. The supervised practice period should be continued until
the student teachei attains a "safety minimum " of teaching

- skill (ch. III, pp. 122--M):
(a) The period required to obtain the necessary initial skill

should vary' for different individuals.
:(b) Pi.actice-teaching facilities should be representative of

the better schools in which the graduates will be employeil.

" learned professions and with that of the
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(e) Curricula for teachers should aim. in the time available,
to make prospective teachers is compoterit -as possible at
the toisnning of their period of practice teaching.

. (d) Ncrtescher shotgd be certificated who has not satisfac-
torily passed a period of supervised practice teai-hing.

7. The concep t. of a "safety minimum of feaching skill at- gradua-
tion implies:

(a) A psaiod of probation .after graduatioN during which
ie prospective teacher demonstrate§ his ability to add to

his teaching skill&
-(b) A program of in-service education which will stimuhtte

teacheri t*o continued professional development.
8. Aside from hiving the neces.sary knowkdge and skilLs a teacher

should pacisess those traits of pep;onality -which are usually
foundfamong the bettei teachers *al which are. associatfkd with
leaders in,arly representative community. Sonieft the ele-
ments in a program for the education of téachers which con-

, tribute to personality development are:
(a) A comprehensive p.rovam'of student oguidanefe.144 weI

fare. .

so(b) A rich program of ertrachms activities itspeciaily those
which are also found in the eleiiientary or secondary schools.

(c) A comprehensive program of health services.
(d) The provision of residence and diiiing, facilities which

contribute to desirable habits and mannérs.
.(e) A gtfrierous prokram for.the social and religious aciivities

of students.
(f) Opportunities to discover and develop latent creative

talents.
9. Education shoula be recognized as one of the major forces re-

sponsible for social, political, *and economic stability, bet-
terment. A general understanding of this role of education
sh'ould be a part of the sociological informAtion of all citizetis:
At this time teachers and teachers óf teschertrshould be open-
minded and well infbrmed pi) the more important controversial
issues in these three fields (ch. III, p. 83).

10. Preaerv.ice curricula for teachers should 1r,* largeli presciibed
the prescription differing in terms of the positions for which
the prospective teac4ers are preparing. Only in this way can
the objectives of the third; fourth, fifth, sixth, eighth, and ninth
principles be realized (ch.-III, see. 8, p. 129).

In addition to thesè objectives the prescriptions shouldpro-
vide for those sequences in courses which will offer a continu
ing challenge to students of increasing ifiaturity.
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.a

11. Courses in ',curricula for teachers, whenever 6'e number of gtu.
dents' makes it possililé, should be " differentiat:ed " for the
larger school divisions ; that is, teachers preparing for the ele-
mentary schools and those preparing for th& high schools sbould

I have separale courses iii the various subjects. The differences
should be ih content and its professional taeatment and hot ifi
difficulty or iil scholastic value (ch..ill, p. 129).

12. Institutions offering curricula for teachers should be aptitoved
for and restricted to the preparation of teachers for only those
types of positions for which the institutions are satisfitctorily
equipped in staff, library, and other facilities.

Approve'd institutions should be designated for specialization
in the education of those types of teachers for which ihere is
a very limited demand or which require a highly specialized
and evensive type of laboratory or other equipment.

13. The American ideal. of equality of educational opportunity is
'directly related to the -preparation of teachers and all programs--
State or ita.ticinalto equalize educational opportunities should
Include as one of the most important factórs the education of
the teachers. .

14. Institutions offering work on the graduate level for teachers
should adapt the amrses an,d the requirements for graduate
degrees to the needs of teachers in the various types of positions

, (ch. III, p. 137). .

..,.-e--
When .the first year of graduate -work is made a preservice

requirement it shduld be considered as a part of a 5-year curricu-
lum or as a third year of a 3-year peist-junior college curriculum.

lo. The faculty of any institution the graduates of which are recog-
nized for certification as teachers should be pervaded by a high
degree of contagious enthusiasm for teaching slid a sincere
interest in the studentii asjrospectivt teachers. The prevailing
faculty attitude toward teaching and the work of the teacher
should be one of the important factors considered in the ap-
proval or disapproval of an institution by a State department of
education. la

,

I

le. Tile tacher plays sol@portant a part in the work of the. Public
schools/and so many factors which require years to, develop are
involved in the increasing efficiency ol institutions for the prep-

.

, aration of teachrs, that the education of teachers should be
, classed u one of those essential forms of riblic service which

should be tnaintaine regardless id economic changes. Faculties,
student bodies, lib 'les, and physical plants all require time to
be built and coordinated. They cannot be disbanded and u-
sembled again on at)" stop-and-go " basis.
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IMPORTANT PROBLEMS OR THINGS TO BE DONE, IN THE
rkEDUCATION OF TEACHERS IN THE UNITED STATES

In gone sense this *section could be summetTized in tile one state-
ment that the important problems in the edeation of teachers are
to put into effect the principks just enumerated. Such a stAtement
is too general to be of much 4ssistance 'to those interested in prepar-
ing or improving a State program of teacher education. Therefore,
a selection has been made for the purpose of diitecting attention to
some of the problems considered .most important to the largest
number of States, even though any such selection will, bé approved
in .its entirety by but few persons interested in the education of

All
heirs.

of the probler listed her9,-have been suggested or disciissed in
greater detail in this or other (:,lunies of the survey; they should
be neither Acted upon nor rejected without reading the more com-
plete statements. The problems suggested arp:
1. To defme dood teaching in various types of posiiions and to develh

more accurate means of weasuring it.. Many of the present
controversial issues in the education of teachers cannot be
resolvéd until there is (a) a more general agreement upon what
a teacher should be and d'o and (b) an easily administered
measure of teaching efficiency. Until these two elenitnte are
supplied, institutions preparing teachers- should evifience a de-
sire to teach the best' practices (as then generally acCepted) and
a willingness to experiment and to measure the experiments as

," accurately ks existing instruments will permit (vol. V, pt. II,
vol. VI, p. 147).

2. . To make educational leaders aware of the State. 's responsibil-
ity for developing a, long-term plan for the education of its
teachers and for promoting systematic publicity cainpaigns to
acquaint patrons and teachers with its provisions. Such a plan
should set progressively advancing standards, both quanti*
stive alicfprofeisional, for the education of teachers, and should be
so presentea ihat the reasoii for each step is clearly-understood
in order that it may proceed withgthe approval of all concerned.
(Two years of work beyond the completion of a standard high
school should be set immediately as the minimum amount of
pre-service education for any teacher) (chs. II and III).

8. To Otain greater uniformity in permanent records about the
education and the employment of teachers. Representativés of
the Unite-A. States Office of Edlication, the National .Education
Assmiation, institutions educatg teachers, State superintendents
and commissioners of education, and city and county superin-
tendents should cooperate in developing a set of uniform educa-
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tional records' similar to the uniform records and reports which
have keen prepared by the National Committee on Financial
Repòrts for Institutions of Itgher Education. The data blanks
should be easy to fill out and arranged for convenient tabulation,
especially with mechanical tabulating machines. These records
and reports should contain all data needed by a State in making
its program for teacher-education and for adjusting the supply
and demand (ch. IV, p. )195).

All persons or institutions making the records should be en-
couraged to assemble basic data at approximately the same time
each year in order to increase the comparability of returns
among the States.

Thetecords should make readily available up-to-date infor-
mation upon the following phases, of teacher-education:

(a) Personnel data on all employed teachers, including age,
birthplace; educational record, educational experience--
teaching, supervisory, "or administrative-:--experience in
other lines of work, special abilities, and interests.

(b) Certification data showing in detail the number of certif-
icates of each kind in force at any time, the number of each
kind in use in the State, the number in use in other States,
the number not in use but whose holders desire employment,

(c) Employment data from each administrative school unit
giving each year for each *teacher, his name, certificate
held, validity q.certifieate, date and period of employment,
type of work being done, salary received, permanent resi-
dence, residence during school year, ingtitution or institu-
tions from which teacher graduated and on basis of which
certificate was° granted, date of graduation, a.nd occupation
the preceding year.

(d) Supply data including the number of certificates issued
or to be issued on the basis of examinationrbf recognition
of certificates from other States, and the number of stu-

( dents in institutions of higher education who are avowed
or potential candidates for certification as teachers by insti-
tutions, types of positions for which they are preparing,
major and minor subjects, years in college, and length of
curricula being taken.

(e) Placement data for each institution the graduates of
which are recognized for any form of certification which
will show for each year exactly what happened to all of
last year's graduates who were prepared io teach and who
wanted to tea0i. Such data may be used to determine the
effect of different kinds of preparation, residence, quality
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of scholarship, sex, teaching experience, and other factors
which may influence teacher: placement.

4. To remove at once the professionally demoralizing lack of ad-
justment in many States between supply and d mand among
teachers. Wheré an oversupply of acceptably ared teachers
exists plans should be made to reduce it at once (ch: IV, p. 230).
'Standard-lowering shortages or surpluses of teachers should be
prevented by each State. Suggestions for such a plan are pre-
sented in chapteralT, section 3.

5. To persuade each State to establish dates by which all teachers in
service whose preparation is below the accepted standard for
the State would be expected to meet the current standards.
(Exceptions should be made for teachers who will reach the
retirement age within 5 years of the dite fixed.) The nearness
of these dates should be determined by the educational and eco-
nomic conditions of each State (ch. II, general discussion) .

6. To regulate the supply of prospective teachers by raising stand-
ards through selective admission of students to curricula for
teachers. Much can be done in this matter by obtaining the
cooperation of all institutions approved for the education of
teachers. Notonly should the standards for admission be raised
but active campaigns to recruit a larger proportion of the more
capable high-school graduates should be made (vol. II, pt. 2;
vol. III, pt. 1, ch. III).

7. To provide large numbers of teachers better and more specifi-4
cally prepared for rural schools. A problem demanding immedi-
afie attention in a majority of the States is that of raising the
standards for-the preparation of teachers in the rural and village
schools until they equal those held for the urban centers. This
should be equality in amount and quality but does not mean
identity of content because the rural teachers need special prepa-
ration for their work. No teachers should be employed in the
rural schools who do not have a minimum amount of that special
preparation.- Rural life and the problems of the rural areas are
sociologigialy and economically of such great importance that
all teachers, whether or not they expect to teach in the rural
schools, should be familiar with them, just as rural school
teachers should be familiar with similar problems for the urban
and industrial areas.

Equal standards for teachers of rural schools in most States
will involve a larger participation by the State in a program
for the equalization of educational opliortunities (vol. II, pt. I.;
vol. V, pt. 7; and vol. VI, ch. II).
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8. To provide for more and better-prepared teachers for the Negro
schools in those States in which separate schools tire maintained
for Negroes. A This should be given immediate attention if this
group is to hayes equality of educational opportunity. Before

¡the necessary imVrovements in the education of teachers can be
made a number of other changes will have to be effected.

(a) Numerous changes will have to be made in the control -

and financial suRport of schools for Negroes. For a time, at
least, funds tvill have to be made available for purposes of
equalization of educational conditions.

(b) The large group of teachers, especially in the elementary
schools, with less than 2 years of preparation beyond high
school should be eliminated or upgraded. The inefficiency
of these teachers affects the work pf the high school and
the quality of the recruits for teaching (vol. IV, .and vol.
VI, ch. II).

9. To develop greater interest in the distinctly professional ele-
ments in the education of teachers. This should result in
numerous experiments with different ways of educating teachers
for each type of position. Such experiments will be greatly
facilitated when more satisfactory measures are available. Un-
der present conditions, however, they will arouse interest in the
profeLsional side of the problem of teacher education. Experi-
mtnts may include the entire curriculum as at New College,
Teachers College, Columbia liniversity, or may involve such
items as the number and arrangement of coumes in education,
the amount and kind of practice teaching, honors courses, sur-
vey courses, or comprehensive examinations (vol. III, pts.
and 3; vol. VI, ch. III).

10. To make sure that all prospective teachers possess at least the
" safety minimum " amount of teaching skill before being cer-
tificated. Each institution which expects to have its graduates
accepted as teachers should be required to provide appropriate
practice-teaching facilities enough to bring prospective teachers
to the minimum degree of proficiency in each field of training for
which the institution is approved (vol. III, pt. IV and vol. VI,
ch. III, p. 120).

11. To adjust curricida for teachers to the work of the junior col-
ieges especially in those States in which the minimum standard
of preparation for elementary teachers does not exceed the
junior college level. If, as recommended, junior colleges do not
prepare teachers, be necessary for teachers colleges, col-
leges, and universities to arrange curricula for teachers which
will begin with the senior college. Such curricula ahould be
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not less than 2 years in length and for some types of work and
for most subjects in the high schools can be, with profit to the
teacher, 8 or more years in length.

12. To promote the realization that the schools will be required to
take a heavier responsibility foç the enjoyable and constructive
use of increased amounts of leisure. Each State should include
among its standards for teachers the requirement that they be
able to make some contribution to the extraclass-activity pro-
grams of the schools and to the communities in which they work.
This* will necessitate the development of a richer extraclass-
activity program in the institutioiis approved for the education
of teachirs (vol. III, pts. II and III; and vol. V., pt. III).

13. To persuade States which have not alreAdy done so to adopt sys-
tems of restricted certification which will indicate very specifi-
cally the kinds of positions for which the teacher is prepared
and which will restriet the teacher's employment to those posi-
tions (vol. III, pt. I; vol. V, pts. I and VII; vol. VI, ch. IV).

14. To develop and maintain in each State lists- of institutions " ap-
proved" for the preparation of teac for each type of posi-
tion for which the State issues certi tes. Standards for ap-
proving institutions should be developed cooperatively by repre-
sentatives of the public schools and of institutions preparing
teachers. The approval must be based upon the standards then
accepted by the State and shou10 be revised whenever standards
are. &lowed. As pad of this problem will come the difficult tasks
of refusing approval to some institutions, removing others from
the list, and restricting many to the preparation of te!ac.hers
for the type or types of positions for which the institutions are
adequately equipped to prepare teachers. The professional in-
terpretation of this recommefidation and its cou us enforce-
ment will reduce the number ql institutions prep ng teachers
in many States (ch. W).

15. To adopt standards and regulations which will make sure that the
courses in all curricula for teachers are taught by stag members
who are adequately preparedscholastically and professionally
and who are genuinely interested in education and in the educa-
tion of teachers (vol. II, pt. III; vol. III, pts. II, III and VII;
and vol. VI, ch. III).

16. To raise standards for the preparation if all teachers and to
Control the supply of new teachers by obatining from all insti-
tutions on the approved listpublic and privatecooperation
in devéloping die program and in carrying out- ita provisions.
Competitive bidding for students in order to increase enroll-
ments will defeat any plan for maintaining a balance between
the demand and the supply.
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17. To improve the community status---prestige--of the teacher.This can be done : By restoring and increasing salaries, especiallyfor the exceptionally capable and well prepared; by,increisingthe security and permanence of teachers' positions; by removingthe influence of those pressure groups which prevent teachersfrom teaching about controversial issues; and-by demanding anamount and kind of preparation which will enable teachers to
assume positions of real leadership in the communities in whichthey work (vol. II, pt. III; vol. III, pts. II and III and VII;and vol. V, pt. VIII).

18. To develop upon a Nation-wide basis such an understanding ofthe significance of educatiop that ways and means will be foundand approved for restoring recent educational losses and foradding new educatiOnal services. The size of classes should
be reduced, teachers and others whose services were discon-
tinued for no other reason than to reduce budgets should be
reemployed, increased provision should be made for recreat:ion
and the wise tise of leisure, and educational programs should
be developed for various adult groups hitherto considered out-side the responsibilities of the school systems (ch. IV).

19. To procure in a majority of the States the legislation or the
constitutional amendments essential to the reorganization ofthe State departments of education. Because óf the vital rolethat the State department must play in the development of
any State program of teacher-education it is imperative that theState department of education be removed from politics andfrom " party control " and be free to develop its professional
personnel in terms of the educational services to be rendered inthe State. No significant progress can be made toward the
solution of many of the problems in this list until professional
leadership can be consistently obtained from the State depart-
ments of education.

20. Each State must maintain a continuing survey of its teaching
personnel in order to meet its teacher-training obligations
wisely. In addition to these surveys some agency, national in
its scope, such as the Office of Education or the National Edu-
cation Association, should condupt periodic studies of phases
of teacher-education so that the more imiortant aspects of this
large problem may be presented on a Nation-wide basis at least
as often as every 5 years. Data for such studies could be easily
obtained from the uniform records once they are developed mid
adopted.
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Obviously these 16 principles and 20 problems are not all that

exist in the %field of teacher-education nor are they all of the
important ones. Interested persons will undoubtedli contend that
some of the items not included in this suminary are more important
thap some which are included., A number of the principles and
problems are subjects of rather sharp controversy and there is, un-
fortunately, no means at present to pr9ve or disprove the contention
that one is more important thatranother.

It is hoped that the segregation of these principles and problems,
'selected with the pe*ctive which the Survey has provided, will4

challenge the _constructive thinking of America's leaders engaged in
the education and employment of teachem for the public schools,
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